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DEDICATION.
To M y Father, Who on Earth Was 

Noblest of Physicians,

Most successful of surgeons,

Most liberal of scientists,

Most sincere of philanthropists,

Who during a life of more than 102 years continually helped 
his fellow man, and who, we believe, from the other side of life’s 
wondious river still throws the force of his master mind and power
ful intellect to all earth’s children who desne and are ready to 
receive the light of fullest fruition m research of truth and progress;

And

To M y Mother, Who on Earth Was 

Handsomest of women,

Lovliest of mothers,

Faithfulest of Christians,

Most obedient to Heaven,

Who during a long and eventful life found delight m the higher 
laws of service, and who, we believe, m providence and vision 
still dwells with the children of earth, and will forever lend a 
mighty influence for all good and worthy things,

This volume is most obediently dedicated by their son, the 
autuor, as a small appreciation for the life they made it possible 
for him to live
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give this volume a distinction possessed by no othei ti e-dise extant

William H Deck, D C
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PREFATORY

Altho D D Palmer made his first discovery and adjustment m 
Chnopractic m 1895, it was not taught to others until the dis
tinguished old authoi and discoveier had progressed m his devel
opment into the early yeais of the twentieth century

Hence, at the piesent wilting, the gieat science is only about 
a dozen yeais of age, and we may tiuthfully say it is not that old, 
as it is still giov mg, Many of its punciples weie developed by 
Di Palmer, and much of its philosophy explained, but its most 
infinite possibilities, we believe, have not yet been reached 

It has aheady easily outstupped all othei methods of healing, 
but its sun has not yet leached the zenith, and who shall declare 
if it shall evei have a sunset? Oi shall evei see the extent of its 
development? Oi who shall evei leach the end of its rainbow of 
hope? Oi who shall find the heaviest bag of gold?

We do not say that Chnopiactie has no limitations Even in
finities have limitations, and some infinities aie gietei than othei s 
The gieatest Chnopath may meet some conditions beyond the 
potency of his science, but he will suipass all othei methods and 
systems as the noonday beam smpasses the glow of twilight

The empne of its home is the eaith The extent of its develop
ment is the umveise The vanishing point of its powei is the most 
distant stai Illimitable piogiess marks the pages of its histoiy 
Its hand holds the honey of health Its tongue speaks the cei tamty 
of long life Its language is that of all mankind Its stiengthis the 
Sampson to*shivei to pieces old traditions that have steeped nations 
in the claikness of supeistition foi ages

The fathei of the science is D D Palmer The science is his 
monument As long as the earth makes her cncuit around the 
blazing oib of heaven, the name and fame and science of D D  
Palmei shall give immortality to one who thru gieat trial and tnb- 
ulation made it possible fox the world to have this gieatest of 
all theiapies

If there had been no D D Palmei, theie never would have been a 
Gregoiy, a Haden, a Lang worthy, a Caiver, a Collins, a Riley, or
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a B J Palmer, m the Chiropractic lines or liteiature These men 
wou’d doubtless have existed on the planet just as men m other 
lines of work, and the world would have rolled on just the 
same Not one of them would have been noticed as Chiropath, 
unless, indeed, some one of them should have been led, as D D. 
Palmer was, into the great truths of Chiropractic

Men of true greatness, we believe, are prepared providentially 
At the right time the light man comes forward Other men won- 
dei and oppose Anon they persecute Such has been tiue since 
the days of Joseph m Egypt who, m spite of kingly betiayal and 
the stain of harlotry m high places, saved his people and the peo
ple of Egypt

And men of true greatness seek not to rob anothei of the gloiy 
of fust discovery It marks the small mind to do this But the 
leal discoverer and pioneer shows up more grandly because of 
such attempted robberies ’Twas so with Columbus No diffei- 
ence if some Norsemen had made journeys to the westward ages 
before It was so with D D Palmer, and no difieience if those 
stiange back walking crudities did take place m Bohemia And no 
difference if amid the shadowy tradition of India faint evidence is 
seen that far back into those almost forgotten times theie existed 
a foinr of Chnopiactic now only looked upon by those wend but 
wonderful teachers as a lost art Any attempt to rob the great 
old man of the gloiy of his discovery only raises him highei m the 
estimation of the thinking world, adding to his fame by eveiy 
stroke of those who would detract fiom his greatness

Onward, more extended and extending, glows the wondciful 
and wondrous science that is alleviating human ills as no other 
science has ever done It is not incredible, but pei forms mci edible 
works It is not lmcomprehensible, but makes incomprehensible 
cures. It is not inconceivable It was conceived by a mighty 
mind, and the extent of its growth is inconceivably vast, and 
indescribably beautiful

Eternal, immutable, invulnerable, mysterious to those who do 
not understand, an open book to those who do A  personality 
too noble to describe, a visage too amazing for defeat by mortal 
power, an enthusiasm that thrills its triumphs to the sky, an 
attractiveness that draws all things unto itself, a force that will
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unveil the wiong and establish the light, a comprehensive liber
ality that shakes hands with all good things, an administration of 
service to meet all human needs This is Chiropractic This the 
work of the Chiropath

The most capable of all sciences, the most comprehensive of all 
professions, most successful of all means of cure Most approach
able m the clearness of its philosophy Most inapproachable m the 
extent of its forceful applications m the ehmanation of disease 
Most rapid growth of all systems of healing, most abiding m its 
enthionement of human lights Such the science we teach Such 
the science we love Such the science for which we would give our 
life a willing sacufice foi its universal establishment

The unprecedented progress made by Chuopiactic m the few 
years of its existence is proof of its indestructible ehaiacter 
In these years it has met eveiy foim of opposition that persecuting 
and prosecuting minds could device It has been tested on every 
foim of disease with a success th: t has astonished both fnend and 
foe And after eveiy battle it has set with the smiling face of a 
generous victor, and a ready hand to lift the fallen foe

Not heis to find fault, but to dispel the clouds that oveihang 
humanity Not hers to hinder any good thing, but to add to the 
sum total of human happiness, to meet the gravity of conditions as 
they aie, and alleviate suffering as if is found everywhere And 
hers it is to ennoble, strengthen, and glorify mankind with hei 
knowledge and her experience

A voice from heaven once said, “ This is my beloved son, m 
whom I am well pleased ” We have not heard the audible tones 
from the Almighty pronounce the blessings on our gieat science, 
but listening ears ha /e heard the voice that is still and small, but 
none the less the voice of God, utter its mighty whisper, “ Lo, I am 
with you always, even to the end of the world

In the awful persecutions that marked the early days of the 
Church of God, did not some mighty, invincible, all-conquering 
Christ Spirit, unseen to human eyes, lead his forces on until hell’s 
battlements trembled and Hell’s armies fled m dismay' And m 
the struggles thru which we may be called to pass, may we not 
expect the impact and the mpulse from the spirit grasp of the
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old heio who on earth never met defeat, and who fiom the Shadows 
of the othei side may still help his followers heie?

With absolute ceitamty we go foiwaid m eveiy leahzation that 
our beloved science will nevei go down to defeat It will fight 
the good fight of existence that shows absolute confidence m the 
outcome It wi 1 stand with its aimoi on facing the foe, and when 
the clouds of battle have cleaied away, no pait of the aimoi will 
have been lost Eternities behind without us Eternities ahead 
with us An empoweimg and oveipowenng toice, the balance 
wheel of the umveise

JOE SHELBY RILEY,
M  E> , Ph L> , M  S , D M  T . D O , D P , D ( ' , Ph ( 1

CHIROPRACTIC

PLUS ULTRA
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THE NERVOUS SYSTEM.

TH E NERVOUS SYSTEM  is composed of two divisions or 
parts, namely, the CEN TR AL 01 CEREBRO-SPINAL SYSTEM  
and the SYM PATH ETIC SYSTEM  So completely are neives 
distributed to all paitS of the body that were everything but the 
nerves removed or taken away, they alone would show the shape 
of the bodymn all its outlines In these present times moie has 
been done than ever befoie m tiacmg nerves to the oigans and 
paits of the body, and the end is not yet m sight The field opens 
widei all the time, and the scope of spinal theiapy is becoming 
more extended and moie amazing all the time

TH E CEN TR AL or CEREBRO-SP1NAL SYSTEM  consists 
of the Encephalon 01 Brain, 12 pans oi Ciamal Neives, the Spinal 
Coid, 31 pairs of Spinal Neives, many Blanches of Communica
tion, many Blanches of Distubution, and seveial Plexuses, all to 
be fully delineated and described as we pioceed

TH E  SYM APTH ETIC SYSTEM  comprises two Gangliated 
Cords extending anteriorly one on eithei side of the spinal column 
from the Ganglion of Ribes m the ciamum to the Ganglion ot 
Impai m the coccyxigeal region, three laige Plexuses (namely, 
Cardiac, Solar, and Pelvic), many small plexuses and teimmal 
ganglia Foi giaphic repi esentation of all parts of both the 
Cerebro-Spmal and the Sympathetic Nervous Systems, see the 
cuts and plates on the accompanying pages

A PLEXUS is a tangle or network of nerves or veins There 
are many plexuses m both the Cei ebi o-Spmal and the Sympathetic 
Systems, such as Brachial, Cervical, Lumbar, Sacral, Solar, 
Cardiac, Pelvic, Biliaiy, Splenic, Renal, Gastric, Hepatic, Ovarian, 
Phrenic, Prostatic, Cavernous, Speimatic, Vaginal, Crural, 
Cystic, Aurabach, Meissmc, etc

The Plexuses m the Sympathetic System are much moie dense 
than those m the Cerebio-Spmal System For instance, the 
Solar Plexus is the largest plexus m the body, composed of dense 
substance resembling somewhat the substance oi the brain, 
including a netwoik of branches fiom the Great Splanchmcs,
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B R A C H IA L  P L E X U S

This cut or plate represents the Brachial Plexus, form ed fromTthe 5 th? 
6th, 7th, and 8th cervical nerves, with branches from  the 1st and 2nd thoracic  
nerves Observe that long nerve trunks always come from plexuses In  this 
case, after going first into the plexuses, these long branches extend dow n the 
arms to the very extremities ol the fingers B y  looking at this picture, and  
studying it well, you will be able to learn the names of all nerves com ing from  
this plexus and ram ifying all parts of the aim  M ake a  good close stu dy  from  
this plate, and you  will henceforth be familiar with all parts of this plexus 

Im pingem ent of any nerve that enters into the form atiom  of this plexus will 
cause pain m  some part of the arm, and relief m ay always be had b y  so adjust
ing as to relieve the impinged nerve
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the Pneumogastrics, the Phremcs, the Gangliated Cords, with 
cell substances that help moie densely make up the mighty for
mation It is sometimes called the Abdominal Biam. Other 
plexuses m the Sympathetic Neivous System are similai in form 
and substance, but less dense, and are smaller m size

Being sometimes called the Abdominal Brain, the Solar Plexus 
is supposed by these scientists to be the or a seat of intelligence, 
like the brain itself By some authorities the entire Sympathetic 
Nervous System is called the Abdominal Brain, and for ought we 
know, may have something to do with intelligence of man and 
woman Certain it is that when the entire neivous system is m 
the best condition, we then have the best manifestation of all the 
intelliectual powers m men, women, and children

Many of the smaller plexuses extend outward from the Solar 
Plexus and the other great plexuses of the Sympathetic System, 
such as the Hepatic, the Gastric, Splenic, Ovarian, Cystic Study 
the great and small plexuses from the accompanying lllustiations, 
and their position, function, etc , will be better undeistood

A GANGLION is a mass of gray nervous substance which serves 
as a centei of nei vous influence There are likewise many ganglia, 
forming independent neive centers, m substance similar to the 
brain, but less compact They foim an impoitant pait of the 
Sympathetic System, and are connected with all the spinal neives, 
and with some of the cranial nerves, and send fibres to the blood 
vessels and viscera of the body

In the cervical region there aie three ganglia on each cord of the 
Sympathetic System, called Superior, Middle, and Inferior Cer
vical Ganglia The upper is the Superior, and then downward are 
the Middle and the Inferior For position see cut of Sympathetic 
Nervous System

On each cord of the Sympathetic System m the back or thoracic 
region are usually found 12 of these ganglia, situated respectively 
at the legion of the dorsal or thoiacic vertebrae of the spinal col
umn, there being m rare instances only 11 on each cord m the 
thoracie region Observe the cuts and plates closely for the 
positions of these ganglia, and how nerve fibres and branches pass 
to and from them

In the lumbar region there are four or five of these ganglia on
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PlateThe Sympathetic 
System  of Nerves .
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This plate represents one of the gangliated cords of the synpathetic nervous 
system It  consists of two gangliated cords running from  the gangloin of 
Kibes m  the brain to the ganglion Im par m  the coccyxigeal region, together 
with the Cardiac, Solar, and Pelvic Plexuses, and m any sm all plexuses that 
spring from these larger plexuses

Study this plate well, and observe its connections with the central or cerebro
spinal nervous system  by the rami com m unicantes or sh ort gray and white 
branches from one system  to  the other
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SECTIONS! VIEW OF 6RAIN
1 CCRPUS C0LLQ5UM 
Z  SEPTUM INCIDUM
3  FORNIX
4  OPTIC THAUMUS  
5“ PINEAL Q IAND  
6 CRUS C E R E B R I

7  PONS VAROLLI1 
Q  M O T O R  OCULI n e r v e
9 P I T U I T A R Y  BO O Y
10 OPTIC  NERVE
11 CEREBELLUM
12 MEDULLA OBLONGATA

THE M Y E L I N E  NERVES A R E  R E A L L Y  TW O E X T R A  PAIRS 
OF C R A N IA L  N E R V E S .  T H E Y  HAVE TH E IR  ORIGIN IN THE 
P I T U I T A R Y  B O D Y  A N O  THE P I N E A L  GLAND A T  TH E BASE 
OF T H E  B R A IN .  TH E Y  A R E D IS TR IB U TE D  THROUGHOUT TH E  
M Y E L IN E  SHEATH Co v e r i n g  T H E  S P I N A L  C O R D , F I B R E S  
FROM TH E M  PASSING OUT WITH THE SHEATH OF EACH SPINAL  
N E R V E . A T  T H E  B A S E  O F T H E  S P I N E - T H E Y  FO R M  THEM *  
SELVES INTO N E R V E S  A G A IN ,  A N D  A R E  D I S T R I B U T E D  TO  
THE SP IN S TER  M U S C L E S  OF TH E  R E C T U M  A N O  B L A D D E R .  
THE OVERIES E T C - ,  AND TO  T H E  T E R M I N A L  CAN C LI A  O F  
TH E S Y M P A T H E T IC  5 Y S T E M .  IN A MISPLACED COCCYX OR 
OTHER INJURY LOW DOWN, R E C TA L  DILATION IS A  MOST POWERFUL. 
T R E A T M E N T ,  ANO OF GREAT HELP IN P A R A L Y S IS , E P I L E P S Y  
LOCOMOTOR ATAXIA WEAK H E A R T ,  E T C .
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aach cord, situated approximately at the coiiesponding segment 
of the spinal column Note that the sympathetic Coid passes 
from the Ganglion of Ribes m the biam to the Ganglom of Impai 
m the coccyxigeal region

In the Sacral and Coccyxigeal region there aie five 01 six of these 
ganglia on each coid See cuts and plates foi them all

Branches 01 fibres of the gangliated coids pass upwind thiu the 
foramen magnum, and communicate with the ganglia of the Fifth 
Cranial Nerves, or Trifacial, and with each othei thiu the Ganglion 
of Ribes, situaed upon the Anterior Communicating Aitery, 
while below they communicate thru the Ganglion oi Impar m 
front of the coccyx

Branches of Communication anastamose or unite the Sympath
etic with the Ceiebro-Spmal System They aie called Rami 
Commumcantes, and a single one is called a Ramus Commumcans 
The Rami from the Cei ebro-Spmal System to the Svmpathetie 
are whitish m color, while those from the Sympathetic to the 
Cerebro-Spmal are grayish m coloi

The spinal nerves communicate 01 unite with each othei also 
Each nerve unites with the nei ve above and below it neai the point 
of exit fiom the spinal cord, and often has a moic i emote connec
tion with some other neive or nerves The tenth doisal 01 thoia- 
cic neive, for instance, often sends a communicating blanch deal 
down to unite with the Gieat Sciatic Thiu the joining of the 
nerves all along the spinal column, there is foimed a continuous 
plexus along each side of the spinal column

Nerve Connection and Ramification 01 Distnbution aie not 
always or absolutely umfoim, but fiequcntly much out of the 
ordinary, and sometimes the connections and distributions aie 
absolutely freakish W e call attention to this fact m oidei that 
the Chiropractor, examining and tieating, as he does, laigely thiu 
the nervous system, may be more on his guaid when peculiar and 
apparently contradictory things occur m his paictiee

By way of illustration, we mention the bi an clung of the Gieat 
Sciatic Nerve, which usually divides about two-thnds of the way 
down the thigh into the Internal and External Popliteal, but some
times makes this division almost immediately after its passage thru 
and from the Great Sacro-Sciatie Foramen near the tuberosity of
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the Ischium and the Great Trochanter Cases are also found 
with this division only one-fourth, one-third, or one-half the way 
to the knee In the same cadaver we have seen the division much 
lower on one side than the other The blanching m one leg is 
sometimes near the Ischium, and m the other nearly down to the 
knee

Other nerves are no less peculiar m these respects Cervical, 
Brachial, Lumbar, and Sacral Plexuses show some very maiked 
differences, and the Sympathetic Plexuses likewise In one 
individual the Solar Plexus may be larger and better formed than 
m another, and so with the Cardiac and Pelvic Plexuses, which are 
found to be moie dense m some men and women than m others 
In these particulars, when we consider these gieat plexuses, we 
find diffeiences just as well marked as the differences found m the 
brains of different races and individuals

While there is a general uniformity m all individuals and races, 
many minoi differences will be found, and some veiy great dif
ferences m nerve distribution, brain and cell formation, and m 
structure and connection These differences account for differen
ces m tempei ament, intellectuality, vocational adaptability, 
longevity, etc The author discusses furthei these ideas and the
ories m his treatise on Physiology.

In the present treatise, we shall give the connection and dis
tribution as they usually occur, but the student must expect to 
find some apparent or real contradictions to what we heie outline 
and teach, m which case he must exercise his own thought and 
ingenuity, which indeed aie the real indications of the tiue physi
cian, who eithei finds 01 makes the way m eveiy emeigency, and 
becomes absolute mastei of eveiy situation No difficulty is too 
great,no task too arduous,no sickness too wearisome foi the physi
cian who loves his woi k f01 the good he is able to do humanity thru 
that woik

In the study of the biam, the spinal ,ciamal, sympathetic nerves, 
their responsibility for normal and abnormal functiomng of all 
paits and organs of the body, there will open wider fields than 
have ever been imagined, and the field will grow blighter at every 
step, until the student will have developed into an all-round physi-
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cian, ready to meet all emergencies, treat all diseases, and be a most 
useful citizen to any community

THE BRAIN OR ENCEPHALON.

TH E B R AIN  OR ENCEPHALON is contained within the 
skull or cranium, and is composed of four parts, namely, CEREB
RUM , CEREBELLUM , PONS VAROLII, and M E D U LLA  
OBLONGATA, all of which themselves have divisions and sub
divisions, which will be illustrated and explained fully as these 
lessons proceed.

Study the cuts and pictures carefully m order to learn the posi
tion and comparative size of the different parts of the brain, their 
inter-relations, and centers of thought, power, strength, etc The 
student is apt to think of the Medulla, the Pons, and the Cerbel- 
lum as being larger than they really are Neives likewise will 
occur to the student from pictures and representations as being 
larger than they really are, and he must get a correct idea of these 
from explanations, and seeing them m actual size when he can 
Nevertheless, we have found some students thinking of all these 
parts as being smaller than nature placed them.

The student would hardly think of the Great Sciatic Nerve as 
being as large as the finger where it leaves the Sacral Plexus, yet 
this is true Next m size is the Antero-Crural Neive, half as large 
as the Great Sciatic Other spinal nerves are the size of knitting 
needles, and some smaller and some larger

Only close study can make the student familiar with the N ei- 
vous System as a whole, or any particular part of it This famil
iarity will come so fully and completely m time that all parts will 
be an open book, as easily read as a primer, and as significant as 
the workings of universal law

THE CEREBRUM  is the largest portion of the brain, occupy
ing the anterior and upper portions of the eiamal cavity, being 
separated from the Cerebellum by the Tentorium Ceiebelli, a 
sheet of thin, strong, fibrous substance From the center of the 
under survace of the Cerebrum the Crura Cerebri (binding powers 
or arms) pass down into the Pons Varoln, and thence into the 
spinal cord, while the Crura Cerebelh pass downward into the 
Cerebellum.
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The Cerebrum rests on the anterior and middle fossae of the 
base of the skull, and is divided into its right and left hemispheies, 
very similar to each other, but sometimes with slight diffeienees 
m shape and formation The hemispheres are sepaiated from 
each other by the Great Longitudinal Fissure Convolutions ot 
folds show all over the surface, becoming deeper as age comes on, 
no two brains being exactly alike m this respect The depiessions 
or sulci between the convolutions or wrinkles aie often an inch or 
more, great depth being indicative of intellectual poweis

Each hemisphere is composed of five lobes sepaiated fiom each 
other by fissures and imaginary lines into Fiontal, Panetal, 
Temporal, Sphenoidal, and Occipital Lobes, to which is now added 
the Island of Riel, or Sixth lobe, this latter being coveied 01 hidden 
completely by the others m the adult Some anatomists also 
insist, on calling the bulb that gives ongin supei ficiallv to the 
Olfactory Nerve another lobe still, but we see no good leason for 
doing this

TH E CEREBELLUM  OR LITTLE B R AIN  is sepaiated fiom  
the Ceiebrum by the Tentonum Cenbelh, a fibious plate 01 flooi 
attached to the inner surface of the cranium at the petious pro
cesses of the tempoial bone to suppoit the eeiebium Fiom the 
Cerebellum two ciuia 01 connecting bands ascend and connect it 
with the Ceiebrum, two descend to the Medulla Oblongata, and 
two pass to the fiont to help foim the Pons Vaioln, blending m 
this way with the crura from the Ceiebium and the Medulla 
Oblongata below

Thus the PONS VAROLII, situated just above the Sphenoid 
Bone base, is formed of bands or ciura fiom the Ceiebium, the 
Ceiebellum, and the Medulla Oblongata, being a lcevstone oi 
binding powei to the other parts of the Biain 01 Encephalon 

The Cerebellum is fiom foui to five ounces m weight, 01 about 
one-tenth or one-twelfth of the weight of the entiic biain Its 
surface is marked by cuived foirows and fissuies lathei than con
volutions It lests m the inferior occipital fossae of the skull just 
below or beneath the occipital lobes of the Cerebrum It is 
composed of three lobes, namely, the Central, called the W oim  or 
Vermiform Process, and the two lateral hemispheres

Study the cuts carefully for all positions and paits of both the
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The brain is truly the infolding and unfolding of the ehaiaeter of the indi
vidual A  great phrenologist can truly delineate the charactei of his subjects 
horn an examination of the head

When the author was just getting to the age where he was becoming inter
ested in scientific subjects, Dr Fooler m a visit to Waco, Texas, one night 
at a lectuie had the task of eximmg the head of a very popular minister, who 
was expecting to be elected Bishop at the next general conference of the 
chuich, but the Phrenologist did not know this, the mmistei being selected 
from the audience as a test subject

Fowder, after running his fingers around over the head of the subject a few 
moments blindfolded, said he had before him or under his scrutiny the head 
of a natural born infidel Naturall} enough the audience gave him the horse 
laugh, as this subject was the most popular preacher m towm No one came 
to the phrenologist for readings during the next day, and veiy few heaid the 
lecture the second night

But the sequel bore out the statement of the lecturer That fall at the 
general confeience the minister was defeated for the bishoprick by one or two 
votes, and when he returned, he thiew off the yoke, and began the publica
tion of a rank infidel paper Two years later, when Fowler returned to Waco 
on another lecturing tour, people fell over themselves to get to hina for his 
delineations
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Cerebrum and the Cerebellum, the Pons Varoln, the Medulla 
Oblongata, and all parts of the brain This is the best study that 
can be given this subject, and will place all parts m mind just as 
they should be

TH E  PONS VAROLII is about one inch and a half wide, about 
an inch and a quarter in length, and an inch m thickness It is 
composed of bands from the other parts of the brain, and acts as a 
keystone or binding power, connecting and holdng the Cerebium, 
the Cerebellum, and the Medulla Oblongata It is fibrous m 
structure, and contains the nuclei for the origins of the Fifth, 
Sixth, Seventh, and Eighth Cranial Nerves, as well as the Superior 
Olivary Nucleus and the Nuclei Pontus These latter are small 
masses of . gray matter m the anteroir portion of the Pons Some 
gray matter is found scattered thruout the Pons.

THE M ED U LLA OBLONGATA, or Spinal Bulb, is the lowest 
portion of the Brain, being an upward continuation and enlarge
ment of the Spinal Cord It extends from the Pons Varoln to 
the lower margin of the Foramen Magnum, being entnely within 
the cranium It is about one inch in length, thiee-quarteis of an 
inch wide, and slightly more than half an inch m thickness

It is fibrous m structure, and contains nuclei foi the origins of 
the Fifth, Eighth, Ninth, Tenth, Eleventh, and Twlefth Cranial 
Nerves, which arise from the flooi of the Fouith Ventílele, a small 
diamond-shaped cavity between the Cerebellum and the Medulla 
and Pons Varoln Its parts are the Pyramid, the Ohvaiy Body, 
the Restiform Body, Lateral Column, Funiculus of Rolando, and 
Funiculi Cunetus and Gracilis

Notice the cuts and illustrations of all parts of the Medulla and 
the Pons This will place these parts well m mind, and make 
conversation about them intelligible.

TH E FOURTH V E N TR IC LE  OF TH E  B R AIN , just referred 
to above, containing m its floor the origins of so many of the cian- 
íal nerves, should be very closely studied Its position, as stated 
above, is very easily seen and its study will more than repay all 
time and labor Many references will be made to it later on m 
these papers, particularly when studying the origins and distri
butions of the cranial nerves
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WEIGHT OF BRAIN.

The average weight of the entire brain m an adult Cuacassian or 
white man is about 50 to 51 ounces, and 45 to 46 m the female. 
The Indian’s brain is 1 or 2 ounces lighter than in the Anglo- 
Saxon or Caucassian race, and the Negro’s brain from 2 to 4 
ounces lighter An idiot’s brain seldom reaches a weight exceed
ing 22 or 23 ounces.

Human brains have been known to reach a weight of 68 ounces 
m man, and to go as low as 33 ounces, and woman’s bram to go as 
high as 59 ounces and as low as 32 ounces Considering the com
parative bodily weights of man and woman, the bram of woman is 
found to be somewhat larger than the bram of man Thus, while 
the weight of man, on the average, exceeds the weight of -woman 
by 16 per cent, the weight of the brain of man exceeds the weight 
of woman’s bram by only 10 or l l  per cent And we believe, all 
things and conditions considered, women as a class surpass men 
intellectually and spiritually In general educational and business 
matters woman excels, and her progress m modern times is simply 
marvellous, and her supenor qualities are shown m every line of 
labor and intellect

The human bram is heavier than that of any other animal 
except the elephant and the whale. The bram of the elephant 
weighs from 8 to 10 pounds, being 2 to 3 times the weight of man’s 
bram The bram of a large whale, 75 feet m length, will weigh 
about 5 pounds, being less than twice the size of man’s brain

The bram reaches its greatest weight by the time the individual 
reaches the age of 40 years, but the intellectual powers continue 
long after this to grow to their best developement if kept at use 
with intellectual people, and do not decline m any way m any one 
who uses them wisely for many years after this age has been 
reached, as is seen m the work of great writers, poets, and inven
tors, who m old age have given the world their masterpieces

No disparagement is meant for young men and women who have 
accomplished great things, and who by their earlier attaniments 
have made possible the still greater attainment of maturer life, but
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D R  J S R IL E Y , Sr , A t the Age of 102 \eais

This remarkable man, tho a e^m p lo  o T \ V ,K m n
civrl war, and m  the Mexican w arbd¡“ e that llttle /<> ¿them
who seldom t o o k  medicine him, , - £ strength was unlimited, and his
A  great wrestler, foot racer, and lumper, his stren^t ^  v  most men
faculties and strength remained nonnal ^  ¿u tc h  His ulopathic

wherever found
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an emphasis of the truth that the mind and the mental powers, 
rightly used and protected,will become stiongei by use until many 
years have elapsed beyond the divine allotment of three scoie 
yeais and ten, and hoaiy locks have become a robe of gloiy, venei - 
able as the hoaiy patnaichs of othei ages

In fact, if the neivous system is kept noimal, the individual will 
be just as young and vigorous mentally and physically at the age 
of 60 or 70 yeais as he was at 30 or 40 years This we know to be 
true, and our experience is eonfiimmg it all the time Men and 
women actually grow' young after successful ti eatment Old men 
and women often grow 20 or 30 yeais younger, and youth is main
tained almost indefinitely

Age is a condition, and not the numbei of years lived Hence, 
some people are old at foity, wdnle othei s aie young at 60 or 70 
People who matuie at a tender age become old at an earliei age 
than those who matuie at a latei period of life Di John Schleyk 
Riley grew physically until he was foity yeais of age, and wras a 
young man until aftei he was 80, outiunnmg and thi owing all 
comeis, and lived on to the age of 102 yeais and six months, letam- 
mg all his faculties until the veiy last, except his hearing, which 
became somewhat impaiied as he leached the great age to which he 
lived Up to the veiv last he was a good writer for the pi ess, his 
mind and memory, like deathless entities, working on in a pume 
that never di earned of weakness or decay He retained his natural 
teeth entire, eyesight so good he could always lead without glasses, 
and he delighted n hurseback nding and m tootiacmg with his 
grandchildien, his gieat giandehildren, and his neighbor’s ehildien 
Histoiy, and all the w orld’s gieat books, like the Bible and Shake
speare, weie as familial to him as the alphabet, or the rudiments of 
the science of suigeiy, and that, too at an age that made him an 
object of veneiation by all who saw and talked with him

Keep the nervous system noimal, and age will be held off a long 
time Nerves aie lesponsible foi all function whatsoever and 
when m a normal condition, will give noimal function to all paits 
and organs of the body, keeping them vigoious, and the body 
young and beatuiful If everybody would take a few weeks’ course 
of spinal adjustment each year for the nerves, theie would be 
continuous youth and beauty
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R O B E R T  P A R R  O F  S H R O P S H IR E , E N G L A N D  
Old R obeit was 152 years and 9 months old when he died m apparently  

good healh, from being feasted on good things He had lived all his hie on 
whey, butter milk, and the simplest of foods, when the royalty took him to  
London and killed him on good rich food D r Harv *y dissected the old m an’s 
body, and found the organs m  health, but the rich ood had acted as poisons 
to the system so long used to the simple life In his natural way oi living 
this simple old Englishman might have lived oany years beyond the tim e of 
his departure
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Take examples from men now living near the age of 80, like San
ford Bennett, of New York, who was old at 50, but young at 76, or 
Dr H  E. Dennett, the famous dentist of Boston, now 80 years of 
age, who become younger after his course of rational spinal treat
ment by the author than ever before m his life. Old men who 
retain their youth or regain it, invariably do so by rational treat
ment m the hands of some capable physician of rational methods, 
or thru some proper system of exercisee and living, and youth, 
health, and strength may thus be maintained away beyond the 
century mark.

W e believe that with the spine kept to its normal functioning, 
men and women should normally live to the age of 150 years, or to 
six times the years ordinarily required to reach the age of maturity 
or full growth, as all other parts of the body would be kept to 
normality thru the nerves

We are well aware that the world is not yet ready to accept 
such conclusions, nor ready to so live and care for the body as to 
attain it at present, but the time is not many generation^ distant 
when these conslusions will be seen to be correct

Most animals live about six times as long as the time required to 
attain their full growth Man, walking upright, natui ally weights 
and shortens the spine unless he takes proper exei cise to counter
act this tendency Besides this, man eats poor foods, or bad vari
eties of foods, or bad combinations of foods, doses with dangeious 
drugs, vaccinates with dangerous serums that cause tuberculosis, 
cancer, and other fatal maladies, all of which must be swept away, 
and proper treatment, rational living, and rational thinking be 
substituted m their place, before such conditions will be brought 
about as will insure the human race to progress to these high ideals 
of life, health, and longevity

But they will come to the world m time Truth is rising 
Reason must ascend Mind, that makes the man, will assert it
self. Onward to the goal Courage, confidence, developement, 
will make the conquest of all things, and the empire thus attained 
will be vaster than any ever di earned of by Alexander or Caesar or 
Constantine or Charlemagne, for it will liberalize the planet, and 
rid it of all useless and hurtful things Its banner shall wave m 
every breeze and its course shall be universal
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P E T E R  M A R T I N  A T  T H E  A G E  O F  185 Y E  \R S

One of the m ost remarkable examples of longevity of an> m an of modern  
times W as a Hungarian Simple m  life and habits An observance of 
natural diet, drink, sleep, good will to all m ankind, and such exercise as keep  
the spine normal, would m ake the average life 100 y e n s  ox m oie

For long life, avoid vaccinations, serums, poison medicines, intoxicants, 
tobaccos, all stim ulants and narcotics, high heeled shoes or boots, tigh t  
belts and corsets, and revellm gs of all kinds Live naturally and w ith o u t  
anxiety, eat, drink, and sleep well, keep the body and m m d  clean, and se ive  
God and hum anity
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THE MEMBRANES OF THE BRAIN.

TH E M EM BR AN ES OF TH E  BR AIN  are three m number, 
namely, the outer or Dura Mater, the middle or Arachnoid, and 
the inner of Pia Mater

TH E D URA M A TE R  is a heavy, dense, inelastic, fibrous mem
brane, lining the skull interiorly, foimmg an interim periosteum or 
endosteum It adheres closely to the skull interiorly, and is con
tinuous with the dura mater covering the spinal cord. If consists 
of white fibrous tissue arranged m flattened laminae Numerous 
arteries and veins make the circulation complete, and nerve 
supply comes from the recurrent branches of the Fouith Cranial 
Nerves, filaments from the Gassenan Ganglia, and from the 
Opthalmic Nerves, the Sympathetic System, and the ceivical 
nerves The dura mater is a much heavier coat in both the 
cranial region and the spinal coid than either of the other coats 
covering the brain or spinal coid

TH E ARACH NOID is a very thm delicate membrane between 
the dura mater and the pia mater, consisting of two layers called 
the Parietal Layer and the Visceral Layer, the former giving a 
smooth and polished surface to the dura mater, and the latter 
covering the bram more loosely. It is a very thm coat between 
and connecting the othei two coats

TH E PIA M ATER  or inner membrane consists of a very minute 
plexus of blood vessles held together by fine aerolar tissue It 
receives its nei ve supply fion the 3rd, 5th, 7th, 8th, and the Spina- 
Accessory nerves of the Cranial Nerves, fiom the Sympthetic 
System, and the uppei ceivical nerves Adjustment for the cer
vical legion will always help bram troubles, whethei the bram 
lesion is superficial oi deep Spinal therapists are seeing this more 
clearly all the time, and we believe the treatment for all mental 
and bram tioubles will advance most giatifymgly in the near 
future

TH E  M EM BR AN ES OF TH E SPINAL CORD.

TH E  M EM BRANES of the Cord are similai to those of the
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biain, lecemng the same name The Dui a Mater in this region 
does not, however, adhere to the bones of the spinal column, which 
have an independent penorteum or endosteum Moieovei, it 
does not send partitions into the spinal cord as it does into the 
brain, or lather into its fissures, and theie is no separation of 
the fibrous laminae, as in the legion of the brain, in the foimation 
of venous sinuses

VENTRICLES OF THE BRAIN.

FIVE VENTRICLES are found within the brain, namely, two 
lateral Ventucles or cavities, and the Third, Fourth, and Fifth Ven- 
tucles The Cranial Nerves have their origins fiom the floors of 
the ventricles, as will be seen later

These Ventricles aie little openings 01 hollow spaces m the biain 
and its parts, and should be well and closely studied Note, for 
instance, the Fourth Ventricle, postenoi to the Pons Vaioln and 
the Medulla Obongata, and antenoi to the Ceiebellum It is a 
little diamond shaped cavity only about an inch in width, and a 
little bit longer than this, but note the seveial cianial neives that 
have their origin m this little space of its wall or flooi

The Fourth Ventricle is connected with the Thud Ventricle by 
the Aqueduct of Sylvius, which is a small canal lunning from the 
superior region of the Fourth Ventricle over to the Thud

The Third Ventucle is a small fissure situated between the Optic 
Thalami in the median line It communicates with the Lateial 
Ventricles by the Foiamen of Munro, and with the Fouith Vent
ricle by the Aqueduct of Sylvius A band or commissui e of gi ay 
matter crosses it near the centei, and by a white band antenoi ly 
and a white band posteriorly The Middle Commissure connects 
the Corpora Striata Its fibres extend into the temporal lobes of 
the brain, with fibres from the Olfactory Tract The Posterior 
Commissure, like the Middle, connects the two Optic Thalami, 
and receives fibres from various parts of the mid brain The 
Pineal Gland is just behind this ventricle

The Two Lateral Ventricles, situated m the hemispheres of the 
Cerebrum, are connected with the Third Ventricle by the Foramen 
of Munro, and hence with each other They are lnegularly
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shaped cavities, separated from each other by a paitition called 
the septum lucidum Each has a small central cavity, and thiee 
cornua extending respectively to the frontal, tempoial, and 
occipital lobes of the biain. They communicate with the Third 
Ventricle, and hence with each other, by the Foramen of Munro, 
which is therefore seen to be shaped like the capital letter Y  some
what

They are situated just beneath the Coipus Collossum in the 
Panental Lobes of the biain, with extensions forward and back
ward Beneath are found on eithei side the Optic Thalamus, the 
Corpus Striatum, the Caudate Nucleus, the Choroid Plexus, and 
about half the fornix and its postenor pillar On the inner side is 
found the septum lucidum, and on the outside simply brain 
substance

OTHER PARTS OF THE BRAIN.

TH E  CORPUS COLLOSSUM is a great Transverse Commis
sure between the right and left hemispherse of the brain, merging 
posteriorly and mferiorly into the Fornix, which turns beneath it 
and continues as a part of it The Corpus Collossum exerts a 
binding powei between the hemispheres, and with the parts below 
and around it every way Its longitudinal elevations, or striae 
longitudmales, are called the Neives of Lancissi Peduncles are 
formed below at the enterance of the Aqueduct of Sylvius Above 
is a depression, called The Raphe, and longitudinal elevations. 
The Corpus Collossum is about the size of a man’s finger.

TH E FO R N IX is a Commissure situated beneath the Corpus 
Collossum, and continuous with it posteriorly, and separated to
ward the front by the septum lucidum, the two layers of white and 
gray matter placed between the two lateral ventricles. The 
Fifth Ventricle is within the septum lucidum Crura or bands pass 
to the other parts of the brain, and bind them together.

TH E  OPTIC TH A L A M I are two comparatively large oblong 
masses, containing much gray matter, situated one on either side 
of the third ventricle between converging portions of the corpora 
striata The outer and under surfaces join the contiguous por-
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ions of the bram, while the inner, superior and posterior surfaces 
are free Communicating fibres connect them with the crura 
cerebri, the optic tract, the cortex of the cerebrum, the corpoiae 
striata and abbicantia The termination anteriorly is the Anter
ior Tubercle, which contains the anterior nucleus The posterior 
term nation is the Posterior Tubercle, or Pulvmoi, an oval or 
rounded body or prominence, continued into another eminence 
called the External Geniculate Body, which is separated fiom the 
Internal Geniculate Body of the Corpoia Quadngemma by one of 
the roots of the optic tiact

It will be observed that the Gptic Nerve anses m its deep ongin 
from the External Geniculate Body, the Pulvmoi of the Optic 
Thalamus, and the Upper Quadrigeminal Body, and from the 
Cuneus and the Lmqual Lobule of the Occipital Lobe of the Biam  

THE CORPORA G ENICULATE BODIES These aie small 
bodies or masses somewhat oval m shape, situated postenoi and 
inferior to the posterior ends of the Optic Thalami Theie aie 
two on each side The external belongs to the Optic Thalamus, 
and the internal to the Mid Biam The external, the pulvmoi, 
and the anterioi Coipus Quadngemmae constitute the lowei 
ceiebral centei foi the optic neive fibies, which teiminate heie 
These bodies theiefoie have much to do with vision

THE CORPORA Q U AD R IG EM IN A aie the foui oval 01 
rounded eminences placed m pans immediately behind the thud 
ventricle on the doifeal suiface of the Mid-Bram The uppei or 
anterior pan aie called the Nates, and the lowei pair the Testes 
They are also situated beneath the postenoi bolder of the Coipus 
Collossum Four bands called Brachia connect them with the 
Corpora Geniculate Bodies, those of the Nates enteimg the optic 
tract directly They are composed of giay mattci internally, 
and white matter externally

The anterior pair contain on the suiface a veiy laic 01 thin 
stratum of white matter, called Stratum Zonale, just below this a 
layer of gray matter, called the Stratum Cmenum next a layci 
fully mixed with white and gray matter, containing many neive 
fibres intersecting the gray mattei, called the Stiatum Opticum, 
and lastly and more deeply still, another layer mixed with giay 
and white matter, and consisting of nerve fibres and neive cells 
of large size, this deep layer being called the St?'atu?n Lemni set.
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BASE OF BRAIN SIIOWINf} ORIGIN OF 
CRANIAL NERVES

OF THE CARANIAL NERVES THE FIFTH  OR 
TRIFACIAL 15 THE LARGE ST. THE TENTH OR 
PNEUMOGA5TRIC 15 THE LONGEST, BEING DIS
TRIBUTED TO ALL THE INTERNAL ORGANS OF 
THE BODY. THE PATHETIC OR FOURTH IS THE 

SMALLEST. MOTE HOW MANY HAVE THEIR OfUQIH 
IN THE POHS AND THE M EDU LLA

4  PATHETIC
5 TRIFACIAL
6  ABDUCENT

1 OLFACTORY
2  O P T I C
3  MOTOR OCULI

7 FACIA L
8 AUDITORY
9  QLOSS O PHARYNQFAL
10 PNEUMOQASTRtC
11 SPINAL ACCESSORY
1 2  HYPOGLOSSAL



THE CRANIAL NERVES.

Within the brain we have twelve pans of neives called Cranial 
Nerves, namely, m order, Olfactory, Optic, Motor Occuli, 
Pathetic, Trifacial, Abducens, Facial, Auditoiy, Glosso-Phaian- 
geal, Pneumogastnc, Spinal Acessory, and Hypoglossal May  
also be called Fiist, Second Thud, Fouith, Fifth, Sixth, Seventh, 
Eighth, Ninth, Tenth, Eleventh, and Twelfth They aie always 
named m the order heie given, and should be so well menionzed 
that the student will be able to know them by numbei as well as 
by name

A good mnemonic sentence to aid in lemembenng these nerves 
m the ordei here given is the following, which has been used foi 
this purpose a long time "On Old Monadnock’s Pointed Top a 
Fair American Gill Picked Some Hops ” Note that the fiist 
letters m the names of the Cianial Nerves m older aie identical 
with the first letters m the words as they stand m this sentence 
This wjll aid the memoiy to keep them m order, and to name them 
correctly

Place the woids in these two lines, and note what we say

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
On Old Monadnock’s Pointed Top A Fan

Oldfactory Optic Motor Ocuh Pathetic Trifacial Abducens Facial 
8 9  10 11

Amencan Girl Picked Some
Auditory Glosso-Phaiangeal Pneumogastnc Spinal-Accessory

12
Hops
Hypoglossal

These nerves all have a superficial or shallow origin somewhere 
near some surface or floor of the bram, and also a deeper ongm 
somewhere m the substance of the bram itself

Close and careful study should be made of all the Cranial Nerves 
from the presentation we make of them here, and from the cuts 
presented m this work on the adjacent pages, including exit from
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An extraordinary view of the base of the skull showing the exits of the 
cranial nerves All the Cranial Nerves make exit from the cramum thru 
foramina m  the base of the skull except the Auditory, which is distributed 
exclusively to the internal ear, making no exit from the cranium at all
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the cranium and distribution to the parts supplied. We shall 
treat them m the order stated above The points of origin of 
these nerves are m the order named here, the Olfactory being the 
highest m the brain, and the Hypoglossal the lowest

TH E  OLFACTORY N ER VE is the nerve of smell It arises 
from three roots Its superficial origin is from the Olfactory Bulb, 
situated just above the Cribiform Plate of the Ethmoid bone above 
the base of the nose From the under side of this bulb numerous 
non-medullated fibres pass downward thru the many foramina of 
the Cribiform Plate of the Ethmoid bone, and aie distributed to 
the nasal passages or to the mucous membiane of the nasal cavity 

The deeper origin is far back of the Olfactoiy Bulb by three 
roots One root comes from the Island of Reil, the other two 
branches arising from the back part of the Fiontal and the Tem- 
poro-Sphenoidal Lobes of the brain

The Olfactory Nerve is more soft and pulpy than the others, 
contains gray mattei m its anterior root fiom the Optic Thalamus 
region, and its filaments contain very little white substance, 
nucleated and of a very fine grandular textuie, fitted thus better 
for its work

The nerve is insensible and mexcitable, and gives the sense of 
smell only. It conveys sensations to the brain which aie inter
preted as odors The impairment of this neive will injuie oi 
destroy the sense of smell

The Olfactoiy Bulb consists of nerve fibies m its outei layei 
Next to this come two other layers or strata called Stiatum Glom- 
erulosum and Stratum Gelatmosum, and a fouith layei within all 
these composed of central neive fibies

This peculiar bulb-gland is almost an inch in length, about one- 
third inch m diameter, and is most wondeiiul in the fonnation ol 
its cells and fibies Thru this wonderful bulb and the pi elonga
tions come the wonderful sensations of smell so vanant in diffeient 
individuals and animals

The sense of smell, m its normal functioning, is a safe guide to 
respiration and alimentation, 01 foi breathing and eating

Hyperosmia is that condition wherein the sense of smell is in
creased beyond the normal, as seen in some hystencal and neivous 
disorders, sometimes pioduced by the application of such diugs as
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Th e  C r a n i a l  Ne r v e s

N one of these four nerves pass below the head or face The First and Sec
ond, or the Olfactory and the Optic, are distributed exclusively to the nose 
and the eyeball respectively T he M otor Oculi is distributed to the orbital 
muscles, and the Trochlear or Pathetic to the Supenoi Oblique muscle of the 
eye and the glands around the eye

Study the origin, course, and distribution of all these nerves as outlined m  
the text and on the papers and charts.
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strychnine The sense of smell is sometimes so fine in such animals 
as bloodhounds as to be almost unbelievable, and almost as 
lemaikable m some human beings

Anosmia is the opposite of Hyperosmia, or the loss 01 weakening 
of the sense of smell If the Olfactory Nerves are destroyed, the 
condition of the loss of smell is complete, if impaiied, the sense of 
smell will be correspondingly impaiied

THE OPTIC OR SECOND CRANIAL NERVE is the Nerve 
of Sight, and is distributed exclusively to the eyeball Its deep 
ongm is fiom the external Geniculate Body, the Optic Thalamus, 
and the upper portion of the Coipus Quadiieemmus The two 
neives unite and cioss at the Commissuie (supeificial origin) 
which is somewhat quadulateial m shape, and rests on the Optic 
Gioove of the Sphenoidal bone The optic tiacts, uniting at this 
point, anse from the optic thalami, farthei back and outwaid, 
fiom the coipora quadrigemmi, and the corpora gemculata

The Optic is a short lound nerve, and makes its exit thiu the 
Optic Foramen to the letma of the eye, and supplies the eye with 
the special sense of sight It really expands into the letma, thus 
merging into and becoming the retina itself. The letma is only 
the continuation of the optic nerve spread out flat

The Optic Nerve has the sole function of giving the sensation of 
sight. It is concerned solely with conveying this impiession to 
the brain. Mere stimulation produces neither pain nor motion 
Pam m and around the eye must be conveyed theie by othei neives 
than the Optic, which gives sight and sight only.

If sight is impaired, restoration may often be given by spinal 
adjustment of the middle and upper ceivical legion and the fifth 
dorsal region, as nerves from these segments connect with both 
the Optic and the Auditory Nerves, and m fact with all the Ciamal 
Nerves,

In some cases of total blindness and deafness, complete restora
tion has been given, and help may be given m almost every case of 
partial deafness and partial blindness Weak eyes aie mvanably 
helped or strengthened, and we have hardly known a case of 
partial deafness that was not materially helped by spinal adjust
ment properly given.
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TH E M OTOR OCULI, OR TH IR D  CRAN IAL NERVE, gives 
nerve force to all the muscles of the 01 bit of the eye except the 
Superior Oblique and the External Rectus, and sends motoi fila
ments to the ins It is a laige round nerve firm m texture Its 
superficial origin is from the Crus Ceiebn antenoi to the Pons 
Varolu Deep origin is m substance of Cius at the Locus Niger 
or dark spot Some roots come from the Pons and the Tubeicle 
Quadngemina Thus the deep origin is from the floor of the 
Aqueduct of Sylvius

The nerve makes its exit from the cranium thru the Sphenoidal 
Fissure to the muscles of the orbit of the eye, and thru the Ciliary 
Ganglion to the sphin ester of the ins and the eiliaiy muscle 

This nerve is concerned wholly m supplying motor or movement 
function to the muscles that, move the eyeball It is insensible at 
its root, but receives filaments fiom the Fifth Neive m the Cav
ernous Sinus, beyond which point it is stimulated to pain as well 
as to muscular cantraction

An injury to this nerve may droop the lids, give strabismus or 
cross eyes, dilate the pupil, piotrude the eyeball, 01 give inability 
to rotate the eyeball on its axis Very often these troubles may be 
conected by good spinal adjustment m the cervical region, as the 
nerves from the middle and upper cervical region connect with the 
Motor Oculi

Moreover, the Ciliary Nerves for control of the movements of 
the ms come from the Opthalmie Ganglion of the Sympathetic 
System, and the Motor Oculi is known to send a branch to this 
ganglion The Sympathetic System, therefore, bears on any 
troubles of this region, and any stimulation to the Sympathetic, 
thru rectal dilation or otherwise, will affect these nerves 

A CRUS is a structuie pushing out from something, like a leg, 
as the Crus Cerebri, above the Medulla, and posterior to and some
what above the Pons Varlu Ciura is the plural of Crus

TH E CRURA CEREBRI are Peduncles of the Cerebium, and 
are fibrous structures connecting the hemispheres of the brain 
with the Medulla and cord They are usually called Peduncular 
fibres The two Crura diverge from each other at the upper 
border of the Pons, and pass forward and outward into the hem- 
lspheies The fibres are white and firm, with a 1 eddish gray 
nucleus situated well to the center There is also a thm dark
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muscles of mastication, and thru its lingual branch is one of the 
nerves of taste

It arises from two roots, the posterior being the laiger and the 
sensory loot, the anterior, being the smaller and motor Its supei- 
ficial origin is just above the centei of the Pons The smaller loot 
consists of a number of bundles of fibres, seventy to one hundred

Showing distribution of nerve to teeth of Superior M axillary

The deep^ongm of the larger or sensory root is tiaced between 
the transverse fibres of the Pons to the lateral tract of the medulla 
behind the olivary body The deep origin of the smaller or motor 
root is m the pyramidal body, Both roots pass fore ward thru an 
opening m the dura mater opposite the internal auditory meatus 
At this point the fibres from the larger root enter the large semi
lunar ganglion, called the Gasserian Ganglion The smaller root 
passes beneath this ganglion, without any connection with it, and 
joins outside the cranium with one of the trunks derived from it 

From the anterior border of the Gasserian Ganglion arise three
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laige blanches of the nerve, namely Opthalmic, Supeuoi Maxillaiy 
and Inferior Maxillaiy

The Opthalmic oi upper branch is sen&oiy, and thru its frontal, 
nasal, and lachrymal divisions supplies the skm and muscles of the 
eyebrows, eyeballs, lachiymal glands, and the mucous lining of the 
eye and the nose It is the smallest division of the Trifacial, and 
is joined by filaments fiom the Cavernous Plexus of the Sympathet
ic, and gives off recurrent filaments

The Supeuoi Maxillan-makes exit thiuthe Foiamen Rotundum 
Distributed to the cheek, temple, nose, eyelids, upper lip, uppei 
teeth, and thru Meckel’s Ganglion to the palate and phaiynx

The Inferior Maxillary Branch joins the motor loots to foim a 
neive of common sensation and motion. It supplies the muscles 
of mastication, lower teeth, gums, skm of temple, the external ear, 
lower lip, lowei pait of face, the tongue, and the Otic and Sub- 
Maxillaiy Ganglia

The Opthalmic Branch makes exit fiom the cranium thru the 
sphenoidal fissure, dividing into the Lachiymal, Fiontal, and Nasal 
Blanches, supplying respectively the lachrymal gland, the fiontal 
and the nasal regions

The Supeiior Maxillaiy makes exit thru the Foramen Rotundum, 
divides into many branches to supply the 1 egions of the upper max
illa, its dental branches entering the supeuoi maxillary bone thiu 
the postenoi dental canal of the Zj'gomaticus Fo&sa, and running 
thruout the substance of the upper jaw bone, giving off smaller 
branches to the teeth, See the accompanying cut for the exact 
mode of distribution

The Inferior Maxillaiy Bianch leaves the ciamum by the foia
men ovale Its large sensory root eomesfrom the Gasserian Gang
lion, andaftetwards is joined by the smaller motor loot, making it 
a mixed nerve of sensation and motion Recunent meningeal 
branches are given off to the dura mater, and division is had into 
two principal branches that divide and subdivide to leach and 
give motion and sensation to all muscles of the mfeiior maxillary 
region

The Lingual, Temporal, and Dental Branches make up the 
larger distributions of the nerve, the Inferior Dental Branch 
entering the canal of the lower jaw bone at the posterior fossa to
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Showing entrance and distribution of nerve to mfenoi mo\illu>

Showing general distribution of Trifacial
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supply the teeth thm the numeious small branches sent from the 
laiger bianch upwaid to the roots of the lowei teeth

Besdies the gi eat Gassenan Ganglion, there aie on this neive and 
its bi anches foui smallei ganglia, namely, the Opthalmie 01 Lent
icular, connected with the fixst division, giving strength appaiently 
to the temple, cheek, eyelids, nose, lip, upper teeth, palate, etc 

On the second bianch will be found the Spheno-Palatme or 
Meckel’s Ganglion, adding stiength to all the muscles of the uppei 
maxillaiy legion and mouth, the 01 bit and nasal legions, and the 
jawbone and teeth of the supenoi maxilla^

The Otic 01 Sub-Maxillaiy Ganglion is found on the thud or 
i-oŵ i bianch, making this a veiv sensative and very poweiful 
bianch to the teeth, tongue, and all muscles, paits, glands of the 
mfei lor maxillai y i egion

The Tnfacial is the great sensory neive to the face and head, and 
is motoi to the muscles of mastication The lowei dividion is the 
particular nerve to the muscles of mastication, and its seveiance 
would paialyze these muscels

The acuteness of pain to the teeth thiu this neive is mdescuable, 
and woi se m the upper jatt’ than m the lowei, owing to the gi eater 
sensitiveness of that division of the nerve

Toothache may always be lelieved temporal lly by adjustment 
of the middle ceivical legion, but this cannot be permanent where 
decaying conditions aiound the loots of the teeth or within the 
substance of the teeth keep up the constant nutation Pressuie 
on ceitam inhibitory branches of the Trifacial will also tempoianly 
allay the pam of toothache, and sometimes permanently if the 
nntation is not too great

Notice the cuts eaiefully, and study this great and wonderful 
neive fully It is one of the master nerves of the body

TH E O LIVARY BODIES, so called from being shaped like 
olives, are two m numbei, and placed behind the anterior pyramids 
of the medulla, which are portions of the medulla, having the 
laiger formations upwaid

TH E PYRAM ID S aie bundles of white mater on either side of 
the antenoi fissure of the medulla, formed from the ascending 
portions of the anterior and lateial tracts of the spinal cord A 
decussation 01 crossing of fibres takes place near the center, forming 
the decussation of the pyramids
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On the outer sides of the pyramids project the Olivary Bodies 
immediately below the Pons Varoln Between and beside these 
bodies are found the origins of the Hypogolssal, Glosso-Pharyngeal, 
Pneumogastnc, and Spinal Accessory Nerves

T H E  A U D IT O R Y  M EATUS, passage to the ear m two parts, 
internal and external

M E C K E L ’S GANGLION, the Spheno-Palatine Ganglion, 
largest of the cranial ganglia, is deeply placed m the Spheno- 
Maxillary fossa, close to the Spheno-Palatine Foramen It has a 
sensory root from the superior division of the Trifacial Nerve, 
motor root from the Facial, and a sympathectic root fiom the 
Carotid Plexus Branches extend from it to the orbit, gums, haid 
and soft palates, uvula, tonsil, mucous membeanes of the turbinate 
bones, the septum of the nose, and back of the roof of the mouth 

OTIC G ANGLION, or Arnold’s Ganglion, is situated on the 
inner surface of the inferior maxillary nerve just below the fora
men ovale It has motor ,sensory, and sympathetic roots. 
Filaments extend to the small muscles tensor tympam, tensor 
palati, and chorda tympam, 01 to these nerves and thence to the 
muscles

TH E CAVERNOUS PLEXUS, a plexus m the upper portion of 
the Cavernous Sinus, below the last bend m the internal carotid 
aitery, and is formed mostly from the ascending branches of the 
supenoi cervical ganglion, and goes into the formation of the Gang
lion of Ribes It communicates with the Motor Oculi, Pathetic, 
Trifacial (Opthalmic Branch), and Abducens nerves, and with the 
Opthalmic Ganglion, the Ganglion of Ribes, the plexuses around 
the Opthalmic aitenes, and the cerebral and the internal Caiotid 
artenes

The position and foim of this plexus may be studied fiom the 
cuts of the brain and the Sympathetic Nervous System

TH E ABDUCENS, or Sixth Cranial Neive, supplies the exter
nal rectus muscles of the eye Its superficial ongm is fiom the 
lower border of the pons and the anterior pyramid The deep 
origin goes back between the fascicula of the corpus pyramidalis 
to the posterior part of the medulla, where it has its connection 
with a gray neucleus m the floor of the fourth ventricle of the 
brain Exit thru the sphenoidal fissure
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D R  F  M A G E N D I E , O F  P A R IS , F R A N C E  
This doctor, who gave medicine, but never took it, determined m  the hos

pital where he v a s  chief physician m  P an s to divide the patients into tw o class
es, one of whom  he gave the regular medicines, and the others were given  
only foods and old fam ily remedies w ithout any medicine w hatever O f those  
who took the regular medicines the usual num ber died, while there were no  
deaths at all am ong those who used no medicine A  second experim ent 
convinced the doctor perfectly, and he henceforth becam e a non-m edicine  
doctor, wnth an infinitely greater success than he ever had w hen using drugs 
Just a step into spinal therapy m akes such physicians invincible
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This nerve is motoi entnely In its eomse outwaid it passes 
thiu the cavernous sinus, wheie it receives fibies fiom the Sym
pathetic System and fiom the fust division of the Tufacial

TH E FACIAL, SEVENTH, 01 Portia Duia oi the Seventh, is 
the Motor Nei ve to all the muscles of expression of the face, of the 
Platisma and the Buccinator (of the neck and cheek), postenoi 
belly of the Digastnc, Stylo-Hyoid, Stapedius, Levatoi, the 
Azygos, Uvula, etc

Its Choi da Tympani bianch is a neive oi taste to the antenor 
two-thirds of the tongue, and is the vaso-dilatoi neive to the sub- 
maxillary and the sub-lingual

The superficial origin is fiom the gioove between the Pons and 
the Restifoim Body, oi fiom the upper part of the Pons between 
the Ohvaiy Body and the Restifonn Body Deep ongin is fiom  
a neucleus from which the Sixth oi Abducens Neive anses, from 
the floor of the fouith ventricle

Its exit is thiu the Auditory Meatus (Internal), the Aqueductus 
Fallopu, and the Stylo-Mastoid foiamen Its diveiging blanches 
behind the lamus of the jaw have the shape of the foot of a goose 
oi duck, and it has been called the Goose Foot Neive

It communicates with the Meningeal Sympathetic Plexus, the 
Meckel and Otic Ganglia, and with the Auditory, Gieat Aunculai, 
Auuculo-Tempoial, Pneumogastnc, Glosso-Phaiyngeal, Small 
Occipital, and Superficial Cervical, the Tufacial Neives, and with 
the Carotid Plexus

It is motoi to all muscles of expression and to all the muscles 
named above Its distuibance may paralyze the face Thiu 
connection with the ceivical neives, a lestoiation fiom paialysis 
of the face may be radically and quickly accompl shed

THE RESTIFORM BO D Y is the lateral column of the Medulla, 
passing to the Ceiebellum The two Restiform Bodies diverge 
somewhat as they ascend, and help to form the lateral walls of the 
fourth ventricle They become mfeiioi peduncles of the cere
bellum

THE A U D ITO R Y OR EIGH TH  (Poitia Mallis of Seventh 
Pair) is the nerve of the special sense of hearing It is distributed 
exclusively to the internal ear, and therefoie has no exit from the 
cranium.
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T h e  Cr a n ia l  Ne r v e s .

C^Nerve,-  Abducens

T h e Abducens, or Sixth Cranial N erve, is the smallest of all the Cranial 
N erves, and has a very lim ited distribution See outline m  text for origin, 
course, exit, etc

This plate shows, not only the general form  of the Sixth, E ighth , and T w elfth  
Cranial N erves, but branches of distribution from  a num ber of other nerves, 
as indicated b y  the lines and figures

M ake a very  careful study of all parts of this plate, and compare one plate  
w ith another
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Its superficial origin is by two roots from between the Restiform 
and the Olivaiy Bodies at the lowei border of the Pons Its deep 
origin is at the dorsal auditory nucleus under the Tngonum  
Acustici or triangular area of gray matter between the roots of 
the olfactoiy tract

It is a very soft nerve m texture, and hence called Portia Mallis, 
has no neurilemma, and within the meatus receives fibres from 
the Facial Nerve

Its branches are the Vestibular, going to the Vestibule, and the 
Cochlear, distributed to the Cochlea.

It is noted as the only Cranial Neive that does not leave the 
cranium at all

It is the nerve of hearing, and receives and transmits to the 
brain impressions produced by sound waves, and is supposed to 
be insensible to impressions m any other way

For a full treatment of the Ear see the author’s tieatise on Deaf
ness and its Cuie See also this book’s later pages

TH E GLOSSO-PHARANGEAL, or Ninth Ciamal Nerve, is 
the nerve of taste, and is distributed to the tongue, phaianx, 
fauces, and tonsils, and gives motion also to the pharangeal 
muscles

Its superficial ongm is from the upper portion of the Medulla 
Oblongata behind the Olivary by filaments Its deep origin is 
from a nucleus of gray matter at the lower part of the floor of 
he fourth ventricle

Its branches of Communication are with Pneumogastnc, 
Facial, and the Tympanic Branch 01 Jacobson’s Nerve, and also 
with the Sympathetic

Exit by the Jugular Foramen to the mucous membrane of the 
fauces, the tongue, and the mucous glands of the mouth and the 
tonsils

Branches of Distribution are the Tympanic or Jacobson’s neive, 
Carotid, Phalangeal, Tonsilar, Muscular, and Lmgual These 
branches may all be traced on the cuts or plates

THE PNEUM OGASTRIC (NERVOUS VAGUS) is the Tenth 
Cranial Nerve, and has the most extensive and extended distribu
tion of any of the Cranial Nerves, making its exit thru the Jugular 
Foramen and passing downward by the internal Jugular Vein to
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the thoiax, abdomen, and pelvis, and is distributed to all the 
vise-era 01 internal organs of the body

It supplis the oigans of voice and respnation with both motor 
and sensory fibies, and the stomach, heait, and esophagus with 
motor influence

Its superficial oiigm is below that of the Glosso-Pharangeal, 
behind the Olivaiy Body Its deep origin is from the lowei 
pait of the floor of the fourth ventnele

Befoie making exit from the cranium, it passes thru a ganglion 
usually called the Jugular Ganglion, or Ganglion of the Root. 
Joined below this bj- the accessory portion of the Spinal Accessoiy, 
it next passes thru a second ganglion, called the Ganglion of the 
Trunk This adds great stiength to the Pneumogastnc, which 
has a most extiaordmary distnbution

It forms a plexus with the Glosso-Pharangeal and Spinal Acces
sory Nerves, these being the longest and most widely distubuted 
nerves fiom the cianmm It might here be noted that all long 
and large neives come from plexuses To this rule there is no 
exception, eithei in Cranial, Cerebro-Spinal, or Sympathetic 
Nerves All plexuses m the central neivous system are m pairs 

This gieat nerve natuially has many branches, going to the 
diffeient oigans and plexuses of the body's cavities, such as the 
Meningeal, Auricular (Arnold’s Nerve), Pharangeal, Supenor and 
Recurient Pharyngeal, Cervical and Thoracic Caidiac Branches, 
Anterior and Postenor Pulmonary Branches, Esophageal, Gas
tric, Splenic, Renal, Uterine, Prostatic, etc.

The root of the Pneumogastnc m the Medulla is sensory only, 
but it communicates with five other nerves that are motor to their 
parts of distribution, and hence the nerve is both motor and 
sensory m its functions

The Pharangeal Branches are mixed, as likewise the Laryngeal, 
into the thyro-cncoid region, the superior being mainly sensory 
An injury to them causing hoarseness to the voice, while the 
recurrent or inferior Laryngeal branches are chiefly motor, and an 
injury to them will cause imperfect tonation or utterance of words 
as seen in the stammerer Right here we believe to be the real 
cause of all stammering faults, weak voice, etc , and there was
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nevei a tieatment for these troubles that in. any way comparer 
■with our rational spinal tieatment

The Caidiac and Pulmonary Branches are both sensory and 
motor, affecting the heait, lungs, trachea, bronchi, etc Both the 
heart and the lungs are greatly affected by these branches, and 
may be stimulated by so adjusting the cervical region as to reach 
the Pneumogastnc thru connecting blanches This is thru the 
middle of the uppei cei vical region, as explained fully m that part 
of this text which treats of the spinal neives and the adjustment 
of the spine

If the pneumogastnc neives both weie seveied mspnation or 
breathing would be increased for a while m lapidity, and would 
then become slower and slower until death ensued As it became 
slower it would also become heavier, forming blood clots, lupturmg 
blood vessels 01 capillanes m the lung tissue and solidifying the 
lungs

The Vagi also most powerfully influence the stomach, intestines, 
and hvei Their severance will greatly interfere with secrections 
m these oigans, but will not stop them entirely, a proof that these 
organs do not depend thus for their entire functioning

All the internal organs are affected by the pneumogastnc, and 
there can be no doubt that diseased conditions of the viscera will 
reflexly affect the brain and mental powers Certain diseases of 
women at the critical penods of life may' cause insanity, and good 
spinal treatment will often make the most i adical cures m a short 
time

No nerves deserve more careful and exhaustive study than the 
Vagi Thruout this work frequent references are made to these 
nerves m connection with other parts of the treatise.

TH E  SPINAL ACCESSORY, or E LE V E N TH  C R AN IAL  
NERVE, consists of two paits, namely, Accessory to the pneumo- 
gastnc, arising by delicate filaments below the origin of the 
pneumogastnc, and these filaments may be traced to a nucleus 
of gray matter low down on the medulla and beneath the roots of 
the pneumogastnc, and the Spinal portion, firm m texture, aris
ing from several filaments from the lateral tract of the cord as low 
down as the region of the origin of the sixth cervical nerves, the 
fibres piercing the tract and being connected with the anterior horn
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of the gray matter of the cord The deep origin of this portion 
being from the intermedic lateral gray tract of the cord This 
latter branch passes upward between the ligamentum denticula- 
tum (serrated lengthwise band on either side within the spinal 
dura) and the posterior roots of the spinal nerves (ceivical), 
enters the skull thru the foramen magnum ,and makes exit thru 
the jugular foramen, lying m the same sheath with the pneumo- 
gastnc, being separated from it by a fold of the arachnoid, and is 
then connected with the asseccory branch or portion

From the jugular foramen it passes backward and around the 
uppei part of the sub-occipital triangle, where it joins the second 
and third nerves of the cervical plexus, and terminates m the deep 
surface of the tiapezius muscle, where it is reinforced by branches 
from the third, fourth, and fifth cervical nerves, joins the poste
rior blanches of the spinal nerves, and is distributed to the trape
zius and to the sterno-mastoid muscles It sometimes assists m 
the formation of the Great Auncular nerve, and sends mhibitoiy 
fibres to the heart

The Spinal Accessory is one of the most peculiar and most wond
erful of all the cranial nerves and the entire organism, and should 
be studied very closely Through its connections and distribu
tions a powerful effect may be had on the heart and brain by so 
adjusting the cervical region as to reach and stimulate this nerve 
See cuts and study them well.

The Spinal Portion is a branch that enters the cranium and then 
passes out This and the nasal branch of the Opthalmic divis
ion of the Trifacial are the only nerves entering the cranium and 
then passing out The Spinal portion runs upward between the 
roots of the spinal nerves until it enters the cranium to join the 
Accessory portion

Both roots of this nerve are motor, but its connections with 
other nerves make it sensory as well The fibres from the 
Accessory portion are distributed exclusively to the muscles of 
the larynx and the pharynx, and the other portions to the muscles 
as stated above Cutting either branch will be followed by dis
turbances to the parts to which these fibres are disbtnbuted 
To cut both branches will paralyze the muscles that receive their 
impulses, followed by loss of voice, derangement of the power
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of degulutition, and disturbances of the action of the hart.
TH E  HYPOGLOSSAL or twelfth Neive, Nonus or Ninth of 

Willis, is motor to the tongue It arises by seveial filaments 
between the Pyramidal and Olivary Bodies in a continuous line 
with the anterior roots of the spinal nerves Deep origin from the 
floor of the fourth ventricle It communicates with the three 
upper cervical nerves, the Gustatory (taste), Pneumogastric, 
and the Sympathetic System

The regions supplied are the Sterno-Hyoid, Sterno-Thyroid, 
Omo-Hyoid, Genio-Hyoid, and Gemo-Hyo-Glossus muscles 
From the underside of the tongue many fine branches pass upward 
into the substance of the tongue

Its exit is thru the anterior Condyloid Foramen m two bundles, 
and is distributed to the muscles and parts as outlined above, 
uniting also under the tongue with the lingual branch of the 
Trifacial

Its branches are the Meningeal, Descendens Hypoglossi, 
Muscular, and Thyro-Hyoid

The functions of the nerve are motoi, but it receives sensoiy 
fibres from the nerves with which it anastamoses Its severance 
on both sides would cause improper and impaired deglutition, 
weakened sense of taste, partial loss of the powers of mastication 
and aitieulation

Like other cranial nerves, the Hvpoglossal may be tieated, when 
impaired m any way, by adjusting the middle and upper ceivical 
vertebrae, as the cervical nerves leach the ciamal nerves, as 
explained previously

NOTES AS TO SENSORY A N D  M OTOR FU NCTIONS OF
CRAN IAL NERVES

The olfactory, Optic, and Auditory Nerves are nerves of Special 
Sense, and are therefore Sensory The Motor Oculi, Pathetic, 
Abducens, Spmal-Accessory, and Hypoglossal are Motoi. The 
Pneumogastric is Sensory, but not a nerve of Special Sense 
The Trifacial, Facial, and Glosso-Pharangeal are mixed, being 
both motor and Sensory

This classification is accoidmg to the properties of the roots
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of the neives However, all these nerves, except those of special 
sense, receive both motoi and sensory impulses form the plexuses 
01 unions they make with other neives

Thus, for instance, the Pneumogastne becomes clearly a 
mixed neive m the sense in which we here use the term, and 
there can be no doubt whatever that it is both motoi and sensoiy 
to the internal organ and viscera of the body

In the same manner the others, except those of special sense, 
will be seen to possess both qua]hies after uniting m plexuses or 
otheiwise with othei cranial nerves or with spinal nerves

THE SYMPATHETIC NERVOUS SYSTEM.

THE SYM PATHETIC NERVOUS SYSTEM  consists of two 
Gangliated Cords extending from the Ganglion of Ribes at the 
base the biain m fiont of the Medulla Oblongata downwaid lat
eral^ and anteriorly to the spinal column downward to the 
Ganglion of Impai m the Coccyxigeal region, three large plexuses 
called Cardiac, Solar, and Pelvic, many small plexuses, and 
distributing parts to the organs or viscera of the body

The two cords are embedded well into the flesh and substance 
along the spinal column, and receive the white Rami Commum- 
cantes from the spinal nerves at the ganglia, and from the 
ganglia send gray Rami Commumcantes to the spinal nerves

The cords are not large m diameter, being only about one- 
twelfth of an inch m diameter, varying somewhat m different 
individuals The ganglia may be a quarter of an inch m diameter 
or more, and contain more or less gray matter, this varying m 
individuals as noticeably as the variations m the shape and 
substance of the brain

The Sympathetic System of Nerves was first noted by Dr 
Claudius Galen, a most prolific writer of the last half of the 
second century of the Christian era Dr Galen studied the 
formations mostly m animals, and arrived at very accurate
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de-scj iption- of the couls and plexu^e -̂ of the s\>tem, and the 
ganglia as well, but nevei arnved at any corieet conelu'-ion -̂ a  ̂ to 
the functions and singificence of the svstem and did not connect 
or make it a pait of the C’eiebio-Spmal Neivous Svstem "

Hundreds of yeais befoie Chiist, such doctois as AiistoPe, Hip- 
pociates, and otheis of then schools, in dissecting animals tiaced 
portions of the Sympathetic System, but their conclusions as to 
significance and function weie valueless, and they haidly knew 
the difference between tendons and neives

It was not until the days of Di Thomas Willis, an Englishman 
of the seventeenth centuiv, that anything like a lealization of 
the piopei functioning ami significance of the Sympathetic 
Neives was leached, and onlv vaguely indeed fiom Willis His 
co-laboiei, Piofessoi Rene Descaites, stiuggled to the fiist 
descuption of lefiex ganglionic movements

Willis and Descaites were two lights stiugghng amid unsui- 
mountable difficulties fiom the daikness of the middle ages 
upwaid to cleaiei skies, which they nevei leached, but made it 
possible foi othei footsteps to climb the heights they essayed 
climb To them the Sympathetic was a growth fiom the spinal 
nerves, in which then conclusions aie worthy of consideration, but 
these most woithy and able men of their day had not the faintest 
dream of the amazing extent and dnectional powei of the Sym
pathetic over the internal organs, the nutritional elements, the 
secretion, the circulation, and the respiration

Only now at the veiy latest time have we ailived at a leal know
ledge of the workings of the Sympathetic Neives, and we must say 
this with caution and reservation, foi doubltess we aie not yet 
neai completion of the study of this system As m climbing a 
mountain, we have clearer and more extended view as we ascend, 
so it seems we see more clearly m the study of the sympathetic as 
we go fuither into the practical applications today of the knowledge 
already ai lived at

Dr Pratt of Chicago is the foremost writer and developer along 
this line at the present age His writings aie the most prolific 
and scientific, and his practical applications and tests aie matter 
of proof to his assertions He is fair, candid, rational, practical, 
and a true lover of the truth for the truth’s sake
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FOOT NOTE 4— Here the white rami governing the SKIN ACTION of the entire body 
divide, fibres fiom the tenth dorsal segment going BOTH upward and downward, and all above 
the tenth are 4SCENDING streams, while all below are DESCENDING This segment also 
has an influence on all other tissues from the epiblastic layer of the blastoderm 

Lesion affecting the skin rtflexly cause subluxations of the tenth dorsal, and reflex^ stimulate 
the kidneys to take up the work of the skin, conversely, irritation of the kidney reflexly causes 
changes to take place m the function of the skin and dorsal tissues This is an important ad
justment m fevers— the lesion is always present 

FOOT NOTE B — Here the real rami commumcantes divide the SIXTH dorsal segment send
ing fibres BOTH upward and downward, while all above the sixth send fibres upward, and all 
below send fibres downward Subluxations will be found here m all extensive functional dis
turbances of the nervous system, and in such eases adjustment to relieve and stimulate the sixth 
dorsal nerves are very beneficial, and have a far-reaching effect on the entue nervous system 

Copyright, 1918, by J S Riley
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Let us say then that the Sympathetic Neives preside over all 
the involuntary movements of the body. Just as the Cerebro- 
Spmal Nerves preside over the voluntary movements and muscu
lar energies, so the Sympathetic must pieside over and direct 
the involuntary

In locomotion, woiking, picking up things, etc , where we give 
thought to what we do, we of necessity are directed by the Cer- 
ebro-Spmal Nerves In the vital functioning of the body, inde
pendent largely of any thought or reasoning on our part, the work
ings of the heart, stomach, liver, kidneys, etc, here the Sym
pathetic System directs and keeps all at work without any thought 
on the part of the individual
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A  picture showing relation of spinal n eives to  the urinary tra et The letter  
A  shows the genito-crural nerve as it crosses the ureter Figure 2 shows the  
iho-mgumal nerve Other figures show spinal nerves and plexuses

How wonderful, indeed, is the subject of nerve supply and neive distribu
tion t E very part wuth its neives and nervesT E ve ry  nerve to its part of dis
tribution ̂ A  universe of divinity in  a hum an beingT '

N o better study of these relations could be offered than we present heie  
N ote the close relations or connection of the urinary and genital organs



At the birth of a child the Sympathetic Sj'stem is in a perfect 
state, while the biam and mental qualities aie slow to matuie, 
and sometimes may nevei matuie at all, as seen m the case of 
idiots, and through the Sympathetic bodily growth may be per
fect

While we say broadly that the Sympathetic piesides over all 
vital processes, digestion, secietion, eneulation, etc , we must 
allow that, as the Sympathetic and Ceiebio-Spmal are leally 
parts of the same general system, and connected throughout, one 
may effect the othei While the woikmg of the stomach, heait, 
liver, etc , will continue whether awake or asleep, yet emotrons of 
anger, fear, etc , will effect these processes very materially Anger 
and fear will retard digestion, and may cause disease

The connection being complete, it is readily seen how the Sym
pathetic, when deianged, may be assisted to its nonnal woik, by 
treatment thru the spinal nerves It is also most leadily and 
easily seen that the viscera of the body majr be stiengthened by 
spinal treatment, all leeeivmg nerve supply fiom coiresponding 
segments of the spine Spinal treatment will theiefore directly 
give normal function to the oigans in need, and at the same time 
strengthen the weakened portions of the Sympathetic

Many of the woist tioubles and diseases are undoubtedly 
connected with the Sympathetic System, among which we will 
name Paralysis, Hvpeiesthesia, Locomotor Ataxia, Epilepsy, 
Progressive Musculai Atiophv, Addison’s Disease, Neuras
thenia, Exopthalmic Goitre, Diabetes Sometimes these dis
eases yield very rapidly to pioper spinal treatment, but some
times very slowly if at all In these latter cases the improve
ment is veiy rapid when tieatment is given reaching the Sympa
thetic System, as explained under pioper divisions of this treat
ise.

Theie are ways to reach these tioubles thru the Sympathetic 
that can be done m no other way, and the cuie of these tioubles 
assuied m almost every instance, and ways, also, to reach 
neaily all heart tioubles veiy quickly and very suiely. Palpi
tation, valvular leakage, or weakness in any other way, mitial 
stenosis, hypertrophy, etc , yield to the most potent impulses 
that may be given thru the Sympathetic, combined with spinal
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isCRVLS 01 THE TRVCTUS GENITALIS

This cut show s most splendidly the Sym pathetic nerve supply to the genitals, 
bladder and rectum, with m any other term inal branches 01 plexuses T h e  
formation of the Great Sciatic N erve is shown also, w ith  connecting blanches  
from the Sympathetic This shows w hy rectal dilation v ill  so often iclieve  
rheumatism 01 sciatica

From  the pelvic plexus, B , come the smaller plexuses to the uterus, bladdei, 
rectum, fallopian tubes Thru the Sym pathetic, therefore, a m ost decided  
stimulation may be given all these pelvic organs, and rectal dilation, or stim u 
lation of any other kind, m ay prove a great blessing m  cases where these p aits  
are involved

The lettering and figures are easily understood T h u s O v  refers to o v a iy , 
Od to oviduct, GS Great Sciatic, etc

The student must observe also that everywhere the Cerebro-Spm al and the  
Sympathetic are connected, and all the lum bar and sacral nerves join directly  
with the pelvic plexus, and besides this give a direct nerve supply to the organs 
of the pelvic cavity



adjustment Aoitic Aneunsm may be mentioned and certainly 
yields thru the means we aie now able to use m its behalf 
These methods will_be fully shown m due time as wTe advance m 
these pages.

M ORE P 4 RTICULAR D ESCRIPTIO N  OF SY M P A TH E TIC

In this we refer most paiticulaily to the cuts presented here for 
this purpose They show every detail as nearly as may be given 
from pictures, based upon the writings of Pratt, Giay, Ott, and 
the best Anatomists,Physiologists, and Psychics of the present 
age.

Observe the two ganglated cords refei red to running along 
eithei side of the spinal column toward the front Thiee ganglia 
are seen on eithei cord m the cervical region, namely the uppei, 
called the Supenoi Cervical Ganglion, coveung the lateral region 
of the hist and second cervical vertebrae, the smaller one near the 
fouith ceivical veitebia, called the Middle Cervical Ganglion, 
and the lowei ganglion, near the lower veibetra of the neck, called 
the Infenoi Ceivical Ganglion Ganglia is the plural of ganglion, 
and when we speak of two ganglions, we use the Latin tei ruination 
and pluialize bv writing it ganglia

Thus m the ceivical region, while we have eight pans of cer
vical spinal nerves, and seven veitebrae 01 joints m the neck, 
we have but three pans of cervical ganglia Howevei, below this 
region we have a ganglion on each cord corresponding to the ver- 
tebia of the spine at the region, thus making twelve pairs of 
ganglia m the doisal or thoiacic region, five m the lumbar region, 
and five m the sacial and coecyxigeal region If the number ever 
vanes to one less than this usual numbei m eithei the dorsal, lum
bar, or sacial and coecyxigeal region, it is the raiest exception, 
m which case white rami would extend from two segments of the 
spine to one ganglion on the Sympathetic cord Note this prin
ciple prevailing also m the ceivical region where we have only 
three ganglia on each cord

The uppei 01 beginning end of the gangliated cords is called the 
Proximal End, and the lower termination m the Ganglion of Im-
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par is called the Distal End The two cords unite or anastamose 
at the proximal and distal ends or regions, and thruout, partic
ularly m the regions of the Cardiac, Solar, and Pelvic Plexuses 
Note well the illustrations we present with this tieatise, this 
anastamosmg or joining being more dense m the region of the 
Solar Plexus These aie all Vasomotor, giving motion 01 impulse 
to the vessels, of which moie dnectly

The Cardiac Plexus is situated where the Aorta merges out 
from the heart, the upper of the three great plexuses At the or
igin of the Caehac Axis from the Arota, and lodged aiound this 
axis or aitery springing outwaid from the aorta, is situated the 
great Solar Plexus or Abdominal Brain, as some would call it 
Where the descending or abdominal part of the aorta meiges into 
the two Common Iliac Arteries, is situated the Pelvic Plexus, or 
Pelvic Brain, as some would call it In fact, the entire Sympath
etic Nervous System is sometimes called the abdominal brain 
We mention here a fourth plexus, of consideiable dimensions of 
the branch into the Internal and External Carotids

These great plexuses are nerve centers for vasomotor impulses 
and rythmic action or life action to the vessels Nerve fibies or
iginate m them, and the different fibres which enter them do not 
correspond with efferent fibres that extend from them. These 
great plexuses are nerve centers, and are composed of nerve 
cells They send out nerve forces organized with as much or 
more certainty than the movement of the body under direction 
of the will

Both the vessels and the viscera are under control of these 
plexuses, or the Sympathetic as a whole The Pneumogasluc 01 
Vagi Nerves, descending from the cranium, help m the foimation 
of these plexuses, and are distributed to all the visceia 01 internal 
organs The Phieme Nerves, fiom the middle Ceivical legion, 
also entei into the formation of the Cardiac and Solar Plexuses, 
and the Greater and Lesser Splanchnic Nerves also enter the Solai 
Plexus

The Sympathetic and the Ceiebio-Spmal Systems of Neives 
for rather we should say these divisions of the same geneial sys
tem) differ from each other m the nature and distubution of their 
nerve fibres In the plexuses of the Cerebro-Spmal System, the
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the Solar Plexus'a t° A "  wit 1? Ifran eh %  f ,bout three months advanced N ote  
An illustratxon like thL shm fs at f  ^ n e f g .t0 Sidneys, adrenals, etc 
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affeient and effetent fibres, entering and leaving, are the same m  
foim and appearance, while m the plexuses of the Sympathetic 
there is no relation m size and appearance between the afferent 
and efferent blanches

The Sympathetic will usually be found encn cling the blood 
vessels m a net woik or plexus foim The Cerebro-Spmal Nerves 
follow the blood vessels without m any way encn cling them 
The Sympathetic Neives follow the arteries, but not the veins 
As the large arteries and veins aie close togethei, the Cerebro- 
Spmal Nerves, following the aitenes, are close to the veins also

The Cei\ical Ganglia and Commisural Coid send motor fibies 
to the involuntary muscles of the eyes, vaso-motor fibres to head 
and neck, caidio-motoi fibres to the heait, secretoiy fibies to the 
glands, and pilo-motoi fibies to the spinal nerves of the cervical 
region The Supenoi Cervical Ganglia aie the largest of all 
Sympathetic tiunk ganglia, each being thiee-fourth of an inch 
m length

Along the doisal coids fiom the second, thud, and fomth 
ganglia come the connections that foim the pulmonaiy plexus on 
eithei side and give strong nerve supply to the lungs The seven 
lower 01 distal doisal ganglia on either side make up the Splanch
nic Neives. which, uniting fiist with the Solar Plexus, send a nch 
neive supply to all oigans below the chaphiagm The Splanch
nic neives, befoie reaching the Solar Plexus, pieice the dia
phragm

In the lumbar region, the lami and extending blanches give life 
and function to the pelvic organs, im luchng bladder, genitals, 
bowels, and all paits completely The lowest of thegi eat plexuses
is situated m the pelvic legion, as noted above, wheie the common 
iliac artenes branch fiom the abdominal or pelvic aoita, extend
ing below this legion also

Each of these plexuses sends out immeious smallei plexuses to 
the adjacent organs Thus from the Solar Plexus come the Gas
tric Plexus to the stomach, the Hepatic to the Livei, the Renal to 
the Kidneys, the Splenic to the Spleen, the Paneleatic to the Pan
creas, etc The other gieat plexuses send out their smaller ones 
also to the adjacent organs, such as the Speimatic, Ovarian, etc , 
from the Pelvic
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Thiu the piopei functioning of the Sympathetic the visceia are 
made to peifoim then assigned 01 created work, such as Peristalsis 
Secietion, Ovulation, Menstruation, Gestation, and General 
and Natuial Activity to all the internal oigans They ell work 
with pieeision when the Sympathetic is m perfect health

THE SPINAL NERVES

The spinal neives consist of 31 pans Of these, 8 pairs aie m 
the ceivical legion, 12 pans aie m the thoiacie oi dorsal legion, 
5 pan1' m the lumbar region, 5 pairs m the sacial, and 1 or 2 m the 
cocvxigeal legion In rare instances, say one m millions, this 
vanes one less oi one moie than the usual numbei For instance 
we saw a skeleton with only G veitebiae m the neck or ceivical 
legion and with 6 veitebiae and not 5 m the lumbai legion If 
the numbei of veitebiae should vai%r the numbei of pans oi neives 
wrould, oi coiuse, vaiy in the same way

Each neive anses fiom two roots, aitenoi and posteuoi The 
antenoi oi laigei loot is motoi, the posteilor or smallei is sensory 

The oiigm of all the neives is somewhat above the point of exit 
fiom the spinal column, except m case of the fiist ceivical or 
sub-occipital

This point oi origin may be cleteimined as follow's For the up- 
pei foui ceivical nerves substiact 1 from the numbei of the vei- 
tebia, and you have the numbei of the segment where the nerve 
m qustion has its oiigm Foi instance, if we aie consideung the 
thud ceivical neives, substiact 1 fiom 3, giving 2, and w'e have the 
segment position of the oiigm of the thud ceivical neives

Continuing thus, next fiom the numbei each of the foui lowTer 
ceivical segments and fiom the uppei six doisals, substract 2 
fiom the numbei of the neives unclei consideration and you will 
have the numbei of the segment wdieie the neives in question have 
then oiigm Thus, m consideung the fouith doisal nerves, sub
tract 2 horn 4 , leaving 2, and you have the origin of the fouith pair 
of doisal neives at the second doisal segment

To locate the origin of the loots of the six loivei doisal nerves,
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LOCATION OF VARIOUS FUNCTIONS IN BRAIN
Centres have been located with great accuracy Fow ler said W ebster had 

the greatest brain m  A m enca H e could tell the location and power of the 
centres Afterwards, upon examining the head of Alexander Cam pbell, he 
declared Cam pbell’s brain was equal to W ebster’s Great phrenologists 
delineate correctly

subtract 3 from the numbei of the nerves under consideration and 
you have the origin sought For example, take the tenth doisal 
neives, and subtracting 3 from 10, you have 7, and the seventh 
doisal segment is the origin of the roots of the tenth dorsal neives 

All the lumbai nerves take their ougin contiguous to the 10th 
and 11th doisal spines, and the sacral nerves take then ougin m 
the legion between the 11th doisal and the first lumbai veitebiae 

The spinal cord proper ends at the first lumbai veitebia as a 
rule, but occasionally extends as far as the second lumbar, and be
low this region all the nerves, which have their ongm in the lower 
dorsal and upper lumbar regions, spread out somewhat m the neu
ral canal or spinal cavity into the cauda equina, or hoise’s tail,
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A peifect cut showing exits of the Cranial Nerves Should be well studied 
and fully mastered No better cut could be given
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JOHNATHAN McGEE AND WIFE 
Johnathan McGee was born m 1788, and was mained at the age of 110 j euis, 

being then verj stiong and active like most men at forty His wife, shown here 
with him m this picture, was only 30 at the time of the marriage, but the 110 
year old husband had all his natural teeth, long heavy hair and beard, him, 
strong muscles, good eyes and ears, and v as really as young as his 30 yeai old 
wife

Jonathan never ate rich food nor used tobacco, and was temperate m all 
things What an example to young men growing up at the present time* Let 
us say here again that age is a condition and not the numbei of years lived



D O N  F R A N C IS C O  G A R C IA , Age 112 Years  
A  m an who lived the simple life A te  plenty of good food, breathed good  

air, slept well, drank water, exercised properly, a noblem an of nature's best 
w ay of living
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A  good vie»v of section of cord, showing white and gray m a tte i, and pos
terior and anterioi roots of nerves The anterior or larger root is m otor, and  
the postenor 01 smallei root is sensoiy The motor im pulses are concerned  
with motion or m ovem ent, the sensoiy ca n y  sensation m to  the receiving  
centre^

The terms aifeirent andefteirent arc also frequently used, the former m oves  
toward the centre or origin, the latter throws the impulse outw ard

The two roots unite m  a ganglion alm ost im m ediately after arising from  the  
gra\ matter and pieice the coverings of the cord, and then divide again into  
anterior, postenor, intercostal branches, etc , and thence distributed to all 
parts of the body

and send out the nerves that form the plexuses from which spring 
the laigest and longest nerves of the body, as, for instance, the 
Antenoi Cruial and the Great Sciatic nerves from the lumbar 
and sacral plexuses

The spinal nerves piei ee the dura matei and unite in a ganglion 
to pass thiu the mtervertebial foramina, and thence divide again 
mto antenoi and postenoi divisions The posterior divisions 
supply the muscles of the spme and the integument of the skm 
The antenor branches foim plexuses, except m the thoiacic region, 
where the splanchnic nerves take the place of plexuses Long 
branches fiom plexuses give nerve supply to the lemamdei of the 
body and the limbs
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CERVICAL NERVES»-EIGHT PAIRS

The 1st ceivieal neives, called the sub-occipaital pass outward 
fiom the spinal coid between the occiput and the atlas thiough 
grooves m the postenoi aich of the atlas They aie laige and ac 
company the veitebial aitenes and veins If the grooves aie 
laige and deep through which these neives pass m then exit fiom 
the spinal coid the neives aie not easily mteifered with by approx- 
lmation 01 otherwise, but if the glooses aie shallow' and small the 
nerves aie veiy easilv mteifeied with, and sometimes veiy haid 
to fiee

Not only should the oidmaiv adjustment be given heie, but 
aftei an adjustment has been given, a decided upw ai d pull 01 sti etch
ing should be given to the neck, so as to pi event and cuie an appioxi- 
mated condition This may tie done with one hand undei the chin 
and the othei hand back of and undei the occiput, sti etching the 
neck and letting the mterveitebial caitilages thicken, 02 the patient 
may be placed m a sti etching machine and the entne spine sti etch
ed, being often a veiy fine exei cise, as the pow er of spinal sti etching 
01 ti action is becoming moie and moie receognized by physicians 
and physicial cultunsts By its use, the height may be materially 
increased, the chest expanded, and the geneial musculai stiength 
greatly augmented Wheie the patient can stand a good stiong 
pull, it will be moie effective m the upright position than m the 
pi one, as the body w'eight is added to the natiual musculai pull of 
the patient and assistant, Moieovei, the body m the upnght is 
placed natuially without any fnetion on the table and wdieie 
naturally theie can be exeitecl a stlonger pulling 01 muscular 
pow7ei than is possible m the pi one position However, theie are 
also some advantages to be gained by stretching m the pi one 
position, such being an easy position for a wTeak patient, and the 
patient can be adjusted wdnle being sti etched, but nothing can 
equal the invigorating and strengthening effect of the strecthmg 
m the upright position
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Subluxations (paitial bieakmgs or misplacements) of tne atlas 
oi othei veitebiae may be antenoi (towaid the fiont), postenoi 
(backwaul), lateial (to the side), superior (spinous piocess up- 
waid), mteiioi (spinous piocess downwaid), and by toision 01 
twisting of the spine, 01 may be appioximated 01 diawn too close 
togethei

Whatevei miy be the foim of the subluxation, the object of 
spinal adjustment is always to correct the abnoimality, and thus 
jctoic the noimal 01 natural shape to the spine, thus lemovmg 
any came of impingment giving life to the impinged nei ves and 
to the organs affected bv these nei ves

Only by spinal adjustment 01 tiaction 01 stietching of some kind, 
combined .sometimes, possibly, with othei good physical exeicises, 
may ciooked backs be made stmight, or abnormalities of any other 
kind lemovel, and piopei mechanical tieatment heie comes m 
to supplv a want that nothing eke has ever reached Adjusting, 
combined with spinal stretching, is maivelous m its lesults, 1 cach
ing cases that have baffled eveivthmg else, even undei the care 
of the w1 oild’s gieatest specialists m othei lines

The Sub-Occipital 01 Fust Ceivical nei ves join the Optic and 
Audit01 y Nei ves, also the Ninth, Tenth, and Twelfth ciamal 
nei ves Thiough union with the second ceivical nei ves they 
help m the foimation of the lecuirent neives, and aie hence dis- 
tubuted to the meninges of the biam, the uppei legion of the 
spinal coid and the veitebial aiticulations of the uppei spine 
They connect with the supenor ceivical ganglia and thence with 
all the ciamal nei ves

If the vertebial aitenes aie interfered with there will be an ane
mic condition 01 lack of blood to the brain On the other hand, if 
the veins aie mterferred with theie will be a congested condition 
Adjusting the atlas will fiee these aitenes and veins and the sub- 
oceipital nei ves, giving pioper drainage to and from the brain and 
proper nerve supply to the biam

The Sub-Cccipital nei ves send branches to the adjacent muscles 
of the neck and the muscles of the eyes and ears, the mastoid cells 
and muscles, and general distribution thiu the ciamal nei ves as 
outlined above Fibres reach the coverings of the brain and 
cord and aie essential to the life and activity of the brain
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B y  m eans of this simple device D r R iley has increased the height of thou
sands of people one or two or three inches, and som etim es more than th is ; 
has increased the chest measurements equally as m uch, and added m ost  
m aterially to the bodily strength It  m  no w ay takes the place of spinal 
adjustm ent, but is a m ost wonderful adjunt m  m any cases Is certainly a 
good form  of stretching m achine, very sim ple, easy to operate, and will last  
a life tim e, occasionally replacing the rope and foot straps \\ ith new ones
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Those neives, aitenes, and veins aie fieed by adjusting; the atlas 
legion and stietchmg the ceivical veitebiae upwaid

Impingement of the sub-occipital neives may cause pool mem
oir, loss of memory, insanity, headaches, biam fevei, geneial fev
ers, veitigo, neuialgia of the head or face, dullness of mind, cata- 
lact, blindness, deafness, epilepsy, buzzing sounds, spots befoie the 
eyes, hallucinations, catanh, weakening of the eyesight and heal
ing scalp tioubles, dandruff, usteaday gait, etc , etc

Many headaches may be cuiecl by this adjustment alone. 
Adjust heie foi loss of memoiy, epilepsy, insanity, neuialgia, 
buzzing sounds m the eais, all head noises, some eases of deafness, 
all biam tioubles, catanh of the nose, head, 01 ears, tenderness of 
the scalp, Iocomotoi ataxia, delmum m fevers 01 other tioubles, 
weak eyes, to acceleiate the beat of the heart, dullness of mental 
poweis, eataiact, glaucoma, and all tiaubles due to insufficient 
nutrition to the biam ancl the ciamal neives

The student should learn to make all the atlas adjustments eaie- 
fullv and accuiately This will not be hard to do undei caieful 
mstiuction, and will enable him to tieat successfully all the tioub- 
Jes outlined above, making othei adjustments m connection as 
indicated

It is a most noted fact that emotional insanity ancl all foims of 
insanity wheie hallucinations, vain imaginings, and wieid and un- 
natuial thoughts aie pte'-ent, will yield most leadily to adjustments 
m this legion, and sometimes the lelief is almost instantaneous 
There may be necessity foi ti eating elsewhere m connection, but 
much of the iclief and final cuie is mamsostlv obtained fiom this 
adjustment

We have known some of the most pecuhai hallueinaiy troubles 
to cease at once Women or men who imagined that husband 01 
wife was untrue, who imagined they weie some othei gieat poison, 
doubting then own identity, otheis still who imagined they weie 
commissioned to do some gieat thing 01 found a kingdom, and yet 
others, foi instance, who imagined they could receive messages 
fiom people a thousand miles 01 more away "written on the palms 
of the hands or elsewheie on the body,— such as these, and many 
others, we have seen restored to absolute sanity in an amazingly 
short period of time
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Howevei as stated above the pmctitionei imbt not limit him
self to this adjustment alone but mu-t adju-t wheiever he may 
find a lesion m the spme, 01 make w’hatevei othei rational treat
ment may be indicated Yet the atla-, which has ->ueh a wide and 
extended effect all ovoi the body, will be a most potent mean' of 
curing so manv cases of imamtv that the physician will be led to 
believe it all-pow'eiful, but we would heie speak a warning against 
anv position that would bung the student 01 physician to a con
clusion that all cases ot anv tiouble may be leached fiom the same 
identical foim of tieatment Be always broad enough to find and 
to allow' the good w'herevei it show's itself

The pei son of nanow conceptions and conceited opinions wall 
nevei leach the greatest success in anv hne the man w'ho finds the 
good wheievei he goes will most suiely succeed in all his undei- 
takings The men and women who bung the gieatest blessings to 
othei men and women aie they who see all good wuth cleaiest eye, 
and peifoim all undertaken enteipuses with gieatest conscien
tiousness and w'lth gieatest desne to succeed m all things wheiem 
then piofessions lie

Anothei teiuble disease is that of epilepsy We positively 
know that numeious cases ot epilepsy aie peimanently cuied by ad
justments m this legion, but numerous othei cases are leheved by 
adjustment in the lumbai legion, and otheis still by adjustment 
leaching the Sympathetic Neivous System bv w'ay of leetal di
lation as w'lll be fully explained m latei pages of this w'oik Suf
fice it to say heie that all eases of epilepsy may be leheved and per
manently cuied wheie theie is no piessuie on the biain We say 
this stiongly, and wTe speak positively, because we have seen it ac
complished in so many eases as to leave no doubt whatevei

Childien wdio suffei from epilepsy usually need tieatment fiom 
the atlas and such places as will give good nounshemnt to the body, 
including stomach, liver, and kidney legions, all of which will be 
fully elucidated as this tieatise proceeds to treat of the several 
segments of the spme, and m a laige majonty of cases leetal dila
tion with childien will be indicated also We are simply calling 
attention heie to what we wall leach more full\T latei on these pages

We have knowm hospitals where many epileptic childien weie
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A  most effective method of this atlas adjustment is shown m  this picture 
The fingers of one hand are placed against the atlas on one side, with the other 
hand placed as shown m  the picture Tw ist the head until the slack is all gone, 
and then make the quick movemant that gives the well know n click that indi
cates the successful adjustment

Dr Kiley prefers this to any other atlas adjustment for most purposes As 
a rule, it is more easily made than any other, but there are exceptions to all 
rules, and m some cases wdiere it is painful or hard to make, the physician 
must resort to some other, as illustrated m  these pages

Become proficient m  them all, and be ready to do the best and render the 
best service m every instance Fit the work to the case m hand, and make 
results come m every case handled



One of several positions used by O r R iley m  adjusting the atlas or other 
upper cervical vertebra Place one hand as seen in cut 'with index finger 
pressing from near the articulation of the phalanx w ith m etacaipal bone 
Place the other hand antagonistically to this on oppisite side of head W ith  
patient’s head perfectly relaxed, m ake quick thrust w ith the hand on the v e ite -  
fora, v ith the other hand held firm ly on the opposite side

A  very easy and effective w ay of m aking this adjustm ent, easily acquired b y  
a little practice Pike all othei good m ovem ents, m ay not be adapted to the 
best work on every patient, but its use should be learned by all aspirants to m as
tery m  Chiropractic fields A ll labor has its reward, and all la boxers shall be 
crowned if they strive lawfully
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Picture of D r Lora B R iley making an adjustm ent of the A tlas region of 
D r Richard H enry Cline m  the sitting position N ote  the position of the 
operator somewhat to the back and side of the patient One hand ot operator 
is placed under chm of patient, the other hand is placed back of patient’s 
head, aiound the occiput and against the atlas Operator then brings a m od
erate force to pull upward, turns patient’s head tow ard her until the slack is 
all out, when w ith a sudden twisting thrust the adjustm ent is made Operator 
m ay then step to a similar position at the other shoulder of patient and repeat 
the above maneuvers m  the opposite direction V ery  easy to learn to m ake the 
atlas adjustm ent as shown above, and very effective and useful T he several 
form s of atlas adjustm ent should be studied and m astered
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Here, as elsewhere along the spinal cloumn, the good student and 
the conscientious practitioner will always have the interest of his 
patient at heart, and will work hard to give the best relief and the 
most perfect and peimanent cure in the most reasonable time 
He shou’d study each case carefully from every point of lesion and 
from eveiy s\mptom and pathologic condition, and he will glow 
fullei and fuller into the lealm of the perfect physician

The authoi, in most cases under his care, has found the simple 
position, lllustiated m the accompanying picture, to be the easiest 
and most effective The pi ocedure is extremely easy Place the 
hand underneath just where the neck joins the head, so that the 
finger close to the first knuckle outward from the hand fimrly 
pressed against the atlas or first vertebra of the neck Place the 
other hand on the side of the face, as shown m the cut A little prac
tice will make the practitioner deft and skilfull Gently and fii mlv 
turn the head, with patient perfectly relaxed, until the slack is all 
out, or until it will turn no farther, and then without m any 
way slacking back or loosening the hold, give a further quick 
turning thrust, and the well known clicking sound will assure the 
operator that he has been successful.

In this position on the back the patient usually relaxes very 
perfectly, which is always necessary to a perfect adjustment 
Occasionally some patient may not relax as well m this position, 
when the operator may choose some other among the several 
outhned m this treatise

Another veiy excellent method to adjust the atlas is with the 
patient on the table with face downward In this position the 
operatoi should place one hand so as to make steady, film pressure 
on the atlas, and with the other make the thiust with a quick turn 
with the hand that grasps the chm In all adjustments of the 
atlas turn the head until the slack is all out, and then, without 
relaxing m any way, make the quick thrust that does the woik 

The atlas may also be adjusted with patient m sitting position 
In this position opeiator should place hands somewhat as shown 
here, pull gently and firmly upward, twist head around until the 
slack is out, and then make quick thiust that will adjust the atlas 
The hand placed back of head should press against atlas itself 

Several other positions for adjusting the atlas are illustrated m
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Old first m ethod of Atlas adjustm ent Operator makes quick, heavy  
thrust downward on the Atlas, often to the great discomfort of patient 
Should n ot be used, as other m ethods su m  ass it greatly

the other cuts shown on the extia full pages Either may be 
used if desired,, and may be deisrable m some cases In all of them 
make piessure against the atlas with firm pressure of one hand 
while the other turns the head until the slack is all out, and then 
the quick thrust will accomplish the adjustment

SECOND CERVICAL NERVES

Exit between first and second cervical vertebiae. Unite with 
first and third cervical nerves Help to form the Small and Great 
Occipital Nerves and the Auncular Nerves They supply the 
scalp and postenor legions of the head with part of the nerve life 
to these regions, also the an tenor iegions of the neck and head, 
the trapezius muscles and the superior mastoids, the occipito
frontalis and the stemo-cleido-mastoid muscles, and the muscles 
generally in the ceivical region and the face, etc

TH E  CERVICAL PLEXUS is formed from the anterior 
branches of the four upper ceivical neives, and lies opposite or
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outwaid fiom the uppei ceivical veitebiae, a little towaid the 
front, 01 somewhat antenoi Out of this plexus come the long 
nerves 01 blanches that are distnbuted to the regions around the 
head and neck There aie ten of these long and impoitant 
blanches, namely, Occipitalis Minor and Major, Great Auncular, 
with blanches to the external ear, and the paiotid gland, Superficial 
Colli, bv blanches to the skin and neck, Supiaclavieular, sending 
blanches pnncipally to the skin m the region of the sternum, the 
pectoi al and deltoid muscles, and in a general way ovei the skm of 
the shoulder, Communicating Branches to the Tenth and Twelfth 
Cranial Nerves and the Sympathetic System, Muscular to the 
anteuor and lateral lecti muslces, Comumcans Hypoglossi, two- 
in number, to the Hypoglossal Nerves, Deep Muscular, to the steino 
eleido-mastoid, tiapezius, levatoi-anguli-scapuli, and scalem 
muscles

The diseases caused by subluxations of this region are vei y much 
the same as those caused by subluxations of the atlas, and some
times when it is hard or even impossible to adjust the atlas in the 
dnect way adjustment of the second cervical or axis will give the 
lelief sought

The adjustment may be made with patient on back m position 
shown m cut, or sitting with opeiator to one side and back of pa
tient In this position operatoi may hold head of patient as shown 
m cut with one hand Place the othei hand fiimly against second 
veitebia, and make the pull 01 thiust quickly and fiimly with the 
othei hand The clicking sound will give evidence of a successful 
adjustment

The second ceivical is frequently a veiy poweiful adjustment 
foi catairh of the nose, facial paialysis, sweating of the face, insom
nia 01 sleeplessness, all of which may be cuied by adjusting eithei 
the atlas or the axis

Study the nature and position of all the ceivical vertebiae 
Palpate caiefully, observing all tenderness that may exist If 
special tenderness is found anywhere on one side only, let the 
adjusting be from the opposite side to the tenderness, 01, lathei, 
make the pressure from a point opposite this soie point, 01, if you 
adjust both sides, let the last thrust be fiom the point opposite 
the tender spot
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The student will xeadily see the philosophy of making the adjust
ment m this mannei by thinking a moment of the cause of the 
tiouble A pain exists, we wall sav, on the light side of the neck 
only Now if the light hand of the operator is placed around 
under the chn until the fingei points leach a little beyond the 
tiansverse processes on the left side of the neck, the head being 
held fiimly with the lett hand, and a quick, pulling kind of thrust be 
made with the light hand toward the opeiator, the vertebra wall 
be loosened trom the soie side, and the pain usually lelieved almost 
instantly

The philosophy of any adjustment is to place the subluxated 
vertebra 01 veitebiae into noimal position The operator should 
beai this constantly m mmd m whatevei pait of the spine he may 
be making adjustments The normal spine msuies normal health 
and prevents disease of every kind. The collection of ahnonnai- 
ities m the spme resides health wdiere it is lacking by removing the 
cause of the disease

Chuopractic will coirect the->e abnormal conditions m a mannei 
superior to that of any other mode of piactice, as seen m instances 
wheie thousands of old hopeless chionxc cases that have baffled 
everything else even m the hands of the ŵ orld’s greatest specialists 
m othei lines of practice Chiropiactic absolutely takes these old 
hopeless cases, and in a comparatively short time lestoies them to 
health The paralytic, the rheumatic, the locomotor ataxic, 
dangerous heart disease of eveiy kind, and all the old troubles of 
the eyes, eais, stomach, livei, kidneys, mental disturbances of 
eveiy kind, all yeild leadily m the hands of a capable Chnopiaetoi

Most wonderful indeed are the results that folio1w careful and 
accurate spinal adjustment Conect adjustment makes the spinal 
colum normal, and, as a mattei of course, gives noimal nerve 
impulse to the organs and parts of the body, and health naturally 
must come No other science reaches thenei ves, and all parts thru 
the neives, as Chiropiactic does, and hence no othei science gives 
the radical results obtained thru Chiropiactic.
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This presents a view of the Cervical Plexus, its long branches running to 
remote parts of the neck and head Compare names with those given m text 
The large branches divide and subdivide into numerous smaller branches, as 
seen above, and innumerable others too small to be seen or represented m 
an> picture

Notice the position of the anterior external jugular veins, the internal 
lying deeper beneath the Sterno-Cleido-Mastoid muscle Study the position 
of the pirotid gland, and the various muscles and parts shown m the diagram 
Compare one position with another, and become more and more familiar 
with anatomy It will all help the student to a fuller mastery of the great 
subject he is studying
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C E R V IC A L  A N D  U P P E R  D O R S A L  V E R T E B R A E  
\ E R T E B IiA E  O F  C E R V IC A L  A N D  U P P E R  D O R S A L  R E G IO N

Seven \ertebr le m  cervio d region always This is tiu e  of alljvertebrates  
or animals that have b ickbone© The neural c inal, or openings for the trans
mission oi the spmal cord is ver> large and oval m  shape, somewhat oval 
shape, and vider lateially than m  the posterior-anterior diameter

C ervied aeitebi te h iv e  sm ill bodies bifid spm ous piocesses, and fo iam m a  
m the liter il piocesses for the veitebril arteries and \ems

The atlas has no hod\, the axis has a small bodv extending upward m an 
odontoid or tooth-hke process, and the spinous process oi the seventh cervical 
is verv piom m ent and is called the v erte b u  prom m ens

THIRD CERVICAL NERVES

Exit between the second and third cervical vertebiae Unite 
with the second and fouith cervical neives, and join the Phienie, 
Hypoglossal, Small Occipital, and the Gieat Aunculai Nerves, and 
the Supenoi Cervical Ganglia

They lamify the nose in general, the tiapezius muscles the lectus 
major, the sterno-cleido-mastoid, longus colli, scalenius medius, 
multifidius spmae, levatoi anguli, the diaphragm, muscles of the 
neck and uppei back in general
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The^o netve^, exeit a va'-o-constnetoi influence upon the lungs, 
anil an ueeeleiatoi influence upon the heart Hence an adjustment 
of the lemon would conduct the lungs and mciea^e the beats of the 
heai t

Impingement oi this legion will cause diseases of the nose, eyes, 
ears, eau^e pimples and eiuptions on the face and neck, and may 
effect the muscles of the face and the neck amd uppei back, or 
thoiacic legion May also affect the heait and lungs thiu the 
Phiemc and Pneumogastnc noive connections

This is the mam adjustment ioi nasal catanh and all tioubles of 
the nose Good also foi some tioubles of the e\ es and eais May  
often lelieve neuialgia of the face, teeth, and gums, and tioubles of 
the upper thioat by adjustment of the thud ceivical iegion 
Should be studied closely and caieiully, and the methods and sig- 
mficence of the adjustments masteied fully

Adjustment of the thud cei vical is made veiy much as m the 
case ol the fouith cei vical and the methods will be studied in the 
next ehaptei m connection with the fouith The lllustiations of 
the one will seive equal!}’ well foi the other

Adjust here foi polipi of the nose, 01 other tumois 01 formations 
in the nasal passages, cancels of the face, glands of the neck,eiy- 
sipelas of the face oi head and man}’ othei tioubles of the face and 
head Diseases of the teeth and gums may be helped by adjust
ment of this legion, but not so lachcally as fiom adjustments of the 
fouith cei vical, which will be shown m the next ehaptei to follow'

It is not easy to palpate and find the thud cei vical veitebia, as 
the spinous process is shoit and sits fai undei the laige spinous 
pioces-, of the axis oi second cervical vertebia Howevei, the 
adjustment is veiy easily made by placing the fingei just undei the 
second veitebia, wdiich is veiy easily found, being veiy prominent 
The best methods of adjustment wall be shown m next chapter 

Subluxations often occui m this legion, as this pait of the neck is 
haidly as stiong as elsew’heie Blow’s on the head oi a sudden 
turning of the head will often cause a subluxation of this veitebia, 
and careful tieatment is needed to restore to normal condition and 
position The adjustment should be made, and a good, steady, 
upward pull given the neck for a few seconds The upward stietch 
mg is ahvays a most useful and beneficial exercise to this segment
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of the coi vical legion It is palliative and cuiative even if no ad
justment has been made, itself sometimes adjusting 01 placing the 
veitebia m alignment

As said elsevheie, spinal tiaction01 stietching will often lealign 
mi-placed veitebiae, thus lemovmg impingements and the cause 
ot disease In fact, a good steady, upwaid pull of the neck will 
iiequentlv be sufficient to stop those dull headaches that aiC such 
an annoyance to so many men and women Exeicises on the 
sti etching machine have stopped them without anything else 
whatevei

In sti etching the neck m the hands, stand to the side of the pa
tient, 01 to the back 01 fiont, and make a good lift upwaid, with 
one hand undei the chin and the othei hand undei the occiput 
Another good way is to stand m fiont of the patient, and, while 
sti etching the cervical legion, some fingeis against or under the 
occiput 01 mastoid processes, with the other fingeis carefully and 
fiimly manpulate the legion around and undei the occiput 
to the back of the neck, high up toward the head, and you will 
find the head dealing up, and the headache gone m a little while 
In reality, you will often make by this means the very adjustment 
most needed for many headache troubles

We have found adjustment of the thud cervical to be productive 
of gieat good m cases of anosmia, 01 loss of smell, puffing of cheeks, 
cramps m the musculature of the neck, nose bleeding, cold m the 
head, tioubles of the upper esophagus, the eustachian tubes, far 
sightedness, lock jaw, nervousness, sleeplessness, unconscious flow 
of tears, profuseness of saliva, bad taste m the mouth

Piactiee makes perfect m anything if the practice is perfectly 
made, 01 made accoidmg to knowledge, and scientifically, and per
fect adjusting brings perfeet results m all troubles The actual 
knack m adjusting comes fiom actual piactiee The student is too 
apt to think that great strength is required to make the adjust
ments whereas it is not strength but skill, knack, and adaptability 
The smallest women often make the very best adjusters, and the 
largest men the greatest failures Quickness and skill are indis
pensable elements m good adjusting, combined with knack and skill 
With them properly mastered failure is simply impossible With
out them success is hard to attain They may be acquired by any
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one 'oho peisi'-ts foi a short time, some m a shoiter time than 
otheis, but all mav eventually attain the desnecl end, and be able 
to adjust easily and painlessly

The end is woith striving foi Ability'm any undei taking gives 
the ciown of success, and maiks him who thus attains as supenor 
to his less skilful competitor. Patients who need the gieatest ser
vice will seek the man 01 woman of gieatest ability The final 
verdict will always concern the physician’s capability and his 
honesty

The capable and honest physician will achieve renown, and will 
leach eminence and tame and populauty* with those who amount 
to most m the woild He may meet with envy from enemies 
Successful ones will always have some enemies He may encounter 
doubt fiom doubteis, but no doubt can long find lodgement m 
his own mind, as lus own achievements will scatter them all

Ignoianoe may hate the successful man, dunces may not under
stand him, cowai ds may challenge him liais may annoy 01 black
mail him, but he will leave his impiess on the face of destiny, and 
his footsteps will showr wheie a man has ti avelled

FOURTH CERVICAL NERVES
Exit between third and fourth cerweal vertebrae Join third 

and fifth cerncal nerves Send filaments to the Supra-Clavicular 
and the Phrenic Nerves Ha\e a rather peculiar and wide dis
tribution, and spring from a most important segment of the 
cord This, the middle cerwcal, is, in fact, one of the most 
important segments of the entire spine and should be studied 
wuth the closest scrutiny and the most careful criticism

With the knowledge the Chiropractor will gam from a careful 
studi of this region of the spine he will be able to do work and 
make cures which the greatest dentists apd medical men and 
specialists ha\e ne\er been able to do In this ŵ e refer particu- 
laily to the cure of Alveola Pyorrhea This hitherto incurable 
disease of the teeth and gums yields so quickly and radically to 
the Chiropractic treatment of the middle cervical region that 
people who ha\e never observed it before can hardly believe it 
Cases that have baffled e\erythmg else for many years or almost
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Dr Rileys favorite position for adjusting middle ceivical Note one hand 
on forehead rather to side Other hand around and under chin to a position 
where fingers come between transverse and spinous processes Push head over 
until slack is out, and then make pulling thrust very quickly with other hand 
toward operator The clicking sound is proof of adjustment Very easy indeed 
and very effective

a lifetime have often been permanently cured m only a few 
days or weeks, and always m a comparatively short time In a 
few cases w e  ha\e known a single treatment to make a radical 
cure

If the Chiropractor learned nothing else m his whole course 
than what we are teaching him here, it would be worth many 
times the price of his entire course m college The dentist who 
refuses what we teach is a criminal to the best interests of his 
patients and his profession Dentists who ha\e kindly accepted 
the amazing element of power here grven them are making for
tunes, and are doing work they never could have done without 
this knowledge Medical men, too, along this and other lines,
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ha\e broadened and deepened into greater abilities than they 
could e\ er have otherw lse attained, and have dignified the great 
work of healing the afflicted ones of mankind

These nerves ramify the muscles of the throat, upper trachea, 
brachial plexus, upper pharanx, teeth and gums, with some fila
ments to the heart, trapezius muscles, neck and upper back, the 
pleura, diaphragm, and enter into the formation of the solar 
plexus thru the distribution of the Phrenic Nerve formed at this 
place Some filaments from these nerves may be traced as low 
as the kidneys and into the suprarenal capsules just above the 
kidnej s

Mam adjustment for teeth and gums This adjustment alone 
will relieve most headaches at once, particularly indicated for 
nervous headaches Will relieve and cure nose bleeding, and will 
help the eyes and ears m almost all weaknesses of those organs 
Toothache may be relieved by this adjustment, and may be per
manently cured if the tooth is not festered at the roots, or is in 
any way sound Adjust here for all things affecting the optic 
nerve, catarrh of the head or upper region, cancers and tumors 
around the eyes, lips, or anywhere on the face or head, psoriasis 
of the face, nasal catarrh, polipi of the nose, far sightedness, 
some cases of insanity, and usually a good adjustment for sleep
lessness

These nerves join the Ninth, Tenth, and Twelfth cranial 
nerves, and thru the Superior Cervical Ganglia connect with all 
the cranial nerves. Thus we see, as m all the upper cervical 
nerves, a complete connection with the cranial nerves and the 
brain, and how all diseases affecting the brain and the mind may 
be helped by treating the upper cervical regions The Chiroprac
tor thus studies the nervous system from a more radical and a 
more practical standpoint than any other class of physician, and 
naturally makes more radical cures than any other class of physi
cian, going to the very bottom of the trouble, removing the 
cause, and permitting a perfect cure to take place

This is, indeed, an important region, not only from the fact of 
the nerve distribution, as outlined above, but from the further 
fact that the nerves or branches of nerves from the middle cer-
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vical region go into the formation of other branches or important 
ner\es that ha\e a more extended distribution to more distant 
organs and parts of the body Notably the formation of the 
Plirenic or Internal Respiratory of Bell, formed m this region, 
and extending downward to the stomach, lungs, diaphragm, heart 
li\er, suprarenal capsules, etc Also the External Respiratory 
of Bell, extending downward to the external muscles

The action of the heart is always quickened by adjusting this 
region The stomach is effected and the lungs as well Close 
and careful stucn will rewrard the student handsomely, and give 
the practitioner much room for de\elopment m ways that will 
ne\er be forgotten

FIFTH CERVICAL NERVES

Exit betw een 4th and 5th cerA ical vertebrae Unite with 4th 
and 6th cervical nerves Send filaments to the anterior parts of 
the brain, the anterior and posterior regions of the chest, the 
diaphragm, trachea, shoulders, hands, arms, thyroid gland, and 
all muscles of the neck in the region of exit fiom spinal cord 
They send nerve supply m part to the biceps, deltoid, seratus 
magnus, pectoralis major, multifidius spmae, scalenus, and mas
toid muscles, and all around the neck, shoulders, and upper chest 
They help to form the Phrenic nerves

Send branches to the Brachial Plexus, and to the plexus poste
rior, to the cerwcal vertebrae, and thence send long branches 
along the posterior thoracic region They send branches also to 
the th} roid gland, which is involved m fevers, and is an impor
tant organ to the entire system This segment is therefore an 
important region to adjust for fevers and infectious diseases in 
general

This is an essential adjustment for goitre, bronchial cough, 
some forms of asthma and ha\ fever, rheumatism of the arms, 
paral} sis agitans, cold hands, scarlet fever, typhoid fever, and 
troubles affecting the muscles and organs into which any branches 
or fibres of these nerves enter

As the thyroid gland is supplied by fibies from these nerves
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and frum the sixth cervical, this segment of the ^pme should 
be studied with peculiar interest Physicians have neier fully 
determined the functions of the thyroid gland, but it is known to 
be involved in most feieis, and m infectious and contagious 
diseases, and permanent injuries to it will cause abnormal 
giowths m this region of the neck, such as goitre, growths m 
the throat, and to affect the eies, the mental powers, and the 
entire nenous system m a general way

It is a ductless gland, and its function is necessary to the 
maintenance of life Its removal will cause peculiar mental 
disturbances, lack of co-ordination, and consequent death It 
hscharge^ a secretion into the blood that seems in some way 

i ecessary to the life of the individual, and has the power of 
destroi mg toxins or poisons, and assists metabolism m the most 
5eneral way
The Pneumogastnc Nerve also sends fibres to this gland, and 

disturbances may affect the brain and mental powers It is cei- 
tamly essential to the maintenance of life and the mental powers, 
and such operations as the removal of goitre by operative w'Ork 
are fraught with the gravest dangers

A  fluid resembling and containing a large proportion of iodine 
has been extracted from the gland, and has been named 
iodoth\rin, but we are finding other secretions m the gland also, 
and will doubtless know more of the functions of this w’onderful 
little ductless gland within the neai future than anatomists and 
physiologists have previously dreamed of Study the region 
'veil, and learn to adjust it accurately It is indeed an impor
tant region Its study and thoiough mastery wall pay y-ou well 

The entire gland weighs scarcely an ounce in an adult, and 
never but little more than this except m pathologic conditions, 
where it may be greatly enlarged It is situated at the sides and 
front of the upper trachea Its twro lateral lobes are united at the 
lowrer parts by a transverse isthmus, the lobes being thicker 
below than above For fuither description and physiological 
structure see the author’s text book on physiology

From the study of this region and the segments below you will 
learn the best treatment ever gn en for exopthalnuc goitre Give
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accurate adjustment of this region, with good concussion over 
the seventh cervical vertebra, and the ugliest goitre that ever 
grew on the neck of man or woman will gradually or rapidly, but 
surely disappear It will prove a great help m the treatment of all 
kinds of fever to adjust the fifth or sixth cervical vertebra, in 
connection with other segments, as may be indicated

Howeier, while we emphasize this and other regions m par
ticular, the student will remember that we have already given a 
greater emphasis to the thought that no part of the spine and no 
part of the nervous system should be neglected Every part is 
important, and no part should be studied to Jhe exclusion of any 
other Adjustment of some parts may have a more peculiar and 
more far reaching effect than other parts, and carrv with them a 
greater significance, and may require more careful study and 
more scientific research, but the student who best qualifies him
self is he who knows all from the least to the greatest, makes them 
all his most familiar friends, knowing them as readily as he knows 
the alphabet

In the chapter dealing with the seventh cervical region will be 
given much more valuable information regarding the treatment 
of goitre, and the specific treatment of a number of hitherto 
incurable diseases that yield readily to Chiropractic adjustment, 
combined with spinal concussion of the same region

PLEXUSES

A  P LEXU S, as already defined, is a tangle or network of 
nerves, veins, or arteries Thus, where several unite into sup
porting branches to each other, somewhat like the knotting or 
tying of strings together, a plexus is formed By way of illus
tration, consider all the spinal nerves In their exit from the 
spinal cord, these nerves unite respectively with the nerves above 
and below the point of exit This being true, we really have a 
continued plexus along each side of the spinal column from one 
end to the other However, we do not speak of this continued 
nerve connection along each side of the spine as a plexus, re
serving the name rather for those plexuses that are formed
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farther out from the cord somewhat in the union of several 
ner\es, as m the Cervical, Brachial, Lumbar, and Sacral 
Plexuses

DEFINITIONS.
Termination -itis

The termination -itis always refers to pain or inflammation, the 
first syllable oi syllables naming the organ or part where the 
pain or mflamation exists

Thus: —

APPENDICITIS mflamation of the appendix 
NEURITIS, mflamation of a nerve or neives.
NEPHRITIS, mflamation of the kidneys 
COLITIS, mflamation of the colon.
PHLEBITIS, mflamation of the vem or veins 
GASTRITIS, mflamation of the stomach 
OVARITIS, mflamation of the ovaries.
PROSTITIS, mflamation of the piostate gland 
CYSTITIS, mflamation of the bladder- 
CARDITIS, mflamation of the heart 
PERICARDITIS, mflamation of the pencardium 
END O CARDITIS, mflamation of the endocardium. 
M E N IN G ITIS, mflamation of the coverings or meninges of the 

bram or coi d
HEPATITIS, mflamation of the livei 
SPLENITIS, mflamation of the spleen 
VAGINITIS, mflamation of the vagina 
ORCHITIS, mflamation of the testicle 
IRITIS, mflamation of the ins of the eye 
M YITIS, mflamation of the muscles 
BRONCHITIS, mflamation of the bronchial tubes 
PANCREITIS, mflamation of the pancreas 
PLEURITIS, mflamation of the pleura 
PNEUM ONITIS, mflamation of the lungs ,
&c , &c , &e
All these mflamations aie removed by our lational methods of 

ti eatment
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LUXATIO N  —A dislocation or displacement of a pait In the 
Science of Chiiopiactic it has special application to a displace
ment 01 dislocation of some pait of the spine

SUBLUXATION —A paitial 01 slight dislocation 01 displace
ment of some pait. In the Science of Chiropiactic it has special 
application to deviations of spinal vertebiae fiom the noimal

CORRECTION —Whatever be the foim of the subluxation, 
and Miatevei the cause, the task of the Chuopath is to replace the 
veitebia 01 the veitebrae Subluxation, bunging pressure to the 
neives and blood vessels at the point of exit fiom the spinal cord, 
may be leheved when the spine is made noimal, as the cause of 
disease is thus removed

CHIROPRACTIC —The science of adjust.ng or leplacmg with 
the hands subluxated 01 misplaced veitebiae of the Spine

CHIROPRACTOR OR C H IR O P A T H -O ne who practices 
Chn opiaetic

ORIGIN OF N AM E —D D Palmei, discoveiei and devel
oper, not having found a suitable name for the science, asked a 
scholaily clergyman, the Rev Mi Seed, to assist him m naming 
the science, whereupon the eleigyman suggested the name Chiio
piactic, from two Gieek words, C h e ir o  (Hand), and P r a d o s  

(Practice)
SUBLUXATIONS of spinal veitebrae may be Po.tenoi or 

backwaid, Anterior or foiwaid, Lateial to light or left, Superior 
01 spinous process upwaid, Inferior 01 spinous process downwaid, 
Appioximated 01 chawn closely togethei, Tortecl 01 twisted from 
the noimal

SUBLUXATIONS of veitebrae cause impingements or pres
sure on spinal nerves at the points of exit of the neives fiom the 
spinal column, interfering with the nerve supply to the oigans 
and parts of the body, and therefore causing disease

THE REM OVAL OF TH E CAUSE OF DISEASE may be 
accomplished by so adjusting the spinal vertebrae as to remove the 
pressuie fiom the nerves, thus givmg normal life and function to 
to the organs and parts affected
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The student should stud} the plates and cuts illustrating these 
plexuses carefully as he passes m his study the parts o£ the spine 
where they are foimed

As previously pointed out all long nerves come out of plexuses 
When nature wants a long nerve, a plexus is first formed, and 
from this issues the long nerve, which may be distributed to the 
utmost parts of the body and to the extremities Thus the ex
ceeding long nerves that go down the upper and lower extremities 
clear to the fingers and toes come out of the Braclual, Lumbar, 
and Sacred Plexuses

When nerves go into the formation of a plexus, their integrity 
or mdi\iduaht} is preserved m the plexus and after they emerge 
from the plexus This is almost as true and marked as m the 
case of several strings that may be tied or tangled together, which 
are clearly the same strings after they come from the plexus as 
they were before they vrent into it, but there is apparently a dis
tinction over this m the fact that more branches come out of the 
plexus in the case of nerves than went into it Yet a little 
thought will show this to be a distinction w ithout a difference.

As m the case of the strings knotted together, each string may 
be divided into several strands, which would be parts of this 
particular string, its integrity and individuality being undisturbed, 
and it being possible to trace each strand back to its parent string, 
so each nerve fibre or branch may be traced back t< and thru 
the plexus to its parent trunk Just as the white, the blue, the 
red, the yellow, the black and the violet strings are the same as 
before and may all be traced back thru the tangle, so all the 
different branches of nerves may be traced backward to their 
beginning, and all are the same everywhere

This is one of the beauties and wonders of nerve distribution, 
and these facts will enable the student to see why impingement 
at some particular place m the formation of some plexus will 
affect some remote part of the limb or other distant part of the 
body Notice, for instance, how the nerves from the lower cer
vical region, or just below7 the middle cervical, go into the 
Brachial Plexus, and then, passing out, run down the radial or 
thumb and index side of the arm and hand Therefore, weakness
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Tms cat deserves close stady on tae part oi the student W e have said 
much about the formation of the Cervical and the Brachial Plexuses This 
picture shows the nerves entering into the formition of these two plexuses 
Note the union of the upper nerves that m ike up the former, and the lower 
nerves that make the latter

Other nerves are seen m the diagram also, as well as arteries and muscles 
These should all he studied and mastered m connection with the study of the 
nerves A  more definite idea is always obtained from the study of a good cut 
than from any other description The cuts here presented are as good as 
ever drawn, and show the comparative positions most perfectly
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on the thumb or index side of the hand may be cured by adjust
ing that part of the neck where these nerves pass from the spine 

Note also that the nerves from the upper dorsal region ot the 
spine enter this plexus, pass out, and run dow n the ulna and little 
finger side of the hand Therefore, am weakness of the little 
finger side of the hand may be cured by adjusting the upper 
dorsal region of the spine The stud\ of any plexus wull bring 
its reward, and the student wall never regret such study

TH E  CER VICAL P LE XU S is the first plexus to be consid
ered m the study of the spinal nerve plexuses It is formed from 
the anterior dn lsions of the four upper cer\ical nerves, and is 
situated opposite or to the side of these \ ertebrae, the four upper 
cervical, and rests on the le\ator anguli and scalenius muscles 
and is covered by the sternocleido-mastoid muscle It gi\ es off 
superficial branches that are distributed to the lowrer portions of 
the scalp and muscles of the neck, and branches that ha^e a 
deeper ramification to the face, neck, and shoulders going deepl} 
into the muscles of these regions

It has ten or twelve principal branches, including the Occipital 
Major and Minor, Auncularis Major and Minor, Supeificiahs 
Colli, Supra-Clavicular, Communcans Hypoglossi, Muscular, 
Phrenic, Deep Communicating, Deep Muscular, Communicating 
to Spinal Accessory, and Communicating to Tenth and Twelfth 
Cranial Nerves

Of these some are superficial m distribution, wTnle others are 
deep The names indicate these facts m most cases, and the 
parts to which they are distributed indicate this still farther 

Study the cuts here shown you carefully, and master these 
distributions as fully as possible This plexus is as hard as any 
of them will be, and its mastery will assure easier study to all 
the others

TH E  PH RENIC N ER VE is formed from the 3rd, J=th, and 
5th cervical nerves, but principally from the fourth It passes 
downward between the gca êmus medius and anticus muscles, 
between the subclavian artery and vein, entering the chest an
terior to the internal mamary artery It is distributed to the peri
cardium, the under surface of the diaphragm, the pleura, the
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phrenic plexus, stomach, lungs, spleen, and some filaments 
reach also as far as the suprarenal capsules. It sends branches 
also to the vena cava, right auricle of the heart, the peritoneum, 
and recenes filaments from the Sympathetic and Descending 
H/ypoglossi Hence, it is seen why troubles of the heart and 
lungs are helped by adjustment m the region of the origin of the 
nerves from which the Phrenic nerves are formed

The Phrenic Nerve is sometimes called the Internal Respira
tory of Bell In its distribution to the diaphragm it becomes an 
essential factor m deep breathing, while m its distribution to the 
heart and lungs (or pleura) it becomes even more vital m its 
functions, and the Chiropractor at once sees how both the circu
lation and the breathing are strengthened by treatment thru the 
phrenic nerve

The right Phrenic is shorter and straighter than the left, and is 
situated deeper, being more vertical also m its descent It is 
accompanied on each side by the Phrenic Artery m the thoracic 
region, this artery being a branch of the internal mammary 
artery

THE BRACHAL PLEXUS
TH E  B R A C H IA L P LE XU S is formed from anterior 

branches, or internal branches, of the four lower pairs of cervical 
nerves, and the first and second pairs of dorsal or thoracic nerves 
The middle cervical and the third thoracic nerves sometimes 
enter into the formation of this plexus, but not universally so, 
as there are many distinct differences m the formation of 
plexuses, as well as m nerve distribution to the different parts 
of the body

This plexus extends from the lower parts of the neck and 
upper shoulder to the axilla or arm pit It joins the Sympathetic 
Nervous System, and communicates with the Cervical Plexus 
and the Phrenic Nerve It presents very little of the distinct 
plexus form at the beginning, but becomes more dense at the 
axilla, and divides opposite the coionary process of the scapula 
into numerous branches to supply the upper extremity, and ex
tends m long branches clear down to the ends of the fingers
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The nei \ es forming the plexus are similar m size, but vary 
very widely in their manner of distribution, some being ve \ 
superficial, and others very deep Distributions are made to the 
muscles of the trunk, the shoulder girdle, and the upper ex
tremities thruout The area of this distribution shows what 
organs ma\ be affected by the impingement of any nerve enter
ing into the formation of this plexus

The Long Thoracic Nerve, or External Respiratory of Bell, 
like the Phrenic, arises from this plexus, from roots of the 
Fifth, Sixth, and Seventh Cerucal Nerves, unites with the 
Scalemus Medius muscle, descends to supply the Seratus Magnus 
and other thoracic muscles The Phrenic really extends from the 
Cerucal Plexus, with connections from the Brachial The Long 
Thoracic extends from the Brachial Plexus, with connections 
from the Cervical.

Branches from the Brachial Plexus are widely distributed to 
the arms, shoulders, back and front of the chest or upper trunk, 
intercostal muscles, muscles of the abdomen and breast, as well 
as to the internal organs thru the Phrenic, and careful study 
should be made from this area ot distribution

A  peculiar fact m the formation of this plexus is seen from 
the union first with each other of the fifth, sixth, and seventh 
cervical nerves, and a similar union of the eight cervical with 
the first and second dorsal nerves (if the second dorsal comes 
into the plexus, as it usually does), and following this the union 
of all branches into the plexus proper

The branches of the Brachial Plexus above the clavicle are 
the Communicating, Muscular, Long Thoracic or Posterior, the 
Suprascapular, being four m all of this region of the plexus 

Below the clavicle there are twelve branches; namely, A n
terior, Thoracic, Subscapular, Circumflex, Musculeo-Cutaneous, 
Internal Cutaneous, Lesser Internal Cutaneous, Median, Ulnar, 
Musculo-Spiral

In the splendid outline^ accompanying these lessons, a careful 
study should be made of this plexus, all the branches traced out 
to their extremities, and the connections and divisions observed
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SIXTH CERVICAL NERVES
Exit between fifth and sixth cervical vertebrae Unite with 

fifth and seventh cervical nerves Sometimes help m the forma
tion of the Phrenic Nerve They are distributed to the back of 
the neck, to the side of the neck, and also to the muscles of the 
shoulder Thru union with the Brachial Plexus they are dis
tributed to the radial and index side of the arm and hand, and to 
the biceps, triceps, deltoid, supraspmatus, subclavius, teres major 
and minor, subscapulans, infraspinatus, adductor polhssis, prona
tor radii terres, and all the extensor and flexor muscles of the 
arm

These nerves also send filaments to the heart, esophagus, upper 
bronchial tubes, the thyroid gland, trachea, the organs of voice, 
the muscles of the tongue, and to all the mass of small muscles 
that attach abov e and below the hyoid bone, being very widely 
distributed, and v erv important nerves to deal with

This was the mam adjustment for one case of violent insanity 
the author successfully treated by Chiropractic adjustment 
Writer's cramp may be relieved m a great many cases bv adjust
ment m this region Stiff and rheumatic shoulders often yield 
at once, or m a very- short time, to this adjustment Cold hands, 
atrophied hands and arms, choking sensations, weakness of the 
organs of deglutition, tendency to cough, some diseases of the 
mouth, etc All these may be relieved by adjustment of this 
region Some cases of loss of voice have been readily and 
radically relieved by this adjustment.

This region is less easily adjusted than the fourth or fifth 
cervical, and needs careful study m order to locate it exactly by 
palpation and examination and m making the adjustment itself, 
but it is easily located and quite easily adjusted after proper 
studyr and practice are given to it O f course, the muscles are 
growing stronger here than m the middle cervical, but are not 
so strong as m the seventh cervical region, which is harder to 
adjust than this

The middle cervical ganglia are situated opposite this vertebra 
B} inferior and superior branches connection is had with both 
the inferior and superior nerves, or the nerves above and below, 
and the rami to the cardiac plexus
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NOTE
IN ALL ABNORMAL 

CONDITIONS OF THE SPlNB,
THE OPERATOR SHOULD HAVE IN 

MIND THE MOST CAREFUL AND 
EFFECTIVE WORK TO BRINQ THE. 

ABNORMAL BACK TO THE NORMAL. ANYTHING 
SHORT OF THIS WILL FAIL TO REACH A COMPLETE 

RESTORATION, OR B R IN Q  A COMPLETE STATE 
OF HEALTH. SEE THAT ALL EFFORTS 

A R E  M ADE TO RENDER THE SPINE 
ABSOLUTELY NORMAL

FOOT NOTE
CROORKED POSITIONS OR ABNORMALITIES 

OFANY KIND IN TH E SPINAL COLUMN ARE 
SORE TO CAUSE IMPINGEMENT OF SPINAL 
NERVES,ARTERIES,AND VEINS.

THIS IS AS SURE A 5 T H E R U L E O F  CAUSE 
AND EFFECT. DESEA5E WILL FOLLOW 
THIS IM P IN G EM EN T MOST SURELY.

p r o p e r  s t u d y  o f  a l l  a b n o r m a l it ie s
an d  THE METHODS OF CORRECTION HILL 
LEAD TH E  T R U E  PH YSICIAN  INTO ALL 
THE EXCELLENCIES OF RESTORING- HEALTH 
TO THE A FFLIC TED .
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CAUSES OF SUBLUXATIONS

FALLS, as when running, or from horses, houses, carriages, or 
other objects

BLOWS, from individuals, animals, machine!y, falling objects 
01 othei vise,

DISEASES OF CHILDHOOD, as from fevers, infectious 
diseases, and othei maladies,

SETTLIN G  OF AGE, the spine becoming shorter m old age, 
the special form heie being approximation

B R IN G IN G  ONE SIDE OF B O D Y M ORE CO N STAN T
LY INTO PLAY TH A N  TH E OTHER, as seen m seamen 
and others who do most of their work with one side of body

TW ISTIN G , as wrhen some toited position is constantly held 
to the exclusion of othei positions, as seen m some kinds of 
factory work

M USCULAR CONTRACTION, as when cramped position 
is long held

IM PROPER POSITION IN  SLEEP, as on bad beds and 
pillows

STRAINS, as when heavy lifting and atheltic stunts are per
formed without due regaid to counteracting exercises

INFECTION, either direct or leflexly, will often produce 
subluxations

B E N D IN G  OR CONTORTING, as seen m professional
conteitiomsts
W EAR IN G  SHOES with high heels.

POISONOUS M ED ICIN ES OR FOODS, contracting and 
stiffening the spine, are a most fruitful cause of subluxations

W H A TE V E R  TH E  CAUSE OF SUBLUXATIONS, it is the 
province of the Chiropath to replace, and to make the spine assume 
the position its vertebrae held before any subluxations took place.
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SEVENTH CERVICAL NERVES
Exit between sixth and se\enth cervical vertebrae They 

unite with the sixth and eighth cervical nerves, and enter into 
the formation of the Brachial Plexus They send rami to the 
inferior cervical ganglia, and receive rami from these ganglia 

The se\enth cervical nerves are distributed to the thyroid 
gland, trachea, bronchial tubes, esophagus, throat m general, 
organs of voice, seratus magnus muscle, and all muscles around 
m this area, m this way very much as m case of the sixth cer
vical nerves, but extend a little deeper and lower

They also send filaments to the heart, lungs, brain, and thruout 
the arm and forearm and hand, m this way very similar to the 
distributions from the sixth cervical They control the organs of 
voice more largeh than any other spinal nerves

This is the place of the principal adjustment for loss of voice, 
clergymen’s sore throat, as well as most other troubles of the 
throat and speaking apparatus One may often adjust the fifth 
cervical m connection with this very beneficially Epilepsy and 
scrofula are often affected from this region m connection with 
other indications

We have had cases of total loss of voice restored perfectly by 
this adjustment m only a few days, and the adjustment at this 
segment is very powerful if properly grven, but the region is 
sometimes hard to adjust, and the student must give it good 
study m order to become proficient Note the following para
graph m order at this stage to study this particular movement 

With patient on back, one hand of operator on patient’s head, 
as shown m cut, and the other hand of operator on vertebra to 
be adjusted, so that the hands will work antagonistically to 
each other, a slight rotary thrust will enable the student or opera
tor to make it very easily It is also \ ery easily made with 
patient lying face downward by placing the hands as shown m
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This cut represents D r Riley making an adjustm ent of the middle cervical 
legion with patient lying on back One hand is placed with finger held firmly  
against side of neck, point of contact being along the phalanx of index finger 
out from hand The hand on the opposite side is held firmlv against thepatient s 
head, or clasping patient’s head The thrust is made against the side of the 
neck, with the other hand making an antagonistic m ovem ent A  very easy  
method of m aking cervical adjustm ents The seventh cervical, or an'v 
lower cervical, m ay  also be adjusted by this m ethod

the other accompanjxng illustration, and making the thrust an
tagonistically This latter is more easily learned than the other, 
but the former is more easily made when fully learned Both 
are effective

It is our purpose m this w ork to omit no Chiropractic move
ment which has ever been found to be of practical use W e  
sure no Chiropractic movement has ever been developed that we 
are not thoroly familiar with, and nothing is too good for the 
students and physicians who read these pages Our pages could 
be burdened with man} useless manemers, but we also want just 
as rigorously to exclude all mere trash, unless, indeed, we merely 
refer to it by contrast or to otherwise show its want of value
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Illustrating adjustm ent of the seventh cervical vertebra, or othei lower 
cervical, or uppei dorsal T he thum b of one hand is placed firmly against 
the spinous process of the vertebra to be adjusted Place the other as shown  
m  the cut H ave patient to relax parfectly T h en  push antagonistically  
with the hands until the slack is all out, and m ake the very quick m ovem ent  
that gives the adjustm ent Eem em ber, the thrust m ust be m ade w ith the 
thum b that rests on the spinous process of the vertebra to be adjusted This  
m ovem ent is very easy of execution after a little practice, bu t som e necks are 
much harder to adjust than others A lw ays m ake the thrust under perfect 
relaxation, and seldom  will any difficulty be encountered Often very effective 
for neuritis of the arm , bronchial troubles, etc
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Favorite position for adjusting middle or othei cervical vertebra |Note 
position Push head until slack is out, and then make thrust by pulling 
quickly with other hand A  most effective and easy and painless adjustment

SOME DANGEROUS DISEASES SUCCESSFULLY TREATED 
FROM THIS REGION

There are a number of hitherto incurable diseases that may 
be so surely and so successfully treated from this region that we 
break the continuity of our work here for the sake of showing 
the almost infallible work that the practitioner may accomplish 
on the seventh cervical by a proper combination of Chiropractic 
and Spinal Concussion

Among these hitherto incurable diseases we need but mention 
the names to make the student or physician see how immense 
our claims are, and the proof will rest m a fair trial, such as 
we have made m years of practice In the statements we here 
make we have our own reputation at stake, and assure the reader
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that we ha\e treated all these diseases so successfully by these 
means as to remove all doubt \vhatsoe\er

Among these most dreaded disorders that yield readily to the 
rational methods here given are Diabetes Insipidus, Diabetes 
Mellitus, Heart Disease of every kind, including Palpitation, 
Valvular Leakage, Mitral Stenosis, Mitral Incompetence, Simple, 
Acute, or Chronic Endocarditis, Fatty Degeneration, Aortic 
Aueurism, and other acute and chronic functional and organic or 
structural diseases of the organ; Goitre, either Common or 
Eopthalmic, Spanish Influenza, and all forms of LaGnppe, Colds, 
etc , Whooping Cough, Asthma, Resuscitation of drowning per
sons, Reduction of High Blood Pressure, etc , etc.

W e are aware that this list appears rather formidable, but no 
more formidable than the remedy at hand Tell an honest 
medical man that these diseases may be easily treated and surely 
cured by these rational means, and he will treat you as an arrant 
boaster Induce him to see your work on them, and he will call 
you a wizard

DIABETES INSIPIDUS

This disease is characterized by the discharge of great quanti
ties of urine The patient will drink great quantities of water, 
and will discharge corresponding quantities of urine of low 
specific gra\ity It may last a long time without becoming se
riously dangerous Under rational spinal treatment, it will yield 
m a short time, and entirely disappear.

The treatment is most easily given by the Chiopath Make 
spinal concussion for five to seven or eight minutes over the 
seventh cervical vertebra with hand, mallet, or concussion ma
chine, intermitting a while every thirty seconds The application 
of the sinusoidal current over the same area, with larger pad o-ver 
sacrum, will do equally as well, applied with intermissions

The treatments must be made daily, and spinal adjustments 
must be given with the spinal concussion or smusoirdalization 
Adjust the spine at the seventh dorsal region, and usually at the 
first lumbar, according to indications of lesions at these points
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Relief will be felt at once, and permanent cure directly A  
reduction m the quantity of urine will show the cure is taking 
place The specific gravit\ will increase, the constant thirst will 
lea\e the patient, and complete restoration will follow* m a short 
time

Study this cut well of the liver Note the lobes, vessels, ligaments, etc

DIABETES MELLITUS

This is a much more serious disorder than the Insipidus or 
milder form of the disease

Among the chief symptoms are loss of wTeight, thirst, heavy 
discharge of urine, wuth sugar m the urine, and m the blood 
There is often degeneration of the Islands of Langerhams m 
the Pancreas, called Pancreatic Diabetes Again, there is an
other form, called Bronze Diabetes, wThere the liver greatly en
larges and hardens, with corresponding changes m the pancreas

Pruritis or intense itching sometimes complicates with the dis-
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ease Furuncles or boils may form m portions of the body 
There may be neuralgia and mental weakness Gangrene may 
take place, and sometimes tubeuculosis may follow

In > oung people death may come with coma m the acute cases 
In the chronic cases death usually comes with gangrene of the 
lungs or the extremities

When death comes by coma, it may be either the Dyspneic or 
air hunger form, the delerious form, or the collapse form, but 
usually first of these three forms

Acid conditions vary m the blood and the urine Poor diges
tion of fats may cause diacetic acid or other acids, and peculiar 
digestive disorders are responsible for much of the diabetes of 
the present time, which is greatly on the increase

Medical science has never been able to successfully combat 
this dangerous malady because no drug has ever been found of 
any particular use m its treatment Dieting so as to have the 
patient live on non-carbohydrate diet sometimes holds the dis
ease m check for a long time, but really never cures

Spinal lesions will always be found m the region of the 
seventh dorsal, and probably m the region of the first lumbar 
and the sixth or fifth dorsal Examine also the atlas region, as 
cataracts sometimes form over the eyes

Now, the treatment from the spine is simple, easy to make, 
and infallible, unless, indeed, the patient is right at death’s door 
before this rational treatment is begun.

Gi\ e good spinal concussion five to seven or eight minutes 
over the seventh cervical vertebra daily This will reduce the 
size of the liver, and prevent the formation of sugar This 
treatment is simply marvelous The author has had case after 
case to improve from the very first treatment May concuss the 
fifth lumbar region a little also, but not necessarily so

We advise the adjustment of the seventh dorsal region, and 
elsewhere as indicated, including the first lumbar, and the atlas 
and middle cervical region Recovery will be uniform and rapid, 
and will surprise the patient and all others who observe the 
great work.

Use a little good judgment or common sense m diet at first
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In this picture w e see the operator making the straight arm thrust to the 
fourth dorsal vertebra Note the position on the left side of the patient 
Naturally, however, the physician must learn to adjust from either side Hand 
next to patient is placed on the vertebra to be adjusted Elbow and arm stiff
ened The other hand around the wrist of the hand m contact with the ver
tebra to be adjusted

Physician is ready now to make the thiust Holding arm rigid, push for
ward and downward until all the slack is out of the back, and then without 
slacking back a particle, make a quick and vigorous thrust forward and down
ward, and the lesult will be a good adjustment to the vertebra receiving the 
thrust

The point of contact for this position is m a line with the slant ol the arm, 
thus giving the greatest force, And yet it must always be remembered that 
skill and not great force is needed m making a successful adjustment
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and continually. The author often has paid very little attention 
to this, and has often had good results m spite of bad diet, but 
common sense naturally indicates the good assistance of proper 
diet m the course of treatment Omit sugars, sweets m general, 
starches, white bread, and liver and spleen meats

There is hardly a case that will not get well under the treat
ment outlined above if the treatment is begun before all hope has 
been despaired of, or the case advanced to the last stages, and 
even on just such cases as these the author has had a success that 
is simply unbelievable until seen Old men and women, and 
those of middle life, who were thought to be absolutely beyond 
help have recovered, and he wants the world to know this, and 
to learn that help is at hand where help has never before been 
found

H EART DISEASE

Can Heart Disease be cured by spinal adjustment and spinal 
concussion? W e unhesitatingly answer this question m the 
affirmative We speak from experience, too, after a practice so 
extensive as to leave no doubt whatever To a practitioner who 
has successfully treated hundreds and even thousands of the 
worst cases of the worst forms of functional and organic heart 
trouble this question creates no dread whatever, because he 
knows what the result will be before the treatment is made at all

And why, we would ask, should it be considered incredible 
that diseases of the heart may be cured by rational means, the 
same as diseases of other organs or parts of the human organism? 
To be sure, the heart has to do more constant work, and dis
eased conditions may appear to be more serious m consequence, 
and we may even admit that they are more serious, and yet they 
are curable and readily so under rational treatment, such as we 
are showing m these pages

We will here outline the specific treatment m the most serious 
forms of heart disease, and will absolutely guarantee a success
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D r Lora B  R iley m aking the “ T  M  ”  or thum b adjustm ent of the seventh  
cervical vertebra for D r  Fannie Cline Thum b is placed firmly against the  
spm ous process of the seventh cervical vertebra T h e other hand presses 
firm ly against side of head The thrust is then m ade with the antagonistic  
m ovem ent A n y  cervical vertebra m ay be thus adjusted, and the same m ove
m ent applied as low down the back as the second dorsal, or even to the third  
dorsal b y  one well skilled m  the m ovem ent T h e thum b m ovem ent is not 
hard to learn or to apply, but is excelled b y  som e other m ovem ents delm ea' ed 
m  this volum e
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to every one who follows our instructions carefully, conscien
tiously, and specifically

P a l p it a t io n  — By no means serious to a capable Chiropath 
Lesions are usually found m the region of the second and fourth 
dorsal vertebrae Therefore adjust these vertebrae Give con
cussion of the seventh cervical about five minutes, with interrup
tions with each half-minute, and a few days will end all semblance 
of the palpitation

Palpitation may be caused purely and solely from indigestion, 
as where the stomach, filling with gases from indigestion, presses 
against the diaphragm upward to disturb the heart If so caused, 
just a few stomach adjustments will eliminate the trouble 
entirely.

However, the palpitation may have another origin than stomach 
trouble or indigestion of any land Distinct lesions, as above 
stated, are usually found, and spinal adjustments must be given, 
and spinal concussion or the sinusoidal current applied In all 
cases where we mention spinal concussion of any particular re
gion, the sinusoidal current may be used with equally good 
results

M it r a l  S t e n o s i s — A  narrowing of the mitral or biscuspid 
valve. This gives less than the usual quantity of blood to the 
\entncle Thus atrophy or shrinkage of the left ventricle ensues, 
as it has less to do The left auricle and the right ventricle may 
both enlarge, changing the shape and position of the heart

The condition becomes very serious unless some rational means 
may be found to bring a resoration W e know of nothing so 
powerful for mitral stenosis as adjustment of the second and 
fourth dorsal vertebrae The atlas and middle cervical may also 
be adjusted, and concussion for a short time may be given over 
the seventh cervical Improvement and cure will speedily take 
place The heart will assume its normal shape and position, and 
symptoms disappear

M it r a l  I n c o m p e t e n c e  — In this disease the ventricle becomes 
dilated, stretching and weakening the mitral valve until the blood 
regurgitates into the auricle, followed by weakness and com
pensatory hypertrophy Extra quantities of blood accumulate
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D r J S R iley adjusting middle cervical region of D r  H arry M  Bodw ell 
In this position, the operator places the thum b of one hand against the vertebra  
to be adjusted, and while thus m aking firm pressure with the thum b pulls 
quickly toward himself with the other hand placed as shown m  above cut 
A n y cervical vertebra m ay be adjusted m  this manner Skill and knack will 
both come b y  good practice N o  illustrations how ever perfect, no teaching  
however masterful, will give skill, knack, or precision m  adjusting These pow
ers m ust come b y  practice and the study of the individual cases the practi
tioner will m eet m  his own practice Instruction at school, wuth clinical 
piactice, m ay and doubtless will give a fair ability m  all these, but his greater 
m astery of them  all m ust come m  the m onths follow ing the opening of his 
office and the w^ork over his own patients H ere as no place else will he develop  
into the all round physician who will please, cure, and give life to his patients, 
becom ing the m an sought after and loved for his value to  his clientele and the 
com m unity
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on the auricle side, the lungs become indurated More work is 
thrown to the right \entncle, which dilates under the stiam, and 
the whole heart enlarges and weakens, and death will eventually 
follow, and sometimes \er> quickly

This may be considered a most serious trouble, but under 
spinal adjustment and spinal concussion or smusoidalization, it is 
speedily relie\ ed and permanently cured

Adjust the second and fourth dorsal and concuss the seventh 
cervical Adjustment of the above regions will remove all inter
ference with the nerve supply to the organ, and concussion of the 
seventh cervical will increase the myomotor power, while the 
concussion of the seventh cervical will cause a constriction of the 
walls and valve of the heart Cure will rapidly follow

E n d o car d itis  a n d  P er icar d itis  — Inflammation of the endo
cardium and the pericardium The pain may become intense, or 
may be mild Serum may form m either disease, and the heart 
be forced to greater action or extra labor Adjustment of the 
second and fourth dorsal \ertebrae will relieve the pam usually 
with a single treatment, and cure will permanently take place m a 
short time Concussion of the seventh cervical will be of the 
greatest value Will not be hard under rational treatment to cure 
either of these troubles

F a t t y  D e g e n e r a t io n  — In this disease the cardiac tissue is re
placed by fatty or adipose tissue Is seen m cases of obesity, but 
may also de\elop from fevers and other wasting diseases Is 
curable under spinal therapj if taken before the muscular sub
stance of the heart has become too thoroly infiltrated and so 
weakened as to have no strength of heart wall to build to

Adjust second, fourth, and sixth dorsal vertebrae Give good 
concussion of the seventh cervical, as m most all heart troubles. 
Limit the patient's diet to small or reasonable quantities of 
nutritious meats and vegetables Have him sleep on right side 
and face rather than back and left side Impro\ ement will begin 
at once, and will continue until all vestige of the trouble has 
disappeared

This is a very grave trouble, and the treatment we here pre-
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Xote here the sen- 
rrai -.nape position, 
size, and parrs ot the 
tw el\ e dorsal \ el te- 
brae The bodies grad
ually become larger 
lower down the spine 

Study the ^hape 
slant, and articulation^ 
of the processes and 
the bodies The most 
oblique spinous pro
cesses are near the 
centre Study all parts 
w ell
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scribe is certain to vanquish it if applied properly and continued 
for sufficient time No heait trouble can resist spinal therapy 
properl} given

A ortic  A n e u r is m  — In Aortic Aneurism the walls of the 
aorta become very thm and expand until the great artery is much 
larger than the norm Continued pressure of the expanded vessel 
will push the upper ribs or sternum far from the natural position 
Weakness and inability to work will follow, and the bursting of 
the aortic walls will eventually cause death

W e have seen some of the worst cases fully and permanently 
cured by spinal methods, and we believe there is hope m every 
case if taken within any reasonable time from the beginning of 
the trouble Like any other serious disorder, the longer the 
neglect, the harder to reach a perfect and permanent cure, but 
the author has had a success m the most advanced cases beyond 
his most ardent expectations

Adjust the second thoracic vertebra m particular, and also the 
fourth May also adjust the seventh cervical and the region m 
general Next give good concussion m seventh cervical region,, 
continuing for a space of seven or eight minutes, more or less, 
interrupting frequently, so as rest every alternate half-minute, as 
explained elsewhere m these pages

G oitre  — In all goitres there is enlargement of the thyroid 
gland region In Exopthlamic Goitre, there is great increase m 
the beat of the heart W e have known cases where you could 
not even count the beat, going away up to 160 per minute and 
more The eyes bulge out, the heart is enlarged, and the thyroid 
gland grows large and hard The body becomes greatly emaci 
ated and veiy weak The patient becomes extremely nervous 
and unable to perform ordinary labors The blood vessels of 
the neck and elsewhere pulsate, and the systolic murmur is often 
present

It is a most serious condition to develop, and needs prompt 
attention Under old treatment there is the gravest expectation 
Under spinal therapy there is an almost certainty of rapid and 
complete recovery Some of the worst cases m the author's expe
rience recovered under these methods m a few weeks Some-
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Cut showing operatoi adjusting patient with thumbs crossed to make the 
thrust In this position let the thumbs, brace each other, and brace also 
¿gainst the index fingers Then place them on the transverse processes of 
the veitebra to be adjusted Make the thrust almost straight down m a 
quick, film movement, when the well known click will be heard m evidence 
that the thrust has been effective

Practice will make the thumbs veiy strong m this position, and it will often 
prove to be the most effective method to adjust the dorsals, particularly 
where the spmous processes are very oblique

It must be noted here that the transverse processes aie slightly to the front 
or farther forw ard than the spmous, and nearly or about even w ith the spinous 
process of the vertebra next above
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times in t\\ o to three \\ eeks, sometimes m a longer period, but 
recovery came m e\ ery instance

The cure is usually quicker than m case of common goitre. 
In some cases of common goitre, where the growth has become 
very large and fibious, the reduction is slow, and may occupy 
the time of a >ear, but a few' weeks only w'liere the growth is of 
more recent origin The author has successfully treated hun
dreds of cases

In all forms of goitre adjust the fifth or sixth cervical There 
is a certainty to find a subluxation here, and usually more to the 
right, and the goitre 1« usually worse on the right side In 
Exopthalmic forms adjust the second and fourth dorsals to give 
good strength to the heart

In am form of goitre gwe good spinal concussion to the 
seventh cervical \ertebra for seven or eight minutes daily The 
worst s\ mptoms will disappear m a \ ery short time The eyes 
will return to their socketal positions, the heart will become 
normal in strength and rapidity, and the ugly growth will dis
appear There need never be a failure

S p a n i s h  I n f l u e n z a  — Under rational drugless treatment, 
Spanish Influenza is comparatively harmless It is a disease 
always following the injection of the so-called typhoid serum 
It develops into a dangerous form of lagrippe, and then often 
into a fatal form of pneumonia

The temperature of the body may be elevated several degrees 
above the normal General weakness may very quickly ensue 
The spinal column becomes tender and stiff all along, and will 
adjust with great difficulty, owing to this tenderness and soreness 
During and following the course of the disease there is a degree 
of constipation that is very marked indeed, and this continues 
for a long time after recovery undei the old forms of treatment 
Ordinarily patient remains weak for a long time after recovery 
under the common form of treatment

W e have never had any trouble whatever m controlling the 
disease When they were dying all around us by the thousand, 
we went to many of the worst cases, even where all hope had been 
abandoned, and saved all we treated Never lost a patient
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Spondylo-Etiology
M v  irritation of the peripheral Emms of the sensory nerve, m any 

p m  O EM  BODY, IS  SENT TO THE m m fM O M  TENTER IN THE SOU, FROM 
WHENCE BESIDES BEW  " T E L E W m ” TO THE BAM  WHERE THE SENSORY 
IMPRESSION IS  PERDEH/EB UNO RECORDER, IT U  REFLEXED OVER THE EFFERENT 
NERVE BRCRTQ THE SITE OPIRRITATION; BESIDES BEING TRANSMITTED OYER THE 
EFFERENT TRUNH ITSELF, THE EXCESS OF STIMULI, OR INCRERSED RRTE OF VIBRATION, 
REACHES OYER EVERT BRANCH OF THE EFFERENT NfRYE UNO CAUSES INCREASE OF 
FUNCTION III HU TISSUES IN WHICH St/CH BRANCHES OF THE MOTEff NERVE END. (UN. 
LESS THE IRRITATION HRS BEEN SO TREAT AS TO COMPLETELY PARALYZE THE 
WHOLE R E FLE X  A R C ).

The FIRST BRRNCH OF THE EFFERENT NERVE,AS IT  EMERGES FROM THE INTER. 
VERTEBRAL FORAMEN,BETWEEN THE PEDICLES OF THE TWO FO M ENT VERTEBRAE,
IS THE POSTERIORPomrUlYlSm, AND IHNERVATES THE SPINAL MUSCULATURE OF THE 
OORRESPONOm VERTEBRAE THIS EXCESS OF STIMULI REACHES THE SPINAL 
MDSUILATURE BEFORE ¡T REACHES ANT OTHER PA RTS.AHO,IN CONSEQUENCE OF THE 
INCREASED RATE OF VIBRATION, CAUSES THE SAID MUSCLES TO CONTRACT BEYOND 
THE USUAL AMOUNT OF TONIC CONTRACTION NECESSARY TO MAINTAIN THE NORMAL 
CONTOUR AND ALIGNMENT OF THE VERTEBRAL COLUMN, AND THIS MUSCULAR 
CONTRACTION PULLS THE VERTEBRAE MURE OR LESS SLIGHTLY OUT OF 
ALIGNMENT, IF  THE IRRITATION IS  ON ONE SIDE ONLY, OR IF  THE IRRITATION 13 
BI-LATERAL, APPROXIMATION OP THE VERTEBRAE TARES PLAGE OH ROTH 
SIDES, THEREBY W M iN q  THE NERVE SHEATH AND ONE OR MORE OF ITS CONTENTS,
/H THE ORDER THEY ARE MUST LIKELY TO BE IM PINGED;-----Th e  VEIN, A RTERY,
GRAY AND WHITE RAMI,AND THE AFFERENT OR EFFERENT SPINAL NERVES, CAUSING 
ANEMIA OR CONGESTION OF THE SPINAL CENTER OR PRESSURE ON THE 
NERVE SUBSTANCE ITSELF, WITH INHIBITION OF FUNCTION.

IN ANY BASE, DISTURBANCE OF FUNCTION IN THE TISSUES SUPPLIED BY
THE NERVE FROM THE SPINAL CENTER /NVOLVED f5 SURE TO TAKE PLACE,

SUCH DISTURBANCE IS  NEVER RELIEVED UNTILL THE CONTRACTED SPINAL 
MUSCULATURE IS  RELAXED, EITHER SPONTANEOUSLY (AS OFTEN HAPPENS) OR 
ARTIF1CALLY (AS IN  ADJUSTING OR MECHANICAL TREATMENT OF ANY OTHER 
FORM), AND ALLOWS THE VERTEBRAE TO RESUME NORMAL RELATIONSHIP.

THE MOST EFFICIENT REMEDY FOR SUCH A CONTRACTION IS  THE SKILLED 
THRUST OF THE TEA  IN FO  CM 1 NO P R  A C T  ON.
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Contraction o f m  spinal musculature, with cobhesponding
APPROXIMATION OF Y£ATE BRAE MO J/IP!NQMEtjT OF THE NERVE SHEATH^MAY 
TAKE PLACE FROM A NUMBER OF DIFFERENT CAUSES, A FEW  OF WHICH A R E: 
BLOWS, FA LLS, CAPS, m /SES, STEAM . UNNATURAL CABO I  A BE OF AASTUBE 
(OCCUPATIONAL O A O m W /SE lfA T /m , e c u s  SETTLING IN  M USCLES OR 
GROUPS O f MUSCLES, IRRITATING FOOOS OR DR INNS, AND IN  FA C T  ACCIDENTS, 
EXCESSES OR AA l/JfS O f ANY MIND SUFFICIENT TO CAUSE /ARJTAT/ON OF 
THE PERIPHERAL ENDINGS OF TA£ SENSORY MEN Y E S

COflTRACT/ON REM AINDER, OR THE UNCORRECTEO CONTEMN QMS 
REMAINING AFTER ACUTE ATTACKS,/5 THE GREAT CAUSE Of CANONIC D ISEA SE.

The philosophy and theory oe spomdylo etiology is irrefutable, i t

SJ Nnr J lF m  ABSOLUTELY PROVEN FACTS RELATING TO THE CAUSE AND CU R E
% ef n * o k iE M iV ,T T£HC,£S m E EVER BEEN DISCOVERED IN THE SCIENCE BY ITS PROPONENTS DR ITS EN EM IES.
nDnJ m U C* THB STUDY A NO DEVELOPMENT OF SPINAL THERAPTOTICS MOST 0E7AE 
fSOORE pBDSLEMS Of MEO/CAL SC/ENDE ARE EXPLRINEO^NO TREATMENT BAUD 
ON THESE PRIHCJPIES /j THE TRULY RATIONAL S Y S  TEN T, ANO W ILL 
PRODUCE RESULTS WREN SC IEN TIFIC  A LLYA PPU EO  
„r  tJTAUM R. OYERSTIMULAT/ON, o r a n y  o t h e r  cr u se

THESE FFYV Nf/NR M M  NS EXAMPLES ONLY. follows.
Br a in -  first tq seventh cervical;  e y e s , m d s e ,  t h r o a t ,

TEE™ > GUMS ETC., F/RST to FOURTH CERVICAL; THYROID  
™  SliTii CFRY/CAL, ARMS, FOURTH CERVICAL TO 

SCm-OOWL-, HEART, FIRST TO FOURTH DORSAL; L V M Q S - THIRD 
£ S / ’ STOMACH, FIFTH TO SFYFNTH DORSAL , LIVER, SIXTH ID 
EIGHTH DORSAL; KIDN EY, TENTH TO TWELFTH DORSAL; APPENDIX,
SBl Cn°,nu b i X i ’ BTANLHN, THIRD LUMBAR;„PEL VIC VISCERA, LUMBAR. 

REGION ANO THE /NNDM/NATES, FTC, ETC.
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Many of our students went as we did to the very worst cases, 
with results equally gratifying

The treatment is simplicity itself W e always adjusted the 
spine according to lesions found These were usually" m the 
region of the atlas, middle or fifth or sixth cervical, the fifth, 
se\ enth, and tenth dorsals, and the second and fourth or the 
chird lumbar Following this we always ga\ e spinal concussion 
o\er the seventh cervical vertebra for a period of from five to 
se\ en or eight minutes

In bad cases we ga\e the treatment twice daily The adjust
ments were given much as indicated here, and the spinal concus
sion o\er the seventh cervical for six or seven minutes, inter
rupting everyr half-minute With this w-e usually- gai e the Zone 
Therapy- Tieatment on the fingers and tongue, or rather we had 
patient do this latter occasionally m our absence

Reco\ ery- w-as wuthm a a ery few- days, and strength came 
rapidly to the patient No Imgeimg weakness whatever

W e taught the simple spinal concussion by- hand over seventh 
cervical to many patients, so they might apply- same to other 
members of their family-, and it w-orked like a charm Any 
father or nurce could \erŷ  easily- treat his wife and children 
Then the little tongue and finger treatment of Zone Therapy 
was the crowning element, and many- a child escaped entirely- 
by- this most simple method of treatment

O f course, m all such troubles relief may- be grven to the con
gested bowel conditions, constipation, etc, by- dilating the rectal 
muscles, thus reaching and flushing the sympathetic nerves In 
some few- cases only did w-e resort to this additional means, as 
the treatment outlined above w-as all-powerful

W h o o p in g  C o u g h  — Whether m children or adults, Whooping 
Cough may- be most easilv cured by- spinal adjustment and spinal 
concussion W e  have never had the slightest trouble m breaking 
up this trouble m a very few7 days Adjust the cervical region 
and the fifth dorsal In addition to this, give concussion over 
the seventh cervical vertebra for five or six or seven minutes 
three or four times a day-

There will be but few- paroxisms after this treatment is begun,
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and often none at all Spinal concussion has proved a wonderful 
treatment alone, but the paroxisms are not so radically broken as 
when the two are combined The mother or nurse may give this 
spinal concussion with the babe or child lying face downward on 
bed or lap May sing a lullaby to the babe to keep the little 
fellow quiet, and gently tap the seventh cervical either with hand 
direct or with one hand on \ertebra and the other tapping that 
hand

W e have never found anything that would equal this treat
ment for whooping cough m children or grown-ups

And all other coughs and colds are equally amenable to this 
same treatment It is impossible for any cold to develop where 
this treatment is given as a preventive measure, and impossible 
for it to continue where this treatment is administered even 
after it has had a start It will break any colds, lagrippe, in
fluenza, or similar trouble

H igi-i Blood P r e s s u r e — In this condition the seventh cervical 
vertebra again comes thru concussion as an infallible means of 
reduction A  single seance will often bring a pressure of 200 or 
more down to the normal standard, and tieatments given daily for 
a few days will make a permanent cure

Simply concuss for about thirty seconds, and rest thirty sec
onds Then concuss thirty seconds again, and rest the same 
length of time again, and continue these alternate concussion and 
rest periods for about five to seven minutes daily May extend 
the concussion down over the second and third dorsal a little
along with the other Concuss third dorsal m case of high blood 
pressure Also first, second, and third lumbar Seventh cervical 
where heart is weak

E IG H T H  C E R V IC A L N E R V E S.

Exit between the seventh cervical and first dorsal vertebrae 
Unite with the seventh cervical and the first dorsal nerves, and 
help m the formation of the Brachial Plexus, and having a very 
wide and extended distribution Like the nerves above, these
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nerves have a very pow erf ul effect upon the organs of \ oice They 
affect the bronchial tubes, the trachea, pharv nx, some fibres to the 
thyroid gland They are distributed to all the muscles of the 
neck, shoulders, chest, and thru the Brachial Plexus all down 
the arm

They are distributed generally to the triceps and biceps muscles 
of the arms, the pectorahs major and minor, all the pronator, 
flexor, and adductor muscles, the digital muscles, the bre\ is and 
longor palmar muscles, and all the muscles around the shoulders 
and upper chest

Thus it is seen how widely these nerves are distributed, and 
how wide an area may be affected by an impingement of the 
eighth cer\ ical nerves

This is a most essential adjustment for loss of \oice, some 
forms of asthma, for eye and ear troubles where there is any 
abnormal condition of the optic nerve Good for rheumatic con
ditions of the arms and shoulders

W e ha\e known some old chronic cases of asthma that had 
baffled e\ery other treatment for years to yield m a surprisingly 
short time to adjustments m this region The rotary movement is 
often best for this region See cut and explanation for rotary 
movement of this and the vertebrae of the upper dorsals

Subluxations in this region do not readily occur, as the muscles 
and tendons are very strong Practice will make perfect, and 
abundance of work will make the work easy The Chiropractor 
should be \ery careful m making his examination and palpation 
If the trouble is found to exist here, he must, with care and 
persistence, make the adjustments, as it is usually no easy task 
to move the \ertebrae of this region It is often possible to adjust 
by the rotary movement where it is impossible to move the ver
tebrae by the ordinary methods However, it may be necessary 
to make the regular downward and forward movement or thrust 
also after making the region loose by the rotary movement This 
must be determined by the Chiropath himself, who may observe 
whether the vertebra is posterior or otherwise after the rotary 
movement has been made

The seventh cervical segment is of extraordinary importance as
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a centre for spinal concussion or the application of the sinusoidal 
current In case of heart trouble of an} kind, after making the 
ordmar} adjustments, as explained and illustrated in these pages, 
make spinal concussion over the se\enth cervical vertebra, with 
hand, mallet, or machine, and quicker relief and final cure will be 
gn en than will be experienced by the spinal adjustment alqne

Drowning persons maj often be resuscitated b} concussion of 
this region Persons falling m fainting spells may often be re
lieved almost instantly by concussion of the seventh cervical 
Concussion of the seventh cervical \ertebra relieves all pam m 
the heart, overcomes dilation and valvular lesions of every kind, 
rapidly reduces and quickly cures exopthalmic and common, 
goitre, cures aneurism of the heart and aorta, and is a powerful 
aid m the treatment of cardiac asthma, coughing, colds, lagnppe, 
w hooping cough m children or adults, and affections of the upper 
organs

Adjusting alone will take care of most of these troubles, or all 
of them, but old cases of heart troubles, asthma, persistent 
coughs, goitre, angina pectoris, diabetes, etc , are greatly assisted 
to rapid recovery by also making spinal concussion ov.;r the 
seventh cervical

The origin of the second pair of thoracic nerves is und.er the 
arch of the seventh cervical vertebra, and the second thoracic 
nerves have a powerful influence or control over the action and 
strength of the heart The first and third thoracic nerves are 
greatly stimulated by concussion over the seventh cervical verte- 
bia, but not so powerfully as the second

Othei nnpoitant centres of concussion will be developed in fu
ture lessons of this treatise, and the amazing potency of spinal 
concussion m connection with the almost invincible force of 
spinal adjustment will be bettei realized

So many hitherto incurable diseases may be so radically cuied 
fiom the seventh cervical region by spinal concussion, combined 
with spinal adjustment, as indicated, that vye have devofed a 
special chapter at this part of our text on the treatment of these 
disorders For this see the chapter following treatment frorp the 
seventh cervical
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THORACIC NERVES.— Twelve Pairs.
The Thoracic Ner\es present some differences from the 

nerves of the cer\ical region m their mode of distribution, and m 
other particulars Thev join the cords of the Sympathetic Sys
tem at or thru the ganglia of the Sympathetic cords, or Gang- 
hated Cords, and are then distributed to the internal organs of 
the body The anterior branches join the Sympathetic cords m 
this way The posterior branches from all these nerves are dis
tributed to the muscles of the trunk and limbs This will be 
illustrated, segment by segment, m our future and present pages 

The anterior branches of the thoracic nerves, joining the 
ganglia and the great plexuses of the Sympathetic System, are 
distributed to the viscera or internal organs of the body m the 
legion of their exit of the spine

Every internal organ of the bodv has some nerve supply from 
the thoracic nerves, and the proper functioning of these organs 
depends on their nerv e supply and the additional nerv e supply 
given them from the Pneumogastnc nerve, the Phrenic nerve, 
etc It, therefore, becomes of the utmost importance to be able to 
locate the segment of the spine where the nerves have their exit 
from the cord to supply the affected organs or viscera In these 
pages we will show this distribution accurately, so that the stu
dent need not ever be m doubt to know where to adjust for 
i "eatment of any disease he may be called upon to handle

FIR ST TH O R ACIC  N ER VES

Exit between the first and second thoracic vertebrae Unite 
w ith the eight cervical and second thoracic nerves

To relieve the®e nerves when impinged adjust first thoracic 
vertebra forward and upward, or adjust the second thoracic 
veitebra downward, depending upon the position of the vertebra 
subluxated which causes the impingement of the nerve In this 
xiatter exercise care m examination, just as care should be exer

cised m all examinations and m all treatments Sometimes relief 
may be given either wav, and the rotary movement here resorted
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to gnes perfect adjustment m this region
It will be found that all the vertebrae in this upper dorsal or 

thoracic region are hard to adjust as a rule, as the upper ribs 
are short and heavy, and brace and hold the vertebrae very 
strongly, and skill and knack will be required m order to secure 
the movements m this region

The first thoracic nerves ramify the heart, and control the 
heart beats to a large extent They send filaments to the inter
costal muscles, the integument of the upper chest, the bronchial 
tubes, the lung tissue, muscles of the arms and shoulders, pectoral 
muscles, deep muscles of the back, the Erector Spinae, Ratissi- 
mas Dorsi, flexors for the fingers, the Scalem and Seratus Pos
ticus They connect with the Stellate Ganglia by the Rami 
Commumcantes, and are thus distributed to the region of the 
e> e, and affect the pupil and muscles around the eye

The Stellate Ganglia are situated near the head of the first rib 
Filaments from the upper thoracic nerves pass these ganglia, and 
thence to the Superior Cervical Ganglia, and thus affect the head 
and cervical region These nerv es connect with the nerves 
forming the brachial plexus

Adjust to control heart action, neuralgia, and paralysis of the 
arms, gouty nails and finger joints, also club hands Asthma ol 
some forms, heart spasms, cold hands, dilation of the heart, hay 
fever, atrophy of the arm, tumors of the hand and arm

Spinal concussion over the first and second thoracic vertebrae 
will inhibit and strengthen the heart and assist m the cure of 
heart troubles, will stimulate the texture of the lungs, and will in
crease the tone of the colon, will also constrict the ciliary muscles 
of the eyes

SECOND THORACIC NERVES

Exit between the second and third thoracic vertebrae They 
unite with the first and third thoracic nerves and send rami com- 
mumcantes to the second thoracic ganglia and to the superior 
cervical ganglia, and thus exercise motor effects upon the pupils 
of the eye, with vaso-constnctor effects upon the vessels of the
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D A N I E L  D A V I D  P A L M E R

T he great old father of Chiropractic A  ro>al adjustor A  masterful 
f natom ist A n  intuitive pathologist W h o  had an aim in life Greater than  
all who*opposed him  M ore kingly than all v  ho sought to  rob him of the glor\ 
of his discovery T h e earth was the theatre of his achievement E ternity  
shall^declare the end T oo great for sm all m inds to molest
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eyes, head, and face, and vasomotor effects upon the lungs, 
heart, and bronchial tubes

These nerves ramify the tissue of the upper lungs, heart, 
pleura, intercostal muscles, erector spinae, seratus posticus, 
shoulder muscles, and the muscles of the arms and hands It is 
a -very important segment of the spine for many reasons, as 
these nerves affect both the heart and the lungs very powerfully

This is an important adjustment for Tuberculosis or Pulmon
ary Consumption and all lung troubles Adjustment of the 
second and third segments, m cases of Pneumonia, and the chest 
kept warm and well protected, will insure rapid recovery 
wherever possible, and where it is often impossible under other 
methods of treatment All troubles of the parts and organs m 
the area of distribution of these nerves, as outlined above, may 
be relieved by adjustment m this region, such as chronic cough, 
enlargement anc fatty degeneration of the heart, hemorrhage of 
the lungs, hoarseness and loss of voice, valvular trouble of the 
heart, abnormal conditions of the heart m general, heart mur
murs, squeaking heart, palpitation of the heart, either pulmonary 
or cardiac regurgitation, leaky valves of the heart and all troubles 
of the heart and lungs may m general be affected and treated 
from this region, altho it will be seen m the latter pages of this 
series that these organs may be affected by impingements above 
and below this region

The fact that an organ or part of the body has nerve supply 
from several segments of the spine m no way contradicts what we 
here say of the nerve supply from this or any other region, but 
rather shows that the vitality of the organ or part of the body is 
supplied from several points, a fortunate circumstance or fact, 
as the consequence would be much more serious if the nerve 
life came from a single point or segment only For instance, the 
heart receives its nerve supply from the second and fourth seg
ments, and the Phrenic and Pneumogastric nerves If the in
tegrity of only one of these is interfered with, and that not very 
heavily, the consequence may not be very serious, but if several 
of these points of supply are impinged and some of them rad-
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A n y  cervical vertebrae m ay be adjusted as here shown Place hands as 
shown here Brace patient’s shoulder and head against operator, and make  
thrust quickly N o t the best method* but m ay be of use at times

ically so, then the trouble mat assume a more serious aspect, 
and treatment may be required at more than one place of the 
spine

It thus becomes the part of the able practitioner to study all 
well and conscientiously* with the greatest desire to relieve the 
patient permanently Adjust all parts that need adjusting m any 
way The work of the physician should be so sacred as to 
actually become a part of the physician himself, the sole thought 
being to relieve and cure, stopping short of nothing within the 
bounds of reason and the possibility of restoring to health and 
life every patient recened for treatment

As explained under the preceding section, spinal concussion 
of the first and second dorsal segment is very strengthening to 
the heart, lungs, eŷ es and other parts of the human anatomy, 
and the physician should not neglect this powerful additional 
agency m the great wTork he is doing for humanity
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TH IRD TH ORACIC N E R V E S

Exit between the third and fourth thoracic vertebrae and 
unite with the second and fourth thoracic nerves

To rehe\e when impinged adjust third thoracic vertebra su
perior, or fourth thoracic vertebra inferior, but adjust according 
to indications to make relief m quickest possible time

These are -very widely distributed nerves, sending filaments to 
almost all the organs and parts of the entire body No spinal 
nerves are more widely distributed than these

They ramify the heart and brain m general, and send filaments 
to the diaphragm, stomach, lungs, back, arms, hands, ovaries, 
kidneys, testes, uterus, liver, spleen, pancreas, intercostal muscles 
and all the muscles of the thoracic region

They accelerate the heart, strengthen the lungs, and m a great 
measure tone up the entire nervous system They affect the 
secretions and sweat glands of the neck, arms, and1 chest, and 
give vaso-motor effects to the blood vessels of the chest, head, 
lungs, etc Therefore, an important place to regulate the blood 
pressure and render the circulation normal

They connect with the third thoracic ganglia by white and 
gray rami, and find their way to the remote parts of the body 

Important adjustment for diseases of the heart, throat, gen
eral nervousness, some forms of insanity, pleurisy, diseases of 
the upper and lower lungs, diseases of the mammary glands, dis
eases of the stomach of the milder forms, and diseases of the 
diaphragm

Adjust here for Lagrippe, also, and for cold m the chest, if 
indicated, for dilation of the heart, dropsy, fatty degeneration 
of the heart, gangrene of the lungs, pleurisy, valvular leakage of 
the heart

In all these troubles examine carefully and determine whether 
the lesion is m this segment, or immediately above or below it, 
and adjust accordingly, remembering that, while an organ may 
receive its strongest nerve supply from some particular segment 
or part of the spine, this particular segment may appear to be 
perfectly normal, and the lesion must be sought m some seg-
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A  great picture the above N o te  always that the m an or w om an who takes 
the m ost medicine is the man or w om an who has the most sickness T he poor 
m an seen above cannot eat his m eal until he has first taken his tonics and his 
toddies T h e tem pting morsels around him  cannot be eaten until he has 
first taken his medicine, and another medicine m ust be taken after the meal 

Header go back a little m  your life, and bring to m ind some of the people 
you  have known who have been all the tim e taking various and varied M ed i
cines, and recall how sickly and inefficient they were m  everything F^ecall 
pleasantly, too, some others who did not use medicine at all, and see how 
im m ensely m oie healthy they 'were or are than those who continually resort to 
drug medication T h e less medicine the better the health always
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ment of the spine that may give e\en a much weaker nerve 
supply to the organ m question, but the adjustment must always 
be given where the lesion is found Study and determination of 
the points of lesion or subluxation constitute part of the phil
osophy of Chiropractic, and mark the physician as a man of 
progress

Too much stud} cannot be gi\en to this region, as it is one of 
the most important of the entire human anatomy The distribu
tion of the ner\es from this region is simply marvelous, covering 
the scope of the body almost from one extremity to the other, 
and impingement is very significant and far reaching

Spinal concussion of this region is often a very important ad
junct Concussion, properly gi\en over this region, will strengthen 
the walls of the stomach, will contract the pyloric end of the 
stomach, will dilate the cardiac orifice, will stimulate the throat 
b \  strengthening the tissue, will contract the esophagus, and will 
clear up persistent tendency to cough and choke, or asthrpatic 
troubles of the throat and contiguous regions

Study the good that may be done by spinal concussion in con
nection writh spmal adjustment, ahvays doing the adjustment first, 
m order to make the spme loose m its vertebral articulations, 
thus permitting the impulse from the concussionary movement 
the better to escape

FOURTH THORACIC NERVES

Exit betiveen the fomth and fifth thoracic vertebiae, finite 
with the third and fifth thoiacic neives Join the fifth pair of 
ganglia of the Sympathetic System, and thence send accelerator 
fibies to the heart, lachrymal glands, etc

These nerves 01 the fifth doisal vertebrae aie called Stomach 
Place, because they send a very sti ong nerve supply to the storpach 

Ramify the stomach and send fibres to the duodenum, eye balls, 
brain, heait, lachiymal glands, salivary glands, larynx, tonsils, 
etc Are also distributed to the heait, livei, diaphragm, spleen, 
esophagus, tonsils, lungs, pleura, and thiu the Sympathetic? send
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connecting blanches to the cptie, auditoiy and othei cranial 
nerves

Adjust heie to ielie\e diseases of the stomach, eyes etc as 
indicated abo\e An adjustment of the fifth dorsal \eitehrae 
restoied healing to the fust patient treated with spinal adjustment 
by D  D Palmei m 1SS5 We ha\e seen it lettere sight to the 
blind, healing to the deaf, conect stomach troubles of the most se
rious nature, cure sore throat, tonsihtis etc

The fibres to the eyeballs and to the optic and auditory nei\es 
are for the purpose, no doubt, of nourishment, as the3’ come from 
the gastric 01 stomach region Adjustment heie usually gives 
quick results

W e truly believe that m all cases of deafness and blindness 
coming under our care and observation the adjustment m this re
gion has been moie essential and more conducive to good results 
than ony others Of course, however, we do not m any way' neg
lect to adjust the atlas and middle ceivrcal legion m case of deaf
ness and blindness, and must continually' beai in mind the fact 
that the nerves from these regions have connections with both the 
optic and auditory' neives, and theie may be a special good m 
many cases fiom the adjustment heie as well as in the fifth dorsal 
region

Blindness and deafness are both veiy serious maladies, but are 
often caused by' nerve impingement, m which case a cure mayr be 
had by pioper Chiropractic adjustment Careful study' should 
be made of each patient from individual study' of each case

All cases of deafness and blindness, where deterioration has not 
taken place m the ey'eball 01 the optic 01 aduitoiy' nei've, mayr be 
either benefited or permanently' cured by' spinal adjustment W e  
had one case of total deafness of 52 y'ears standing cured in three 
days W e had also a case of a little boy' six years old born blind 
m one eye restoied to sight m three treatments We have thou
sands of cases of partial and total blindness perfectly' or partially 
restored m fr om one to two weeks to two 01 thi ee months

This sixth thoracic nerves have their origin at this segment of the 
spine Therefore, we at once see some of the phenomena elicited 
by concussion of the fourth segmant of the spine
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As the spleen is supplied by the sixth doisal nerves, it will be 
greatly stimulated by concussion of the fouith dorsal segment 
Concussion of the fourth dorsal will, therefore, greatly benefit the 
spleen when that organ is suffering from any derangement 
whatevei

Concussion of the foruth dorsal will also stimulate the muscular 
walls of the heart thru the fouith dorsal nerves, and will make the 
heart beat strong and steady Often a good treatment for the heart 

Concussion of the fourth dorsal will greatly stimulate the entire 
nervous system, as the sixth dorsal nerves have their origin m this 
segment of the spine

FIFTH  TH O R A C IC  N ER VES

W e are now reaching a position on the spine called Central 
Place By actual count there are 25  pairs of spinal nerves above 
the sacrum, making the fifth thoracic nerves, or the thirteenth 
pair in the count downward from the occiput, the middle of the 
spine or the fifth thoracic nerves, or the sixth thoracic verte
bra The sixth thoracic vetebra is called Central Place

These nerves have their exit between the fifth and sixth dorsal 
vertebrae They unite with the fourth and sixth dorsal nerves 
and the fifth pair of dorsal ganglia They have a very wide 
distribution, passing upward and downward to the remote parts 
of the body, reaching and affecting the head, face, arms, all 
muscles in region of exit, heart, stomach, liver, lungs, gall blad
der, upper spleen, pancreas, suprarenal capsules, kidneys, and 
most all the viscera or internal organs of the body, and muscles 
of the back and abdomen

They send fibres to the aortic, pulmonary, esophageal, cardiac, 
hepatic, renal, and other small and great plexuses, including the 
solar plexus They help to form the Great Splanchnic Nerves 
One of the most important segments of the spine Should be 
studied with great care

The white rami commumcantes from the fifth thoracic nerves 
pass to the cords of the sympathetic system unchanged until they
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M R S  C L  C H A S E , A  W O M A N  B E A U T IF U L

Y o u n g  and glorious at the age of 59 years She ate and drank and slept nat
urally Used no creams or cosmetics except pure alm ond oil fresh and sweet 
to som etim es rub gentle into skin of face and neck Such living would m ake all 
w om en young and beautiful at this age A n d  the present age has another 
means for health, youthfulness, and longevity m  the science of spinal adjust
m ent, which gives and maintains health, youthfulness, and effectiveness m  
all lines of work
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reach the superior cer\ical ganglia, and are thence distributed to 
the bram

A  good adjustment foi the stomach and some forms of liver 
trouble, as well as for general nervousness and all things that 
affect the system m a general way This is one of the segments 
to adjust for tvphoid and scarlet fevers and most other fevers, m 
connection with other segments as indicated

Adjust here for cold and chilly feelings, convulsions, some 
forms of dropsy, paralysis, influenza (in connection with dorsal 
three and cerwcal four), St Vitus Dance, general wasting dis
eases, hemiplegia, nervous exhaustion, tired feelings, weakness 
and loss m am part of the body, obesity, meningitis, rheumatism 
m connection with other indicated adjustments, any skin trouble, 
m connection with dorsal seven and ten, and elsewhere as indi
cated, also some troubles of spleen and general nervous head
aches

No spmal nerves have a wider distribution than these, their 
general distribution being uniform, but permitting some varia
tions concerning which no definite rules can be given Adjust
ing this is always significant, as the nerves reach so many organs 
and parts of the bod} If subluxations occur m this region 
study their nature well and seek by adjustment of the vertebra 
to its normal position to bring normal action to the great number 
of parts effected by the subluxations W e have known some of 
the most serious ailments permanently relieved within a few 
weeks by this adjustment Sometimes it is only adjustment of 
one vertebrae that is needed, and sometimes others are needed m 
connection with it

A  word here as to spinal concussion over the fifth thoracic 
segment The seventh and eighth pairs of thoracic spinal neives 
ha\ e their origin m this region and are very important nerves, as 
they go into the Great Splanchnic nerve and Solar Plexus Con
cussion over the spine or transverse processes of the fifth thoracic 
vertebra will stimulate the liver, but will contract the gall bladder, 
the stomach, and will stimulate and contract the pancreas, will 
dilate the pyloric orifice of the stomach, and will make the 
stomach assume a position more nearly perpendicular To open
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01 dilate the p\ loric orifice of the stomach therefore, concussion 
of this region is \ery important and i< sometimes a desirable 
adjunct m connection with the adjustment It has been known to 
relieve stomach troubles at once where adjustment had failed 
As a rule, how e\er simple adjustment will give relief, it being 
only exceptional cases where concussion is absolute!} needed 
Concussion here aho stimulates the In er and the pancreas, anci 
ma) sometimes pro\e a great help m treating these troubles, but 
remember that nothing can surpass or e\en equal spinal adjust
ment for the relief of all ailments A Take the spine normal, and 
of necessity ner\es become normal m their functioning, organs 
become normal in consequence, and health must and will follow 
In exceptional cases only should w e use concussion of necessity, 
but m many cases it will pro\e helpful whether necessary or not

SIX T H  TH O R ACIC  N ER VES

The region of the sixth and se\enth thoracic \ ertebrae may be 
called Lner Place, because the h\er receives its strongest nerve 
supply from this region The lner is the largest gland m the 
body, and recenes a good nerve supply from the fifth, sixth, 
seventh, and eighth thoracic nerves, and either the sixth or 
seventh may be called Liver Place However, as the sixth is 
Central Place, it would be better to call the seventh Liver 
Place

Exit between the sixth and se\enth dorsal \ertebrae, and unite 
wuth the fifth and se\enth dorsal nerves Unite m the formation 
of the Great Splanchnic Ner\ es and the Solar Plexus Have a 
\ ery wTide distribution, and impingement here is far reaching, 
and may affect many organs of the body, with a marked effect on 
the liver

White rami from these nerves, thru the ganglia of the Sympa
thetic System, pass upward and downward Abo\e this region 
the rami pass to the ganglia, and thence upwTard, some of them 
reaching the cranial nerves thru the cer\ical ganglia Below 
this region of the fifth, sixth, and seventh dorsal nerves the 
rami pass downward thru the ganglia of the sympathetic cords
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In either case the \iscera or internal organs receive nerve suppH 
from segments of the spinal cord, or rather from the spinal 
nerves at these segments

These nerves send branches to the cardiac, solar, pulmonary, 
aortic, and other plexuses, and to the sixth thoracic ganglia 
The posterior branches supph or ramify the muscles m the re
gion of their exit from the spinal cord, including the deep and 
shallow muscles of the back and sides of the thorax, and the 
intercostal muscles as well The) send vaso-mhibitor branches 
to the stomach and bowels, vaso-constrictor branches to the 
portal \em, and vaso-motor branches to the blood vessels of the 
abdomen They ramify the liver and its ducts, the gall bladder, 
and send filaments to the spleen, pancreas, transverse colon, 
duodenum, diaphragm, upper parts of small intestines, skm of 
thorax, and have a peculiar and strong effect upon the sweat 
glands of the entire body, and therefore an important adjustment 
m all kinds of fevers

A  particularly good adjustment for all liver troubles, such 
jaundice, enlargements of all kinds, any of the many conditions 
of hardening of the liver, gall stones, and perhaps no liver 
trouble could exist that cannot be helped by adjustments from 
this region Of course, some minor troubles of the mer might 
be produced by subluxations entirely separate from this seg
ment, m which case the adjustment must be made accordingly 
but most of the serious ailments of the liver are caused by sub
luxations of this region

An adjustment at this region will always lower the temperature 
of a patient suffering with typhoid fever or other fevers Should 
therefore be examined and studied m all cases of fe\er Many 
troubles of the omenta may be relieved by adjustments of this 
region, as vTell as'troubles of the spleen and pancreas, troubles 
of the diaphragm, hepatic and diphragmatic coughs, and troubles 
that involve the walls of the intestines m a general way

The Lesser and the Least Splanchnic Nerves are formed from 
the ninth, tenth, eleventh, and twelfth thoracic nerves, and these 
nerves have their origin under or within the sixth, seventh, and 
eighth thoracic vertebrae The ninth thoracic nerves also enter
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T ho ¡awe X  6/ re

1nto the fo im ation  o f  the G reat Splanchnic N eives. T he Splanch
nic X erves  seem to take the place o f  plextise- m the thoracic 
region, and are distributed exclu sn e lv  to the internei crgatis o f  
the body.

Spinal concussion o\er the sixth, se\ enth, and eighth dom al 
\ertebrae w ill stimulate the adrenals and kidney-* and w dl stim
ulate ?nd re^trwt ad the organs m the abdominal and peh  ic 
cavities W ill also dilate the lungs thru connection o f  libres from  
the P hren ic N e n e  and the Sym pathetic S\ stem

A djustm ent should be given be fore  concussion C oncussion 
fo llow in g  adjustm ent is always m ote pow erfu l and m ore useful 
o r  beneficial than when gi\ en alone or before sputa* adjustm ent. 
C oncussion , when g n e n  at all, should be g n e n  with rue utm ost 
care Indeed, this should be true o f  all adjustm ents as w ell as. 
vpmal concussion  m ethods, and, m fact, with all treatment o f  any 
kmcl \vhate\er

W ith  hum an health and life  at stake, wdiatei er be the m ethod 
o f  treatm ent, the physician should be absolute master o f  wliat he 
undertakes W ith  rational m ethods, skill, and conscientious ap
plication, he m ay expect recovery  m a \ ery large num ber o f  
cases, but som e patients must, from  the very nature o f  the case, 
pass thru the portals o f  death W h en  this takes place m spue o f  
the physician ’s skill and knovcledge, let it be said that nothing 
was neglected that might have saved human life Duty fir^t 
duty last; duty all the tim e , and conscientious application, un 
tiring devotion , and m asterful persistency m the noble w o ik

S E V E N T H  T H O R A C IC  N E R V E S

The seventh segment o f  the thoracic division o f  the spine is 
called L n  er P lace, because o f  the strong nerve supply from  
chis region to the liver, the strongest o f  all points to this, gland 

E x it betw een the seventh and eighth thoracic vertebrae U nite 
with the sixth  and eighth thoracic n en  es Join the seventh 

ganglia o f  the Sym pathetic System  O n the right side the 
seventh thoracic nerve is distributed principally to the liver, but
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sends som e filaments to other organs also
These nerves ram ify the liver, pancreas, spleen, upper small 

intestines, trans\ erse colon , greater and lesser om enta, low er 
parts o f  lungs, intercostal muscles, skin over bod y  and thorax, 
all the m uscles, deep and shallow , o f  the region Send som e 
filaments to the stom ach, kidne\ s, and suprarenal capsules Send 
both sensorv and secretory fibres to the stomach, liver, spleen, 
and va so-m otor fibres to other viscera

A  good  adjustm ent fo r  troubles o f  the liver, spleen, and pan 
creas, diseases o f  the om enta, tapeworm , pm w orm , and m ost o f 
the troubles that m ay be helped from  adjustm ents m the segment 
above this m ay also be helped from  adjustm ent o f  the seventh 
thoracic vertebra

Som etim es when the viscera o f  the body seem to prolapse or 
drop  dow n this is a g ood  adjustm ent to draw  them back and hold 
them m place, as it gives strength to the omenta

Spmal concussion  over the region o f  the sixth, seventh, and 
eighth segm ents o f  the spmal colum n has already been explained 
under the preceding d m sion  and need not be repeated here 

H ow ever, w e w ould  rem ark that concussion alternately and 
continuously along the region o f  the fifth, sixth, and se\ enth 
segments o f  the spine is very significant, having a \ ery p ow erfu l 
effect m  the stimulation o f  the pelvic organs, will increase the 
pulm onary circulation, w ill stimulate and contract the omenta, the 
m esentery, the kidneys and the suprarenal capsules, will tone up 
all abdom inal organs and the pelvic organs

Concussion m ay be given either m prone or sitting posture „ 
T he thought should always be to concuss scientifically, 
greatest good  ma\ be done In adjusting the intention shcaH H H  
to get the best adjustm ent with the least pain to the paiSH B  
S o in concussion  the aim should be to concuss so as to 
m ost scientific results " 'a H

A s a supplem ent to spinal adjustm ent concussion should 
studied w ith the sole end m view  to so g n e  it as to strengthSBj 
and not to weaken the patient and the great good  received byl 
spinal adjustm ent F or  instance, concussion o\er the nmth to" 
twelfth thoracic vertebrae will dilate the heart and the great
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A d ju st here fo r  diseases o f  the spleen, such as enlarged 
spleen, cancer or tum or o f  the spleen, troubles o f  the transverse 
colon , diseases o f  the pancreas, the duodenum , w orm s o f  the in
testines, either m children or adults, prolapsed conditions o f  the 
omenta and organs held together by the om enta

Im portant adjustm ent fo r  m any internal organs o f  the b od y , 
and should be well studied and fu lly  m astered N ote  also the
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theory of spinal concussion for this region as given m the con 
eluding paragraphs of this chapter

T h e  Spianghnics are the viscera or internal organs of the 
body Whence the name of the Splanchnic Nerves.

T h e  Great S p l a n c h n ic  N erve is formed on either side by 
internal branches from the thoracic ganglia between the region 
of the fifth and sixth and the ninth or tenth thoracic nerves of 
the spine It pierces the crus of the diaphragm, and terminates 
m the semi-lunar ganglion, sending branches to the renal plexus, 
the suprarenal capsules, and other internal organs or viscera of 
the abdomen and pelvis

T h e  S m a ller  Sp l a n c h n ic  N erve arises on either side from 
the tenth and eleventh thoracic nerves, pierces the diaphragm, 
enters the solar plexus, as is the case of the Great Splanchnic, 
and is thence distributed to the internal organs of the abdominal 
and pelvic cavities

T h e  S m allest  S p l a n c h n ic  N erve, (sometimes called 
R e n a l ) arises from the last thoracic nerve and ganglion on 
either side Pierces the diaphragm, and, like the other Splan- 
chnics, enters the solar plexus, and is thence distributed to the 
viscera of the body Sometimes, but not universally, joins the 
other splanchnic nerves Has been thought by some to ter
minate m the solar and renal plexuses, but it is now known to 
have numerous distributing fibres beyond these plexuses.

The Splanchnic Nerves are distributed to all the internal 
organs of the abdominal and pelvic regions

There are no plexuses formed from the cerebro-spinal nerves 
in the thoracic region The cervical, extreme upper dorsal, 
the lumbar, and the sacral regions of the spine form plexuses, 
as seen in the cervical, the brachial, the lumbar, and the sacral 
plexuses. Instead of the regular plexuses along the thoracic or 
doisal region, we have the splanchnic nerves, which are really 
internal or visceral plexuses, formed from branches of several 
spinal nerves uniting with the sympathetic thru the ganglia of the 
sympathetic cords to be distributed to the internal organs

From the above outline for the Splanchnic Nerves, it will be 
seen that the nerves that form the Splanchnic have their exit
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Point of contact for m aking thrust with straight arm m ovem ent

from  the spinal colum n at the region o f  the fifth or  sixth seg
ment on dow n  to the tw elfth  A n d  it w ill also be seen that 
these same spinal ner\es from  w hich the Splanchm cs are form ed  
ha\ e their root origin along the spine from  the third to  the 
eighth segm ent Continuous concussion  along the spine from  the 
third to the eighth or ninth thoracic \ertebra will elicit a num ber 
o f  phenom ena

In the first place, this concussion  w ill tone up all the \isceral 
organs o f  the splanchnic zones, and w ill prevent and g o  very  far 
towrard the cure o f  inguinal hernia or rupture b } m aintaining 
proper position  o f  the viscera

In the second place, concussion  o f  this region collectively  will 
prevent and take aw ay extra accum ulations o f  fat o r  adipose 
tissue, and is a m ost p ow erfu l treatm ent fo r  the reduction o f  fat 
w ith people w ho are disposed to stoutishness F or  this purpose
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Point of contact when m aking thrust w ith side of hand

it should be com bined with adjustm ent o f  the fifth, sixth, seventh, 
and tenth \ertebrae o f  the dorsal region

In the third place, it w ill dilate the lungs, and force  or perm it 
an extra quantity or  flow  o f  b lood  to the lungs and to som e other 
organs I f  this is not desired, then the proper concussion  o r  
other treatment to tone the lungs must be given, as previously  
illustrated, and m ore o f  w hich w ill be given  m later pages H o w 
ever, this m ay be desirable, and the third and fourth  segm ents 
com ing into the area o f  concussion  makes it strengthening to the 
heart

N I N T H  T H O R A C IC  N E R V E S

E xit betw een ninth and tenth thoracic vertebrae U nite w ith 
eighth and tenth thoracic nerves, and send white rami to  the 
ninth thoracic ganglia
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D istributed to the adjacent muscle^ o f  the ^pme, upper p or 
tions o f  kidne\s, suprarenal capsules, rectus ahdom inus m uscles, 
the trans\ersahs, erector and m ultifidim  spinae spleen, perito
neum, and supph nerve filament aP o to the aorta, ureters, pan
creas, liver, stom ach, testes or o\ aries, uterus, and ha\ e a de
cided effect upon the skin on all parts o f  the body, but som ew hat 
stronger aho\e this region than below

T hese nerves also send filaments to the lungs, diaphragm , eye
balls, eyelids, m uscles around the eyes, and some filaments reach 
the bram  This distribution m ay seem strange, but it is ne\erthe- 
less true

T h e ninth and tenth thoracic nerves are peculiar m their distri
bution, and should be studied with the utm ost care in order to 
adjust scientifically, and so rem o\e troubles located rem otely 
from  the region  o f  their exit from  the spinal colum n

A d ju st here fo r  kidney troubles, and also fo r  granulated sore 
eyes, w hich  are o ften  relieved very quickly by adjustm ents m 
this region or  the tenth dorsal, and soon perm anently cured In 
all eye troubles great help is ahvacs obtained by  securing norm al 
kidney action, and the ninth and tenth dorsal nerves have a very 
p ow erfu l effect upon the kidneys

A d ju st here fo r  the suprarenal capsules, and also fo r  diabetes, 
B right's D isease, A dd ison 's  Disease, G onorrhea, G leet, H y d io -  
cephalus, dry skin, m oist skm, abnorm al perspiration o f  any 
kind, any unnatural condition  o f  the skm, Rickets, Scarlet F ever, 
T y p h o id  Pe\er T h e lesion to be corrected  m ay be at the tenth 
dorsal instead o f  the ninth

T h e  ninth and tenth thoracic nerves, or the tenth thoracic 
vertebra, m ay be called K idn ey Place, o r  Central P lace fo r  skm  
action, and is m ost im portant fo r  all skm  troubles o f  w hatever 
nature

S om e stubborn cases o f  asthma have yielded to adjustm ent 
o f  the ninth or  tenth thoracic vertebra a fter having resisted all 
other form s or m ethods o f  treatment fo r  years Should  there
fo re  be very  carefu lly  exam ined fo r  lesions m  case the asthma 
w ill not yield to ordinary adjustm ents
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Old first point of contact m  m aking adjustm ent of the doisal or thoracic 
vertebrae Pisiform is placed m  contact with the veitebra, and the hard  
bones at first give pain to operator and patient Better use the com m on  
position Y o u  w ill find the above position not the best W hile some schools 
adhere to the old first m ethod, it is far behind

T h e first lum bar nerves originate under the arch o f  the ninth 
thoracic vertebra, and spinal concussion  is \ery significant m 
this region Spinal concussion o\er the ninth thoracic vertebra 
will dilate the gall duct and the gall bladder, and w ill th ere fore  
ha\e a decidedly g ood  effect m case o f  gall stones and such 
troubles o f  the liver as have a tendency to obstruct the bile from  
the li\er to the duodenum

In the second place, concussion  o f  this region w ill stimulate 
the nerve supply to the bladder, and greatly tone up that organ, 
and will sometim es prove to be a great relief m case o f  asthma 
o f  the lungs In such cases due consideration  should be given  to 
concussion o f  the region

Steady, continued pressure over the ninth thoracic nerves w ill
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stimulate the adrenals Make pressure over the nerves at the 
point of exit from the spine, and continue it for a space of sev
eral minute's with some inteiruptions

Study each case m hand, and deteimme whether or not con
cussion is needed, and gne it scientifically when needed or indi
cated You will find it a powerful aid m some instances, and, 
m fact, a necessity sometimes

Be ever ready to give the patient the best possible service, and 
regard jour wvork as the most sacred trust The best is none too 
good, and the physicians who stop short of the best may expect 
to have their work taken away by physicians who do have the 
best

Be not satisfied until > ou have attained the best m every field, 
and then be assured things superior to anything yet found will 
ever} year be found by some one, and will be yours, too, for the 
accepting, and the rainbow of piogiess with its bags of gold 
will arch your horizon and light up youi pathway to the brightest 
and best things in all therapeutic lines

T E N T H  TH O R ACIC  N ERVES

Exit between tenth and eleventh thoracic vertebrae Unite 
with ninth and eleventh thoracic nerves The tenth segment of 
the spine is called Kidney Place, and the tenth nerves are called 
Kidney Place also

The tenth thoracic nerves are distributed to the internal and 
external transversalis muscles, and to all other muscles m the 
region of their exit from the spine Distributed also to the 
testes, ovaries, intestines, diaphragm, lower portions of lungs, 
lcidnejs, liver, pancreas, ureters, and send filaments to the brain, 
eyelids, muscles around the eyes, and to a large extent control 
the secretory powers of the skin Send the strongest nerve 
supply to the kidne}s of any spinal nerves

These nerves usually send branches to unite with the Great 
Sciatic Nerves Some anatomist have doubted and disputed this 
fact, but it is now generallv admitted, and careful dissecting
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pro\es the fact W e have seen some case  ̂ of sciatic rheumatism 
relieved irom adjustments n this region, a prooi tnat these 
ner\es do realh connect with the Great Sciatics

The nerve fibres from these nerves to the fluid ca\ ltxes of the 
brain are of the utmost importance, and impingement ot the 
region wall cause sometimes the worst headaches, wdnch can be 
rehe\ed 011I3, by adjustment m this region, although other ad
justments, as m the cer\ ical region, may be necessary

This region is \er\ easih subluxated W e believe that spmal 
lesions are of more frequent occurrence here than in any other 
region of the spine The reason is apparent The longer ribs 
are here lea\ mg off The floatmg ribs are situated immediately 
belowr this region, and are ver} ŵ eak comparatively The dorsal 
or thoracic region is here merging into the lumbar region of the 
spine Many men and women sit pretty ŵ ell all da> at the desk, 
and the back at the weaker place bends more than elsewhere, 
causing impingement of these nerves more readily than others 
may be impinged

If business men and women wrould think more, and force them
selves to sit more erect at the desk, there would certainly be less 
bending, and m consequence less kidney troubles Beyond doubt 
there are more men than w omen suffering w ith kidnev troubles.

A  most peculiar observation is found m the fact that there are 
more men than women suffering wTith kidnev trouble of some 
kind One reason for this is found m the fact that women wear 
corsets, and are thus forced to sit straight or more nearly m an 
upright position This is one redeeming feature of the corset 
It makes women sit a little moi e nearly in the proper position 
than men The corset would not be a bad thing if it wrere 
wrorn loose, as most women do wrear it at the present time Tight 
corsets are a great evil

Woman's figure and form cannot be made to conform to the 
shape and form of man The thorax, bust, breasts, waist hips, 
all differ from the corresponding parts m man, and her form is 
more beautiful wuth corset that has a moderate fit, and in this 
w a y  is a hansifier Let woman exercise good judgment and
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D i Pviley making the famous lumbar adjustm ent, named the “ Fem ui 
T w ist” b y  himself, Patient is placed co m fo rta b le  on  side with fa ce tow a rd  
operatoi, who places one hand on patient s shoulder, as shown m pictuie above  
W ith  the other hand the operatoi takes firmly hold of the patient’s upper leg 
at the bend of the knee P atient’s lower or under leg rests on the table straight 
with body Operator diaw s uppei leg of patient well up toward patiem t’s chm  
or abdom en, pressing patient’s leg below knee somewhat against operator's 
leg In this position, with patient perfectly relaxed, operator gives a quick 
thrust with each hand, one being antangom stic to the other A  general adjust
ment of the lum bar region wall result The reverse position m ay be taken for 
the other side if desired

If patient’s leg is pulled toward the abdom en only so far as to m ake it at 
right angles to body of patient, the fifth lum bar only will be adjusted as a rule 

Several modifications and advancem ents have been made of this adjustm ent 
which will be found fully explained m  cut that follow

common sense, and she will never be criticised for wearing the 
corset In times past she has made her form ridiculous and 
ludicrous, but she now makes it handsome and magnificent 
However, all should sit straight regardless of the use of any 
article of wearing apparel

People who sit much at desk should avoid the stooping posture, 
and take reasonable counteracting exercises following work, such
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as stretching the spine on a traction m achine, draw in g up and 
chinning a pole, and other g ood  exercises, m m oderation  alw ays 
Better than all else is an occasional ad justing o f  the spine to give 
it the norm al position Th is will prevent and cure all troubles 
o f  the kidneys and other organs, and insure continuous g ood  
health

Subluxations m this region may cause d r o p s } , A d d iso n ’s D is 
ease, B arbers ’ itch, blackheads, brick dust sedim ent m the urine, 
granulated sore e\ es, eruptions, er\ sipelas, gravel, rash, rheu
matism, Bright's Disease, albunm una, all kinds o f  costiveness, 
diabetes, m any disorders o f  the urine, d} sentery, epitheliom a, too  
frequent urination, gleet, spong\ and sore gum s, h\ drocepbalus, 
jaundice, lead poisoning, locom otor  ataxia, obesity, p a ra l}sis agi- 
tans, psoriasis, scarlet fever, night sweats, sw elling o f  feet and 
hands, urem ia, floating or  loosened k idn e}s  O f course, w here 
these diseases exist, v re wTill find other lesions besides the tenth, 
but the tenth will usualh figure m as one o f  the principal sub- 
U xations when m ost o f  the above diseases exist Study all sym - 
tom s collectrv elv, and exam uie all conditions thoroughly, and you 
will never be at a loss as to course to pursue m m aking treatm ent

The second, third, fourth , and fifth lum bar nerves have their 
origin m the tenth and eleventh segments o f  the spinal cord, or 
within the tenth and eleventh thoracic vertebrae It will be seen 
that the lum bar nerves ram ify  m general all the organs o f  the 
low’er adom enal and the pelvic cavities C oncussion  o f  this 
region, being very w ide m application and force , w ill require a 
chapter devoted to its special significance

C O N C U S S IO N  O F  T E N T H  A N D  E L E V E N T H  T H O R A C IC
V E R T E B R A E

A s stated above, the second, third, fourth , and fifth  lumbai 
nerves have their origin  within that part o f  the spinal cord  con 
tained within the tenth and eleventh thoracic vertebrae T h ere 
fore, stimulation o f  this region w ill have a very m arked effect 
upon the nerves that originate here These nerves, as will be 
seen, ram ify  the organs o f  the pelvic region, and all these organs
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will be affected by stimulation o f  the region o f  their on g in , the 
tenth and ele\ enth thoracic vertebrae

C oncussion o f  the tenth and eleventh dorsal vertebrae w ill 
dilate all the b lood  \esseb, and will cause dilation o f m ost o f  die 
\ iscera It will cause m arked dilation o f  the heart and the aorta, 
and should, therefo ie  not be given to patients suffering with 
dilated hearts unless strong concussion is also given over the 
se\enth cervical and upper dorsal vertebrae It can be given  
safeh  m m ost cases if  these upper regions are also concussed, 
but we have seen cases where it is absolutely unsafe until c o n 
cussion has been given repeatedly fo r  seveial days m the low er 
cervical and upper dorsal region, or until spinal adjustuig has 
been given for  such heart trouble as m ay exist

Spinal adjustm ent and spinal concussion will absolutely cure 
the w orst cases o f  heart trouble that ever existed W e  are 
m aking cures by these m ethods all the time after all other m ethods 
have proved absolutely worthless, and w e never take a case w here 
we have the least doubt as to the result W e  mean by this our 
treatment is simply all-powrerfu l W e  have really, to the tim e 
o f  this w riting, never had a failure m these troubles N ot boast
ing, but stating absolute truths Results w ill com e every time

Concussion o f  the tenth and eleventh dorsal vertebrae will 
cause dilation o f  the stomach, liver, spleen, pancreas, and kid
neys It may, therefore, be a very im portant aid where these 
organs are involved Dilation o f  the stom ach may be a very 
important aid m som e cases w here these organs arc involved 
Dilation o f  the stom ach may som etim es be a necessity m some 
cases o f severe indigestion, or retention o f  contents m the 
stomach A dju sting alone will usuallv accom plish all that is de
sired, but m some cases a m ost peculiar and pow erfu l aid m ay 
be had m spmal concussion

The liver being dilated and the gall duct enlarged vcould per
mit the passage o f  gall stones, m aking concussion here a great 
factor m the cure o f  this trouble, although spmal adjustm ent 
alone is invincible, and we have never know n a failure N othing 
can excel o r  equal spinal adjustm ent properly  given

I f  the spleen is dilated the red b lood  corpuscles wall be in
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When adjusting m this position, see that patient is perfectly relaxed, and 
the adjustment becomes very easy Never make the thrust until perfect re
laxation is obtained This may be truly said of any adjustment

creased m number, and the action on the pancreas gives decidedly 
more activity to that organ

It will cause expansion and nourishment to the lower portion 
o f  the spinal cord, and is indicated ^en strongly m cases o f 
locomotor ataxia If continued a long time at any sceanse will 
cause bad after effects, and the pelvic organs may have a tend
ency to prolapse W e have noticed this m some cases Such 
tendency, when it occurs, may be overcome b\ concussion o f the 
fifth and eighth thoiacic vertebrae or segments However, care 
and moderation in concussion will obviate all these troubles which 
may arise from over concussion

Concussion from this region will increase the secretions from 
the intestines, gi\ e greater penstalic action to the alimentary tract,



Thoracic Nerves

and will, therefore, greatly aid in curing some cases of consti
pation and costiveness, w Inch also are invariably relieved by spinal 
adjustment in this and the lumbar regions

Through this greater activity in the alimentary tract and m the 
abdominal and pelvic organs, a greater volume of blood is formed, 
and all anemic conditions corrected Here again, let us remark, 
that spinal adjustment will do everything m almost every case, 
but the best physician is ready for the good trom every source 
where it may be found He asks not what its origin or its age 
may be, but what will it do to help mv patient

Let all concussion of this region be moderate, and continued 
for a reasonable time only Some areas will stand concussion for 
a longer time than can be given m this area These will be made 
clear as we pi ogress In particular matters of this kind, each
unit should be so studied as to become a real part m the nature 
of the student or physician, not simply a part of his knowledge 
m a general way, but really and truly a part of himself, so that 
in making an application of any principle the application is really 
automatic, as much so as for the skilled violinist to tread his 
strings with his fingers m playing his instrument

In fact, so skillful and deft and full of knowledge should the 
Chiropath become that a glance at the back of the patient should 
lead him automatically to place his hand on any particular verte
bra without any count whatsoever Not m many a year has the 
author found it necessary to count or to apply any rule m locating 
the spinal vertebrae With absolute and unfailing accuracy his 
hand goes to the vertebra sought and needing adjustment

E L E V E N T H  TH O R A CIC  N ER VES

Exit between the eleventh and twelfth thoracic vertebrae 
Unite with the tenth and twelfth thoracic nerves The eleventh 
segment of the spine is sometimes called Upper Bowel Place, and 
sometimes called Lower Kidney Place |

These nerves ramify the kidneys, peritoneum, large and small 
intestines, and send filaments to the uterus, prostate gland, blad
der, floor of the orbits, the eyelids, muscles m region of exit,
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W e believe nothing to be better than the straight thrust m the thoracic and 
lumbar regions, but the lumbar and dorsal regions may very easily be adjusted 
as shown m above cut Operator places one knee and leg against the leg of 
patient drawn up toward the face W ith one hand on shoulder, and the other 
hand so placed as to re t on the vertebra to be adjusted Push antagonisti
cally with knee and hand, but let the pressure be light and perfect relaxation, 
and then make the quick thrust with hand on back j Sometimes a very useful 
adjustment

salivary glands, gums o f lower jaw, the ups, the lectum, the sweat 
and sebaceous glands o f the lower parts o f the body, the lower 
extremities, most o f the viscera, including the Iner, spleen, 
ovanes, testicles, prostate gland, bladder, etc

An important adjustment for gleet, m connection with other 
adjustments as indicated Also good for scarlet fe\er, unless the 
greater lesion is found at the twelfth dorsal Any organ re
ceiving a nerve supply from these nerves may be affected by 
subluxations o f this region
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Thoracic Nerves
This region should be studied very closely and treated care- 

full}', as many troubles arise from lesions at this segment of the 
spine, and lesions very readily occur, being, like the tenth seg
ment, a little weaker than the regions farther up or down the 
spine

TVe have known some kidney and bladder troubles to be cured 
by adjustment in this region Some bowel troubles have also 
yielded from adjustments carefully given here

The Small Splanchnic Nerves are formed m part from this 
nerve on either side, as alread} explained, and hence its wide 
distribution to the viscera or internal organs of the body

All the muscles of the body m this region receive some nerve 
supply from the posterior branches of these nerves

Spinal concussion of the tenth and eleventh thoracic segments 
has been explained m preceding chapter Concussion over 
eleventh segment alone apparently has a mixed effect on the 
\iscera of the body, and, we believe, should be given m connec
tion \\ ith other segments of the spine

Concussion over the eleventh segment of the spine m the dorsal 
area will dilate the intestines, and as a consequence cure some 
cases of constipation, reaching them very readily

The nerves we are passing now in our descent of the spine 
are becoming perceptibly larger, and we shall find the spinal 
nerves m the lumbar area larger than elsewhere in the body

W e shall see that the lumbar and sacral plexuses are formed m 
the lumbar and sacral areas of the spine, from which come the 
largest and longest nerves m the body The Great Sciatic is the 
largest and longest nerve, being as large as a finger where it 
leaves the sacral plexus, receiving branches also from the lumbar 
plexus, and one branch from the tenth dorsal nerve

The lumbar vertebrae are themselves larger than the vertebrae 
m the other areas of the spine, having to support the weight of 
the body above, and thus requiring more strength There being 
no ribs to support the body here, the transverse processes of the 
vertebrae are much longer than elsewheie, thus giving greater 
room for the attachment of muscles However, these processes 
are less thick than m the other regions of the spine
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T h e \ertebrae in the eleventh and twelfth segments o f  the spine 
are larger than the vertebrae am  v here abo\ e them, hut not quite 
so heavy as m the lumbar area The bodies are large and som e
what round, the intervertebral foram ina are large, the ligaments 
and m usculature strong and well placed, m aking the lumbar 
region v e n  strong and pliable when m good  condition

Spinal adjusting with spinal traction will always insure a g ood  
strong back

T W E L F T H  T H O R A C IC  N E R V E S

E x it between the tw elfth  thoracic and the first lum bar vertebra. 
U nite with the ele\ enth thoracic and the first lum bar nerves A  
m ost im portant segment o f  the spine, as will be seen m the study 
we here present, and positions we take concerning the cure o f  
certain diseases

Distributed to the aorta, kidneys, m ost o f  the abdom inal and 
pelvic viscera, rectum, bladder, sweat glands to low’er parts o f  
the trunk and to the low er limbs, and they help m the form ation 
o f  the smaller splanchnic nerves and plexuses

T h ey ram ify  and send filaments to the intestines, peritoneum , 
uterus, bladder, prostate gland, ovaries, vagina, testicles, 
lachrvm al glands, the m eningeal spaces o f  the brain, the floor o f  
the m outh, gums o f  the lowTer jaw , m uscles o f  the arm s These 
nerves control the heart action to som e extent

T h e nerves from  this region are secretory, trophic, and vaso
m otor m  the nature o f  the nerve supph given  to the viscera o f  
the body T h ey  have m uch to do with the control o f  the action 
o f  the kidne\s, or the functioning o f  the kidne\ s, and subluxa
tions here w ill cause decay m  the substance o f  the kidneys them 
selves Tenderness w ill be found here m case o f  enlargement o f  
the prostate gland A n  enlarged prostate m ay be rapidl\ reduced 
by concussion o f  the tw elfth  dorsal segment

This is one o f  the adjustm ents, m connection  with the sixth 
dorsal, to be given to break up typhoid fever Im portant also fo r  
som e other fevers
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The skillful operator will always be able to adjust lumbar vertebra by straight 
down movement, but will find the Swedish movement, as here illustrated, to 
be very easy to make Have an attendant lnt one leg up about as seen m cut, 
and when relaxation is perfect, m ike a very quick thrust to the vertebra to be 
adjusted A  very successful method for lumbar adjustment

Effect of subluxation at this region — May cause Bright’s Dis
ease, other kidney troubles, renal calculi, diabetes, eruptive fevers, 
lead poisoning, rickets, scarlet fever, abnormal sweating, swelling 
o f the feet, water on the brain, p ju n a  or passing o f pus m the 
urine, polyuria or excessive quantities o f urine, sugar m the urine, 
frequent urination, dry skin, redness in spots or generally over 
the surface o f the body, icterus, housemaid’s knee, dry tetter and 
tetter m all forms, costiveness and splotches anywhere on the 
body, etc

Adjust m this region to relieve the troubles indicated above, 
m connection with other segments, as found necessary It re
lieves bladder troubles m children and adults, and frequently
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relieves severe kidney troubles, although the strongest nerve sup
ply to the kidneys com es from  the tenth thoracic ner\es

T h e twelfth thoracic nerves, together with fibres from  the 
eleventh thoracic nerv es and the first lum bar nerves, through co r 
responding ganglia, form  the lesser splanchnic plexuses S u b lu x 
ations m this region very  easily occur under strain o f  hea\y w ork  
o f  any kind, and will cause much pam and m an}r troubles unless 
relieved by spinal adjustm ent

T h e sacral nerves have their place o f  origin m the region  o f  
the tw elfth  thoracic segm ent o f  the spine T h e P neum ogastrics 
end m the pelvic region, here jo in ing  the pelvic and low’er spinal 
nerves generally

Concussion, therefore, over the twelfth thoracic vertebra w ill 
dilate the organs o f  circulation, and is m ost im portant i f  needed 
C oncussion o f  the tw elfth  thoracic vertebra will also greath  tone 
up the sphincter muscle at the neck o f  the bladder, and will 
greath assist m the cure o f  incontinence o f  urine, bed wetting, 
etc ? m  children or adults W e  have had rem arkable cures o f  
these troubles from  treatment m this region

This is also an im portant treatment m case o f  troubles o f  the 
piostate gland, or prostatic troubles, concussion here being all 
p ow erfu l fo r  such troubles Even w here the prostate gland is en 
larged to several times its norm al proportions or size, concussion 
will bring it to norm al size m a m ost rem arkably short tim e 
A ctual tests show*- it to be perceptibly decreased in five m inutes 
time, and continued daily treatment will bring it absolutely to 
its norm al size and tonicity M ost young, m iddle aged, or  old  
men have suffered at som e time or other w ith prostatic troubles, 
and the pow er o f  spinal adjustm ent and spinal con cu ss1on is a 
never failing relief to all sufferers

A  further lesson wull follow  this regarding the extraord inary 
pow er o f  spinal concussion and spinal adjustm ent fo r  such trou 
bles as enlarged prostate and som e other equally serious troubles 
that m ay be treated from  this region H ere we state m brie f the 
am azing pow er o f  our m ethods o\er this and other incurable and 
otherw ise unm anageable diseases o f  the prostate gland and other 
organism s
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F I R S T  L U M B A R  N E R V E S

E x it betw een the first and second lumbar vertebrae U nite 
with tw elfth thoracic and second lum bar nerves T h ey help to  
form  the Genito-Crural, the Ilio-Inguinal, and the I lio -H y p o - 
gastric N erves, and send branches to the first o f  the lum bar 
ganglia o f  the Sym pathetic T h ey  enter the Lum bar Plexus, and 
thus help form  the nerves m entioned above, and som e others 
as well

Send filaments to the large and small intestines, sexual organs 
throughout, prostate gland, anterior and posterior pelvic m uscles, 
bladder, uterus, urethra, sacrum, co ccy x , sides and back o f  brain, 
fallopian tubes, peritoneum , external genitals, greater and lesser 
gluteal muscles, m uscles and skin o f  the back m the region  o f  
exit from  the spine, upper and low er parts o f  the thighs, ep id id - 
imis, vas deferens, the sebaceous and sweat glands, all the low er 
parts, o f  the body, and the low er limbs

These nerves are vasom otor, secretory, thophic, and sensory to 
the organs supplied, and therefore, have m uch to do with the 
com plete function ing o f  these organs

They have a pow erfu l influence over the bladder, g iv ing 
strength to the walls o f  that organ, and to its sphincter m uscles 
as well, with pow er to  either control o r  expel the urine A  m ost 
essential adjustm ent fo r  incontinence o f  urine either m  adults 
o r  children

Subluxations m this region m ay cause incontinence o f  urine, 
bed wetting, m any other disturbances o f  the urine and weaknesses 
o f  the bladder, scantiness o f  urine, dribbling, too frequent desire 
to urinate, pam  m  attem pting to control the urine, costiveness, 
and almost all troubles involving the bladder and kidneys A n  
important segment o f  the spine

A d ju st here fo r  all these troubles, and fo r  colitis, dropsy, senil
ity, lumbago, pains m  the bow els, and fo r  any and all troubles 
involving the organs supplied by these nerves

Bed w etting m children is frequently cured by a single ad just
ment in this leg ion , and always m a very short time W e  have 
never known a failure fo r  this trouble either am ong children or
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Lumbar Nerves

adults It comes aiound to a certainty Other troubles of the 
bladder \ield with equal certainty.

T H E  LU M B \R P LE XU S is formed by communicating 
branches or loops from the anterior division of the four upper 
lumbar nerves m the psoas muscle, which has its ongm in the 
margins of the bodies, intervertebral substance, and cases of the 
transverse processes of the twelfth thoracic and all the lumbar 
vertebrae From this plexus comes seven great trunk nerves, 
namely, the Iho-Hypogastric, Uio-Inguinal, Gemto-Crural, Ex  
ternal Cutaneous, Obturator, Accessory, and Anterior crural, the 
latter being the longest, largest, and most wudely distributed of all 
the ner\es from this plexus, next largest m size to the Great Sci
atic of the Sacial Plexus, sending branches to the very ends of 
the toes

In this connection study the plate illustrating this plexus and 
these distributions very carefully Study also the scheme for 
distribution Trace each nerve and note the muscles it supplies 
Become as familiar m ever\ ŵ ay as possible with all the parts 
and distributions

Thus, the Gemto-Crural is formed from the first and second 
lumbar, as shown m the plate, and is a special neive to the gentials 
and portions of the lourer limbs Also, for instance, see Anterior- 
Crural, formed from the second, third, and fourth lumbar nerves, 
and note its great size and length, its wide branching and exten
sive distribution to the lovrei extremities

In this way observe and closely study all the foimations and 
distributions of the seven great trunk nerves from the lumbar 
plexus It will fix and co-ordinate all parts we1! in the mind, and 
will show why lmpmgment of the region will affect the nearby 
muscles, as well as those more remote from the legion

SECOND L U M B A R  N ER VES

Exit between second and third lumbar vertebrae Unite with 
first and third lumbar nerves They enter into the formation of 
the Gemto-Crural, Recurrent Meningeal, External Cutaneous, 
Obturator Nerves, Anterior Crural, and all nerves that emerge
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NERVE DISTRIBUTION.
(The region known, the following table shows the ner\ea affecting i t  )

rv Adrenals- - - - - - - - -
Aorta- -  - - - - - - - -
Appendix- - - - - - - - -
Arms -  -  -  - -  ----- -  -  -
Bladder - - - - - - - - -
Blood Pressure- -  -  -  -  -  
Bowels - - - - - - - - -
Brain- - - - - - -  ----- -
Bronchial Tubes - - - - -  
Diaphragm- - - - - - - -
'Bars----------— -------------------------------------------------

Esophagus- - - - - -  -----
External Genitals ----- -  -
Eyes- - - - - - - - - - -
Eyeballs- - - - - - - - -
Eyelids- -  -  -  ---------------
Fallopian Tubes- -  -  -  -
Gall Bladder- ----- -  -  -  -
Gums— - - - - - - - - - -
Heart- -  - -  - -  - -  - -  
Heart action» control of, 
Intestines - - - - - - -
Kidneys- ----------- ---------- ---
Lachrymal Glands- -  -  -  -
Larynx- -  -  ----- -  -  -  -  -
L iv e r - ------------ ---------- —
LiInge- - - - - - - - - -
Mammary Glands- -  -  -  -  -  
Nasal Passages -  -  -  -  -
N o se ------ --- ------- -----------------
Ovaries -------------------  --------
Omenta-----
Pancreas- - - - - -  ----- -
Pharynx- - ----------- -----------
Pelvis, Organs of th*»- -  
Peritoneum- - - - - - - -
Pleura- - - - - - - - - -
Prostate Gland- -  -  -  -  -  
Rectum- - - - - - - - - -
Salivary Glands- -  -  -  -  
Scalp- -  - -  - -  - -  - -  
Sexual Organs- -  -  -  -  -
Solar plexus- -  -  ----- -  -
Speaking ApparatusT -  -  -  
Spleen- - - - - - - - - -
Stomach- - - - - - - - -
Suprarenal Capsules- -  - 
Teeth- - - - - - - - - -
Testes- - - - - - - - - -
Throat- -  - -  - -  - -  - -  
Thyroid Gland- -  -  - -  -  
Tongue- - - - - - - - - -
Tonsils- - - - - - - - -
Trachea- - - - - - - - -
Ureters- - - - - - - - -
Uterus- - - - - - - - - -
Vagina- - - - - - - - - -
Vas Deferens- - - - - - -
Viscern- - - - - - - - -

10 D.
12 D.  

2 L.  
5 C.

■  ---------11» 12, D, 1, 2 3, Lumbar, Sacrum.
_________________________________________________ 3 D .
_________________________________________________ 8 D .
►Sub-Occipital* 1* 3-C, 5» 4 , 10, 12 D, 2 L.
■  ............ ......................5, 6, 7 C, 1, 2 D.
----------------------------------  2, 3, 4 C, 2, 3, 4 ,10 D.

-----------------------------------------1, 2, 4 C; 1 ,2 , 4 D
--------------------------------------------5, 6 C

---------------------------------------------------------------12 D, 2 L.
-------------------Sub-Occipital, 1, 3 C; X, 2, 4 D.
----------------------------------------------------90
____________________________________________9 ,1 0  D

------------------------------------------------------------- 10 D.
-----------------------------------------  2, 3 C, 11 D.
1, 3, 4, 5, 8, 7 C, 1» 2, 3, 4, 5 D.
_____________________________ ID.

----------------------------- 7# 10,11 D, 1 ,2 , 3 L.
--------------------------7, 8, 9, 10, 11,12 D,1 L.
_____________________________ 4 D.
_________________________________________ 7 C*

■4 C? 6» 7, 8, 9 D 
■ -  -3  C, X, 2, 3,
--------------------6, 7 C,
■Sub-occip ita l and
----------------------2,

5 D. 
4 D. 
1 C. 

3 C.
■10» 11 D; Sacrum and coccyx.
------------------------------------- 7, 8 D.
-------------------------- 6, 7, 9 , 10 D.
-------------------------------4 , 5, 7 C.
-4 , 5 L; Sacrum and coccyx.

------------------------------12 D, 1 L.
---------------------------------------------I D .

-  ___  17, 12 D, 1, 2, 3 L, Sacrum and coccyx.
-  ___  11 D, 2, 3, 4 , 5 L, Sacrum and coccyx.

________________________  11 D.
Sub-Occioitel.

■--------------------- ------------ - 1, % 4 U.
_________________________________________________ 3 0.
__________________________________ 6 G*
__________ ____________________________ 5, 7, 8 D.
•Sub-occipi tal ,2 , 3, 4 C, 2 ,3 ,4 ,5 ,5 ,7 »  8 D.
_____________________________________________ 9 D.
____________________________________________ 2, 3 C.
....................................  ....................................10,11 D.
_ ---------------    6 Cm
. _ .................. -  .......................... ............. 4, 5, 6, 7 C.
__________________________  2 C.

_______________________________________ 4, 5 C, 4 0.
............................... - ................................... -5 ,  6, 7 C.
. _ .......................................................... 9» 1C, 11,12 D.

___________________________ I ’ D, 2, 5 L.
--------------- --------------------- ----------------------------- 4 L.

...................................................... -  --- ------------------4 L.
. . . -------------------------- ---------------------------------6 D.



NERVE DISTRIBUTION

(Tae nerves known,the" following tab le sho»vs toe regiois affected) ~

Suo-occip ital------- brain» scalp, ears, eyes, nasal passages, stomach*

1st Cervical -------- eyes, ears, nasal passages, heart, brain, scalp,

2na C erv ica l------- nose, teeth, gams, tongue, diaphragm, stomach,
a

3rd C e rv ica l------- heart, stomacn, diaphragm, solar plexus, brain, teeth, gims,
eyes, ears, nose, lungs,

4tn Cervical -  -  -  pharynx, tonsils, thro id  gland, heart, diaphragm, liv e r , 
s tomach,

5th Cervical —  - pharynx, heart, thyro id gland, ton sils , bronchial tubes, 
trachea, esophagus, arms,

6in Cervical —  -  thyroid gland, tracnea, bronchial tubes, esophagus, throat, 
mammary gLands, heart, speaking apparatus*

7tu C erv ica l------- bronchial tubes, trachea, larynx, pharynx, thyroid gland,
heart, manner/ glands.

1st D o r s a l - ------- heart, lungs, eyes, ears, pleura* bronchial tubes, controls
heart action

2nd Dorsal - - - - -  lungs, heart, bronchial tubes, diaphragn, stomach, ears, 
e /es.

3rd Dorsal -  -  -  -  heart, brain, diaphragm, stomach, lungs, regulates blood 
pressure*

4th Dorsal -  -  —  eyes, ears, mammary glands, stomacn brain, heart, lachrymal 
glands, diaphragm, ton sils ,

5in Dorsal —  -  -  heart, stomach, lungs, spleen.

6th Dorsal -  -  -  -  liv er , stomach, pancreas, viscera.

7th Dorsal —  - -  spleen, pancreas, intestines, liv er , omenta, stomach, kidneys.

Qth Dorsal -  - - -  kidneys, bowels, liv e r , spleen, stomach, suprarenal capsules, 
omenta.

9th Dorsal ---------- suprarenal capsules, kidneys, pancreas, liver, ureters, eye
balls , eye-lids.

lOtn Dorsal-----------kidneys, adrenals, diaphragm, pancreas, ga ll bladder, ureters,
testes, ovariso, liv e r , intestines, brain, eyelids.

11th Dorsal----------  kidneys, ureters, intestines, bladder, prostate gland, sa liva
ry glands, rectum, gums, uterus, testes, ovaries.

12th Dorsal- -------  kidneys, bladder, peritoneum, prostate gland, aorta, external
genitals, ureters, brain.

1st Lumbar —  —  blaader, Kidneys, intestines, peritoneum, prostate gland, 
sexual organs.

2nd Lumbar ---------- uterus, bladder’ , prostate gland, genitals, intestines, brain,
rectum, appendix.

3rd Lumoar----------»sexual organs, intestines, rectum, prostate gland, bladder

4th Lumbar----------sexual organs, vagina, Fallopian tubes, organs of the pe lv is ,
rectum, Vas deferens

5th Lumbar -  -  -  -  rectum, uterus, organs of the pelvis.

Sacrum and Coccyx—Organs of the pelvis, bladder, 'Tectum, ovaries.



Lambfu Net les

from the Lumbar Plexus Connect with both the Hypogastric 
and the Aortic Plexuses

These nerves ramify the bladder, uterus, prostate gland, the 
internal and external genital organs, the upper and lower parts 
of the limbs, tissue about the pubic bones, large and small in
testines, and the testes They send filaments to the back and 
sides of the brain, to the ovaries, to the muscular walls of the 
rectum, the iliac arteries, and to the inguinal region throughout 

They send the strongest nerve supply to the appendix, and m 
attacks of appendicitis, we may always expect to find a tender
ness over the region of the exit of these nerves, particularly on 
the right side, the appendix being on the right side This affords 
an unfailing diagnosis between appendicitic and ovaritis In ap
pendicitis the tenderness wfill always be on the right over the 
exit of the second lumbar nerve In ovaritis the tenderness will 
ahvays be over the exit of the third lumbar nerves on the side of 
the inflamed ovary

The impulses of these nerves are vasomotor, sensory, secretory, 
and trophic, and their impingment causes a weakening throughout 
the lowrer organs and all parts supplied by these nerves

Impingment of these nerves will often cause severe headaches, 
not only from the fact that the pelvic organs, wThen diseased, cause 
trouble to the bram through the Pneumogastric Nerves and the 
Sympathetic, but also from the fact stated here that these lumbar 
nerves really and truly send some filaments to the brain This 
is a veritable truth, however great the distance may seem to the 
student, and however peculiar such a connection may seem

These nerves have much to do wuth the expulsion of the urine 
from the bladder and the excrement from the bow^els , that is, 
with the acts of defecation and micturition Defecation, to expel 
from the bowels; micturition, to discharge the urine from the 
bladder W e may also add that m parturition, or the delivery of 
the foetus or child at birth, these nerves play an important part 
Later on m a special chapter on the delivery of the child, some 
most useful information on this subject will be given

Impingment here will cause lumbago, neuralgia, menstrual dis
orders, bladder troubles, many female derangements, and may
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cause rupture or hernia b\ weakening the muscles m the inguinal 
region _ Other troubles following lmpmgment m this region are 
appendicitis, flux, diarrhea, pains m the bowels, constipation, some 
forms of piles, etc

Adjust here to relieve all these troubles, adjusting other verte
brae m connection as indicated

Either continued or suppressed menstruation is usually cor
rected at once by adjustment in this region W e have known a 
single treatment to correct at once a menstrual flow that had 
been continuous for months, and to bring menstruation where 
it had been suppressed for months or years It never takes but 
a short time to correct either of these troubles, and there will 
never be a failure if the adjustments are correctly given Some
times the segment above or below this must be adjusted for re
lief, as the lmpmginent ma) be one segment above or below

Lumbago is frequently cured b\ a single good treatment m 
this region Female troubles of all kinds respond verj readily 
and quickly Constipation, diarrhea, and many other bowel trou
bles ma}’ be treated from this legion

In connection with other segments as indicated adjust heie for 
locomotor ataxia, barreness, hemorrhage of the bowels, cancer of 
the uterus, choleia infantum, choleramorbus, inflammation of the 
womb of any kind gonorrhea, constipation, diseases of preg
nane v, delays m arriving at the age of puberty, and misplacement 
of the uterus, ulcers of the rectum or other lower organs, piles, 
urethral disturbances and inflammations, t\phoid and most other 
fevers, s\philhs, seminal weakness and emissions, loss of sexual 
power, impropei development of the sexual oigans of any kind, 
rheumatism, painful menstruation (whether scanty or profuse), 
hernia, itching of organs, periodic headaches, gravel, gleet, and all 
diseases involving the integrity or proper functioning of the 
organs or parts supplied, m part or wholly, by these nerves

This is an especially good adjustment for appendicitis, and 
sometimes gives immediate relief W e have known it to save 
operations on patients where the diseased organs had reached a 
condition where preparation had been made for operation Should 
be tried m every bad case, and îelief will usually come m a little 
while, and a complete cure m a very short time
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TH IR D  LU M B A R  N ERVES

Exit between third and fourth lumbar vertebrae Unite with 
second and fourth lumbar nerves The} «end branches to the 
hypogastric and aortic plexuses, and to the ganghated cords of 
the Sympathetic System

Further, they ramify- the large and small intestines, lower part 
of the abdomen, peritoneum, sexual organs, uterus, prostate 
gland, rectum, muscles of the leg and knee, ankle, back and front 
of hip, the saphenus, multifidius ^pmae, erector spmae, and all 
the muscles of the lumbar region, the bladder, and all organs of 
the pehic legion

This segment of the spine is usual!} called Sex Place, because 
of the strong nerve supply- these nerves send to the sex organs

Impmgment of these nerves may cause uterine and teniale trou
ble, disturbances of the menstrual flow, hemorrhoids, diarrhea, 
dribbling of urine, constipation from paral\ sis of the lower 
bow-el, lumbago, impotency, piles, xectal troubles of all kinds, 
diseases of the peh i c  organs, prostatic troubles m man, etc , and 
by- connection with the cauda equina or Horse's Tail, affects all 
the low-er parts of the body and the legs

In one of the most noted cases of paraly-sis that ever came 
under our notice and care, the lesion was found to be m this 
region The patient had severely w renched his back m lifting 
and throw mg heavy cotton bags into the w-agon "Weakness began 
at once, and complete paralysis soon resulted to the lowrer limbs 
After the patient had been assurred for months at the hospitals 
that there wras no hope for him, and that he w ould never w-alk 
again or use his legs m am way-, spinal adjustment gave com
plete cure m a few weeks, and this strong young man returned 
to his farm labors

When the back is severely- injured m this region, paraly-sis of 
some of the internal organs may follow, along with some form 
of w-eakness of the legs, and restoration may- be complete by 
careful spi lal adjustment given by a skillful Chiropath to the 
third lumbar region

Such diseases as epilepsy are often successfully treated from 
this region, particularly- so since epilepsy and kindred diseases
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a^e frequent!} caused by lesions m this region Many such cases 
are found among \oung women who never menstruated properly, 
and among older women at the time of the menopause A  little 
spinal adjustment here will always reach these cases Cases of 
msamt} ha\e been cured by adjustment of this region, as restora
tion o f  the female organs to proper functioning alone will work 
marvels m some cases of insanity among women Suppressed 
menstruation, continued menstruation, painful menstruation, or 
any other similar trouble of the region may be reached almost 
immediately through spinal adjustment here

It is a most important region to treat for all female troubles or 
disorders, bladder troubles, piles, rectal ulcers, impotency, all de
rangements of the female organs, dribbling of urine, spermator
rhea, bowels, some cases of sciatic rheumatism, lack of sexual de
velopment, barrenness, sterility, hydrocele, incontinence of urme, 
fibroid tumor of the womb, abnormal menstruation of any kind, 
headaches that occur at the menstrual periods, and all derange
ments of the organs of the pelvic cavity

W e have known large polipi of the uterus to gradually dis
appear through adjustment of this region Fibroid tumors of 
great size and long standing will gradually, but continuously 
decrease through adjustment of this region, and some times they 
disappear more rapidly W e have successfully treated many 
growths of these two kinds through adjustment of this region of 
the spine, and we are sure that persistent treatment of this region 
will conquer most cases of such troubles In some cases we have 
used spinal adjustment alone, wdnle m others we have also made 
spinal concussion of the first, second, and third lumbar vertebrae 
for about five minutes at each treatment Undoubtedly, this lat
ter is a most potent factor m some cases, and should be used when 
needed

TH E  A N T E R O  CRURAL N ER V E  is formed from the third 
lumbar, with filaments from the second and fourth lumbar nerves 
See cut and outline of this nerve and study its branchings and 
distributions closely It is one of the greatest nerves m the 
body, and second m size only to the Great Sciatic, being as long 
as the Great Sciatic, and more than half its diameter A  most
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extraordinary nerve; the largest and longest nerve extending 
from the lumbar plexus

TH E  C A U D A  E Q U IN A , or Horse's Tail, is the lower part of 
the cord, from the first lumbar region downward, terminating in 
the small gray prolongated substance called the medullaris It is 
really no part of the cord, though usually spoken of as the lower 
part The cord proper ends at the upper lumbar region, and the 
lower lumbar nerves have their origin above the region of the 
beginning of the Cauda Equma

FO U R TH  LU M B A R  N ER VES.

Exit between the fourth and fifth lumbar vertebrae Unite 
with third and fifth lumbar nerves and the corresponding ganglia 
of the sympathetic cords

Ramify muscles of the pelvis, thighs, feet, ankles, rectum, sex
ual organs, vagina, vas deferens, seminal vesicles, bow^els, low*er 
limbs and feet, joints of the hips, knees, and ankles

This is an important adjustment for piles, sterility, impotency, 
disturbances of the menstrual flow, spermatorihea, pains m the 
hips, ankles, knees, and other parts of the legs

These nerves help to form the lumbar plexus, and sometimes 
go into the sacral plexus They are large round nerves, and their 
lmpmgment affects both the sacral and the lumbar plexuses, and 
directly affects the lower bowel and the female organs

Some fibres from this region are distributed far into the body, 
and from the upper parts of the spine branches (as for instance, 
the tenth dorsal region) descend to this region and join the sacral 
and lumbar plexuses, and thus help to form the Great Sciatic 
Nerve

Adjust this region to relie\e the troubles mentioned above, and 
all troubles of the organs m the pelvic region, as well as some 
troubles higher up, according to findings

FIF TH  LU M B A R  N ER VES

Exit between fifth lumbar vertebra and the sacrum Unite 
with the fourth lumbar and the first sacral nerves
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AND S VCRAL PLEXUSES

nerve that extends down the limbs to the lowest extremities of the feet
Study these plexuses and distributions closely They supply many parts 

and organs of the body with nerve life, and when impinged may be relieved by 
adjusting the vertebrae that are misplaced m any way

On these plates the trunks and smaller branches are spread out flatwise for 
the purpose of enabling the student the better to study all parts, and read the 
names of the different branches
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Impingement here is often \ erv serious, as, owing to the wedge 
shape of the fifth lumbar vertebra it is hard to replace thu- vert
ebra when subluxated anteriorlv This vertebra, however, being 
held by strong ligaments, is not easih displaced unless the wedge 
or Y-shape is, indeed, ver} marked Kv en then, the ligaments 
and laminae hold it well m place Yet it is possible to cause its 
misplacement, making very serious trouble

These nerves ramify the muscles of the rectum and anus, lower 
limbs, uterus, all the organs of the pelvic cavit>. muscles of the 
back, obturator interims, quadratus femons, erector spmae. multi- 
fidius spmae, and communicate with the plexuses of the pelvic 
region

A  m ethod of adjusting the fifth lumbar T ake position as shovn , and make 
thrust firm and strong

Adjust here for sciatic rheumatism, rectal troubles, diarrhea, 
parah sis of lower limbs and joints, fissure of anus catarrh of the 
lower bowels, cold feet, cramps m the legs or feet, gout, hem
orrhoids, inflammation of the vagina, and am trouble with am 
organ or part of the body affected b\ the \ aried distributions of 
these nerves
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Varicocele is often helped at once by adjustment of this region, 
and permanently cured m a short time

This region and all the lumbar vertebrae may often be ad
justed to the best advantage by the rotary movement, or femur 
twist, as we are pleased to call it from our own discovery and 
de\elopment of this remaikable method of adjusting the lumbar 
region This method is fully illustrated and explained by the 
cuts and pages of instruction m this work Students will also be 
drilled fully m our practical lessons and clinical work

Physicians will see the scope and practicability of the method 
at once Let all these methods be learned so thoroughly that there 
is no hesitancy whatever m applying them

TH E SACRAL AN D  C O C C YXIG EA L N ER V E S

There are usually five pairs of sacral nerves and one or two 
pairs of coccyxigeal nerves The upper pairs of sacral nerves are 
large, round, and gradually become smaller as the coccyx is ap
proached, the lower nerves being quite small, as compared with 
the upper

The sacral nerves have their origin m the lower part of the 
spinal cord at the lower dorsal and upper lumbar regions Their 
long roots, with those of the lumbar nerves, form the Cauda 
Equina, or Horse’s Tail, from its resemblance to the tail of a 
horse

They' exhibit the anterior and posterior divisions, the anterior 
being larger than the posterior, each division passing out through 
the solid foramina of the sacrum, and the lower passing out 
between the sacrum and the coccyx

These nerves, particularly the third and fourth, send a strong 
nen e supply to the bladder, rectum, anus, ovaries, testicles, etc, 
and are joined m these regions by the coccyxigeal nerves All 
muscles m and around the sacrum and coccyx receive nerve sup
ply from the posterior branches of these nerves

As these nerves pass through openings m solid bone, they are 
not easily' impinged, but bony' growths and formations that in any 
v'ay tend to close the foramina where the nerves have their exit 
will interfere with the proper functioning of the nerves
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Lumbar Nerves

Injur} to or fracture of the sacrum or coccyx may cause ex
cruciating pam W here falls have caused fracture of any kind, 
the fractured parts should be replaced as far as possible, and this, 
lolloved b\ vibration, massage, concussion, and rectal dilation, 
will often give permanent relief and complete cure to the broken 
parts

The tv o lower nerves on either side really have their or’gin m 
the brain from the pituitary body and the pineal gland, never 
entering the cord at all, but spreading m minute fibres throughout 
the myelin sheath, portions passing out with all the spinal nerves, 
and the remaining fibres coming together to form the lower two 
pairs of spinal nerves or coccyxigeal nerves From this form
ation they are distributed to the sphincter muscles of the rectum, 
to the neck of the bladder, to the ovaries, testicles, terminal 
ganglia of the sympathetic system, and to the pelvic plexus, and 
all the pelvic organs
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Lumbar Nerves

The two ganghated cords have their termination at the eoccy- 
xigeal region m the ganglion of impar, and a break of the coccyx 
often becomes very serious, and should be replaced by a finger 
or thumb adjustment of the coccyx within the rectum Where 
it is not possible to so adjust on account of long standing, rectal 
dilation, properly given, will prove to be a powerful treatment, 
and will be good m case of any abnormal contraction of the 
sphincter muscles of the rectum

The appendix w hen inflamed or diseased, should be cured, not removed 
It lubricates the bowels and prevents constipation Its removal causes con
stipation shortens the life to an average of seven years Adjustment cures 
and prevents a return of the disease

When indicated, rectal dilation and spinal concussion will 
greatly aid m the treatment of piles, paralysis, constipation, 
diarrhea, bladder troubles, consumption, heart disease, head 
noises, cold feet, cold back, pains m the abdominal and pelvic 
regions, fevers, rheumatism, nervousness, etc

Incontinence of urine has been permanently cured by rectal 
dilation when all other methods had failed Piles and hem-

Large Colon- 
ascending portion.

Illio Cecal valve.

Small intestine.

Appendix|y V/ i. 1 V_L JL A  )
(Partially cut off,.)
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L u m t a i  X e u e

orrhoids imariabh \icld to rectal dilation Spinal adjustment 
alone will always reach this trouble if the injured nerves or im
pingement causing the trouble should be abo\e the sacrum If 
the trouble has its origin lower down, the treatment must consist 
of rectal dilation and spinal concussion

Wonderful, indeed, are the effects o f spinal concussion and 
rectal dilation m cases which call for this treatment, surpassing 
rib other agencies, and giving resu ts more surprising than could 
be described B\ their aid life has been sa\ed and health re
stored e\en after death was knocking at the door and demanding 
its victim

When advisable use these methods by all means Stud} 
sjmptoms and conditions carefulh Such methods are not needed 
m all cases, but when needed use daih , and sometimes two or 
three times a wTeek
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Nerve Supply

NERVE SUPPLY TO ORGANS AND PARTS 
OF THE BODY

This, division of this treatise m naturally veiy important from 
a purely Chiropractic point of view As nerves are responsible 
for all bodily and mental function, it becomes of the utmost im
portance to the Chiropath to be absolutely familial with the nerve 
supply to every part and parcel of the human organism

In reading the previous pages of this book, the student oi prac
titioner has been taught the distribution of each spinal nerve, 
the diseases possibly and probably caused by impingement at 
the different segments of the spine, and the method of ti eating 
these diseases by the various modes of spinal adjustment

In these previous pages he has been made to see the beauty, 
harmony, grandeur, and divinity of the wondeiful house we live 
m Its great and varied complexities can never be described m 
human language Its unmeasured infinities must be discerned by 
gifts of God. The commoner and grosser aspects may be learned 
by study

In the present division we outline the nerve supply from the 
different segments of the spme and the cranium to organs and parts 
of the body, with further instructions regarding treatment foi 
disease or pathologic conditions that may arise to the viscera, 
bram, and other parts

The closest study is asked Let it be mastered fully m every 
detail to insure the greatest success m the treatment of patients 
There should never be a doubt m the mind of the practitionei as to 
the outcome of any proposed course of treatment The man or wo
man who fully and completely masters his study will never be 
m doubt To such a one the most obstinate diseases will disappear, 
and human hands will break to pieces the gieatest superstructures 
of disease.

From what has already been taught, the student will have seen 
that each organ or part of the body has nerve supply fi om several 
sources For instance, the heart receives a very strong nerve sup
ply from the fourth dorsal nerves, with a scarcely less nerve supply 
from the second, third, fifth, and sixth dorsals, and from the Phren-
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Nerve Supply

ic  and Pneumogastric nerves A blighter force is received fiom 
some other spinal neives

Thus, without any further argument, the student will see that 
lesions affecting the heart might be from a number of segments 
along the spine, and tieatment must be watched accordingly 
And foi many thmgs the treatment may be indicated thru the 
Sympathetic, or the Sympathetic m combination vith the Cerebro- 
Spmal System

Theiefore, we will begin with the upper portions of the body, 
as the brain, for instance, and go downward so as to include all 
the viscera and internal parts

NERVE SUPPLY TO BRAIN

The biam, itself the gieatest aggregate of nerve matter and cells, 
has a neive supply and blood circulation that gives it nounsh- 
ment and keeps it m working order for the work it must perform 
Without this neive and blood supply to the biam, this mighty 
mass would become inert, and death would soon follow

The biam is supplied by all the cervical nerves, but most strong
ly and directly by the first, second, and third cervicals, and m a 
less degree by the lower cervicals thru the sympathetic cords.

The upper doisal nerves affect the brain thru the sympathetic 
coids, leaching the ciamal neives, and distnbuted to the substance 
of the brain itself, and to the meninges and coverings of the brain 

There can be no doubt either that the lower doisals and the lum
bar nerves have fibres that reach the biam This is thiu the pneu- 
mogastne and the sympathetic, and is of the utmost importance 
m the study of many mental disordeis

Accoidmglv, the student will at once see why headaches are so 
readily relieved bv an adjustment of the atlas 01 middle cervical 
region In nearly eveiv instance relief immediately follows the 
adjustment The nerve supply and the cn culation are both at once 
increased or normalised, and perfect relief must follow

It is also seen why so many mental disoideis disappear when the 
upper and middle ceivical regions aie skillfully adjusted Bad
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nipnionps become good, 1 mgmg noises disappear, delirious con
ditions m feier&, aie banished, unsteady and doubtful feelings 
vanish, and some forms of insanity are cured Hallucinations, 
mmd wandenngs, weak eves, ciossed vision, and such like become 
as tho they had nevei been

NERVE ¿BPPLY ID  BffAiN
Mentally defective childien become stronger and more fitted to 

labor from this tieatment, combined with other adjustments and 
rational methods, and while we would not promise miracles with 
every mentally defective, many of these sufferers are greatly bene
fited by rational treatment, and m some cases do really become 
strong and useful mentally and physically jjĵ

Many great physicians have spent their lives studying to bene
fit these unfortunates, but none of them have ever found any means 
of treating half so potent as we outline or prescribe here Let 
every lover of humanity hear what we say from our own experience.
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We have called attention elsewhere to the potency of the atlas 
adjustment for epilepsy or falling sickness of any kind, and m 
connection with other possible indications, will cure where there 
is no pressure on the biam

Any bram trouble whatsoevei may be helped by this adjustment, 
with others as indicated, remembering always that, as the brain re
ceives neive supply from so many segments, either direct or in
direct, lesions must be corrected wherever they exist While 
the strongest and most direct supply may be fxom the upper re
gions, no part must m any way be neglected or overlooked

NERVE SUPPLY TO THE SCALP

The Scalp receives its nerve supply from the Sub-Occipital 
nerves and branches from all the nerves going into the formation 
of the cervical plexus, including the auricular and occipital branch-
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es, and adjustment m the upper cervical region will always assist 
m curing scalp troubles of every kind, including dandruff, bald
ness, itching scalp, sweating scalp, etc

These nerves are distributed to the scalp m a direct way 
The upper portions of the scalp have less fullness of this supply 
than the lower portions, but all receive a good supply, and all 
are affected by adjustment of the atlas region, and by adjustment 
thiuout the upper cervicals

The fourth cervical nerves affect the scalp m a direct way also, 
but affect the circulation very powerfully thru formation into the 
Phieme nerve, where they stimulate the circulation thru effect 
on the heait, diaphragm, lungs, etc
* As the cervical neives connect with the cranial nerves, there is 

doubtless an effect upon the scalp from the cranial nerves, particu
larly from the tenth or pneumogastnc Here we should rather 
say that the pneumogastnc affects the scalp thru its connections 
with the cervical nerves

The Sympathetic System also doubtless affects the scalp very 
materially just as it affects the skm all over the body In fact, 
there can be no doubt whatever that scalp troubles are from inter
nal disturbances in very many instances Baldness, dandruff, 
and other scalp troubles are often cured by restoring the system 
to health by the general means of Chiropractic adjustment of the 
spine

Of course, cervical adjustment, as outlined above, should never 
be neglected, but it must be remembered that other matters 
should be looked after also Combination treatment is often the 
wisest Many scalp troubles are quickly cured by cervical adjust
ments alone, but we would not limit to this region alone

NERVE SUPPLY TO TH E FACE

The face and the neck receive nerve supply fully from the Facial 
and Trifacial'Nerves, all the cervical nerves, the upper several 
pairs of thoracic nerves, and the tenth pair of thoracic nerves 

Therefoie the skm and muscular structures of the face and neck
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NERVE SUPPLY TO FACE AHD NECK
may be directly affected by impingement of any of these nerves, 
and disease will consequently follow Conditions of age will fol
low such impingement, wrinkles will form m the skin, the mouth 
sag at the corners, the eyes become haggard and dim Relief will 
quickly follow the careful adjustment of the affected region, 
and bouyancy come, and a feeling and look of youth.

Connection is made directly and thru the gangliated cords, 
and thiu increased skm action by way of adjustment of the tenth 
•dorsal 01 kidney place, which is central place for skm action

Women and men who suffer from bad complexions will find 
quick lehef from tieatment as outlined above m connection with 
such other segments as may be indicated Let each region be 
well studied in a pumary manner, and then m connection with 
other segments

There can be no complete mastery of any part of the spine, or 
of any part of the human body that does not consider all conditions 
that may confront the physician, who should witness his case
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from every angle, and then outline a course of treatment accord
ingly, with such daily variations as may be required as the case 
progresses under his care

With proper care m treatment theie is no leason why the face 
should not be constant!}' free from wrinkles, the neck smooth and 
clear m complexion, and the whole expression one of youth and con
fidence

No cosmetic, no medicine, can do what spinal adjustment will 
do to maintain youth Medicines and cosmetics have no lasting 
good whatever Some systems of exercise are valuable Good 
food is always to be desiied, but nothing can take the place of 
first rate spinal adjustment for the purposes here outlined

NERVE SUPPLY TO THE NASAL CAVITIES

The nasal cavities receive their nerve supply fiom the upper

NERVE SUPPLY TO HOSE
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four cervical nerves, the Olfaetoiv or fii .-t ciunu.1 nerve-, the Fa
cial, the Trifacial, and the tenth dorsal neive*- thru skin action

It is seen at once why adjustment in the upper cervical region 
will always be so useful m tieating all colds, eatanhal conditions, 
and so many othei troubles affecting the noce, head, eyes, ears, 
etc

Old standing catarrhal conditions may be very readily cured 
by adjustment of this region At the same time the hearing and 
the eyesight will be greatly impioved

Many a case of these troubles that has baffled great specialists 
has been very quickly relieved and permanently cuied by Chiro- 
paths who have had but little experience m adjusting, but who 
have applied that knowledge where it was clearly indicated.

Experience will make any and eveiyone more efficient, but 
practitioners of little experience will often astound a community 
by making some great cure of some old disease that all other means 
had failed on

Let no one be discouraged Those of but little experience this 
year will have a moie extended expenence next year, and will soon 
be ranked as those of vast experience

NERVE SUPPLY TO TH E EYES

The Optic Nerve is distributed exclusively to the eye ball, 
merging into the letma of the eye The fuither nerve supply to 
the eye comes fiom the upper ceivical legion and down as far 
as the middle cervical and below

The fifth dorsals also send a strong nerve supply to the eyes, and 
must not be oveilooked in treating foi all kinds of eye troubles 

Theie is also a neive supply from the tenth doisal region, and 
the upper and middle lumbai legions This may seem strange, 
but is tiue nevertheless

The worst of eye troubles may be successfully treated by ad
justing as indicated in the neive distribution as outlined above 

The fifth dorsal nerves send branches that unite with the optic
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and auditory nerves for the purpose of nourishing them There
fore a very important segment to adjust

The tenth dorsal nerves send fibres that reach the eyes thru 
the ganghated cords, and are an essential adjustment to the kid-

A '£f?V£SUPPLY TO THE B Y E

neys for some eye troubles where kidney action and skin action 
help m granulated and inflamed conditions

The cervical nerves have a direct effect on the eyes, and natu
rally must not be overlooked m making these adjustments for the 
eyes The sight is often quickened at once by adjustment of the 
atlas and middle cervical regions

The entire digestive system is improved by adjustment of the 
fifth dorsal, while it affects the eyes m a most powerful and direct 
manner

We have known several cases where total blindness existed to be 
restoied by spinal adjustments alone, and we are sure a majority 
of cases of blindness and partial blindness may be cured by spinal 
adjustment
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As these methods become better known, there mil be fewer ease  ̂
of weak eyes and blindness Let those unnatural things that con
tribute to weakness of the eyes be banished, and at once there will 
be an impioved condition of the eyesight Then spmal treatment 
will secure good sight and long life to every one

NERVE SUPPLY TO TH E EARS

The nerve supply to the ears comes fiom very much the same 
regions as to the eyes In treating deafness m the beginning of 
spmal adjustment with the old developer, D D Palmer, it was

NERVE SUPPLY TO THE EAFt

observed that, along with the improvement of the hearing, came 
the improvement of the eyesight

The author has never treated a case of deafness or partial deaf
ness that did not show some improvement. There will often be
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the most extraordinary improvement noted at once, and some
times a radical cure will follow the very first treatments given 

Dr Palmer’s first ease was one of deafness, as noted elsewhere, 
and for about five veais he treated nothing else, adjusting every 
one at the fifth doi sal i egion He got some radical cures immediate
ly following the adjustment, but some responded only m a par
tial manner Later, when the old hero adjusted the cervical 
region as well as the fifth dorsal, his success was greater

We believe that with propel spinal adjustment m the cervical 
region, the filth doisal, the tenth dorsal, lumbar, as indicated, 
made more definite assurances m his work
an epoch is marked m the treatment of deafness, as it is m the 
treatment of blindness and impaiied vision

Catanhal conditions are readily cleared out, which alone will 
restore hearing m many instances, while the restoration of normal 
nerve life will bring improved conditions m almost every case

NERVE SUPPLY TO TH E TONSILS

These nice little glands, stabilizers to the processes of meta
bolism, receive neive supply from the Glosso-Pharangeal, the 
Hypoglassol, the uppei and middle ceivicals, the fifth dorsal re
gion, and the Pneumogasti ic

These glands, when inflamed, or diseased m any way, may be 
successfully tieated by spinal adjustment as mdicated by this nerve 
supply outlined above Give the adjustments as indicated here, 
keep the little fellows warm, use a little spinal concussion over the 
seventh ceivical and up to the upper ceivical probably, and your 
patient will soon recover, and will have his or her tonsils m a 
healthful condition to peiform then function as nature designed 
Cure tonsilitis by rational, sensible means, but keep the tonsils 
for future use Some therapists may say they have no function, 
but you had better keep them if you wish to live long m the world 
Their removal will shorten life, tho not so materially as the re 
moval of the appendix
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S ,

w
n e r v e  su pply  to lm r yn k

/VERVE SUPPLY TO TONSILS

NERVE SUPPLY TO THE TEETH AND GUMS

A  m ost interesting chapter in this tieatise K now ledge here 
given will enable the physician to preserve the teeth to old age 
provided p ioper food  is eaten, and reasonable care taken of the 
teeth A djustm ents so given as to reach the neive supply to the 
teeth and gums, with othei adjustm ents as indicated, will insure 
good teeth all thru a long life tim e, be that life evei so eventful 
and its yeais ever so endless

The m ost im poitant n e ive  supply to  the teeth and gums comes 
fiom  the fou ith  ceivical neives, but the th u d  and fifth send a 
good neive supply also, and othei cervical neives to a lets degree 
In adjusting the fourth  cervical region we natui ally adjust the 
third and fifth along with it

The fifth thoracic nerves also send fibres that leach the teeth 
and gums This is thru the ganglia ted cords and superior cervical 
ganglia in connection w ith the cranial neives T h e fifth dorsal
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it- alwaj s impoitant to adjust in alveola pyhonhea and other 
diseases of the teeth and gums, as it increases the power of diges
tion, so essential m all weakness of this kind

Likewise the tenth dorsal is essential m troubles of this region, 
being central place foi skm action, as taught by the first great mas- 
tei of the science, the immortal D. D Palmer Good elimina
tion thru the kidneys greatly assists m the cure of any disease 

Of couise the student knows that the Fifth or Trifacial nerve

TO MOUTH TEETH OHO $UMS '  N £ m E  S U F p u  n  p m y m

is distributed to the pulp of the teeth, and is the great sensi
tive neive to that region, giving life to the teeth With this nerve 
broken, the teeth become dead teeth, but may be useful after 
becoming dead. However, live teeth are better than dead ones, 
and should be preserved alive when possible The Trifacial has 
connections with all the upper cervical nerves and some others 
as well

We believe it should be made compulsory to all dentists and pyh-
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sicians o f all schools to stu dy  C h iropractic sufficiently to  be able  
to  treat A lveola  Pyorrhea and som e other hitherto incurable 
diseases that yield  so readily m  the hands o f  any capable C h iropath

A n y good  dentist or physician can learn this great science m  a 
few  m onths, and m ay thus becom e m aster o f these diseases that 
have hithexto baffled his best efforts Fair tu a l will con v in ce  the 
m ost sceptical, and those w ho try  will never have reason to  regret, 
as the horizon  o f their usefulness will nevei have a b ou n d a ry

N oth in g adds m ore to  the personal appearance o f m an or  w o 
m an than g ood  teeth , eyes, ears, and hair, and the segm ent o f  
the spine we are now  discussing holds the k ey  to  the m ethod  o f 
m aintaining good  teeth, and to  som e extent will help to  m aintain 
norm ality  to  the eyes, ears, and scalp, bu t its greatest significance 
is to  the teeth and gum s

M an  and w om an m  extrem e age should have good  teeth and , 
we believe that com ing generations will have better teeth  than the 
present, a ltho the present genei ation have poorer teeth  than any 
previous genei ation, and dentists consequently have m ore w ork  
to  do than ever before W e  acknow ledge the w orkm an to  be -wor
th y  o f his hire, but an increase m  the num ber o f  v ictim s o f  p oor  
teeth  m  the ratio the past generation  has shown, m  one or  tw o  
m ore w ould  leave no one w ith  good  teeth

H ow ever, we are sure the tim e for revolution  m  this field is a t 
hand, and those w ho refuse to  learn the great truths here held 
ou t as fiee  will offei m gs w ill lose an influence that som e oth er will 
gam  and p iofit b y  to  the extent o f becom ing benefactors o f  th e  
hum an i ace

On w ith the w ork T h e Rennaissance is at hand C on qu erors 
w h o believe m  m igh ty  things are at hand T ruth  and tim e have 
announced xeady foi battle, and eternal justice  will announce the 
decision N o t  any particu lar genius, but w isdom  and w ork M en  
and w om en w ho believe m  them selves and the w ork  th ey  are called 
to  do E ver constant, forevei sure, the p m e  gold o f g ood  w ork  will 
w eave the chain that no pow er on earth can break

NERVE SUPPLY TO THE THYROID GLAND

T h e nerve supply to  this peculiar little gland com es from  the
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fifth and sixth cervical nerves, and from the Pneumogastnc and 
the Sympathetic

The Thyroid is a most peculiar gland, with most peculiar 
characteristics It has been well described m othei parts of this 
book, and the paiticular description will not be repeated here 

Its derangement will cause the ugly growth m front of the neck 
known as goitre, which greatly disfigures the individual, and some
times weakens the health and endangers the life

Goitre maj' be either the common form, wheie it may become 
veiy large, and greatly disfigures the individual, or it may be of

NERVE SUPPLY
TO  THYROID G L A N D  M EtfVE SUPPLY TO TO N G U E

the exopthalmic vanety, where the size is not usually so great as 
the other form, but where the heart becomes affected, the eyes 
bulge, and general nervous weakness takes place, and death comes 
after a while

In either form, spinal adjustment of the fifth or sixth cervical 
will reduce the goitre m some cases When spinal adjusting is
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com bined  w ith spinal concussion, cure is had m alm ost every  case 
In fact, we never knew a case that did not respond to  the com bined 
treatm ent

T h e patient m ay hasten the cure a lon e by  bathing the goitre 
daily  foi seveial m inutes m good strong ep -om  salt*- solution 
This on ly  hastens m atters, and is not nece&sarv to  the cure 

Patient m ay eat such foods as contain iod ine form ing elem ent«, 
or m ay take a d io p  or tw o  o f  iodine daily  This ,too, is not nec
essary, but seems som etim es to  hasten things along

Spinal adjustm ent w ith  spinal concussion  will cure every  ease 
A d ju st fifth  or sixth cervical, and concuss or smu>oidahze the 
seventh cervical Concuss foi five or six or seven m inutes, w ith 
interruptions, and do this daily  for a good  long tim e, according to  
size and age o f g o it ie

T h e treatm ent for goitre, as here outlined, thru the nerves, is 
one o f  the m ost d istinctly  m aiked  epochs m  m odern therapeutics 
It is certainly an epoch, and offers an extraordinary m eans to  
cure this ugly deform ity  N oth in g  has ever equalled it, and its 
w ork  is suie and simple as simple as the alphabet, and as sure as 
fair trial can m ake it It succeeds e v e iy  tim e

Study the form  and position  o f tins gland from  the cuts present
ed, and stu dy  the nerve supply from  the cuts and the text o f this 
book  Y o u  will have occasion  to  use the treatm ent m  you r prac
tice m any tim es

NERVE SUPPLY TO THE LUNGS

T h e lungs receive nerve supply from  the P n eu m ogastn c, the 
Phrenic, the low er cervical nerves, the upper dorsals as far dow n 
as the sixth and from  the tenth  dorsal regions to  som e extent 

T h e  strongest or fullest direct nerve supply is from  the second 
and third dorsal nerves, where the spinal ad justm ent has its m ost 
pow erful effect on the lungs A ll that long list o f  lung and bronchial 
troubles so com m on m som e localities are m ost easily treated b y  
spinal adjustm ent as indicated  m  the above  region

It  is now  an established fact that consum ptive patients all 
sleep on  the left side m ost exclusively E xceptiona l cases sleep
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on the back, which is also a bad position for lung troubles With  
consumptives break this habit, feed the patient properly with 
good nutritious food, and adjust the spine as indicated here 
and recovery will take place every time where recovery is possible, 
and there will seldom be a loss

As a rule spmal concussion is not indicated in tubercular troubles 
Adjust the third and fifth dorsal regions for lungs and stomach, 
make the patient sleep mostly on the right side or the face, and 
you may be almost assured of success in your treatment

NERVE SUPPLY 70 MAMMARY QUHBS
N ER V E SUPPLY TO LUNCjS

However, common colds and coughs will be most speedily cured 
by concussion of the seventh cervical region after making the 
spmal adjustments as here directed, and influenza of every kind 
successfully treated by spinal adjustment and concussion

The student is referred to that part of the treatise on the spinal 
nerves relating to the seventh cervical for a fuller outline of dis
eases treated by spinal concussion of the seyenth cervical 

The author has seen many cases of tuberculosis that were thought
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to be absolutely hopeless recover under spinal adjustment, diet, 
exercise, and sunshine The author’s treatise on Consumption 
contains much matter not included in this treatise The student 
may read that work for more elaboration, but the present pages 
give all essential elements to the successful handling of all lung 
troubles whatsoever, included at the present part of this treatise 
and m the previous m the distribution of the spinal nerve

In pneumonia of any kind, adjust the regions stated above, keep 
chest warm with double jacket or otherwise, have patient sleep 
mostly on right side, and recovery will rapidly take place In 
pneumonia and most other troubles of the lungs may give spinal 
concussion of the seventh cervical

The middle cervical and the atlas, thru effect they have on the 
Phrenic and Pneumogastric, will always help m the cure of any 
lung trouble, and should be adjusted m connection with the third 
dorsal

But it must be remembeied that treatment may be overdone 
Usualljr two or three adjustments are all that are indicated, 
and harm may come from over adjusting In lung and other tiou- 
bles, let good enough alone, and be careful that too much treat
ment may not undo what would otherwise reach the case better

NERVE SUPPLY TO THE HEART

The heart receives direct nerve supply fiom the second and 
fourth dorsal or thoracic nerves, and from the region above and 
below these segments, and from the third dorsals

Therefore, nearly all heait troubles may be cured by adjusting 
the second and fourth dorsal segments of the spine Careful ad
justments in the regions here indicated have a really powerful 
effect on any form of heart trouble The authoi’s success has been 
more than marvellous m all forms of heart ti ouble from the ordina
ry forms of palpitation on to and including valvular leakage, mitral 
stenosis, dilation, fatty degeneiation, endocarditis, incompetence 
of every kind, hypertrophy atrophy, etc , all of which have yielded 
most readily to spinal adjustment properly and caiefully given
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At present the author treats many serious heart troubles by 
combining spinal adjustment with spinal concussion, and with a 
success so uniform that he never has a doubt m mind regarding 
the outcome of the treatment, but his success was just as good 
during the days when he used spinal adjustment alone, tho perhaps 
the results come more quickly when the two methods are combined 
For this reason our treatise includes the two and all other methods 
that are useful when human beings are in need

NERVE SUPPLY TO N E R R T

Further, regarding nerve supply to the heart, will say that this 
great organ receives distubution from the Phrenic, the Pneu- 
mogastnc, and from several of the lower dorsal nerves, and even 
from the lumbar

The Phrenic, being formed from the second, third, and fourth 
cervical nerves, and adjustment at the fourth cervical region will 
always quicken the heart s action, as well as affect many other 
internal organs of the body

As the Pneumogastric is so strongly affected by connections
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with the upper eervicals, an adjustm ent o f the atla*- will quicken 
the heart’s action  also and will affect m any other parts o f the 
b o d y  and the brain

W e believe that no cen tie  o f  the spinal co id  can be o f  m oie  im por
tance than this xegion regarding the action  o f the heart N o  other 
o igan  is so v ital to  existence as the heart, which m ust continue its 
w ork thru the wdiole cycle  o f life

So m any great physicians have contended that there is no cure 
for real organic h eait trouble, but our experience has been so varied, 
so vast, and m arked w ith so m any radical cures that we always 
answer the question m the a ffirm atn e regaidm g the cm e  o f any 
heait tiou b le  w hatsoevei

W e are well aw aie that the heait m ust keep constantly at work. 
Y et at or d u u n g sleep this o igan  undergoes gieat iccu p e ia tion  
Som e othei o igans are just as constantly  at w oik , oi nearly so, 
such as the liver and bow els, pancreas, etc , yet all these m ay be 
cured b y  rational m eans m  the hands o f those w ho understand, 
and we knowT the heart wull respond just as well if handled with 
equal skill

L et it be lem em bered  alw ays that the principle direct nerve 
supply  to  the heart com es from  the second and fourth  dorsal re
gions, and m ust be ad justed  accordingly , while the ner\e supply 
d irect to  the liver com es from  the seventh doisa l region, as will 
be poin ted  ou t later on  T hus m treating any organ or part o f  
the b od y , the adjustm ents m ust be specific m  order to  grve the 
greatest good

A  great m an believes m  his wrork A  successful m an lives b y  
his wTork W e believe m  the pow er o f rational spinal treatm ent to  
cure heart disease o f  any kind This has been our experience, and 
never shall we forsake a con v iction  that has led us to  so m any 
successes m  the treatm ent o f fu n ction a l and organic or structural 
heart disease

S tu dy all cases well ,and go on without fear to  the end Success 
w ill hold  ou t the crow n, and lives saved will bless those w ho saved 
them
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NERVE SUPPLY TO THE DIAPHRAGM

The Diaphi agm is the floor separating the thoracic cavity from 
the abdominal It receives its nerve supply from the Phrenic, the 
Pneumogastnc, and from several spinal nerves near central place.

A drooping of the diaphragm interferes with the power to 
breathe The liver, the largest gland m the body, is attached to its

MffVESupply to d/apĥ m

under side by five ligaments A weakened condition of the dia
phragm may prove very senous, and good spinal adjustment may 
be necessary to lestore and maintain proper functioning.

OTHER PARTS IN THE THORACIC REGION

Other parts, such as the Esophagus, Mammary Glands, etc , 
are supplied with nerve energy from the region of their location' 

The mammary glands, for instance, are supplied with nerve 
life from the nerves m the region of the zones of location, particu-
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larly from the second dorsal to the sixth dorsal, but more strongly 
from the third dorsal

Any trouble to the breasts of woman may be relieved by adjust
ment of the third dorsal Milk to the nursing mother will be made 
to flow strongly and healthily by adjustment of this region, and 
all diseases whatsoever may be radically helped by this adjustment.

The Esophagus receives nerve supply from the cervical nerves, 
and from the dorsal also as far down as the sixth dorsal, and ad
justment anywhere that the trouble or inflammation is found 
should be given

Troubles m any other part may be readily located and adjusted 
by the skillful operator

NERVE SUPPLY TO THE STOMACH

The Stomach, the principle or perhaps the most important 
organ of the digestive system, receives its nerve supply from the 
Phrenic, the Pneumogastnc, and dnectly from the third dorsal 
region down to the sixth dorsal, and in a lighter degree from the 
nerves above and below these segments

Adjustment of the fifth dorsal vertebrae is well nigh infallible 
for the cure of all stomach troubles, no difference how severe or 
of how long standing A few days treatment will usually suffice to 
do the work, and end all disorders that may affect the stomach 

Seldom do we need to do anything other than adjust the spine 
at this region, and results wrill follow so speedily that it will prove 
a greater pleasuie to give the needed relief

The stomach is shaped like a bagpipe, and if it swags in the mid
dle, it may be made to assume a position more nearly perpendicu
lar by giving spinal concussion at the fifth dorsal for five minutes, 
with proper interruptions, each day The sinusoidal current 
likewise is very powerful for the same purpose Should be resorted 
to m cases of peculiar gaseous formation m the stomach

Occasionally a peison is made veiy sick temporarily from adjust
ment of the middle cervical region This is because of the action 
of the Phrenic nerve, which is formed m this region and distributed 
to the stomach and other internal organs of the body The pecu-
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liar stim ulation given to the stom ach from  the Phrenic will som e
times react so as to  cause vom iting

M edical science adm its inability to  cure diseases o f the stom ach , 
liver, and other internal organs b y  strict m edical treatm ent 
Vam lv have m edical men sought specifics m  these m aladies, and 
patients have suffered on just the sam e G reat have been th e  
successes o f the Chiropaths, who have com e bringing hope to  
all suffering ones, sunshine illum inating a perfect day, a w isdom  
to be known o f all hex children, rad iancy o f you th  that shall 
never know the decay o f old age

NERVE SUPPLY TO THE LIVER.

The Liver, the greatest gland of the body, is situated just under 
the diaphragm, being attached to it by five ligaments A most
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wonderful gland, pouring its secretions into the duodenum about 
two to three inches below the pyloric orifice of the stomach 
A fuller description of the liver is had under that portion of the 
book i elating to the glands accessory to the alimentary tract 

The strongest direct neive supply to the liver comes from the 
seventh dorsal legion, with a very strong supply from the sixth 
and eighth dorsals, with some impulse from the regons immediate
ly aboye and below these Some impulses reach the liver from the 
upper lumbar region Of course the Phrenic and the Pneumo- 
gastnc both reach the liver The Splanchmes affect the liver 
directly

It is a significant fact that the liver receives its nerve supply 
mostly from the nerves from the right side of the body, while 
the stomach receives its nerve supply from the left side nerves 

Any lesion affecting the spinal nerves on the right side of the 
body fiom the fifth to the eighth dorsal may result m severe 
liver trouble, while the nerves impinged on the left side from the 
fouith to the seventh doisal may give stomach trouble of some 
kind, both of which may be readily corrected by spinal adjustment 

The Phrenic and Pneumogastnc may be adjusted from the mid
dle and upper cervical regions, and may be adjusted along with the 
other regions as indicated

The liver region may be adjusted m all diabetic conditions, 
and cure wall result m almost every case, being hastened by con
cussion of the seventh cervical

Diabetes always affects the liver, causing abnormal secretions 
of sugar, as found by analysis of the urine Spinal concussion of 
the seventh cervical veitebra greatly contracts tha liver, prevents 
the formation of sugar, and hastens the cure of any case of dia
betes

The treatment here combined is the only treatment for dia
betes we have ever found Medicine does no good whatever 
Speeilaists have never done any real good, while spinal adjustment 
and spinal concussion, as here put forth, will progress the suffer
ing ones from this disease to perfect cure m almost every case 
The author has suecedded every time

Concussion of the second lumbar region will also contract the
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liver, and may be used with the seventh cervical m the treatment of 
<hufoete>, but we have found concussion of the seventh cervical 
to be the most powerful of any The sinusoidal current may be 
u-ed instead of the concussion wuth equally good results

M ERVE SUPPLY Tti U V £ R

In diabetic patients concussion may be given over the fifth 
lumbar a short time, as this alone has a strong tendency to pre
vent the flow of urine m great quantities Combination treat
ment will insure a cure m every instance

NERVE SUPPLY TO THE SPLEEN

The spleen receives a very strong nerve supply from the sixth 
dorsal nerves. Also from the seventh and eighth It is also slight
ly influenced by the lower dorsals and the upper lumbars Both
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11 c Phrenic and the Pneumogastric nerves send fibres to the spleen 
nd must be reckoned with m the treatment of disorders affecting 

this gland
Adjustments of the sixth to the eighth dorsal vertebrae will exert 

t most powerful influence upon the spleen 
Stimulation of the lower dorsals will dilate the spleen and its 

blood vessels The gland may be constricted by concussion of 
'umbars one to three

NEJfVE SUPPLY TO SPLEEN,
The spleen is a very peculiar gland, and may be removed with 

very little danger to the life of the patient It may enlarge m 
malarial troubles to enormous proportions, and a heavy fall may 
break it into two or more pieces when m a state of bad health

Most troubles of the spleen may be successfully treated by spinal 
adjustment

The nerve supply to the organ comes mostly from the left side of 
the spinal vertebrae, just as the nerve supply to the liver comes
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trom the right side The nerve supply to the stomach comes from 
fhe left side.

NERVE "SUPPLY TO TH E” PANCREAS
"¡L

A very strong nerve supply to the Pancreas comes from the 
eighth dorsal segment of the spine And a strong nerve supply also 
comes from the ninth dorsal nerves Also from the region above 
and below this The Pneumogastne and the Phrenic both reach 
the organ, and have much to do with its proper functioning 

The Pancreas is a most useful organ or gland Its tail is m 
contact with the spleen, while the head is buried or infolded in 
the duodenum below the pyloric orifice of the stomach, where its 
duct, or Duct of Wusung, joins with the bile duct to empty jointly 
their contents into the duodenum

flE M E  SUPPLY 70 PMCBEAS

We believe that somehow the pancreas may carry some portion 
of the secretions of the spleen into the alimentary tract The pan-
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creas in bo way actually joins the spleen or connects with it, but 
being m contact with it, we can see no reason why some portion of 
the secretions of the spleen should not be carried to the intestines 
by means of the pancreas, the single large duct of the pancreas 
being an admirable barrier for this purpose

It will be noted here that the fallopian tubes have no direct 
connection with ovaries m woman, and yet no one would doubt 
that they transmit the secretions of the ovaries to the uterus 

It will, of course, be observed that we simply advance it as our 
opinion that the pancreas may possibly transmit some of the se
cretions of the spleen around with its own secretions to thee duo
denum It is not expressed dogmatically, but simply as an opinion 
and a possibility

The Adrenal Glands or Suprarenal Capsule*, situated just above

the kidneys, have nerve supply from the same nerves that supply

NERVE SUPPLY TO  TH E ADRENALS

HERVE SUPPLY TQ THE ÑDñEMLS
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the Pancreas Not precisely the same, to be sure, but very nearly 
The Pneumogastric, the Phrenic, the sixth to the ninth dorsals, 

and some othei dorsals to a small degree, furnish the nerve supply 
to the-se rather peculiar glands

The strongest nerve supply to the adrenals is from the region 
of the eighth and ninth dorsals, which blend here with the phrenics 
m these glands, and reflexly affect the middle erevical region, as 
the phrenics have their origin in the middle cervical region, and 
their terminal fibres are in the adrenals, unless, as some affirm, 
fibres may be traced as low as the kidneys on one side

These glands are involved m such diseases as Addison’s Dis
ease usually amenable to Chiropractic treatment

The adrenals are ductless glands, their secretions being taken 
into the system by absorption

NERVE SUPPLY TO TH E KIDNEYS

No glands or organs of the body could be of more use, or be 
more important m any way than the kidneys They are indeed 
important as eliminative organs, and their impairment will always 
cause weakness and disease

They are involved m dropsy, or Bright’s Disease of any kind, 
fevers, rheumatism, paralysis, locomotor ataxia, etc

The strongest direct nerve supply is from the tenth dorsals 
The nerves immediatedly above and below this region also give 
a good nerve supply to these organs The pneumogastncs reach 
the kidneys, and fibres from the phrenics also reach and enter the 
kidneys, but to a very limited degree

In all serious kidney troubles, adjust the kidney region, and give 
concussion to the seventh cervical and the first, second, and third 
lumbar Dropsical patients will recover very rapidly, and other 
sufferers m a very short time also

We could give a thousand clinical reports of remarkable cures 
in the most advanced stages of dropsy and other forms of Bright’s 
Disease, but we hardly believe it best to encumber the pages of a 
text book with these reports Rather let the pages be full of the
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best instructions Each student and practitioner wdl .-oon hav • 
his own clinical cases without relating 01 he m n . r * .ted case-, of 
other practitioners

Suffice it to say in passing that the author h e  treited ca-«e~ 
that had been given up to die under the mo-t -s-uiku! treitmenf 
from the most skillful physician the countiy iff or h, in 1 sii.ve - 
was always obtained m a short time

Enlarged kidneys, atrophied kidneys, flo itm t a l*i >v - f iU \ 
degeneiation of the kidneys, albumuria. graveh m 1 dm j-4 e\a \ 
other disease that kidneys aie heir to may be * * *^fullv treated 
fiom the above outline of proceedure

NERVE SUPPLY TO K ID N EYS
We have positively had cases where the limbs had burst m 

numerous places, and were running putrid matter, with foul odor 
and sickening appearance, to recover m a comparatively short 
duration of time

In other cases the abdomen and legs were so swollen and enlarg-
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ed as to absolutely prevent the patient from walking around, 
and yet m these extreme cases, recovery was rapid

Some of these cases were more dangerous to patient’s life than 
the worst forms of pulmonary consumption, and will demand the 
life of the suffering ones just as surely, but the capable spinal 
therapist will surely save life and restore health

How rich this knowledge would make the medical world if it 
could only be accepted9 Noble minds can harbor no jealousy, and 
good physicians are always open to conviction Liberal minds 
are eloquent with independent thoughts, and make great truths 
immortal

Great characters are living links in the chain of life Tyrants 
cannot destroy them States cannot annihilate them Storms 
cannot bear them away They outlast monuments The world 
longs for many great characters, and will have them as the years 
bring them forth.

NERVE SUPPLY TO THE INTESTINES
The large and small intestines receive nerve supply from the

mvE MPLYTomu M m rm  m m  supply to. m §£ w a r m
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Phrenic nerve? the Pneumogasuics, the Splanchnic«, the lower 
dorsal nerves, and the lumbar nerves thruout, paiticularly the 
second and fouith lumbars.

Troubles to the intestines are lelieved according to the findings 
Most cases of diarrhea and constipation are quickly bi ought to 
normal by adjusting the second and fourth lumbar.

Examine caiefullv m all conditions, and it may be necessary 
to adjust elsewhere as well as in this region

No difference what the trouble may be, spinal therapy will make 
the cure whethei m children or adults

Even cholera, cholea morbus, and such other diseases as medi
cine makes out so poorly with along these lines, may always be 
successfully treated by rational spinal methods

Digestion takes place all along the intestinal tract, and the 
able and conscientious Chiropath will be able to relieve any trou
ble involving any part of this tract

NERVE SUPPLY TO  TH E APPENDIX

This strange and wonderful little oigan receives its nerve supply 
from the second lumbar nerves In cases of acute appendicitis, 
there will always be found great tenderness m the legion of the 
exit of the second lumbar neives, particularly on the right side, 
and adjustment of this regon will relieve and cure the worst cases.

The appendix is an oil can, and its function is veiy necessary 
m the economy of digestion Its removal wall cause constipation 
and many othei tioubles, and wall materially shorten life, the aver
age life of those having it removed being only about seven years 
after removal

Our advice is always to cure the appendiditis, but leave the ap
pendix where it belongs Its work is a most impoitant one Phy
sicians who suppose it has no function are gi eatly mistaken, and 
a better understanding will bung health and longevity to the hu
man race as never befoie

A  few years ago the scientist who removed the appendix from a 
dozen monkeys taught a great lesson to all who would heed the 
result
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This scientific phv&ician took two dozen chimpanzees for his 
experiment He removed the appendix from twelve, but let it 
alone in the other twel\e He kept all the monkeys together, and 
fed them the same food Those fiom which the appendix had been 
removed died one aftei another of constipation m a very short 
time

Of course human bemgs might last longer, being possessed of 
more knowledge in methods to force movements of the bowels, 
but the chimpanzee knew nothing of these methods, and soon died.

But the great body of physicians wall not see these things, and 
go on blindly removing appendixes regardless of consequences, 
and such will be the case until a new order of things is ushered in 
The hand writing is on the wall, and a Daniel is ready to read the 
words of doom

Moi cover, only a small percentage of the cases claimed by the 
medical men and operated on by them turn out to be appendicitis 
at all That punce among his fellows, Dr Richard Cabot, of the 
Massachusetts General Hospital, says that out of more than forty 
opeiated on m that great hospital only three of the cases were 
appendicitis

Seveial years ago the president of the national medical associa
tion said that out of 95 cases opeiated on by himself during the 
period of a year only thiee of them weie cases of appendicitis

No Chnopath would make such mistakes m diagnosis, as pal
pation over the exits of the second pair of spinal nerves will prove 
the ease to almost an absolute certainty. Tenderness of this re
gion shows the very gieat piobability of the involvement of this 
little member Tenderness at the third lumbar will indicate 
ovatiris

So all along the spinal column may be found tender spots that 
indicate trouble with some organ receiving nerve supply from 
some specific region

Leain these specific segments, and all else wall be easy m the 
treatment of disease
t As with all other organs or parts of the body, let the appendix 
remain intact, that it may better peiform its work as natuie de
signed. Perfect organs cannot be improved, and the removal of
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organs takes away some parts that are essential to perfect func
tioning.

NERVE SUPPLY TO TH E UTERUS

The uterus has its nerve supply from the third and fourth lumbar 
nerves, and from the Pneumogastnc In a less marked degree 
the sacral and the lower dorsals also affect the uterus

Fibres from the third and fourth lumbars reach the utreus 
without passing or connecting with the gangliated cords of the 
sympathetic system Also from the fifth lumbar. Vasomotor 
and secretory influences are sent to the uterus from these regions.

The most serious diseases of the uterus may be cuied by proper 
spinal treatment of the middle and lower lumbar regions. Combine 
spinal 'concussion m some cases

Successful is the treatment for all female diseases, falling of the 
womb ("even tho it nrotrude). fibroid tumor of the womb, tendenev
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to mi-carnage, leucorhea, painful menstruation, scanty, profuse, 
or painful menstruation, and almost anything affecting the uterus 

In ca-e of fibroid tumor, use concussion five to seven minutes 
over the first, and thud lumbais

In treating continued menstruation also use the concussor 
over the three upper lumbars, and results will be satisfactory 
every t ime

Concussion or smusoidalization may not be absolutely necessary, 
but will hasten the cuie in many hard cases, and the steadfast 
aim of the authoris , and always has been, to cure the patient and 
such he wants to be the aim of all his students and all who read 
this book

Study saciedly the neive supply of this great, organ of repro
duction Within it life is created All woik should be sacred 
Greatness, genius, chaiactei But the greatest of these is charac
ter Greatness forces its way thru difficulties Genius accomplish
es all things Character is greater than deeds, brighter than jewels, 
and wins its owner the house of many mansions

NERVE SUPPLY TO TH E BLADDER

The bladder is a receptacle for the urine, which is passed from 
the kidneys downward to the bladder It has nerve supply from 
several segments of the spine, and from the sympathetic system 
as well

The sacral and lumbai nerves send filaments to the bladder, 
and the upper lumbar sends the strongest impulses to the neck 
of the bladder Bed wetting, cystitis, too frequent desire to uri
nate, and all othei tioubles of the bladder will be radically and 
surely cured by so adjusting as to relieve all tension on the first 
lumbar nerves

The bladder receives its nerve supply from the sympathetic 
thru the pelvic plexus which sends out numerous smaller plexuses 
to supply the pelvic viscera

Spinal concussion or smusoidalization of the first, second, and 
third lumbais wall contract all the abdominal viscera, correct or
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allay hemorrhage of the uteius, will contract and strengthen the 
sphmcster muscle at the neck of the bladder, cure incontinence 
of urine and other disorders of the bladder, contract the stomach, 
liver, spleen, intestines, and kidneys, and will tone and strengthen 
the walls of the colon The most powerful results aie obtained 
from concussion of the second lumbar

The combined treatment by spinal adjustment and concussion 
is well nigh impossible of failure W e have seen the most stubborn 
and hopeless cases recover m a few weeks, and sometimes m a 
few days, with none of the cystitis indications after the first day

NERVE SUPPLY TO OVARIES AND TESTICLES

These glands receive their most direct nerve supply from the 
the spinal neives of the thnd lumbars and this segment becomes
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a most important segment to treat for most ailments of these 
organs

The sympathetic sends branches from the ovarian plexus, and 
to*a considerable extent nerve fibres reach them from the lower 
thoracic and the lower lumbar and the sacral regions

Other troubles of similar nature, and those entirely dissimilar 
as well, will be successfully handled The knowledge we have im
parted m this tieatise of the nerve supply to the organs and parts 
of the ba lv will enable the physician to apply his knowledge to 
the tre ttm mt of any and every case that may arise m his practice 

E ich map ji t mt case should be a special study Give the treat
ment as be~h indicated, and remembei the following rules always,—

1 Know what you are treating Make yourself familiar with 
eveia thing about it Make it your most familiar friend Study 
it until vuu do know it m eveiy detail

NERVE SUPPLY 70 0 PARIES
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2 Know how to treat it See w hat ha.- been taught you in this 
book If you have something m hand that has not been delineated 
fully m these pages, then study by analogy, nerve distribution, 
etc until you see exactly how to proceed

3 Know when to cease ti eating You may over treat very 
easily if you fail to follow this admonition Reflexes may be ex
hausted from too much treatment at your sceanses, and done more 
harm than would be done by tieatment stoo short.

These are three very important niles We heard a minister 
advise some younger mimsteis on their future work Among his 
pertinent sayings were three good rules, namelv, he said,— “ Young 
Brethren.—  Three rules always observe m your sermonizing,—  
First, have something to say,— Secondly, know how to say it, 
and Thiidly, know when to quit saying it, and this third rule is 
the most important of any ’

The Palmer Hylo Table
A  most beautiful and convenient adjusting table All office furniture 

should be neat, strong, and convenient Personal appearance is valuable, 
knowledge is power, and practical application make the physician useful
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It may truly be said that nerves are responsible for all bodily 
and mental function No organ or part of the body can function- 
ate without nerve impulse Normal nerve supply to any organ or 
part of the body will insure normal work from that organ or part, 
the lack of normal nerve supply allows a weakening or disability 
to that organ or part

The power of nerves to conduct or carry impressions of any 
kind is called Conductivity, and depends for its greatest accuracy 
and general forces upon the freedom of all its parts from obstruc
tions of every kind Whatever interferes with absolute freedom 
will to that extent prevent the clear transmission of messages of 
am kind

Back of all nerve force and function is life itself In a dead 
person nerves cannot cause any functioning of any organ Nerves 
can act only in live persons and animals

Life is a primary term, and cannot be defined It may be 
lived, and much of its powers be understood, but is incapable of 
definition Try to give a definition of life, and see what you say 
Let us hope to live and make the bodies of others healthy, and 
their lives long and useful, but omit the work of defining life 

Two general functions of nerves may here be noted, namely, 
Afferent and Efferent The former conducts the impulse inward, 
the latter takes it outward

In older treatises on Physiology the classification was given of 
Motory and Sensory These terms define themselves, the former 
giving motion, and the latter sensation The terms Afferent and 
Efferent are more comprehensive, and will be used to include 
the other terms and all subdivisions

Afferent functions of nerves include Seeing, Tasting, Feeling, 
Hearing, and Smelling, to which may be added Intuition, Inspira
tion, Sense of Weight, and the Philosophy of Unity

The nerves to the organs of special sense are fully described m 
that part of the text relating to the Cranial Nerves, and will not 
be discussed m this portion of the book Briefly we will outline 
or epitomise the latter three or four divisions
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I X T U I T I O X  is that pow er o f  the nund virtue o f  whvX an 
individual knows things w ithout know ing w in he knrw s them 
It is instinctive or autom atic, and w ithout the dom ain o f  reason 
A nim als possess the p ow er to a m arked degree, both \oung and 
old  Som e men and w om en possess it to a considerable degree, 
and a fewr to a high degree A ges ago, doubtless, a great many 
possessed it, but, like a faculty, w hich it probably has been, 
wasted fay disuse, it is now  possessed fay but few m a state o f  
perfection

Som e people torm  a correct opinion o f  strangers on first meet
ing them I f  this first im pression is let alone m future trust or 
mistrust, no mistake is made I f  lea^on is allow ed to change or 
\ ai y it, then many mistakes may occu r

W e  belie ' e the time will crime when instinct or intuition will 
be again cultivated, will be possessed fay all men and w om en m a 
degree fa r  be\ond that o f  the present time, and it w r l hrm g a 
higher state o f  konwdedge ever\ way

IN SP IR A TIO N ’ is know ledge recen ed from  extraneous 
sources W e  ha^e seen public speakers inspired with know ledge 
they did not seem pre\ious]\ to possess M en o f  the m ost ordi- 
nar\ capacity sometimes speak like orators This is inspiration 
Great oratoi s sometimes becom e much greater, and the most 
sublim e periods are uttered with no thought w hatever Tusl the 
pow er o f  inspiration Peter the A p osd e  preaching on Pentecost 
is an exam ple Perer the Plermit in the crusades is another e x 
am ple D  D Palm er always claim ed to be inspired and directed 
fay a spirit friend w ho the old hero said brought to his mind all he 
taught the wrorld

G reat orators inspire vast assemblies o f  people to act what they 
sa\r D em osthenes sway ed the Athenians to the pow ers o f  his 
unconquerable will C icero was equally’ pow erfu l but o f  a d i f 
ferent type altogether Sa\anorola differed  w idely from  these, 
but possessed p ow eis  o f  oratory the equal o f  these leaders m 
every’ particular A n d  such men as W ebster, C lay, Calhoun, 
Bryan, always orators, ha\e, under special pressure, becom e as 
absolutely’ inspired as any o f  the A postles

A n d  just as we may be inspired byT extraneous forces, so may’
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we gne out an inspiration to others Often members of a teach
er’s class will remark upon certain lectures being so inspiring. 
So easy to remember So much clearer than any others. Couldn’t 
forget them if we wanted to Just the power of inspiration im
parted to others Some men and women are born teachers • born 
to teach and inspire others. Other so-called teachers could not 
learn to teach or inspire others in a thousand years Just simply 
not born for that end Lincoln’s speech at Gettsburg will xemain 
an inspired and inspiring epitome of patriotism, rhetoric, and 
oratory as long as the earth stands, while the long studied and 
classic pi eductions of the great orators of the time are even now 
read only under the lash of classic necessity Lincoln’s words 
were inspired, wrhile the others were not

Washington's farewell address was by inspiration, and will 
always be read and admired It is classically elegant, heroic, 
patriotic, and has proved as absolutely true as any prophesy of 
the Bible.

SENSE OF W E IG H T  Every one possesses this It may not 
be so significant as the others, but is of importance in many ways 
W e feel it and realize it without actually lifting objects 
Those who realize it best will make fewer mistakes than 
those who are weak in this way It is possessed by the lower 
animals, who have a pretty good understanding of their strength 
and endurance

A  faithful horse, seeing he cannot carry his load farther, or 
pull his heavy load up the hill, will sometimes struggle on in 
obedience to his master’s command, but will often lie down and 
refuse to try* any more

Wrest1 ers and boxers will often see their master m an oppo
nent from nothing else than this peculiar afferent principle It is 
as real as anyr of them, but poorly cultivated With proper culti
vation it could be greatly improved, and would be of great 
benefit

P H ILO SO PH Y OF U N IT Y  A  most beautiful Afferency 
Oneness Taught by Jesus of Nazareth Books and magazines 
are now published to prove it But it needs no outside proof 
It is its own best proof, and will be accepted
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EFFERENT FUNCTIONS OF THE NERVES

Efferent functions of nerves are classified as folio vs, and need 
but a brief treatment m this book, as their principles are illus
trated throughout its pages

MENTAL

All thoughts are originated m the brain Mental impulses are 
born there Certain lines of study will develop the bram for such 
a study Other lines may dull it

Dr. Gaul, the first great phrenologist, being unable to remember 
from day to day where his patients lived, studied and developed 
this part of his brain until he could remember as well as any one.

It is most interesting and refreshing to watch the growing child 
develop ideas and thoughts Some children excel others just as 
some adults excel others. Some may become eminent m some line« 
of research or work, where others can never attain to any height 
whatever

There should be m every school a means of ascertaining the 
adaptation of all children. Vocational studies would save many a 
man and woman life time mistakes, and more quickly fit young 
and older people for stations suitable to them in life.

MOTOR FUNCTIONS OF NERVES.

The motor functions are manifested m movements of every 
kind Without this function there could be no power of move
ment whatever. In a state of complete paralysis there is no power 
whatever to move

The general motor functions or powers are seen m locomotion 
or change of place, movements of the outer parts and limbs of the 
body while the form enmasse remains stationary, the movement 
of internal organs m breathing, digesting, circulating the blood 
and the lympth, secreting the bile, pancreatic juice, e tc , altho 
these latter principles are classed under divisions of their own.
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Any mo\ement, however made, or wherever executed, is motor, 
and exemplifies the motor functioning of nerves 

The Motor Functions may be divided as follows --

1. MYOMOTOR.

The term signifies motion to the muscles, and must be construed 
to mchide all musculai movement whatsoever Wherever there is 
muscle or museulai tissue, motor nerve impulses are responsible 
for all motion gi\en

2. CARDIOMOTOR.

The cai diomotoi impulses conti act and expand the walls of the 
heart A lack of these impulses will cause some form of heart dis
ease, such as valvulai leakage, dilation of the walls, unnatural 
beating, etc Spinal treatment will mvanably restore the normal 
functioning of this important organ

3. PILOMOTOR.

The pilomotor impulses cause erectile tendencies to the hair of 
the head and body Under excitement and great effort a speaker 
will feel this foice very strongly thruout the scalp, and m other 
regions less sti ongly

4. VASOMOTOR.

The vasomotor impulses affect all the blood vessels, causmg 
vasoconstriction The blood vessels thruout the system are affect
ed m this way, and their work regulated In diseases or patho
logical conditions of the arteries that are of the gravest nature, 
quick and permanent relief may be very quickly given by the 
rational means laid down m this treatise
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5. VISCEROMOTOR.

This function is exercised on all the viscera of the body, giving 
tonicity, and regulating them m every way A lack oi impairment 
of this function is responsible for all disea-es of the viscera 
Rational treatment outlined m this treatise will quickly cure such 
diseases as diarrhea, feveis of every kind, faulty digestion and 
metabolism appendicitis, prolapsed uteru«, bowels, liver, kidney, 
or other organ In fact all di^ea^es of the viscera 01 internal 
organs of the body depending as they do, for their proper work on 
the visceromotor neive impulse, may be made to properly func
tionate by the methods of treatment outlined herein

6. SECRETOMOTOR

All glands of the body give normal secretion thru these impulses 
Improper functioning of the thyi oid gland may produce the goitre 
Improper functioning of the liver may give a case of diabetes, 
jaundice, malaria, etc Abnoimal secreting powers to the kidneys 
may bring forth Bright's Disease, dropsy, etc So with the 
pancreas, adrenals, spleen, pineal gland, etc , all of which may, 
under abnormalities to then functions, produce disease in some 
way or other, and cures must be sought thru spinal and rational 
treatment of some kind

7. INHIBITORY.

This an important function, and is seen m the power of nerves 
to inhibit the functions of all organs to a marked degree Cases of 
hemoirhage of the nose, lungs, stomach, uterus, etc , may be in
hibited, or the flow stopped m a most potent manner thru spinal 
treatment as given m the later pages of this book, that is, m those 
parts relating to the treatment of the disease thru rational means. 
Sympathetic fibres mingle with the others here and m all motor 
functions
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8. TROPHIC.

There may be doubt as to whether we should place the throhic 
or nourishing function m this classification or not The trophic 
or nourishing elements naturally include principles from all the 
others The Sympathetic has much to do with the trophic elements 
The Cerebor-Spmal also must be considered here m all and other 
divisions where viscera are concerned.

The child’s body grows to maturity thru trophic impulses. The 
body of the adult becomes strong again after sickness and disease 
thru trophic impulses All processes of growth whatsoever are 
due to this function, and all impaired organs may be made to re
ceive nourishment thru spinal treatment.

THERMIC FUNCTION OF NERVES

Thermic function of nerves is responsible for the heat of the 
body Nerve energy extending down the arms and legs maintains 
bodily tempeiature to these parts, and the same may be said re
garding the nerve supply to any other parts of the body, internal 
or external.

Any material mterferance with the nerves to any particular 
part of the body wall lower or raise the temperature at that point.

Cold hands or feet may be warmed by adjusting the region of 
the exit of the nerves that supply these parts Sometimes a single 
adjustment will do this, and invariably the end will be accomplish
ed in a few days

Heat is produced all thru the body in normal conditions. 
Only m abnormal conditions may we find one part colder than the 
other

Nerves maintain the uniform heat of the body by regulationg 
the metabolic functions thruout, generating heat thru action on the 
general functioning of all parts.

The blood distributes heat, nourishment, etc , to all parts of the 
body, but all must be warmed and strengthened by the nerve 
impulses
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Under spmal adjustment all impaired functions may be speedily 
regulated

W e have known men and women with backs so cold m winter 
time that they had to go far south for the winter, men and women 
who continually had cold hands and feet, children that could not 
stand the least bit of cold weather, various other phenommally 
cold parts m men and women and children,— all cured m a short 
time with spmal adjustment

TROPHIC FUNCTIONS OF NERVES.
The trophic function of nerves is that power by virtue of which 

the element of nourishment or reproduction of cells and tissue is 
accomplished. Thru this power glands are made to secrete 
properly, vessels are made to distribute, and all parts are made to 
appropriate those parts belonging to themselves.

Its manner of working is akin to life itself, and thru it life is 
sustained It is under control of both the sympathetic and the 
cerebro-spmal system of nerves Its forces blend with the thermic, 
the mental, and secretory, and give those things that make all the 
rest of the body beautiful

The impairment of this function will give the wasting diseases 
that eventually result m death, such as diabetes, Addison’s Dis
ease, ascites, etc.

Thru spinal therapy, a restoration may always be had where 
such is possible Nerves are responsible for all function, and spinal 
adjustment will restore all nerves to proper activity and hfe.

SECRETORY FUNCTION OF NERVES.
Secretion is that function of glands by virtue of which substances 

are taken from the blood furnished them m the circulation, and 
formed into other substances characteristic of the glands and use
ful m the general economy of the body

Secretions may be internal, as from glands that have no direct 
outlet to the external world, such as the pineal, pituiraty, and 
spleen Or they may be external, as from glands that have some
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duct that flows into some passage that leads to the outer world 
Thu- the liver, panelea-, and kidneys have ducts that transmit 
their secretion- to some passage whereby they reach the external 
world

The internal seeietions are taken into the system by absorption, 
and aie essential to the sustenance of life. The external secretions 
act on othei elements as they pass towaid the external lvorld, and 
their action, too, is essential to the sustenance of human life 
Thus the bile and the pancteatic juice, passing into the alimentary 
tract tinu the common bile duct and the duct of Wirsung, act 
with other seeietions m the intestines, and pass on as excrement 
The internal seeietions fiom the pineal, pituiraty, thyioid, etc, 
mud be absoibed into the system to become useful

All secietmg glands and all secieting membianes are under the 
influence of nerves, and cannot perform their functions m the ab
sence of full and complete nerve supply

EXCRETORY FUNCTON OF NERVES.
Excietion is performed thiu the bowels, kidneys, skin, lungs, 

etc The punciple exeietions aie bile, unne, perspiration, carbon 
dioxide, and the exciements fiom the alimentary tiact

Theie can be no doubt whatevei of the action of nerves on these 
excreting glands and oigans Spinal adjustment goes to the seat 
of all trouble that may assail any of them, and brings normality 
This is being exemplified all the time

INHIBITORY FUNCTION OF NERVES
The functions of oigans may be paitially inhibited thiu adjust

ment or concussion of ceitam centres, and she inhibition may be 
complete undei some conditions

Thus, we have centies wheie the heart’s action may be made 
slow or inhibited Hemonage of the nose, lungs, uterus, etc , 
may be inhibited bv adjustment, concussion, or pressure over the 
centres of inhibition along the spine

The inhibitory function is as clear as any other, and has its uses
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m the general w oik of the physician The mhibitoiy centre-, like all 
the otheis. will be fully demonstiated anti exemphfed in the pages 
of this book relating to the subject- wleio then ehuhcaticn will 
best occur

IMPAIRED NERVE FUNCTIONS.

Impaired nerve functions to the organs and parts of the body 
will pioduce weakness and disease If some considerable inter
ference takes place with the nerve supply to seme impel tant organ 
of the body, an acute trouble or disease will detelop veiy quickly 
m that oigan, which may be relieved just as quickly under rational 
treatment that would remove the cause by restoring to the normal 
that part or those paits whose violent wiesting from the noimal 
caused the disease to develop

If the misplaced pait, as, for instance, some spinal vertebra is 
subluxated remains m the misplaced position, the continued 
piessuie on some nerve will eventuallv cause a chronic disease to 
develop, which may also be corrected with continued effort

In this short chapter, vre will place before the student the manner 
m which these impaired conditions may anse to the functioning 
of nerves

A short chapter will be bettei than a long one, as lengthy drc- 
■"ussions onlv obscure that which is made clear m a few words

1 SU B LU XLATED  or slightly misplaced spinal vertebiae, by 
pressuie on nerves impair the strength 01 powei of the nerves to 
transmit then eneigy, and weakness and disease will ensue to the 
parts supplied by these nerves

This may be the seventh dorsal nerves, giving some a start 
towaicl diabetes 01 some othei trouble of the livei or oigan affected 
by the seventh doi sal nerves It may be a lesion at the tenth dorsal 
affecting the kidneys, and producing something like Blight’s 
disease Oi it may be the fourth dorsal, resulting m heart disease

To the physician who cultivates a study of cause and effect, 
realizing that misplacements along the spinal column will produce 
disease, and that the lemoval of the cause will remove the disease,
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this science will be a beautiful study, and will lead him into the 
most wondrous philosophy the mind of man has ever conceived

2 BAD FOODS AND  STARVATION D IETS The system 
requnes plenty of food Patients should eat, and the physician 
should know how to direct the patient without starving him to 
death

Most food specialists are veiy weak and sickly specimens of 
men and women There are some exceptions to this rule, as there 
are to all rules, but go meet most of these food faddists, as the 
author has done, and see if he has not told you a great truth.

Eat your food and plenty of it If spinal lesions interfere with 
digestion and assimilation, go to some spinal therapist, who is not 
a ciank on diet, and have the lesions removed, and go ahead 
without any anxiety on the subject You will be more than repaid 
Drink plenty of water before, during, after meals, and whenever 
you want it Watch yourself grow and become young and healthy

Of course, bad foods should be avoided. Any poisonous sub
stance placed m the stomach will leflexly produce a lesion m the 
spine, that may result in chronic tiouble See what most agiees 
w ith the taste and needs of the body, and refrain strictly from all 
anxiety

This is not intended as a lecture on food and diet, but as a 
caution against the too careful direction and study of a question 
that often insults m harm to those who follow the directions of 
diet specialists as to what they eat See the author’s book on 
physiology, to be published following this within the year

3 POISONOUS M ED IC IN ES Poisonous medicines and 
drugs thrown into the stomach will always affect the nervous 
sj’stem adversely, and will pi oduce disease It is a fact that medi
cines will pi oduce the veiy diseases they are expected to cure 
The man or woman who continually takes medicines is the most 
confirmed invalid m the community Did you ever see an excep
tion to this rule?

Many a time has the author had some patient come to see him 
for treatment who was taking legularly half a dozen different
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kinds of medicine, and so weak and puny he could hardly creep 
around And most uniformly, with the leaving off of the poison 
medicines and receiving proper spinal and rational treatment, 
recovery was very iapid indeed

And many a time has the author gone to houses of those who 
had become too weak to visit the office, found them surrounded 
by medicines, which he has taken away from them and placed 
them under drugless treatment, such as he teaches m this book, to 
be most gratified with the rapid lecovery made.

Years after in making social visits to some of these people, now 
well continually and strong, they have shown him the old bottles, 
partly full as when they discontinued their use. kept as relics of 
what they once so foolishly placed m the stomach m the vain 
hope of restoring health that only became worse m consequence

4 M E N T A L  IMPRESSIONS. Vain imaginings may pro
duce weakness to the neives This, however, can never be the 
case with those who study this principle with a view of self pro- 
tecton, or simply to see the truth of it

Receiving and retaining false impressions as if they were the 
truth will develop mental troubles it were hard to dispel, and when 
the nerves become thus impaired, it will be the woik of some good 
spinal therapist to bring the needed lehef

Mental impressions may be directed m the proper channel so as 
to be of the greatest benefit The student who creates a good im
pression or a great ambition, and steadily v 01 ked towards its attain
ment, will leap the richest reward, while the man or woman domi
nated by the false teaching of another, will become weaker accord
ing to the growth of the dominating ideas

In this same way, habits may become tei i lble things Young men 
form the tobacco habit, which grows until they believe it to be 
necessary to life A cigarette upon arising m the morning Another 
immediately after bieakfast Another on the way to the office 
Several between times during the morning, and thru the day, and 
the last thing at night

Result, shattered and weakened nerves, debiliated body, weak 
lungs, a body weakened by such excess until all great ambitions
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atp lo-t sight of, anrl efficiency foi eveiything impaired beyond all 
hope until count«acting habits come as redeeming angels to place 
«ueh a one on higher giound Theie had just as well be good 
impressions cultivated as bad, and there had just as well be good 
habits foimed as bad ones

Again men and v omen may become actually deranged by study 
on ceitam lines that- seem to be antagonistic to mental impressions 
of anothei kind, and these all should be studiously avoided With 
pioper spinal tieatment such disorders may be prevented or cured, 
and eveiv one should have spinal examination several times during 
the yeai, and lesions collected

This chaptei could be continued almost indefinitely, but we be
lieve we have here said sufficient to fill these pages As previous
ly stated, lie believe a buef chaptei at this place is better than a 
long one

Will ju«t add one moie comment regarding the habit forming 
powei of diugs, as seen m the life of physicians who have sought 
the i elief of pam and tiled and worn feelings m the use of morphine 
and othei habit foimmg diugs until national laws had to be enacted 
to stop and paitiallv pioteet the veiy men who were to have been 
the guardians of these diugs

Remember to dnect the thoughts aright, and let not bad im
pressions be made on the mind either by youiself or others Rise 
above every thing not m line with the highest conception, and be 
master of eveiy situation

Such will make the man and the woman The lack of it will 
make the fellow and the weakling

Full ambitions will lead to great achievements Bad and doubtful 
ideals will lead only to failui e and lum

The way will be clear to those who with strength face the diffi
culty and mount the barneis Success will crown everyone who 
lawfully strives for masteries
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HISTORY OF CHIORPRACTIC

For generations past Bohemian and German farmer' have been 
accustomed to treat each other m a crude wav, with baldly any 
reference whatever to science They have 'imply learned that 
pre=suie over ceitam pait^ of the spinal column will iclieve ache> 
and pains and give rested feehnss Many Bohemian and German 
farmers and workmen, observing thut many diseased condition' 
disappeared along with the correction thay made on the spinal 
column, discarded the use of drugs altogether

Among our patients m this country we have met more than one 
who reminded us, aftei tieatment that it was ‘ unilnr to treatment 
they had received m the old country, acknowledging, of ionise, 
that we weie moie skilled, accurate, and scientific in application, 
and giving moie lehef when thus applied

And wre learn too, m far off India, that many generations ago 
the physicians very accurately adjusted the spine to relieve sick
ness, meeting with marvellous results, and bv methods % erv similar 
to what we use at present but which were foigotten along with 
many other valuable theiapeutic agencies, a ' waves of darkness 
continued to everwhelm that strange and wonderful country 
and her strange and wonderful people

These ancient physicians knew nothing scarcely of the signifi
cance of nerves and neive distribution, but tiace.l eau-e and effect 
from misplaced vetebrae to organs and paits of the body, and most 
accurately reasoned that a replacement of the veitebia would re
lieve the trouble m some way

And, again, we have evidence that some othei ancient peoples 
had a form of adjusting of the spine Among these we mention 
the Egyptians, who knew that men and women wrere stxonger 
when the back was free from unnatuial ciooks and turns, and 
accordingly sought to make the spine perfect in form and symmetry 

Only thru the oldest records and accidental allusions to ceitam 
forms of health and athletic exercise do we arnve at conclusions 
regarding spinal adjustment m these old times and nations,and 
while our conclusions may not be absolutely correct m every par
ticular, there can be no doubt whatever that some crude for pos-
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sibly scientific) forms of spinal adjustment really and truly existed 
back m those times where ' ‘the memory of man runneth to the 
contrary.” and where the searchers for truth still find apples 
of gold and empires of deathless lore that never dream of decay

As to the beginning m this country of scientific spinal ad
justment, we believe the first treatment was made by D . D  Palm
er, a magnetic healer, who was treating Harvey Lilliard, a janitor 
in the building where Palmer held his office Lilliard was very 
deaf, and Palmer apparently did him no good with his mag
netic healing, but, being conscientious, he inquired more particu
larly into the history of the case, and finding that following a 
hurt on the back many years previous to this the hearing had 
gradually grown worse until he was almost totally deaf, he reasoned 
to himself that if the hurt was responsible for the deafness, he 
might be able to restore the hearing if he could remove the cause 
or take away the abnormal condition from the back or spinal col
umn

Mr Lilliard reminded him that a knot had been sticking out on 
his back since the time of the injury Dr Palmer examined and 
found this abnormality to be at the fifth dorsal vertebra, and 
while his knowledge of anatomy at that time was exceedingly 
limited, he nevertheless correctly reasoned from cause to effect, 
and knew that if he removed the cause, then the effect or trouble 
could no longer exist After due trial he suceedced m replacing 
the subluxated vertebra, and at once there was a marked change 
in the man’s hearing, and in a short time it was perfectly restored

Following this, Palmer became a specialist for the treatment 
of deafness, and a few years later developed the science for the 
treatment of other diseases His prodecure was to find patients 
suffering with various bodily ailments, trace tender or sensitive 
nerves from the affected area to their exit from the spinal cord 
and there make the adjustment for the relief sought Meantime 
Dr Palmer had become a close student of anatomy, and as he 
developed further he sought to give this great knowledge to the 
world

Dr Palmer made the treatment that restored hearing to 
Harvey Lilliard m 1895, but it was not taught to others nor de-
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veloped into a science for several years after this, and may proper
ly date its beginning as a twentieth centuiy growth.

A few years after the beginning of the centuiy Dr Palmer 
came south to Oklahoma City, and it was our pleasure to observe 
his good work on patients who had tiled everything else to no avail, 
and to see these pat ions 1 ec ovei Some of the cures seem? 1 
like miracles, and while we had studied medicine, Osteopathy, 
magnetic healing, mental science, etc , we saw Chiropractic doing 
magnetic healing, mental science, etc , we saw Chiropractic doing 
a "work that all the others combined could not do, and we yearned 
for the knowledge of this truly gi eat and wonderful seieice, 
suipassing all others, and now truly and surely accomplishing 
what nothing else has ever accomplished in the alleviation of 
human ills

This indeed is but a sketch The real history is being written 
all over the countiv and the world m the hearts and on the minds 
of grateful patients, and is too pregnant with infinite possibilities 
to be committed to paper or book It has been our greatest 
pleasuie to laj" other less efficient methods aside, and during these 
present years to devote our energies to the development, practice, 
and teaching of this greatest of all therapeutic agencies to worthy 
men and women for the greatest good to humanity]

CHIROPRACTIC PRINCIPLES
1 Nerves are rerponsible for all function and bodily action.
2 Twelve pairs of cranial nerves, springing direct from the 

brain, and thirty-one pairs of spinal nerves, from the spinal cord, 
with connections from the sympathetic, ramify all parts of the 
body.

3 So completely are nerves distubuted to all parts of the 
body that were eveivthmg but the nerves removed they alone 
would preseive the shape of the body m all its outlines

4 There is no organ, part, ligament, muscle, skin, membrane, 
bone, or blood vessel but what leceives a nerve supply from some 
part of the nervous system, and all paits are maintained m health 
according to the normality of this nerve supply.

5 Any interference or injury to a nerve at once expresses
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itself to the area of distribution of the blanches of that nerve, 
and abnormal condition's will mamfast themselves, and will so 
remain until the mteifeience or mjuiy is removed

6 Ciamal nerves may be interfered with by injuries to the 
brain and by injuiy to the nei\es that m any way connect with 
them Spinal ner\es are mteifened with or impinged where they 
pass outwaid from the spinal coi d tin ough openings m the mova
ble bones or vertebrae of the spine, and no where else, as they 
are firmei than the flesh thiough which they pass aftei leaving 
the spine,

7 As neives aie responsible for all functions, any intei fer- 
ence with the neive at its place of exit will cause weakness and 
disease to the paits and organs supplied by this neive just as 
surely as effect will follow cause

S This being true, the i ational aiea of treatment is the zone 
of exit of neive from spine, and the rational means the hands

9 Normal neive supply to all paits of the body will meure 
normal health continually

10 Aitenes, veins, and lymphatics may also be inteifered 
with at the place of the mtervertebial foramina, causing either 
anemia oi congestion of the spinal coid at that place, thus inter
im mg with the neives that spring fiom that region

1 1  The neives may also be inteifeiecl with by the thinning of 
the mtervertebi al discs and consequent shoi tening of the spine 
and nan owing of the intei veitebral windows oi foramina

12  Any form of mteifeience of noimal neive supply will 
surely cause disease and weakness m some way, as all organs and 
paits of the body depend foi functioning and life upon the nor
mality of the neives supplying them

13. Chuopiactic, or Spinal Adjustment, is the only means of 
speedily lemovmg this mteifeience oi impingement, which is done 
by a simple thiust of the hands at the point of impingement to 
open the spinal windows

14 When the spmal windows oi mtervertebi al foramina are 
opened and m consequence all interference with nerves removed, 
health at once begins to remamfest itself, driving out all disease 
conditions pi eviously existing
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WHAT IS CHIROPRACTIC

Chiropiaetic is a unique science all it" own It consist> m 
simple duect adjustment by hand of the spinal \ertebrae for the 
relief of impinged neives It is not lelated to medicine m any 
way, nor to Osteopathy, nor to any other method of treatment.

In its philosophy it may be said to be related to Osteopathy 
more than to any other science, and yet m its application it is 
entnely separate and distinct A student might] take the entile 
ccurse m Osteopathy m the best college in the countiy and would 
still not ha\e am- idea of how to make a Chiropractic adjust
ment This must be taught and learned by peisonal instruction 
and application

The Chuopractic thrust, as given by Chiropaths, belongs to no 
other science Physicians of any other class w’ho use it learned it. 
from Chiropiaetic It consists of a dnect thrust made at the point 
of impingement of some spinal nerve for the puipose of relieving 
pressure to 01 on the nerve To make it properly requires skill 
and knack rather than strength Some of our very best practition
ers are small men and women

In the study of the nervous system Chiropractors have more 
definite aims m view than any other class of physicians A study 
of the organs involved, combined with a knowledge of the origin 
of the nerves that are distributed to these oigans, enables the 
Chiropractor to successfully treat any disease involving these 
organs No other system sutdies abnoimal or diseased condi
tions so thoroughly and definitely as Chiropractic, and no other 
system gets such quick, definite, and lasting results as Chiro
practic

Students, even befoie graduation, are able to handle troubles 
that have previously baffled the greatest physicians and specialists 
along other lines of tieatment or medication, because they study 
and work with definite aims m view, and on a definite basis 
We are aware that w’hat we say here may be construed by others 
as being an idle boastfulness, but we wash to assuie the public 
that we have no desire to boast of any of the powders of Chiro
practic, nor to say one unkind word against any other science
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that can relieve a single human ailment. What we say is true, 
and is being demonstrated daily by our graduates and under
graduates, who have had the experience of restoring perfect 
health to patients who had suffered for years m the hands of the 
greatest specialists m the country And this we do not say as a 
criticism on any existing system, but simply and solely to show 
what Chiropractic can do m the hands of capable practitioners

Moreover, Chiropractic can never result m harm. It strength
ens and makes the body vigorous throughout, and a steady gam 
takes place under the treatment from the very beginning Some
times a single treatment suffices Again m other cases a week or 
more may be required, wThile some chrome cases may require 
months, but the basis on which the Chiropractor works enables 
him to tieat any disease human flesh is heir to, and Chiropractic 
is destined ultimately to become the ultimate method for the 
ultimate man

SCOPE OF CHIROPRTCTIC

When we considei that neives are responsible for all bodily 
and mental function, that all parts and organs of the body have 
nerve supply, and that all nerves come from the brain, spinal 
cord, or sympathetic system, we see that the scope of Chiroprac
tic in the tieatment of disease and abnormal conditions is un
limited

Thru spinal adjustment, pioperly given and continued, all 
parts of the nervous system may be stimulated, and all abnor
mal paits of the nervous system may be stimulated, and all abnor
mal conditions conected Acute diseases yield at once, and 
chiomc disordei s disappeai m a comparatively shoit time, while 
all those diseases peculiar to men and women are mastered as 
nothing else has ever done

We mention four classes of diseases or disordei s, under which 
may be grouped most of the complaints human flesh is heir to, 
all of wdiieh Chiropiactic adjustments will certainly and surely 
relieve and permanently cure In fact there is no disease or class 
of diseases not amenable to Chiropractic adjustments m the hands
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of skillful Chiropractors, and with much more certainty than under 
any thing else the world has ever known.

1 Dangerous and fatal acute diseases, such as scarlet fever, 
typhoid fever, etc , which have to run a long and tedious course 
under older methods of treatment, no treatment piior to Chiro
practic ever having been able to break them up or shorten their 
duration m the least, and no other method even now so much 
as claiming to do so But Chiropractic is breaking these danger
ous self-limited diseases m from one to three days, and leaving 
no bad after effects Tell this to a physician of the older schools, 
and he at once accuses you of being a faker, honestly believing 
that such things have never been done, and that they never can 
be done. To all doubters we hold out a friendly hand, and chal
lenge the most crucial test that can be made. Along with these 
grave and fatal disorders, handled so easily' by Chiiopractie ad
justments, are a number of less serious disorders, such as measles, 
mumps, gall stones, appendicitis, neuralgia, stomach, bladder, and 
kidney troubles, etc , which yield so readily to spinal adjustment as 
to be looked upon as almost insignificant in import by the prac
titioner

2 Old chronic troubles, or such as may become chronic, 
including consumption, paralysis, asthma, rheumatism, old sores 
and ulcers, epilepsy, female weakness, catarrh, blindness, deaf
ness, etc. All these yield most readily to Chiropractic adjustment. 
Truly and candidly we say that consumption is most suiely amena
ble to spinal adjustment Our treatment is reasonalbe, our pro
cedure rational, and our results satisfactory, and testimony is borne 
to our claims all the time by those who have been saved from 
the ravages of this dieaded and dieadful scourge which is now' 
responsible for one-fifth of all the deaths that occur from all 
other causes combined No serums, no poisons, no operations, 
but instead rational and effective work on the nervous and mus
cular systems that surely conquers the disease.

3 These vague and little understood diseases, such as loco
motor ataxia, paralysis agitans, mental disoiders, insanity, etc , 
have met their master m this wondeiful new science Living 
witnesses may be found around us who have been completely
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cured of these hitherto meuiable disease of locomotor ataxia and 
the other diseases listed herewith Let doubters write them or 
talk with them This college and its faculty could not affoid to 
make any claim that cannot be pioved By the truth only will 
we stand or fall, and nothing on our part shall ever be said that 
cannot be substantiated

4 Deformities of the spine and other parts of the body, 
spinal curvature, crooked limbs and extiemities, etc In these 
troubles Chiropractic has made a new era What has hitherto 
been a long and labonous process, if indeed the results could be 
reached at all, is now comparatively easy and short of duration 
Abnormal curves become straight, deformed limbs become nor
mal m use and dexterity, and helpless cripples become strong and 
useful members of society
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DEFINITIONS.
FORAM EN. —  A hole or window,
FORAM INA. —  Plural of foramen
INTERVERTEBRAL —  Between the vertebrae.
INTERVERTEBRAL FO R AM IN A —  Holes or windows be

tween the vertebrae
FORAM EN M AG N U M  —  The large foramen thru the occi

put to transmit the spinal cord
FORAM EN OVALE —- One of the windows at the base of 

the skull It transmits a branch of the Trifacial nerve
At the base of the skull are foramina for the exrfc of all the cranial 

nerves, except the Auditory, which has no exit, being distributed 
exclusively to the internal ear These foramina are the Jugular, 
Rotundum, Optic, Magnum, Sphenoidal fissure, etc , etc

SUPERIOR —  Upward, as when the spinous process of a ver
tebra is misplaced in an upward position Superior maxillary, or 
upper jaw bone

INFERIOR —  Downward, as when the spinous process of a 
vertebrae is thrown downward m position Inferior maxillary, or 
lower jaw bone.

May speak also of such things as the Inferior and Superior 
Vena Cava, meaning portions of the great vein below and above 
the heart respectively

NEUILEM M A —  The external membrane that covers or 
envelops a nerve fibre Ir is called the Sheath of Swann, or Primi
tive Sheath, the protecting membrane

M YELIN E SHEATH —  An intermediate substance, called 
the White Substance of Swann, being a medullary substance be
tween the Neurilemma and the Axone of the nerve fibre, possibly 
nourishing to the nerve m its nature

AXO N E OR AXIS C YLIN D E R  —  The central fibre itself 
and conductor of impulse Contains numerous fibnllae, and con
nected with nerve cells

M EDULLATED FIBRES OR NERVES. —  Those possess
ing neunlema and myelin e sheath.

NON -M ED U LLATED  FIBRES OF N ERVES —  Those fi-
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bres of grayish color consisting simply of the axis cylinder. Make 
up most of the sympathetic system of nerves.

X E R V E  TR U N K S. —  Nerve fibres are bound into bundles, 
and these bundles are further bound together to make a Nerve 
Trunk The individuality of all fibres is preserved Fibres of one 
bundle may join those of another, but the individuality is strictly 
kept

EPIN EUR IU M  —  The membrane surrounding a nerve Trunk.
PER IN EUR IU M  —  The membrane surrounding a bundle of 

nerve fibres.
EN D O N EU R IU M  —  The connecting tissue between the fibres 

themselves of the neives, and is also called the Sheath of Henle
NERVE CELLS may be Umpolai. with single prolongation 

that becomes the axone or axis cylinder, Bipolar with two pro
longations, Multipolai several prolongations, one of which is 
identical with the axis cylinder or axone

TH E N ER VE SYSTEM  m health insures HEALTH OF TH E  
B O D Y A N D  M IN D

HE W H O PUTS TH E NERVOUS SYSTEM IN A PREFECT  
CO N DITIO N  insures GOOD HEALTH and PROTECTS 
AGAINST DISEASE.

TH E CAPABLE GHIROPATH SURPASSES ALL OTHERS  
IN  TH E C ER TA IN TY TO M A K E  ALL PARTS OF THE  

""SPINE ABSOLUTELY NORM AL THEREFORE W ITH  
M ORE C E R T A IN TY DOES H E GIVE HEALTH  TO HIS 
PATIENTS



O p in io n s  o f  a n  E m in e n t  D e n t is t

Herbert E Bennett, D D S , D P., D kC ,fcPh C

OPINION OF AN EM INENT DENTIST

DR J S RILEY,
D e v e lo p e r  o f  C h i r o p r a c t i c  a n d  F o u n d e r  o f  C o lle g e s  

Dear Sir
In response to your lequest you may find below my opinion 

of Chiropractic, based upon personal experience and observation
It is the rational scientific system of drugless, bloodless healing, 

elimination of poison, correction of deformity, etc , by adjusting 
the spinal vertebrae so as to relieve impinged nerves and stimulate 
them to perform their normal functions

It should be taught m all schools from the kindergarten to the 
post-graduate medical Any gaurdian of physical health who is 
unacquainted with the Chiropractic thrust is out of step with the 
progress of the times, and he should hasten to catch up, or be 
relegated to the professional dump heap W hy should not a ver
tebra, when out of alignment from any cause, be assisted back to 
position, as well as to replace a dislocated joint m any other part 
of the body?

It is not without regret that along with the superlative uplift 
that comes to one with a knowledge of this new syscem of cure , 
now scarcely more than “ sweet sixteen” years of age, comes the 
medical profession, noble, grand, and generous as they are, cannot
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or will not accept its benefit' for thou* many pudent', a- veil a-> 
foi themselves. but when lomuulni oi tl e munv 'O-cuiVd “ meura- 
ble-Y who have been eui ed bv the new -v-tem wa-te more time 
and energy m attempting to di,'piove it ' voith than would be 
lequired to perfect themselvesm spinal adjustment- The potent 
day otheiwise up-to-date medical man only need:- a few clinical 
instructions to make him a D. C 

Yours, etc ,
H E. D E X X E T T , D D S , D  P , D C

Another Letter from Dr. Dennett.

Boston, Mas-« , Oetobei 10 1917
Dear Sir •

Yes, we are m the war with but one incentive - loyalty to tiue 
demociacy. Chiropiaetic has come to stav and he who he-itates 
to accept its beneficence is lost Thanks foi your **Chiropra'‘tie 
foi Woman ’’ Xatuie 01 darned that woman should be enbusted 
with the first caie of human life, hence all of them should be taught 
Chn opractic wisdom.

IMen of efficiency and mature judgement fiom 30 to 00 grasp 
Chnopiaetie quickei than the hasty youth At 70 the wiiter 
found neithei his youth nor age age a handicap He had been suf- 
feung fiom metallic poison, and treatment by osteopath, homeo
path, alopath, eclectic, and by countless otkei physicians, all 
eminent m their respective schools, but steadily giew woise, 
until some good Deva sent Joe Shelby Riley, D C , to cuie linn 
The Chiiopractoi found him on dutches with only 4S unsteady 
pulse beats per minute and by Chiiopraetie adjustments laised 
that to 72 good strong beats every sixty seconds, and m some re
spects better than ever before m his life Xatuiallv a course m 
Chnopiaetie followed

Having enjoyed a large dental piactice foi more than fifty years 
all except dental patients are refei red to neighboring Chiropractors 
But in many cases it is impossible to divorce the two.

Your esteemed letter came piomptly but found patients here 
from Vermont, New York City, Philadelphia, and Detroit, 
all of them victims of poisonous dentistry
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The history of the Philadelphia case is most interesting and 
follows A college bred man of 31 commanding an attractive 
salary which made him an attractive victim, had spent much time 
and money on the M  D , who lacking Chiropractic insight erroneously 
diagnosed his case as epilepsy and drug dosed him until his efficien
cy, position, and salary were gone Chiropractic dental exactness 
then coneotly diagnosed lus case as nerve impingement caused by 
metallic poison from amalgam fillings m his teeth Being too 
feeble to endure the removal of the Amalgam fillings at once 
was fii.-d given a few Chiropractic adjustments which gave him 
vigor enough to allow the removal of all amalgam from his teeth 
and to replace it with gold hee fiom base metal alloy Less than 
sixty days from the start, with continued Chiropractic adjustment, 
completely restored his health, old position, and a still more at
tractive salary The above is the grandson of A A. H  B who 
took the Chiropractic degree at 82 years of age. Chiropractic haas 
Oslei completely snowed under

If you think we have your drift snow again when the spirit 
moves

Chiropraetically yours,

H E B E N N E T T, D  D  S , D  C.

PEN PICTURE OF D D. PALM ER,
AN D  HIS W O R K .

(From one of Di Riley’s addresses to his classes )

Our science was born m a struggle It was cradled m persecu
tion It met the antagonism of everything else But the time was 
ripe for its birth, and its incarnation could not longer be held back 
A grizzled giant came up fiom the depths, a Hercules to battle, a 
Samson to destioy the moated temple of old traditions, a Daniel to 
survive an age m the den of lions The roaring growl of the royal 
executioners did not affnght or haim the prophet of God, and the 
prison’s cell and the dungeon’s damp took nothing from the great
ness of the triumph of our first great leader, D D Palmer. A
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hero without a name! A famous scholar without learning, an 
exegete into the human body without education, a scientist 
without having been taught, a pathologist without knowing why, 
a combination of all powers that made him master of human needs, 
he w’as all things to all men, and founded a yy-tem of therapeutics 
that will supplant all others that are less potent, and become the 
realization of the dreams of all the ages.

How, you say, could a man be great wityout education. Such 
men as Lincoln and Edison and Johnson and Shakespeare were 
uneducated* No college degree, and yet who can say they were 
not learned men? A  mere glance at the accomplishments of these 
men would refute the silly he to the world And far back yonder 
m the ages wras another man who was learned without being edu
cated He spake as never man spake before Such oratory' Such 
philosophy! Such logic* Such sermons! Such power to move men 
men! Tempests obeyed him The dead came back to life Multi
tudes wTere swrayed by his tones Where did he obtain his learning? 
Was there some hidden college where he spent years of study0 Or 
did his learning come from a higher source0 In every gieat crisis 
God has the hero ready for the work to be done

And may not D  D. Palmer have been the man of Providence9 
He seemed to be equipped foi the battle; panoplied for the con
flict, commissioned to establish a newT system, to annunciate and 
defend immortal truths. He thiew himself unreservedly into the 
conflict, and m the stiuggle became invincible. Persecuted, but 
not cast down, impiisoned, but not disheartened, maligned, bur
lesqued, and slandeied, he lived and died the untnmg champion of 
the grand new7 work, the majestic defender of the new7 faith, the 
unconquerored king who was every7 inch a man, the unternfied 
leader wTho never led to defeat.

Keep your education, if you will give ne a man like that Keep 
your collegiate courses, if you will give me a wisdom and learning 
such as that man possessed Keep all your books and libraries if 
you will give me an infinity, a universe, an eternity, a vast aggre
gate of knowledge that made up the life of that man. Such breadth 
and depth, such comprehension, such thoughts and aspirations, 
shall live m deathless unity until the knell of time shall declare the 
end of all things mortal
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‘‘As an eagle fed with morning
Scorns the embattled temptest s warning,”

So this man, <4m the naked lightings of truth,” purged his mmd 
that it might be placid undei an almighty hand to receive indeli
ble truths for all the ages to come

‘‘Like some tall cliff that lifts its awful form,
Swells fiom the vale and midway leaves the storm;
Tho’ round its bieast the rolling clouds are spread, 
Eternal sunshine settles on its head ”

Bo the rugged form of this man, greater than all who opposed 
him, mightier than all who contioveited him, more enduring than 
all who spoke his luin, withstood the storms of his time that his 
life might be a monument to all succeeding ages.

Gieat buildings aie beautiful, monuments are majestic, moun
tains aie awe-inspiring, armies aie tenifymg, catastrophes are ap
palling. cities aie unifying, great thoughts are creative, inspirations 
are electrifying The grizzled warnor who stood alone had thoughts 
and inspirations that all the ages will not be able to account for 
Proud England, with her Shakespeare, hei Milton, her Byion, and 
all hex long line of liteiary characteis, scientists, philosophers, 
statesmen, and soldiers, noi Geimany, with her Bismarck, her 
Goethe, hei military chieftains, and mighty men of every class, 
nor France, wuth her Voltaire, her Louis the Grand, her classic 
lore of the ages, - can boast a man whose woi d will tell on the des
tinies of the woild in so marked a degree as that of D  D . Palmer.

Then let us pause before the fame 
Of one we reverence so,

And realize the mighty force 
With which he dealt the blow 

Shall thus we see the light again,
And read in deathless flame 

The tahsmanic words of life 
In D D. Palmer’s name.
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Foi the health and love and glory of humanity the grandest 
day in history was when D D  Palmer placed hi" hand on the 
subluxated fifth doi'-al spinout' process in tie -pinal column of 
that patient yonder only a few yeais ago, and brought 1 earing to 
deaf eais. the beginning of the science that i«- 'pleading all o\ er the 
world with its message of lehef to all stiffening cne'. warning it' 
way against all opposition Like a John the Baptist crying m 
the wilderness, 01 a Darnel come to Judgment, or a Paul turning 
the w*oild upside down he lead Lis airmen aero« the Euphrates 
and the Jordan to the defeat of all opposition, lent mg ten thousand 
practitioners m the glonous work.

To that work we ask youi life's ccmideration It> Iionzons 
will ever bughtcn as you go foiwaid The touch, the thiust, the 
collection, will bung the iclief you aie seeking to give, and the 
crippled limbs, the weakened heait«, the aching heads, the pain
ful organs and paits, will all respond m a way that wiil make you 
lejoice m the new w oik you hat e made a pait of youi life

We have done oui Lest to give t*cu all to be had m the science 
we love so cleaily W e Lehete we hate done tin-, but you must 
witness it to the woilcl How well we have taught you will be de- 
monstiated m the mannei of your w’oik on those placed m youi 
care We doubt not that youi success will wanant the evidence 
you could hope foi, and youi fields of laboi will be lesouiceful and 
resultful of all youi hearts could desne But remember that while 
we think we hate taught you all the best to be had m the science, 
the science itself is leallv m its infancy Xew~ things are coming to 
life all the time, and new chscoveiies being made. You youi selves 
may piove to be tiue Columbuses, and some using sun may lead 
you into something moie maivellous than anything yet found or 
even dreamed of If so oui heaitiest Godspeed is yours.

W e have found you to be gentlemen and ladies, and we give you 
strictly m charge ever to be so Your purse may be stolen, but 
your good name is yours forevei unless you yourself tarnish or 
throw* rt away A  great opportunity has come to you The hand 
knocks upon the dooi Wall you accept and act upon it9 Once 
past, it may not come again. Be heioes m the stufe Xow is the 
accepted time Equipped writh the character we know you possess,
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the day is at hand to show what .you are Discard the doubt and 
the feai, dominate and transfoim the community. Nothing can 
handicap or cast down the efficient Chiropractor If he prove true, 
his fortune is made, and the world is blest

Atlas Place...............

Axis Place...........

Upper Middle Cervi
cal Place ..................

Midddle Cervical 
Place .......................

Lower Middle Cervical 
Place ..........................

Thyroid Place.

Arm Place ..

The nomenclature given above may be varied, but the above is 
a good, one, and expiesses the true nature of the segmants very 
truly indeed Note the curves, position and general shape. Note 
also the prominence of the seventh cervical spinous process
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Time tlnu.ll-5 not the spirit of truth Its bright orient, its death- 
3e-s Occident, it-5 eternal aui ora> shine round it on every side, 
attesting its own eternity Unknown seas dare it to cross. Unseal
ed mountains, defy it to pa--s Mui ky skies frown its destruction. 
Saciilegious armies seek to trample it down Persecuting emmies 
seek to crucify it on a cross of envy But the applause of countless 
numbers gives its value to the world, and dispenses its blessings 
everywhere

An innocent prisoner stood before a Roman judge, mighty m 
the peifection of a loyalty to the great purpose of making the 
world a better woikl Daik 1 oiled the floods of intrigue. Terrible 
the anguish of the hour, as Heaven and the face of God refused to 
look upon the awful tiagedv But through darkness that laid its 
whelming pall on all thmgs moital, the prisoner saw a lifted throne 
and a tnumph that should make the tragedy divine, and make his 
words live when all opposing empires were scattered as fragments 
to the dust

And so with the truths our own men and women have almost 
martyred their lives to establish Onwaid the battle to its finish 
Not doubtful the significance of the struggle Not ambiguous 
the prize sought Not m claikness the exhibition given There 
can be but one ending to the stiuggle. Its course ,like an unending 
river, rolls onward till the halt of all nations is washed clean, and 
the mighty system given to the world.

(From Dr. Riley’s addte^s to graduating class, June, 1917.

OPPORTUNITY

Don’t fret about the chance that flew, 
Another will soon come to you.
Clouds never last, skies must turn blue.

Your right to fight and smite and hew 
Remains You’ll get your proper due 
If but to purpose you stand true
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Be Square

The biggest men we ever knew 
Alet with defeat — that's how they grew

They fought and failed and fought anew. 
Rode thru the stiffest gales that blew 
Proved worthiness to join the crew

That histoiy chooses for “ W h o’s W ho ” 
Regret is not a mending glue,
Reget — regain your pluck — dare — D O

H . K a u fm a n .

B E TTE R  BE SQ U AR E

You double-crossed a friend today',
But you won't make youi getaw'ay 
The dntv deuce is m the pack,
H e'll find it, and take up your track 
Some wheie, some time, you’ll have to pay  
Foi eveiy little lotten play 
The fool thinks he can turn his back 
Upon his lecoid and foiget*
But only a equaling wipes a debt 
Own up before youi chance is wiecked,
W in  back his faith your self-respect,
Replace, atone, apologise,
Be wtse1

Herbert Kaufm an
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DISEASE AND RATIONAL TREATMENT

In this division of this book we will outline at lea^onable 
length the diseases 01 pathological condition- to the -evei al organs 
and paits of the hodv, with the ino^t lational mean-* of tieatment 

All that we heie say will be based mo^t eventually on the 
author's peisonal experience, and nearly every po-ition here 
taken has been tested m the school of actual practice.

Some things heie said have been said m the previous pages, but 
the repetition, with the additions here given, will not be bad for 
the student, and will give him a gieatei fund of knowledge, first 
hand, wdien meeting serious ca^es m his own field of labor

Beginning with the biain and cranial regions, we will pass 
dowmw^ard somewhat m the ordei the organs and parts occupy m 
the human oigamsm, and wall be as specific as is consistent wuth 
the fullness of the wmrk wre are presenting

DISEASES OF THE BRAIN

The brain is the great central station of the nervous system, 
the mam conti oiling power Othei poi tions of the nervous system 
exeit some powei over the parts of the body, but more is undoubt
edly centeied m the biam than anywhei e else

The biam rs the seat of intellect, the home of the soul, the 
house of action It is the biam that makes- the mind, and it is the 
mind that makes the man

Just as the biam is most important m all intellectual processes, 
so the impairment 01 derangement of its poweis is most fearful 
and tei nble m its results

We believe our lational methods of treatment are more resource
ful than all othei s combined to relieve all troubles of the bi am 
We do not say that every disease of the biam may be cmed right 
off, but that many cases aie most readily treated by our methods, 
and xadical cuies aie made m many cases wdieie older forms of 
tieatment "were absolutely helpless m the matter

Among the diseases of the biam most easily met wuth ,wTe would
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mention vertigo 01 dizziness, loss of memory, hallucinations of 
eveiy kind, insanity of many kinds, loss of mental powers, bram 
fever, epilepsy, head noises, ungmg in the ears, cataract, dullness 
of mind, deafness, blindness, fender scalp, itching scalp, headaches, 
dandruff, drowsiness, sleeplessness, unnatural dreams, haze and 
spots befoie the eyes

Ratliei a tommtable list, vou will say, and yet only a goodly j or- 
tion of the disease- have been mentioned on this page Regarding 
insanity, foi instance, there are so many varieties or variations as 
to become almost countless So, also, with some other varieties 
of disease mentioned abo\ e Then name is legion.

However, the lational means now at hand will enable the con
scientious piactitionei to successfully care for almost any of the 
tioubles included m this list, and others not specifically mentioned 
here

Many of these aie cuied by adjusting the atlas alone for a 
shoit tune, but othei adjustments aie often indicated m connection 
We have known some cases of insanity to yield by the atlas ad
justment, while otheis required a much fuller treatment In all 
cases of insanity 01 other ailment, the physician should seek to 
arrive at the coriect condition as to the cause, and adjust or treat 
accordmglv

We have known some cases of dangerous insanity to yield to 
lectal dilation when eveiy thing else had failed Some cases of 
blindness, poor calculation, etc , have likewise yielded to this 
strange way of reaching the Sympathetic System, and the affected 
paits thru this means

But an essential adjustment for all biam tioubles must ever be 
the atlas, with additions as specially indicated Women made 
insane at the menopause, 01 girls at the awakening of puberty, 
need especial tieatment thru adjustments of the lumbar region, 
as theie is a dneet connection fiom this legion with the biam, 
and stronglv also thru the Sympathetic and the Pneumogastnc, 
both of which aie reached by the lumbar adjustment and lectal 
dilation

The practitioner will cure most of his cases of insanity and other
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main lie?- a« named above if he will per-i'-f and usually he will be 
sui priced at the rapidity of the reeovery
|£ Take the many ease? of mentally defeetive ehildien and adult«, 
resulting m numerous instances fiom disease*'- and injuries, and 
the verv gieate&t good may be done nearly all of them by good 
spinal adjustment, combined often with rectal dilation, ep-om 
salts baths, and good clean living

The authoi has had much experience m treating children who 
had become mentally defective following typhoid fever and other 
bad diseases of childhood Some of the ca«es had had the fever, 
for instance, about seven or eight years of age, and did not come 
under the author’s care until they weie fifteen or sixteen years of 
age

In many of these cases there had been a complete arrest of 
development m a mental way, and sometime« a complete loss of 
knowledge previously acquiied, until the patient could not spell 
the simplest words, noi add and subtract the «mallest numbeis, 
altho an advancement had been made befoie the fevei or other 
sickness into the third 01 fourth grade at school

Yet these cases have gradually piogie««ed under the tieatment 
until much of this pieviously acqun ed knowledge leturned, and 
patients weie able to enter school again, and, if not entnelv normal, 
weie ceitamlv able to learn many things veiy satisfactorily.

Among the many cases of insanity most easily reached are those 
peculiar cases where strange hallucinations or imaginations are 
constantly with the patients Some men and women imagine they 
are somebody el«e entirely diffeient from themselves 01 that they 
aie called to do some great woik, or to finance some gieat scheme 

Usually this class will yield mod readily to treatment of the 
spinal column, in some instances combining with the dilating of 
the retal muscles m oidei to reach the Sympathetic

Good C'hiiopaths should be kept m all asvlum-, and in all homes 
tor the mentally defective Rational tieatment will do moie in 
these institutions than all othei thins:« combine 1 The science 
is coming to its own, and its hentage must go where it belongs 

The science will have its own samtanums for the«e special treat
ments m the near future, and nothing can keep the great work from
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the wide fields where it is continually needed Doors will open 
wider all the time, and millions will leap its benefits

Since the close of the gieat world war, we have had some of our 
workers m several of the great hospitals of the country, and the 
results have been most giatifymg indeed Soldiers have recovered 
from the effects of shell shock, nerves have been made good, 
mental powei s that had been apparently destroyed have been made 
normal again, and the very woist nervous disorders have disap
peared as if by magic

The country at large has thus been made to see the wonderful 
efficiency of such tieatment, and the effort of the public to receive 
the fieest and best treatment from the physicians of their choice 
will not have been m vain

Whatever lelieves neive and blood tension to the brain, what
ever equalizes the cu eulation and distributes proper nerve impulse 
to oigans and parts of the body, whatever makes the life cleaner, - 
any and all of these will thi ow off disease and throw m health 

Mental deiangement need not be frought with such dread if 
rational methods of restoration are persisted m. There may be 
incurable diseases of the brain as of other parts, but many diseases 
thought to be incurable will most readily respond to rational 
methods A good tual will convince the most sceptical

DISEASES OF TH E  SCALP

Among the diseases most met with m the scalp are dandruff, 
falling hair, itching scalp, tight scalp, scald head, scales, abnormal 
sweating, ulcei s, etc

For all diseases of the scalp adjust the upper cervical region, 
and it will usually be essential to adjust kidney place 01 tenth 
doisal m connection with the upper cervical for the best results, 
this being cential place for skm action

Itching scalp, dandiuff, etc , with sore feeling all over the head, 
vull usually yield to treatment m only a few days, and all other 
troubles will 3’ield in a short time

Moie serious foims of falling hair and baldness may be benefitted
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and persistent care and tieatment will giow new hair where the 
follicle has not been destioyed Benefit will always follow tieat
ment, and perfect cure m many instances

Plenty of good nourishing food, abundant sleep, thoro physio
logical care, sensible washing m epsom watei 01 othei eood wash, 
massaging, and such like will all assist to restore hair to bald spots, 
and give a new growth

To erne baldness great patience is necessary, and a good long 
time to do it m Other diseases of the scalp yield m a very short 
period of time, and the practitioner is sure of results in almost 
every instance

DISEASES OF TH E  EYES

Among the diseases of the eyes may be those affecting the eye
sight. those affecting the eyeball, those affecting the eyelids 
and those affecting the position of the eyeball m the socket 

If the tioubles are caused by the lack of nourishment to the 
eyeball itself, the spinal lesion is usually found at the fifth dorsal 
region, and relief may veiv quickly be found from adjusting the 
fifth doisal region, and additional help may be had from concus
sion of the second dorsal region Concussion, too, of the uppei 
ceivical veitebrae above the middle inclusive has a very marked 
stimulation on the eyeball and the ears.

W e have knowm cases of absolute blindness restored by adjust
ment of the fifth doisal 1 egion only These nerves seem to connect 
with the Optics and Auditones m some way that gives them 
noui ishment, and must be considered m all cases of eye and ear 
tioubles wheie there is any lack of nourishment to these nerves 

If the eyelids aie affected with granulations, weaknesses that 
cause them to droop, inability to open and close them readily by 
an act of the wall, etc , make the adjustments good and strong at 
the middle and uppei ceivical vertebrae In connection with this 
adjust the tenth dorsal for moie perfect skin action In rare 
cases, wdieie paitial paialysis rather than general weakness pre
vails to the lids, it may be well to give rectal dilation. In just a 
few cases has the author found this necessaiy In one case of al-
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m ot total blindness, which recently came under his care, where 
there had been a stroke of paralysis, immediate lelief was exper
ienced with rectal dilation m connection with the other treatment.

This patient had a tremendous blood pressuie, which was reduced 
by spinal adjustment and concussion, but the blindness continued 
until we gave the rectal dilation, when patient began to read 
signs across the street, and could soon read other matter

In the cases of cross eyes, farsightedness, nearsightedness, 
stabismus, etc , relief may usually be had by adjusting the upper 
and middle ceivical legions, with other adjustments m connection 
as indicated, giving concussion of the upper cervical and the sev
enth cervical sometimes

There can be no doubt whatever regai dmg the power of spinal 
treatment for all forms of eye trouble Study the exact nature of 
the trouble, and make a special effort to restore by correcting the 
lesions that cause the weakness or disorder
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The ¿rood Chnopath will be gratified beyond hi  ̂ m o t ardent 
expectations with what he will heie accomplish, and m any patients

Sclera.
Choroid'

Ciliary muscle.
Iris.

Cmzfunc cul-de-sac 
A ni. chamber and  „ 

aqueous humor, 
C rystalitneAens 

Posterior chatnbe 
A ngleqfani chatnbe 
Suspensory ligament 

o f  the lens

Retina
Ojtie 
nerve with 

central 
retinal 
artery

Ocular 
muscle

Cornea Vitreous chamber

will thank him foi the life time good he w ill be able to confer upon 
them

And sometimes results will begin with the very first treatment 
given

DISEASES OF TH E  EARS

Theie are a numbei of minor disorders of the ears that are easily 
reached by almost any one who can give the simplest adjustments 
of the eei vical legion

The Auditoiv Nerves give the sense of hearing, and are distrib
uted exclusively to the internal eais The upper and middle 
ceivicals all connect with the Auditories and the Optic« Also the 
neives from the fifth doisal legion connect with these nerve--, and, 
as pi eviously lemarked, give them noui ishment m some wav

Among the things affecting the ear that are so easily handled by 
the Chiropath aie buzzing, nngmg, 01 i oaring sounds or noises 
m the held There is seldom any difficulty m lelievmg these 
tioubles permanently by a little spinal treatment of the upper and 
middle eei vieals Other segment« may occasion illy lequn e adjust
ment also In rare instances we have found it nacessaiv to manip
ulate m and around the angl1 of the jaw inside the mouth, as
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explained presently in the tieatment of deafness In one solitary 
case we made lectal dilation instead of making this tieatment in 
the mouth, with absolute lelief

There will usually be found no difficulty whatever m treating 
these troubles of the ears, as adjustments m the legions stated 
above will reach them m a veiy short time,

In deafness itself, there is often a most rapid recovery Here, 
however, the physician must bear several things m mmd, as the 
deafness may affect either the external, middle, 01 internal ear 

Occasionally the author has some case of deafness that yields 
to the very first tieatment given, and hearing at once becomes 
perfect Duung his practice of seveial years, he can recall now 
more than a dozen cases where relief was immediate One man 
had been totally deaf m one eai foi 52 yeais, his hearing be
coming perfect immediately. Another had been so deaf for 
more than twenty years that it was with great difficulty that he 
could be made to hear the loudest voice with mouth yelling the 
words into his ear Aftei his first treatment he could hear so 
peifectly that it frightened him when we placed our mouth to his
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ear and spoke loudly An age d lady, above SO rear-, could hear a 
clock tick in the adjoinmj; room a'rc-r b j i:na»ni tieatm-mt

It will be remembered that Chiropractic had it~> birth on the 
prominence of the fifth dorsal vertebra It wu-* here that D D  
Palmer made the fust thrust and restored the healing of one 
Harvey Lillard after his deafness had become so senou« as * to

appear to be hopeless, and our great old founder always said that 
the fifth dorsal must be watched in the treatment of all eye and 
ear troubles, and our own experience has lead us to believe the 
the old general was right m what he s iid, and all he said was rein
forced by a very uch and fiuitful expeuence

Of course, as later experience pioves, many ca=es of deafness 
may be more surely benefited by adjusting the middle and upper 
cervical regions than elsewhere, but the fifth dorsal, the home of 
the soul of Chiropractic must always be remembered in these cases

Doctor Palmer says he always either cured his cases of deafness 
complete^', or else he greatly benefited them without making a 
complete cure No patient he treated ever went away displeased 
at the results obtained Later m the doctor’s practice he no 
doubt obtained even better results, combining the cervical treat
ment with the other
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The uuthoi believes, he should here outline more fully the treat
ment of deafne".- so as to fill all wants The student or physician is 
also refened to the author’s treatise on the Cure of Deafness, 
where eveiy detail of the descuption of the ear is given W e will 
quote at lensrht from this treatise, but will omit all mere descrip
tive matter, as the tieatise may be read by all who desire, or any 
treatise on Anatomv or Physiology may be consulted if the reader 
so desires or needs The actual methods only here need fill the 
present pages

TH E CURE OF DEAFNESS

We know that deafness can be cured, because we have made 
radical cures m so many cases that we can speak positively m 
the premises Some cases that have come under our care have 
been totally deaf and of long standing, while others have been only 
partially deaf, the afflicttion having lasted all the way from a few 
months to many 3rears

Naturally we would think that a case of deafness of long stand
ing would be haid to reach, while one of recent origin would be 
comparatively easy to leach Indeed, th s is the rule, but there are
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many exceptions to it We local! now the ea~e of a man who had 
been totally deaf in one ear since the ace of five yearn He was

fifty-eight when we fust tieated him, and on the third day he 
could hear peifeetlv out of that deaf eai
, We lecall another case that was so deaf m both ears that you 
had to bawl at him with mouth against his ear to make him heai 
at all, who could hear immediately following the fiist treatment 
Not knowing we had made so gieat a change, we placed our mouth 
to his eai and spoke m as loud a tone as usual to make him hear, 
and it frightened him so that he jumped against an electric lamp 
and hulled it fiom the table This man’s deafness ha< 1 been coming 
on gradually foi more than twenty years

We can recall a thousand and more cases of vanable degiees of 
deafness that have responded either wholly or paitially to the
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treatment we give We can truthfully say that we have never 
made a complete failuie Eveiy case has been helped, and the 
erne has been complete m a laige majority of cases treated. The 
practitioner who follows our instructions faithfully will certainly 
prove his worth, unless it be on some case where operations or 
peculiai diseases have destroyed portions of the internal or middle 
ear or the tympanum or drum

TR E A TM E N T OF DEAFNESS

Deafness may be caused by trouble m the external, middle, or 
internal ear Oui own expenence has been that deafness from 
troubles m the middle eai aie haider to cure than any other, but 
they lespond m most cases nevertheless, and m many cases 
peifeet3y

However, it is very desnable to know whether the trouble exists 
m the internal.middle, or extei nal ear, and we will give here such 
tests as will enable the piactitionei veiy easily to determine this

Procure a tuning folk of the C2 note, making 512 vibrations per 
second This is the best foi making the tests

If this tuning foik is placed against the head of a person whose 
heaung is noimal, he will hear better if both his ears are closed If 
one ear is closed, he will heai better m the closed ear than m the 
open eai

If either the Eustachian or the external Auditory Canal is colsed 
or obstiucted, or the Membrana Tympani thickened or hardened 
the vibrations of the tuning fork will be more distinct in the ob
structed ear

Nowr, note this caiefully If the trouble is m the internal ear 
or labnnth 01 the auditoiy nerve itself, the tuning fork will be 
less distinct m the impaiied ear

Make these tests thoroughly They mean something, and will 
not be haid for you to make when you make them a few times 
Be sure you have a good loud sounding fork of the kind named 
above Let patient close one ear, and then the other, as you make 
them, and both closed and open, as you may find best, as you pro
ceed to the diffeient paits of the examination
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t)i couise, the*e te-t* aie only pielnmnaix to the tieatment, 
and ioim no pait ot it whatcvei hut the piaotiPonr 1 d.ould if am 
to make them so peifectly' that Le nevei he-itate- in making ti cm. 
Hesitancy anvanably make,* the patient think the doctci doe* not 
understand his work

Befoie beginning tieatment foi the ra-e of deafne—, te*t the 
patient’s lange of healing by holding a watch to the eai. and see 
how far away he or she is able to hear Sometimes you it ill have to 
place the watch against the eai of the patient, and then again the 
patient may be able to heai as y ou move the natch away fiom the 
eai a fen inches Aftei making the hist tieatment. it is not infre
quently the ease that the patient can heai seveiul times a* iai as 
befoie the treatment was made

We seldom tieat a patient nhose hearing is s0 bad that the 
natch must be held against the ear to be henid that the patient 
cannot heai its tick after the tieatment mth the watch held away 
at a distance of six to twel\ e me he*, and sometimes faither Some
times heanng is perfectly lestoied with a single tieatment, but 
this must not be expected oi promised Wheie it comes this way, it 
must be looked upon as one of those remarkable cases that come 
along like a modem miracle, as indeed it is.

The first case of deafness treated by D. D. Pa’mei, founder of 
Chiropiactic, heai cl instantly aftei the first successful thrust to 
the fifth doisal \ eitebia, but othei cases ti eated by Palmer did 
not 1 ecover so radically oi so quickly Thev all improved, the old 
doetoi used to say but it was not alnays a rapid improvement 

With oui moie extended methods of ti eating deafness now. we 
may say that it is the rai est exception that any case will evei be 
ti eated without marked improvement being obseived fiom the 
beginning, and a veiy great improvement m a comparatively 
short time

E X A M IN A T IO N  OF OUTER EAR A N D  N ASO PH AR YN X

The outer eai, including the auricle, external canal, and mem- 
brana tvmpani, may' usually' be examined with the ey'e alone Get
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good strong daylight to it, and all paits may be seen and examined 
Turn each mdi\ ulual ease m potation best for the purpose, and look 
well along the canal down to the tympanum Pull the auncle to 
the position that will give the straightest view down the canal 
You will usually be able to see all along, and obsei ve the conditions 
of the walls ot the canal and of the membiana tympam

Howevei, a leflectoi and ear speculum may be used on some 
patients better than the naked eye The reflector should be m the 
shape of a concave mirror with an opening through the center for 
the operator to look as he throw's the light into the auditory canal 
A convenient size of mirror is three inches m diameter, with a 
focus of about nine inches

The minor should have a handle for convenience m holding 
It may also be held by a contrivance around the head, which must 
be airanged so as to place it the proper distance from the eye of the 
operator We prefer the mirror with a handle A gentle light 
from a gas jet is best to be reflected into the patient's ear A 
small light may be rigged on the oper ator’s head, or on the gearing 
that holds the reflector if it is rigged m this way, but we naturally 
prefer the simpler arrangement rf we resoit to any thing besides 
the natuial eve m making an examination

Next examine the nasopharnvx Piocure several small mirrors 
of varying sizes, the better to fit different mouths Place one of 
these minors in the mouth far back at an angle of about 45 degrees, 
so as to obtain an image of all the upper pharynx and posterior 
nei ves

Note the pharangeal tonsils, just above the posterior margin of 
the nasal septum Look a little to either side and behold the open
ing of the Eustachian Tubes These opening will appear to be 
elevated around the edges

The color is i eddish in health, but variable m disease Note 
whether the mucous membrane covering the mouth of either tube 
is lighter in color and shrunken appaiently m any way If you 
find such a condition, the tube is weakened or atrophied If the 
mouth of the tube is apparently or leally enlarged, with mucous 
showang in the mouth, there is a catarrhal condition existing
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TH E T R E A T M E N T  OF DEAFNESS - C O N TIN U E D

We aie now iearly to lead into the treatment of deafne"- as usual
ly met with m all ca-e- that mav ever come to u- foi treatment 

Think once more ot the wondei- of the Auditory Nerve. Thi^ 
nerve ha< been de'Cubed Think again of rt= peculiar entrance 
into the internal eai by the three branches that are distributed 
to the utricle, saccule, and ampulla, part" of the semi-circular 
canal" Each han cell has a nerve fibre, and with it all 1« the finest 
circulation you could imagine

The tympanic membrane receives the vibrations from the air 
in almo-t unlimited number, from about 60 up to 4,000 per second 
These aie transmitted to the Organ of Corti through the ossicles 
and general mechanism of the ear, and impressions are made on 
the biain

This exceedingly peculiar and wonderful organ must be treated 
with care and skill to keep it m perfect condition, and it is our 
purpose to so outline and direct that the best will always be given 
to each individual patient treated

The fiist step with many good cases is good spinal adjustment 
Nerves are wondeiful leetifiers of abnormalities of any kind that 
affect the organs of the body anywhere The nerves of the upper 
and middle cervical region all reach the cranial nerves, including 
the Auditory Therefore, it is essential to fulbr relieve all tension 
on nerves of this region When this is done it is not infrequently 
the case that a marked difference is at once observed m the hearing 

Another very important segment for adjustment is the fifth 
dorsal, as fibers of nerves from this region reach both the Auditory 
and the Optic nerves It was by adjustment at this region alone 
that D D Palmer restored hearing to the deaf ears of Harvey 
Lillard It must not be overlooked m adjusting the spine for 
deafness

We have had cases m oui own private practice even more re
markable than the first case restored by D D  Palmer, and have 
been amazed at the miracles thus performed, and have hoped to 
be able to relieve all this way, but have found a great many who 
would not respond perfectly to this simple spinal adjustment
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treatment, and have scone farther m the development until now 
ve aie f-ure of oui way m tieatmg more than 95 per cent of all 
these other cases, obtaining eithei a perfect result or one nearly so

T R E A T M E N T  OF DEAFNESS - C O N TIN U E D

In this chapter we will show the best methods of manipulation 
that may reach and stimulate all parts of the ear Remembei, it 
will always be m place to make the spinal adjustments as we have 
all eady outlined befoi e making the manipulations here laid down

With patient either lying 01 sitting, manipulate moderately 
and deeply aiound the outer ear, pulling the auncle gently m all 
directions. W 01 k well aiound the angle of the jaw on the side of the 
deafness, on both sides if deafness exists on both sides Have pa
tient open mouth rathei widely at times while you are doing this 
manipulating act

A few yeais ago a good book was sold for the purpose of main
taining good looks by making faces A noted woman went to woik 
to impiove hei looks by the use of the aneuvers directed m the 
book, when she discovered that hei deafness was disappearing along 
as hei looks impioved by the continued maneuvers of the face 
muscles and movements of the j aws and muscles of the face Some 
others also had like sreults, and it became a popular treatment for 
deafness, as a considerable percentage improved m hearing. If 
these exeieises had been coupled with proper manipulative work 
on the angle of the jaw within the mouth, a much larger percentage 
would have yielded

Next with patient prefer ablj1- m the upright position, place one 
finger inside the mouth of patient back to the angle of the jaw 
behind the wisdom teeth Hold the fingers of the other hand 
outside at the angle of the jaw Let the ipside finger be placed on 
the teeth or jaw-bones and the walls of the mouth by the masseter 
muscle In this position manipulate within and without the mouth 
at the same time, having patient open the mouth widely at times 
Continue this for five minutes, or thereabouts

You will become expert at this No particular directions will
280
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help you a- mur h a - good r ommun -< m e ■ m; ,.n_ ‘ » -* pu
la l ions It will "oon be \ e iv  eu -y  fo: ; ,u j  to  no a , f i u P ractice  
will soon m ake you ma'-tei

Next place the finger of one hand in and uiouici : !  » uum- on 
the inside of the teeth next to the thioat. and m ti i- i»< s ’ »on man
ipulate well around the mnei side oi the angle 01 the ;aw thnc oi 
loui oi five minutes Otei heie pu-n the turner ovei on the -oft 
palate a little distance, and pull -liahth foiwaid, so a' to loo-cn 
the muscles attached to the Eustachian Tube, This will deque nt- 
ly open up this tube where catanhal conditions hat e clo-ed it, or 
othei impediments have filled it

These maneuveis aie very poweiful aids m some case- of deaf
ness, but there are sone other exercises that may be substituted for 
them with good lesults also, but we would hesitate to say they are 
as good as the use of the fingei If it be irksome to the opeiator 
or the patient to make these manipulations as we here dneet, you 
may place good-sized lolls of cotton oi clean rag of soft material 
m the angle of the jaw, and require patient to piess jaws toacthei 
on this for about five minutes Another still better substitute is 
to place sticks of rubber erasers back m the angle of the jaw, in
stead of the cotton, and have patient bite down on them for five 
minutes or so

All this maneuvering will greatly stimulate the auditor v appara
tus and have a marked effect on the hearing The days you do not 
treat the patient you may have patemt go through these exercises 
with the cotton or rubber eiaseis, and lmpiovement will come 
along faster

Test a patient’s ears with your watch befoie making this treat
ment, and you will almost mvanablv see an impionevmet of several 
inches m the range of hearing aftei the fust treatment, and an 
improvement day by day that will be very gratifying both to 
yourself and the patient.

T R E A T M E N T  OF DEAFNESS -  CON TIN UED

In this chapter we wall go a little farther than m the preceding, 
as some cases will require more care and more w'ork. You will
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need a little imtiument like a bent handle of a spoon (See cut 
accompanying >

With the mmois examine the nasophain\Tx, and see the position 
and condition ot the Eustachian Tubes, and manipulate around 
the opening" with the finger Next, gently hook the instrument

over the soft palate, and pull foiwaid very gently for five minutes 
or a little longei If the saliva accumulates m patient’s mouth, let 
it be expelled, and then pioceed with this ivoik,

While vou aie doing this, patient mav hold aluminum combs m 
the hands, as shown m cut, pressing gently but fiimly all the time 

The combs thus held are a help, but not a necessity It is one 
of the inexplicable things of Zone Therapy, and certainly does 
good m some haid cases

The pulling forwaid on the soft palate will release muscular 
contiaction of the palatal muscles that aie united or attached to 
the Eustachian tubes, and relief to the middle ear, and the 
outei and internal eai, thiough the middle A study of these tubes 
and the musculai attachments will make all this very clear 

Supposing you have a ease wdieie you have made the spinal
282
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adjustments perfectly, gums, a ,-t’ ong nei\c m.uY-f to all part" of 
the ear You can -ee Without aieminent that t li-  additional e v i -  
ei-e to the tubes and to othei part" thru them will a—i-t -tiongly 
what has alxeach has been done, and will lead \ou out m o t admira
bly in these hard eases of deafne—

Be eaieful that you do not go too stionsr m this tieatment 
Learn to do it without gagging or nauseating the patient m any 
way Pi act ice will enable you to do tin- Dneetion- will only go 
-o far with you Remember you aic not to Luit the patient 
Severe straining of any muscle may teai down and injure, whereas 
gentle manipulating will, und gentle exeieise can onl\ lesult m 
good

Therefore, let gentleness prevail m all ease-, and paitic uiaily 
-o at the beginning Later on the pull mav be slight Iv hea\ier. 
t»ut must not be heavy at any time Be suie to beai tin- m mind, 
always making the pull forward on palate vei y gentle

If your examination has disclosed a condition of catarrh or 
anything else that has closed the Eustachian tubes, you must 
persist, along with other things, m pulling and voikmg the fingei 
over and aiound the mouth of the tube until jou  ha\e opened it 
A little white vaseline on the fingei will pi event nritation or soie- 
ness fiom following this manipulation, and we thus moisten the 
fingei in oui own treatment if theie is any tendenev to nutation 
from this work

Still latei after considerable woik ha- been done m thi- way 
aiound the mouths of the tubes, you may insert the tip of the little 
fingei m the mouth of the tube, Betoie doing this, see that the 
nail is closely pared and the tip of the finger lubnrated with a 
little white vaseline It will not usually be neeessaiy to do this, 
but we mention it for extieme cases

Following this a few days later, you mav blow’ the tube- out 
with a Politzei Bag You will not usually have to do this, just 
m iaie cases, only m one out of a great many, but we will give \ou 
a woid of instruction, and caution as well, on the subject, to meet 
your needs, and make your poweis full m legald to eveiv pait of 
the ti eatment
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Piocuie the Politzer Bag from diuggist or supply house The 
cost is small Do not use it at the beginning of treatment, as the 
tubes might be so tightly closed as to make it impossible for its 
force to blow them open Place the nosepiece m one nostnl, and 
close both nostiils with the fingers of one hand. Patient should 
have a little water in mouth to msuie the act of swallowing to 
be better.

Now, when ready, have patient swallow the water m the mouth, 
and just as the laiynx uses press the bulb, and thus force the air 
into the eustachian tube and thus to the middle ear Do this gent
ly Use absolutely no moie foi ce than is necessary. A great force 
used might lupture the ear drum This has been done Try again 
•with just a little more force Theie is no danger if you are careful, 
and theie aie cases where this should be done, but m our private 
practice we have found veiy few, indeed, where this was necessary. 
Results nearly always follow good tieatment without this

Spinal concussion over uppei cervicals has a powerful effect 
This may be made with little mallet 01 large machine Make 
concussion strokes lightly but firmly for five or six minutes. We 
use it sometimes, but not always

In this chaptei we go a little into Zone Therapy work, which is, 
indeed, a powerful adjunct, particularly m the beginning of the 
treatment, and forms a part of the tieatment the patient may 
perform at home on the days you do not treat him or her

The working around the angle of the jaw is as much Zone 
Therapy as anything else, but has been already given, and need not 
be stated again here The biting down on cotton wads or rubber 
erasers also has been mentioned, and may be done by the patient 
at home twice a day particularly on the days you do not treat him 
at your office

Another very distinct Zone Therapy idea is manipulation 
around the end joint of the third finger or the one next the little 
fingre for five or six or seven minutes Do this on the side of the 
daefness, or on both sides, if both sides are deaf. Also work on 
outer or end joint of finger on either side of this to a less degree 
than the third finger Just squeeze and manipulate gently, but 
firmly, around the joint for the time of fiive to seven minutes.
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It mil leach and .-tmiulatc the eai thiu the fouith z< Hi - of the body 
(See Cut foi popitionj

An equally good Zone Therapy manemer i- to pie," tlie teeth 
of an aluminum comb agaimt the fingei tip^ and thumb for five 
to seven minutes Get the position exact h foi thr-. You may fix 
them m patientV hand 01 hands, and have them lLu> held while 
you aie making some ohtei pait of treatment if you like Aceom- 
panvmg figuies will show you just how the comb' must be held 
foi the gi eate't good

Eaiache is usually cuied in fixe minutes time with the manipula
tion aiound the joint of the third or ling finger L lamping a steel 
spnng clothespin on this joint will munally do the same tlmig.or 
winding rubbei bands about one-eighth inch wide around the joints 
will do as well

The Zone Theiapy adjuncts are veiy useful in sone liaid cases 
In fact, we must acknowledge that we have iccened lesults m 
some veiy extieme cases wheie the other ti eatment^ had failed 
Howevei, we by no means place this above or equal to the geneial 
ti eatment w’e lllustiate m this book W e believe m the proper 
combination of all agences that assist m any way to better results 
The deaf man 01 woman is m search of hearing, and it is our pur
pose to assist such a one to find it

Let us stop shoit of nothing that will give the most perfect 
service Results are what we seek, and lesults aie what w*e most 
desne Let the method be what will give the best results m the 
shoitest time It is humiliating to us to take a case of any kind 
and do it no good, while it makes us rejoice to cure some serious 
case and m a i easonable time restore that case to prefect noimahty 
Many a time m oui own pnvate practice have we succeeded wheie 
every othei form of ti eatment had signally failed, and have been 
made to rejoice with the patient thus helped

These lemarks, you will understand, are not here intended to 
apply to Zone Therapy, but rather to the entire treatise we give 
you m the compass of these pages Your application of the full 
teachings herein will amply reward your best effoits, and the re
sults you obtain wall substantiate every word we have said You 
wall get better results than you could have hoped for
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CAUTIONS

Xevoi me <uch (hugs as quinine, the biomides, or any such 
things ux produce loanng m the cais Gieat injuiv may follow 
No medicine will help deafnes-

Bc veiv caretul in washing out the ears Continued syringing 
will certamlv impuii the healing If ear» are stopped m the exter
nal auditoiv canal, cleanse some other wray than with syringe 
A vetv little vaseline will be fai better than watei

Eaiaehe may neailv always be lelieved m five minutes by man
ipulating outei joint of thud fingei

DISEASES OF TH E M OUTH, TEETH , A N D  GUMS

Among these disoideis 01 deiangements may be mentioned, 
soft and spong\ gums, loose teeth, Alveloa Pyarrhea (the great 
incuiable tnghtfulness to the work of the dentist), bad smelling 
bieath, ulcers of the mouth, wreak mferioi maxillary bone, etc 

Considei the neive supply, and little difficulty wall be experienced 
in giving the needed tieatment The neives fiom the middle 
cervical legion have a most decidedly helpful effect m a dneet way 
upon all diseases of the teeth, mouth, and gums, and must be al
ways an essential adjustment foi all these tioubles

A-lveola Pvanhea of many yeais standing will yield to good 
tieatment of the middle eei eieal legion It is advisable to adjust 
the tenth domal in connection m oidei to secuie good kidney 
and ;>km action Loo-,e teeth will begin to tighten at once, and 
wasted gums begin to take on new’ life immediately, and directly 
be full and healthly

The author has had a vei y extended experience m these disorders, 
and can assure every physician that success wall follow7 most grati- 
fymgly Results will usually be i apicl Many cases that had been 
under the caie of good dentists for yeais befoie coming to the 
author, aftei receiving spinal tieatment for two weeks oi so have 
gone back to exhibit results to the dentists who had pieviouslv
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w01 koi 1 on the ca-e- ami m evei \ ea-e \\eie plea-eii to heat the 
dentist expie.-'i' wonder at the muivGIou- jnoiovemen'

Mav concuss thud and fourth cervical and -e\r*nth dos-ul ver
tebrae Alay also adjust tenth doi-al 111 connection with the other

DISEASES OF TH E THROAT, TONSILS, ESOPHAGUS,
TRACH EA, ETC

In diseased conditions to all these pairs, the ph\>ieian will need 
to study or consider the nerves affecting the pait to be treated 
This neive supply has been given very fulh’ m previous chapters 
of this treatise, and will be lefend to heie very briefly, reserving 
the greater space foi othei treatment

In diseases of the throat, adjust so as to reach the affected part" 
This wall often be the middle ceivical, but may be indicated above 
or below this segment. The fifth dorsal al«o has a mo^t decidedly 
good effect upon the throat to relieve sorene-s

Diseases of the tonsils may be uniformly relieve 1 by adjustment 
of the cervical region as per le-non found, a-suallv the upper cervi
cal, but may be the middle or lower cervical Additional relief may 
also be had by adjusting the fifth doisal

Diseases of the tongue are reached at once by adjustment of the 
middle cervical, or above and below' this as indicated by lesion 
iound

Diseases of esophagus, tiachea, etc , are all adjusted along the 
eervical legion as per lesion, and all may he further helped by 
adjustment of the fifth doisal Also concuss the seventh cervical 
region

Dipthena, a most dangerous and fatal disease of childhood, and 
sometimes found m adult life, nrav be quieklv and radiaelly 
cured by spinal treatment of the cervical and fifth doisal regions 
W e have seen the treatment piove most efficttious after medical 
treatment had failed, and patients were apparently hopeless 
Simply make the treatment cai efully, keep the neck wai m w ithout 
overheating, and only a tew days will suffice foi complete recovery
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DISEASES OF TH E  TH Y R O ID  GLAND

The enlargement of this gland will cause common goitre and 
exopthalmie goitre Either of these serious conditions may be 
completely cured by spinal adjustment and spinal concussion
or smuboidalization

In the common forms of goitre the enlargement becomes a 
great disfigurement, but may not result seriously nor endanger 
the patient’s life for many years if at all Some cases of common 
goitre go thru a long life with little m convenience more than a 
disfigurement, while other cases continue to grow until the great 
weight, by the force of gravity mostly, actually chokes the patient, 
interfering with the power of breathing

Cornu minus
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However great the enlargement, and however gmat the inter- 
feience with breathing and the power of neglutition, eontmued 
tieatment will reduce the enlaigeinent, and will eiemually rid 
the patient entirely of the trouble The fifth or sixth ecivieal 
should be adjusted daily and eoneu—ion or -mu-oidah/ -non 
made foi five to seven minute- each day over the seventh cervical 
vertebia

Wheie the enlargement has become very laige ,or very hard and 
fibious. the treatment may have to be continued for seveial months 
and sometimes foi one or moie veais However, after tho improve
ment is well staited, and progress is being made, the patient may 
have a small concussion hammer, and make the concussion at 
home once or twice a day say During the time he 01 she i- 
leceivmg the tieatment, theie will haidlv be any attack of cold 
of any kind that wall amount to anything at all The adjustment 
and concussion wall pi event this most thoioly.

Many cases of conmon goitre have reeoveied among the patients 
tieated by the author wath the tieatment thiu spinal adju-tment 
only W e wall say that one third 01 one fouith of the ease'- will 
thus 1 eeovei Under combined treatnemt of spinal adjustment and 
spinal concussion, he has nevei had a failui e

The exopthalmic goitre is much moie senous as it involves the 
heait wath a most weakening taehicaidia 01 intensely lapid and 
labored beat that is most weakening and exhausting, leading 
dnectly to death unless lelief m some way is had

With the exopthalmic foim the heait may beat so fast as to be 
haid to count the beats, going above 160 and moie to the minute 
Heait enlarges, and patient feels weak all over The exes bulge 
outvvaid, the heait muimurs, there is a decided weakening and loss 
of flesh The gland enlarges, but may not enlaige so radically or 
heavily as in the case of the common goitre

Adjust heie as m case of the common goitre, but give good ad
justment to the fouith dorsal also to stienghthen the heait, and 
be very sure to give the concussion or sinusoidalization of the 
seventh cervical
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W e doubt if any better picture was ever made than the above to show the 
parts here presented The veins and arteries and glands and other parts 
are somewhat exaggerated m size to show their position better Observe the 
multitude of small muscles attached to the hyoid bone at the root of the tongue 
Note also the position of the carotid arteries, the jugular bems, heart, etc 

Particular^ note the position of the thymus gland, which decreases and dis
appears as the boy or girl reaches the age of puberty The position of the thy
roid gland m the neck study well as here is where the goitres are formed, 
and all practitioners will sooner or alter have to treat these ugly deformities, 
and the instructions given in this book wall insure a cure every time
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Bo faithful in the treatment ini a fc v wr< k-, a uri all *vmtom& of 
exopthalmie goitre will have di~appeaie-i A qmekei n—ult usuallv 
than in the ease of the common ironie The rapid lieai f ac+ion '«ill 
cease, the unnatuial blood presume become lionnal nervousness 
disappear, and patient will be normal m every way.

The reduction, of the enlargement may be hastened very mate
rially by giving the patient a good v arm epsom salts bath over
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the goitre each day for fifteen to thirty minutes. This the patient 
may do at home mormng or evening or both morning and evening

Exopthalmic goitre, tho serious, and bringing certain death 
after a while, will most surely yield to the treatment as outlined 
above. Life will be saved, and happiness and certainty given in
stead of the gravest doubts and fears. No estimate can be given 
as to the value of this treatment Money represents nothing to 
the one whose life is endangered The physician who can bring 
relief and extension of life is the most valued citizen any community 
can ever have

These methods are infallible The author’s experience warrants 
the strongest statements he can make He bases his entire repu
tation on what he says He knows every statement to be true

Nothing looks better m the office than a good, strong, neat adjusting table, 
and nothing adds more to the efficiency in a practical way of the physician 
The office adjusting 100ms, furniture thruout should be first class without being 
gaudy Xice furniture, good adjusting rooms, neat personal appearance, 
skill and knowledge, then success is assured
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D ISEA SES OF T H E  LU N G S

Since the days o f  Jenner, the beginning of vaccination foi small 
pox, there has been a steady increase o f the m o-t serious diseases 
of the lung», as well as cancer, syphilis, and such like

In  the brief space allotted in these pages for the diseases o f 
the lungs, it is not our purpose to expatiate gieatly on the harm 
that has followed vaccination. This has becom e a well known fact. 
N o one who has made proper investigation can m  any way doubt 
it.

Just as other parts o f the body m ay be diseased by im proper 
living, spinal lesions, poisons, etc , so the lungs m ay likewise 
becom e diseased.

With all cases of lung troubles that have becom e seiious enough 
to leach the stage o f tuberculosis, the author has always found 
that the patient was a constant left side sleepei in 90 per cent of the 
cases, and the othexs slept constantly on the back The stomach 
was always bad, with spinal lesions at the third and fifth dorsal 
regions

These attitudes m sleep must be changed to injure the most 
rapid and ladical cure of all serious lung troubles In pneumonia 
and such diseases the position in bed should be frequently changed, 
and much of the sleep or rest should be on the right side or face

W e will here epitomise somewhat from the author's treatise on 
Consumption, covering a few pages, as we believe our conclusions 
there have been tried to an absolute demonstration Along the 
lines of cause the reader is referred to this treatise Here, m these 
pages before him, will be given the gist of the cause and the treat
ment.

Seventy years ago the number of deaths from lung troubles was 
very few mdeed, and consumption or tuberculosis was still rare, 
but during this span of three score and ten years, there has been 
an alarming increase m the death rate from pulmonary consump
tion How much then should the public be arroused m regard to 
checking the ravages of this monster of death, who is no respec- 
tor of persons, and whose dark shadow has been thrown across the 
threshold of most families m America, so that today scarcely a
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Lvmg man or woman may be found who has not lost some dear 
one to satisfy the claims of this dreadful scourge

And it is oui candid opinion that we offer here the only rational, 
sate, sure, and unfailing cuie, which has stood the test of our own 
experience and obseivation, and we could cite hundreds who have 
made complete recoveiv undei chuopiactic adjustment W hy then 
should we hesitate to declaie the whole truth, and let the whole 
eaith lejoice m the sunshine that has come m the morning after 
the night of death has passed? Let the tiuth prevail, and let her 
message be earned on the wings of the morning m the thrill of a 
hope that spungs eternal m the human bieast

Consumption 01 Tuheiculosis is the most dieaded and most 
fatal of all diseases of modem times, being lesponsible today for 
one-fourth of the deaths that occur fiom all sources Let some 
physician diagnose some suffering child 01 adult as having a 
genuine case of consumption, and the pai ents at once lose all hope 
of iccovery on the pait of the afflicted one, and while that one 
may be peifectly optimistic, and stiuggle m eveiy way against 
the progress of the disease, believing, as the tubeiculai victim 
usually does, that his tiouble is not consumption, but something 
else, he nevextheless, day by day and week by week, wastes away 
until death claims his own and takes him away
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The name Consumption means a wearing away, ami the lung« 
of the Miffenng ones giadually wa-te away until all power and 
strength are gone, and breathing heroines difficult and labored, and 
the patient die« fiom literal suffocation Even to the lu->t flay the 
patient often believes that he is on the road to reeuvoi y, but the 
gup of the insidious foe has been gi owing stronger daily and hourly, 
until \%ith scaieely an effort the last fibre m the already buttle* 
thread of life is seveied, and life with all that it means is cut off 
forever

It attacks all classes of people, and the sexe« m about equal 
piopoition, but it occurs moie frequently in ehildien below the 
age of seven years, and m young men and women between the 
ages of twenty and thuty years, but the most aged men and women 
often fall victim also to its dread lavages, and so rapidly has it- 
prevalence continued to increase that were it so t °  continue for

This picture represents an athletic y  oung man Sleeping inostlj on the right 
side, proper food and exercise, and proper mechanical treatment of the spine 
as outlined m  this treatise, will insure perfect health, splendid muscles, 
superb vitality, and mental and moral qualities of the highest order N o grand
er testimony can be given any science than its power over the dreaded plague 
of tuberculosis
seventy yeais, the entire human xace would die of consumption. 
But we do not think it will so continue, and today we will offer 
you a treatment, or, rather, will demonstrate it to you, that we
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believe will do more during the next ten years to stamp out the 
great white plague than all othei influences combined, a new treat
ment that, without drugs or medicines of any kind whatever, has 
already successfully grappled with the most severe and most hope
less cases, and with a marvellous certainty has proved beyond the 
possibility of a reasonable doubt that a giant has arisen m the path 
of this most dreaded monster that will not give way until the 
battle is fought to a finish, and this dreaded scourge is driven from 
the face of the earth This mighty giant, for the past few years 
has been struggling for its own existence, and has gained every 
battle, and is now ready to fight for the lives of millions of con
sumptives the v orld over. Will unfriendly hands stay down, and 
unfriendly swords be sheathed, while the battle is going on that 
will have but one ending Every footprint will be a shining land
mark, and every weak man or woman made strong will be a living 
testimony, and the world will vibrate as a mighty heart to the 
marching tread of millions saved fiom untimely graves and left 
for long and useful lives

But before going into the details of this great woik, so soon to 
spread its tenets over the land as the waters cover the sea, we 
would speak to you briefly of the cause of this formidable disease, 
and pay our respects to some of the so-called drug and serum 
treatments, which, in the most iirational and absurd ways of 
which the human mind can possibly conceive, have held out hope 
against hope, only to lead suffering ones on to untimely graves, 
with particular attention to the one which with spectacular turtle- 
like significance is attracting the attention of the world at large 
If the fives of people suffeung from this dreaded contagion were 
not serious matters, some of these so-called cures for consumption 
would be absolutely laughable.

The exciting cause of consumption is the tubercular bacillus, 
and the death of this miciobe is the goal at which all treatment 
is aimed; and y e t  if the millions and millions of bacilli in f e c tin g  
the lungs and other parts of the body could all be killed by some 
great nostrum or injection, and the body left m its weak condition, 
with predisposing causes still within the body, and no auto-pro- 
tection, the patient would still be in the greatest danger of future
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attacks, and coming in contact again with the deadly germ would 
give another attack even worse than the first What the world 
needs, and what the world shall now have, is a way to remove 
the cause of the trouble, throwing to the lungs and other afteeted 
parts a condition of health instead of disease, through the perfect 
working of the nervous system, giving health to the patient, death 
to the germ, and immunity on the part of the patient to all future 
attacks This can and will be done, and is being done now The 
present generation is stretching out its hands, and behold the 
instruments are being placed therein that will pierce to the very 
roots of the difficulty, and earths' suffering millions no longer wan
der without hope which should spring eternal m the human breast 

If the human system were constantly in perfect health, there 
would be constant immunity from this dreaded disease The germ 
could be inhaled or breathed by the million without any danger 
of inoculation whatever The auto-protection, like a guardian an
gel, would strike death to every microbe, and though a million 
might be inhaled at a single breath, they would be as haimless as 
a draught from the first biee^e of morning In treating this death
dealing disease, we are well aware that we are constantly taking 
into our own system millions of the germs tubercular bacilli, and 
yet w’e never give it an anxious thought, because we keep our own 
back and nervous system m an absolutely normal condition, and 
know that we have absolute protection against them all We can 
defy them W e are ever then master, and not their servant Vig
ilance is the price of liberty, and normal nerve life is the assurance 
of perfect health. With the body thrilling all over with perfect 
nerve life, and through this all organs perfect, like Fitzjames to 
Roderick Dhu, we may exclaim, “ Come one, come all, this rock 
shall fly from its firm base as soon as I for disease can no more 
exist in a normally adjusted and attuned organism than icy waters 
can defy the warmth of the tropics. Tonight we are to demon
strate to this audience the ways and means of so attuning and 
maintaining the human body m this perfect state of equilibrium 
preventing disease where it does not exist, and driving it out where 
it does exist, and though its name may be legion, it shall become
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the Xiobe, the Nemo, the Nameless Wandeiei, seeking a home and 
finding none, groping m his dotage and his rattle of bones beneath 
the bleak rums of the empnes that once were his, now snatched 
from his grasp and made new and glonous by his conqueioi
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A most accurate cut from which the student amy study the form, positon, 
and comparative size of many muscles, arteries, nerves, and other structures of 
the neck, throat, tongue, etc A close and scientific study of this cut will fix 
most readily m the student's mind a great mass of anatomical knowledge, 
and to the Chiropath many useful lessons of nerve distribution and compari
sons of parts Study it for about an hour, and later return to it for further 
and briefer study

But again to the cause of tuberculosis While the exciting 
cause is the tubercular bacillus, no one would ever have consump
tion if he were not brought in contact with this germ, and if the
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system weie strongly fortified against it, he might come m contact 
with millions of the germs with impunity It is only when the 
system is made ready foi the attack that the attack is harmful, 
or m other words, when weakened by some predisposing cause 
that the lungs and other parts may be successfully as~ailed And 
now a fewT words as to these predispoing causes

And again we may find other predisposing causes m the breathing 
of impure air, or air infected with the tubercular bacilli; by tight 
lacing, wrhieh unduly restricts and compiesses the lungs, so that 
breathing is very imperfect, the parts of the lungs rendered in
active by the tight lacing being easily susceptible to the attack

Alcoholic drinks and the excessive use of tobacco are also 
predisposing causes. Alcoholic poisoning weakens all parts of the 
body. The lungs of heavy drinkers become ready fields for in
oculation Tobacco produces catarrhal conditions in the throat 
and bronchial passages, which extend downward into the lungs, 
making all ready for an easy attack

In fact, consumption is seldom, if ever, a primary disease, but 
the result of some other disease or trouble, 01 from improper diet 
or drink Food may be infected, as in the case of flock of young 
chickens fed by a young consumptive man who spent much of his 
time writh them, and naturally expectorated considerably where the 
chickens ate the expectorated masses Milk and flesh from tuber
culous animals may also communicate the disease to any one 
whose system is m any way weakened for the attack. Milk is a 
model diet in consumption, if given fxesh fiom healthy cows, but 
the breeder of death and contagion if given from sickly and tuber
culous animals

Another cause of tuberculosis, overlooked by reports, defended 
by many physicians, but responsible for more cases of tuberculosis 
than all things else combined, is that scarlet sm of modern times, 
that worse than Babylonian hailotry, that carbuncle on the back 
of modern civilization, that exciesence of pollution, that putrid 
cancer of scientific medical expurgation, whose very name m fu
ture generations will bring reproach to the medical fraternity, 
that poisonous whelp of death, that foulest, filthiest, most death
dealing of all operations, namely, vaccination
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Let no one think foi a moment that we slander or hyperbolize 
m our characterization of this woise than terrible cause of the 
dreadful disease we aie trying to banish from the face of the 
earth Not only is vaccination responsible for the giowth of 
tuberculosis m its awful iavages, but it is likewise responsible for 
the woist of blood diseases, syphilis, cancer, infantile paralysis, 
insanity, locomotor ataxia, shortens the life, decreases the efficiency 
of the human body and mentality, and never renders immune to 
smallpox

For the present, m this connection we will only remark fur- 
thei, that Dr Edwaid Jenner began his investigation m this 
line m the yeai 1798, and about twenty years later made his first 
\ accmation on a young man named James Phipps, taking the pus 
fiom the heels of a horse suffeung fiom the disease known as 
grease, which is to the horse what tuberculosis is to the human 
being, giease, glanders, and farcy being the same thing practi
cally This first patient vaccinated by Jenner afterward died of

Sypilis Bacilli. Involution Forms.
pulmonary consumption A little later than this Jenner vacci
nated his own son, who likewise died of pulmonary consumption 
Still the curse of vaccination grew, and with it has come the in
crease of tuberculosis, syphilis, cancer, paralysis, locomotor ataxia 
insanity, and many other fatal maladies that might be mentioned, 
all of which we fully demonstrate m our booklet devoted to the 
subject of vaccination.
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However, before pacing, we would make thi" true remark, 
that no serum or injection for tubeiculo-u-, smallpox, fever, can
cer, has ever had any good effect on the human orgam-m, has 
never prevented or cuied the ailments, but on the othei hand 
has been responsible for many di-ea-es more serious than the 
ones they expected to prevent 01 cure

And now we speak for a moment of another predisposing 
cause of tuberculosis so peculiar and revolutionary, and so much 
out of the ordinary, or what might be expected, that many pres
ent will at first be made to smile, or to take the statement less 
seriously than the subject demands, and yet it is so worthy of all 
consideration, and is woith more to the world and to those suffer
ing with consumption than could be measuied by any money con
sideration This statement is none other than the peculiar at
titude of sleeping continually on the left side or the back We 
have found at least nine-tenths of the consumptive or tubercular 
patients coming undei our notice to be habitual left side deepeis, 
and the other tenth to sleep continually on the back Husband 
and ivife, where one has died of consumption and the other has 
not, would turn then backs m together at night, so as not to 
bieathe m each othei's face, placing one on the left side and the 
other on the light side, the left side sleeper dying with the dis
ease, while the other escaped. Inquiiy also leveals the fact that 
people wrho have died with consumption are neaily all left side 
sleepeis W e mean that surviving members of families who have 
lost one 01 more membeis by the dieadful ravages of this cheaded 
contagion, leveal to us the peculiar fact that the membeis who 
died with consumption wei e left side sleepers We haidly know 
an exception m all our practice Let all physicians make similar 
investigations, and see if we have not told the tiuth here This, 
then, is worthy" of consideration, and m the succeeding paiagraph 
we wall show" you why" the attitudes m sleep aie so all-impoi tant 
and w"hy the correcting of impioper attitudes of sleep forms a part 
of the cure of consumption. Of course, it must be understood 
clearly" that wre do not claim that all who sleep on the left side be
come tubeiculous, but the significant statement is made that all 
(or nearly" all) consumptives are left side sleepers
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Consider now the foim and the anatomy of the stomach and 
some other organs of the body The stomach drains to the right 
through its pyloric orifice Then consider the fact that the heavy 
lobe of the liver is on the light side, and the drainage of the bile 
duct into the duodenum is more perfect and natural when the per
son or patient is on the right side, while the heart, swinging more 
to the left side, will act better with the sleeper on the light side 
Furthermore, the physician and student will readily see that the 
spleen, pancreas, colon, and many other organs of the body will 
act better if the sleeper is on the right side Therefore, let the 
first long sleep of the night be on the right side or face, by all 
means Latei m the night or the next morning the patient may 
change position, and we believe it best that he should.

And now let us advance to the piesentation of a real cure for 
consumption, not some poison dope or deadly serum, but a ration
al, natural remedy that does the wonderful work most needed 
to give health back to the invalid, and send him on his way re- 
loicmg And. first, by word of mouth we will make it all so clear 
that he who runs may lead, and the wayfaring man though a fool 
need not err m understanding what we say. Then m the second 
place, we wall make oui method of treatment still more clear by 
use of stereopticon view's, and finally we will give an actual dem
onstration in the treatment of a tubercular patient, or give a treat
ment as we would to one suffering with the ravages of the disease

Fust asceitam if the patient is a left side sleeper You will find 
that he is usually a left side sleeper, or sometimes a back sleeper 
We noticed this years ago and our schoolmate Dr T  J Debenport, 
has, duung the past three years, confirmed every word we are 
now telling you by his extensive research and investigation m 
tubeieular hospitals We have a thousand times more cure for 
tubercuosis right here m making patients observe proper attitudes 
in sleep than m the poison serum iron the backs or bodies of all 
the turtles on the planet By all means require the patient to 
take the first long sleep of the night on the right side, or the breast, 
with the head turned to one side Toward morning he may change 
positions as he may be inclined If sleeping on the face use no 
pillow at all If sleeping on side use only small pillow or no pillow
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at all If he turn« on back the next morning tor a while before 
arising do not use pillow at all If patient 1- faithful m carrying 
out instructions as to attitudes in sleep, he will materially aid in 
all parts of the treatment on which his very life depends If he says 
he cannot sleep on his right side or face, you must nevertheless be 
inexorable, and m=ist that he sleep a'2 you tell him whether he 
can or not Habits have stiong foundation«, but they can be 
bioken if the proper effort is put foith One of our patients m 
Michigan last year could not sleep at night except on her left side, 
or if she vent to sleep on her right side she would at once turn to 
her left side, and to correct this, her husband would he and watch 
her, and whenever she turned to the fatal leit aide he would gently 
turn her back to the right side, going through the long houis of 
night as faithfully as Monte Cnsto watching and saving the dj'ing 
Valentine de Yillefoi t In a few days she was able to sleep the 
night through on the right side without any watching, and her 
recovery was surprisingly rapid The glow to the cheek leturned; 
strength to the limb, and life once more became ladiant with
joy*

Of course, we do not claim that the cure would have resulted 
solely fiom changing the attitude m sleep, but we are sure it has 
a deep beaung on it, and should always be observed Much more 
important are the other parts of the treatment W e would be 
able to save the patient whatever be his attitude in sleep in al
most all cases, but we advise that all proper aids be used, and 
we further claim that correct attitudes m sleep would alone cure 
many cases of tuberculosis, combined, of course, with proper food 
and exercise Let every sufferer obseive all we say here We 
wish the whole world would observe it, and we want to tell the 
woild all we know of this dreaded disease and its cure By ob
serving what we say here the patient himself helps to bring about 
his own cure.

As to the rationality of the attitudes m sleep, any physician 
will at once see it The stomach drams better when on the right 
side, and the liver, spleen and pancreas dram better wdien the 
sleeper is on that side, the heart acts better. It will be observed 
that all consumptives have stomach troubles along woth .the lung
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troubles, and the stomach must be treated along with the lungs? 
and m part this may be done by observing pioper attitude, anC 
the adjusting of the spine, as shown later, wall complete the cui®

Next observe and examine the spinal column You will 
sub-luxations m the region of the third and fifth dorsal vei tebrae* 
where the lungs and the stomach receive their strongest nerve 
supplv Here adjust or put these vertebrae into proper alignment? 
thus giving strong nerve supply to the lungs and the stomach 
Adjust elsewhere as indicated, probably m the atlas and the Hud
dle cervical region, m order to give a strong nerve supply through 
the pneumogastnc ad the phrenic nerves

Let us bear in mind here that nerves are responsible for nW 
bodily and mental action or function, and that every organ and 
every muscle of the body has a nerve supply from the cranial 
nerves 01 from the spinal neives All anatomists teach this, and 
it is easih' demonstrable For instance, cut off the neive supply 
to the aim, and you have a useless or paralyzed arm Restore 
this nerve supply to the injured arm, and strength returns ^  
the neive supply is witheld fiom the lungs, stomach, liver, ° r 
any othei organ of the body, weakness and disease will result 
just as suiely as effect will follow cause W e do not say, of couise? 
that a subluxation m the doisal legion at the thud segment wriH 
pioduce consumption, but we do say that it will cause a weakness 
of the lungs, m w Inch case the tubercular bacilli may successfully 
make the attack, and that to skillfully replace the veitebiae will 
lemove the impingement of the nerves at that region, and send u 
condition of health to the affected region that will make it in1" 
possible to the tubeicular bacilli to live theie Is not this m °re 
reasonable and less dangeious than to inject poisonous seruU1- 
into the human body9

You may ask why we adjust the spinal column to leheve preq'  
suie on the nerves? Think of the anatomy of the human body 
for a moment only All the spinal neives come outward from the 
spinal cord through the mtervei tebi al foramina or openings? 
passing outward between hard, bony substances that are movable 
Hence, the nerves may be impinged or pinched where they pasS 
outward between these hard, bony surfaces, and nowhere else,
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they aie haidei tahn the- fV-L through w iv !; they pa— after 
leaving the spinal column At <"11100, then i t  i -  -»en why we ad
just the veitebrae of the spinal column to relieve pie—ure on the 
nerves

When the consumptive patient begin« hi- treatment through 
spinal adjustment, he at once begin- to -trengthen, a- the nei ve
to the lungs, stomach, and other weakened organ- at once begin 
to take on new life, and m a comparatively short time the patient 
is entirely well And the beauty of tin- treatment 1« that the op
erator examines the entire spine, and adju-t- wherever <ub-luxa- 
tions may be found With the spine normal, and hence all the 
nerves in a healthy, normal condition, and through them the 01- 
gans of the body m a healthy condition, no disease ean assail that 
body and contmous health will prevail.

EXERCISES FOR CONSUMPTIVES.
Exeicise and sunshine are sesential element« m the cure of 

consumption Good general exercise m the sunshine and fresh air 
is always desirable We had a patient m Oklahoma who spent 
much of his time m the public paik and along the creek and in the 
woods and on the prairies Along the waterways he found low 
limbs of trees on which he would diaw up and chin several times 
during the day. Then when he came to the office for his daily ad
justments, we would put him thiough the exercises explained and 
illustrated heiem, and his recovery was little short of miraculous, 
as he had been given up as a hopeless ease by the best physicians 
he could find pievious to this Undei the adjustment«, exercise, 
dieting, etc , he gained a pound a day, and was soon m the enjoy
ment of good health

Like gratifying results were obtained in numerous cases treated, 
and today wre feel justified m assunng the practioners every
where that a panacea has been now* found wrhich bids fair to 
drive the dieadful scourge of tuberculosis from the face of the 
earth

In addition to the general exercises prescribed herein, a powerful 
and most stimulating exercise may be had from the stretching
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machine m the upnght position as shown m the cut This ma
chine increases the height, expands the chest, increases the mus
cular strength, and stimulates the entne nervous system Of 
course, it is not absolutely a necessity, as other good exercises 
may be sufficient, but it is certainly a most wondeiful means of 
exercise and stimulation

The following exercises aie all good.
Exercise Number 1 —Go all over the patient’s arms and legs 

with a caieful kneading and rolling of the flesh and muscles, grad
ually moving the hands along as you roll and knead the flesh and 
tissue Go ovei the limbs several times this way This quickens 
the circulation, stimulates the nerves, and strengthens the muscles, 
particularly if the patient has first been adjusted. The patient 
should leeline m an easy position undergoing this manipulation. 
The feet may be worked vigorously at the ankles, also with a quick 
vibratory motion, and the limbs and entire body may be treated 
with mechanical vibiation, but this latter is not necessary where 
the exercises and general treatment aie properly given

Exercise Number 2 —Operator behind patient, patient sit
ting, operator standing grasping patient’s hands above patient’s 
head Patient pulls hands down from this position, while opera
tor offei s moderate resistance Next operator pulls patient’s hands 
back to position above patient’s head, while patient gives moder
ate lesistance Repeat these movements three to a dozen times 
each day when patient comes for his legular treatment This 
exercise lifts the ribs and expands the lungs wonderfully It may 
cause the muscles to feel soie at first, but this soon passes away, 
and the sensation of increasing strength will continually seem to 
be present as the tubercular trouble is being evercome

Exercise Number 3 —Have patient lie on back as in the first ex
ercise. In this position lift the arms and legs m different posi- 
ti ns back and forth, the patient offering moderate resistance Re
peat seveial times This exercise is of less importance than the 
others, and need not be given except on days when patient is not 
able to get out and walk around m the sunshine The other should 
be given whether patient exercises out doors little or much, as 
they are powerful exercises for the lungs
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During the exercise* in youi office, 01 m the patient - loom, or 
when the patient i& in the open an 01 -un-hiii" tea-di hmi to prac
tice deep, full breathing This 1- alwuy- important, a- it force- 
the blood to the utmost pait* of the lung- making them -trong, 
and overcoming the disea-e A good thing about vigoiou- talk 
ing m the open air is that it forces the patient to take deep bieaths 
of the puiest and most invigorating an', but even heie the patient 
may by an effort on his part fill his lung- fullei of the hfe-giving 
oxygen and ozone-filled air

FOOD AND DIET FOR CONSUMPTIVES

Simply exercise good common sense Eat nounshmg food, but 
do not over eat Drink no tea, and very little if any coffee, better 
none at all Do not eat pork noi oily food of any kind to ex
cess, but eat lean beef, veal, mutton, chicken, duck, squinel, rabbit, 
etc Eat only one or two varieties of meat at any meal and do not 
eat meat at every meal

Oatmeal is a splendid food if you do not put too much sugai 
on it. Most consumptives have the fatal sweet tooth, and a desire 
for sweetmeats, which must be held back or checked by all means 
A little honey will not hurt, but the constant use of sugar, candy; 
and the various sweetmaets m laige quantities will be a great harm 
to the consumptive, and will gieatly retaid his recovery

Sweet potatoes are a good food, better than Irish potatoes, 
and beans are always good where the stomach will bear them, 
and it will always under Chiropractic treatment, Bananas, apples, 
etc , may be eaten, but the patient must bear in mind that he must 
not take a great variety of food at any one meal Take, rather, 
two or three good articles at a meal, and take them m sufficient 
quantity to make a reasonable meal without m any way being 
gluttonous or ravenous

Dr J S Riley, Sr , now 100 years of age, used to have his 
patients who lived m the country go to the cowpen morning and 
evening and themselves milk some healthy cow, and while the 
milk was vet warm to diink two pints 01 more, and to live almost
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exclusively on fresh sweet milk fiom healthy cows, and his pa
tients recoveied so suiely with this diet and the exercises and 
correct ways of living he prescribed to them that consumptives 
under his direction felt safe, and lightly so, for he always restored 
them to health and life

Those foods that specially build tissue are recommended, in
cluding what we have mentioned above, and we would specially 
add such foods as cocoanut butter and bioplasm, the latter being 
a condensed food from the tissue and glands of healthy animals 
Let common sense and good judgement be the unfailing guide in 
the selection of food, and having made a wise selection, be not 
over anxious about it, take the exercises suited to the case, take 
the spinal adjusting as directed, avoid strong medicines as you 
would the enemy of your soul, and you are as sure to recover from 
consumption as the sun is to nse m the morning

Many vegetables may be eaten if desired, but remember to 
eat but two or three good foods at any one meal Drink water when 
you want it, either before, during, or after meals, midway between, 
or any other time, and dunk all the water you want whenever you 
want it Good water never did hurt any one for drinking it, and 
never will.

EXERCISES BY THE PATIENT HIMSELF

The patient himself may go through any good system of exer
cises m the way of calisthemc practice, mci easing them as he 
grows stronger, and using the stretching machine m connection 
eithei when he takes his daily adjustments or privately m his own 
room If the second one is too severe at first, omit it until the 
strength has sufficiently mci eased for it to be taken easily

Exei cise One — Stand erect, with hands held highest position 
above the head, and make an effort to reach higher, then with 
hands still extended, bend forward without bending the knees and 
touch floor with finger tips, then laise body with hands still ex
tended to the erect position, and bend backward as far as possible; 
then forward again till hands touch floor, and repeat several times
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This may next be varied by bending sidewi-e to b ft and right 
with arm extended either way Often make- mdital cure of stom
ach and liver troubles

Exercise Two — Take a prone position with bodv neai the 
floor and held up by hands and toe" Rai-e and lowei the body 
seveial times by the strength of the aim- lotting the face almost 
touch the floor and then raising the body the full length of the 
aims Repeat seveial times

Exercise Three — Hold the arm« straight m front on a level 
with the shouldeis Then quickly thiow them back as far as they 
will go, then quickly forward, and repeat ¡'everal titties, taking 
deep bieaths all the tme. One of the very be-t exercises for de
veloping the chest Used m connection with the -tieteher, will 
quickly develop the breast or chest on man or woman. May he 
vaned by giving full aim length rotaiy movement from the shoul- 
dei While breathing deeply, diaw m the stomach and abdomen 
foicibly, and you will cuie stomach tiouble and eon-tipation, fe
male trouble, falling of the womb May stand cieet without the 
exercise except this alternate chawing m and expansion of the ab
dominal legion Another good exercise foi the abdomen and stom
ach tiouble is to lie on the flooi on back, and iai«e the body to sit
ting posture and back several times

Exercise Foui — Stand erect, and stnke out with both hands 
as if hitting something m fiont of you Diaw back again, and 
stnke back and forth rapidly a number of times till the aims feel 
tiled Then stnke out to the sides, then up and down The best 
exercise for the aims, also good for the chest.

Exeicise F ive— To strengthen and extend the lower limbs, 
kick out vigourously from you twenty to twTentv-five times Then 
kick with the other limb as if you w'ere tiymg to kick something 
off the foot Jumping and lunnmg are also good for the limbs, but 
can only be taken out m the open air Also laise and lower body' on 
one foot and limb at a time

A GOOD BATH

Take two or three or four pounds of Epsom Salts, according
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to the size of your bath tub, and dissolve it m your water, letting 
youi water be as waim as can be comfoitably borne, and remain 
m the water foi a good while, say ten, fifteen, twenty minutes, 
and longer as vou become accustomed to it Do not use soap when 
you take this bath, as it is not needed, and is better without it It 
is the most invigorating bath that can be given, and will take 
moie poisons fiom the system than any othei known bath The 
consumptive can take it twice a week 01 oftenei, as it always 
does good, and never does harm

RECTAL DILATION.

Rectal dilation may be given if indicated, but is not usually 
necessaij unless theie has been an mjuijr to the coccyx or lower 
point ot the spinal column We mei ely mention this because m- 
juij to the lowei pait of the spine is very far leaching in many 
senous disoideis, such as consumption, paialysis, insanity, hem- 
011 lioids, constipation, etc Its use is indicateci less fiequently m 
consumption than in the othei s heie mentioned

DISEASES OF THE HEART

Theie can be no mistake about the seriousness of heart disease 
wdiei e the structure of the 01 gan is involved The woi k of the heai t 
is expended m foi cmg the blood on its way m the cn culation It 
keeps at work constantly, day and night, exemplifying the principle 
of perpetual motion

Medical men have never claimed a specific m the cure of heait 
disease Medicines are always hurtful The drugs given to cuie 
oi alleviate heart disease will mvanabhg produce heart disease 
of some soxt

Rational methods only wall cuie 'When men and women have 
been thought to be dying from incurable lesions of the heait, 1a- 
tional methods have saved life

Among the common diseases of the heart, we enumerate the 
following:— Hypeitrophy, atiophy, dilation, heait block, angina
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pectoiih, fatty dcseneiution ^uim  j o u : A- o j nraioy „tnvnLir 
leakage, initial i-teno^r-, etc

In a mo"t extensive  piaotiro toi nanior*i of voiti-, thi aiPo* i
ha& tieated eveiy foim of heait <L"«aim\ and know** nun* flu- ex
perience that rh^ea>e- of the heait aie miudlo
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The oigan may be quickened by adjustments of the atlas and 
middle cei vical legions The walls and valves may be stiengthened 
by adjustment of the second and fouith doisal legions

All abnormalities may be made lioxmal by adjusting the second 
and fouith doisals Not one of the diseases named above lint 
what may be cuied by caieful adjusting m a shoit time
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However, spinal concussion or smusoidalization of the seventh 
cervical veitebrae will matenglh' aid some of these forms of treat
ment Valvular leakage, heart murmurs, squeaking heait, hyper
trophy. fatty degeneration, etc , will yield almost at once to a 
steady impiovement under spinal concussion of the seventh 
cervical veitebra

If the medical world would accept and use the simple treat
ment we here offer, there would be no heart trouble to treat 
It would disappear, and perfect health would result

We have had patients who had traveled to England to see and 
be treated by Dr Osier, paying him as much as $5,000 00 for a 
month’s treatment, receiving only the assurance that they were 
incurable, and have seen them recover perfectly m a few weeks 
under the simple treatment hei e given

We have had others who have gone to the best specialists m 
America, with like futile results, but they have all recovered under 
spinal adjustment and spinal concussion

In taking a case of heait tiouble, we feel just as sure of our 
ground as we do of the sun rising m the morning However serious 
the trouble may be, however long it may have stood, however 
many physicians may have failed on it, however many times it 
may have been said to be incurable, heart trouble has been, is 
being, cured all the time by rational methods, and it always will 
be cured by those who treat it properly

Let no sufferer despair Help is at hand Go to a capable man 
or woman of these methods, and results will more than please you 
All those suffocating symptoms will disappear, weakness will de
part, stiength will return, and rejuvenation thruout the system will 
be felt

DISEASES OF THE STOMACH

There may be many diseases of the stomach, ranging all the 
way fiom the simplest forms of dispepsia to the worst forms of can
cel All forms of indigestion must be reckoned with, gastritis, 
ulcers, and all those numerous aches and pains that assail the one 
with a weak stomach after eating
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The C'hnopath has less trouble here than With any other organ 
oi pait of the digestive tract, or anywheie el~e ¿11 the whole ouran
ism. unless it be with the heart Disease- of the .'tomaeh and heart 
are certainly most readily emed by skillful Chiropractic treatment 

Now, it must be remembered that the stomach receives its 
strongest direct nerve supply from the fifth dorsal nerve- Other 
nerve supply comes from the Pneumogast rie and the Phieme, and 
from the spinal nerves above and below the fifth dorsal

The most severe stomach tioubles of any kind may be relieved 
and cured by adjusting the fifth dorsal region The author has 
seen many suffeiers who had gone well nigh a life time cured with 
a very shoit course of tieatment, sometimes lasting le-s than a 
week, but always ending within a time of a few week-1.

In some cases where the stomach prolapses very much, and its 
contents will not pass along thru the pyloric 01 lfice into the intes
tines, the process may be lightened by concussion of the fifth spi
nous process m the doisal region This concus-ion will cause the 
stomach to rise to a position more nearly perpendicular, so .that 
its contents will more naturally pass into the duodenum

Some cases of gases are also very readily cleaied out by the treat
ment of concussion of the fifth dor-al region But the simple 
spinal adjustment is nearly always sufficient, and will give results 
that any one will be proud of

DISEASES OP TH E LIVES
Among the diseases that effect the liver are the following* - 

Diabetes insipidus Diabetes Mellitus, haidened liver, enlarged 
liver, atrophied liver, ulcer of the liver, cancer of the liver, jaun
dice, prolapsed liver, gall stones, gangrene of the liber, tubercu
losis of the liver, and such like

Our rational methods most successfully handle all liver troubles 
Take a case of diabetes mellitus, a typically bad case, with the 
usual symptoms of sugar in excess, thirst, the passing of great 
quantities of urine, and all other symptoms w*ell defined

Now, begin on this case with spinal therapy Remember the 
nerve supply from the seventh doisal and above and below this 
region, and the Pneumogastric and the Phrenic
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Make a good adjustment at the seventh do; sal to reach the gland 
m the stionge&t manner Will likely find need of adjustment at 
the tenth doî -al oi kidney place, and may find lesion at first lumbai.

With all this adjusting done, give next concussion ovei the 
-eventh ceivical foi five to seven minutes, with inteimissions, and 
concussions ovei the fiist lumbai to help more easily to conti ol 
the uune

The contraction of the livei thiu the concussion of the seventh 
ceivical veitebia is a most important factoi m the cuie of diabetes, 
as this conti action prevents the foimation of sugai m the livei 
Othei elements are not belittled, but this element is emphasized 

And let us heie remark that the cuie of diabetes is heie placed 
in leach of eveiy one, and the suffeiei mav cure himself, m a 
laige mea&uie, by giving concussion over the seventh cervical 
veitebia, which he may leadily do with a small wooden hammei 

This self treatment fills m splendidly wheie patient can come to 
the physician only eveiy several days for his full adjustment and 
concussion Let him give this tieatment on the days he is not able 
to come foi his full treatment, and recovery will be veiy rapid 

No patient with diabetes need live m dread, as he will speedily 
expei lence relief thru oui rational methods, and will be made to 
lejoice m new found and lasting health
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In laie oases the authoi ini' -um*'timc~ mlnte*; *) e ;e'tal ma
de?, but he ha;* nevei given thi-- in mmo than <.„ few < i^e~ Hi- 
succe— with diabetic case- has been vu j iraiked indent, never 
having lo-'t a ease

The othei diseases of the livci are much I t "  and yield
most readily to spinal adjustment

Gall stones will usually pass at once Xoimulity follow s the 
lemoval of obstructions, and we need but to get a clear way for 
the liver or any othei oigan to do its woik

Ulceis and cancers of the livei may be cuied by adjusting the 
seventh doisal, and going on a fast. 01 hung on a good healthy 
but restricted diet foi a while

All troubles of the livei are cuiable, and spinal therapists are 
doing some of their best work light here wheie drug doctois fall 
down so completely

Constancy to principle, honesty to purpose, courage m execu
tion, scornful of wrong deeds, departing further from evil, coming 
ever closei to good, loving his piofession as his own life, valuing 
the lives of patients above the money earned, - - these will make 
the Chiropath the most beloved individual of his community
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DISEASES OF THE KIDNEYS

The kidneys are involved m all forms of Bright’s Disease,and 
usually m diabetic tioubles also The kidneys may be enlarged, 
oi they ma}r be atrophiod or decreased below the normal size They 
may be loosened and floated somewhat from the normal position 
They* may secrete eithei too much or not enough urine When the 
kidneys are badly involved, there may be many other diseases deve
lop from the poisons the kidneys are not able to eliminate from 
the s\stem.

Among the particularly dangerous mvolvemants for deranged 
kidneys we heie first mention Dropsy, with which every one is 
famihai, as every one has at some time m life observed cases of 
this trouble, and will lemember how the limbs, abdomen, and 
other parts have had the puffed and swollen appearance so charac
teristic of this disease

Adjustments should be given of the 10th dorsal region to secure 
good kidney action In dropsy or ascites, the kidney actions are 
always scanty, and the general circulation low Therefore, the 
adjustments should be aimed at making the kidneys active, and 
the circulation good Adjustment at the 10th dorsal will make 
good kidney action, and adjustment of the 4th dorsal region will 
stimulate the heart Rectal dilation may be given also for sutim- 
unne, and it is most essential to secure full kidney actions Con
cuss Doisal 10

The author’s greatest cures have been with these adjustments 
onlyr, but concussion of the seventh cervical will be helpful, as it 
strengthens the heait so fully Should not concuss the lower lum- 
bars m this disease, as it would prevent the freest passage of the 
urine, and it is most essential to secure full kidney actions.

The worst cases of diopsy we ever saw recovered m a few weeks, 
and real normal strength returned m fullest measure Some cases 
were so badly puffed as to require two pairs of stockings ripped 
and sewed together, which then could hardly be drawn on the feet, 
while the wearing of shoes was absolutely out of the question
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With the beginning of the adjustment' m thc-e -erion« eases, 
there was alua\s an increase in the Sou of urine One patient 
told me the second day of his treatment, that whereas he had not 
been able for many months to he dowm and deep, he wa« able to 
sleep well the first night except when he had to run to the bath 
room, and that his kidneys, instead of acting a spoon full passed 
a pint and a quart at a time. At the second visit, the legs had 
diminished perceptibly So much enlarged were the lest' that they 
had burst m a number of places below the knee In a few weeks he 
was well altho his best medical attendants had gi\ en him up to die 

Floating kidneys, hypeitiophied kidnet’S, atrophied kidneys 
mflamed kidneys, bleeding kidneys, gravel of the kidneys, harden
ed kidneys, spongy kidneys, and such like, may all be conected by 
spinal adjustment of the dorsal vertebrae from the 10th to the 12th 

There can be not the least doubt of the certainty of spinal 
theiapy m the mastery of all kidney diseases Nerves being re
sponsible for all bodily and mental function, and the kidneys 
being the eliminators of poisons from the system, the logical 
conslusion is that normal nerve supply will always enable the kid
neys to have the gieatest efficiency in carrying out the toxins or 
poisons, and thus insure health to the bodj-

In di opsv or assortes, it i& most essential to secure good and full 
kidney action, which at once and continually reduce« the swollen 
and puffed conditions all ovei the body

The Zenith Adjusting Table

DISEASES OF THE GENITAL ORGANS
Under this head may be classified all tioubles of these organs
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, * <*r, mild or w j i  , a<*ut*' ir chronic, but the woiot diseases
arc tho-e of gonot Uteu and pfuh'. and every physician is intei- 
< -ted m the-o d leaded ds~ea-( - with whieh the authoi has had 
a eieai snete.-'

We will quote in e\ten-o from the author’s treatise on the sub
ject, and we challenge* any one to disprove a word of what we here 
■'ay and print

It i- oui purpo-e m this brief treatise to lead or direct the drug- 
le'"- plmacian, or any other physician who will follow oui directions, 
into an ab.-olutely safe and sure method of handling any and all 
ta-o^ of gonorrhea and syphilis that he may have to contend with, 
and by mean1« so natural and sanitary that the patient will be 
je«toied to peifeet health, with all traces of these diseases removed 
completely from the system

This can be done It has been done so frequently and so thoroly 
by the author m so many typically bad cases that he can now speak 
a> one having authoi lty. The work will always be easy if patient 
has not been hurt by impi oper medical treatment Strong medi
c i n e s  and injections have made shipwieck of moie constitutions 
than anything m time can tell Only eternity can deelaie the 
iccoid of such cuminahty

We hope every one who obtains this book will have some acute 
case of gonorrhea come to him for tieatment very soon, and before 
it has been tampered with and poisoned by drugs and injections, 
and take note of the ease with which he will cure the patient, and 
what good health wall follow m every way. If the case has been 
eimnnally assaulted by faithful but deluded drug praetioneis, it 
will necessarily be harder to respond and longer to cure, but the 
i esult w ill come just the same eventually. No case will fail

In syphilis, too, the diugless man wall get the results thiu pei- 
seveiance. There is certainly no specific in medicine Mercury, 
¡Salvaisan, and so-called specifics for syphilis prepare more people 
for the shioud and the coffin than can well be imagined The best 
physicians have condemned them, and the next generation will 
point to them as dark hallucinations buried forever

Let not the simplicity of this treatise deter any one from trying 
it out It wall lead to perfect results eveiy time where there is any
thing at all to hold to oi woik wath Nevei fear Follow the direc-
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tions as laid down, and nothing can be suier than the results that 
vou will obtain

GONORRHEA

Gonorihea is a >elf limited disease It is found exclusively 
among civilized people Savages seldom if ever have gonorrhea 
Their simplicity of life is both a prevention and a cure

It is an inflammation of the urethral passage, usually caused by 
sexual intercourse with one infected with the disease, but may be 
caused by contact in other ways, such as sitting on closet seats 
wThere infected peisons have set, 01 handling napkins used bv infect
ed persons

It may also be caused, or something very nearly to it, when in
tercourse is had wnth female during time of menstruation, and 
sometimes when leucoreal discharges are copious Sometimes ap
parently caused by ovei indulgence, and is always made worse by 
intercourse if any trace of the disease is m the system

- —

e

Discharge from Gonorrhea patient, slightly magnified.
C.—Gonococci

After exposure to the disease, symptoms begin to develop m a 
few days as a rule, but sometimes do not materially manifest 
themselves for two or three wreeks In these cases there has been 
almost enough auto protection to throw the disease off entirely, 
and if the proper hygienic precautions had been used, it would
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ue.e’* have develops 1 \n ounce of prevention is better than a
oound of cure

The disease will always develop m oie rapidly if the blood and 
oilier fluids of the body are m acid condition The external mam- 
n station-* in particular aie always greater, as seen m swelling, 
wart^, er uptions, and all raher growth* on the external genitals, and 
lienee* the nece--ity of maintaining the natural alkalinity of the 
blood and secretions

N ote here the sym ptom s of the disease The first distinct 
sym ptom  a pecuhai itching and tingling at the mouth of the 
urethra or urinary parage Very soon the patient will experience 
a desire to urinate moie frequently Following this m a little 
while the foreskin and front extremity of the penis wall ledden and 
enlarge, anti urination will become more and moie painful, as a 
yellow ish-w hitish-greemsh-bloody-mixed discharge begins con
stantly to pass fiom  the urethia This varies m coloi and thick
ness, and nriu&t never be stopped unnatuially by plugging, ban
daging, oi poisonous injections

As the mflamation ascends the urethial passage, the mine 
becomes more liritatmg and scalding m its passage, but the 
inflammation seldom teaches the bladdei unless the case is badly 
handled by dosage and strong injections Most all the wvorst 
^equellu fiom gononhea aie caused bv impiopei dosage 01 danger - 
ous injections. Many of the so called quick ernes fiom injections 
and dosage cause after troubles that aie wmrse than svphillis itself 
Beware of them all

With the spiead of the disease by auto infection or otheiwuse, 
not only will there be gie^t inflammation and sweelling to the entire 
penis, but the testicles will become very painful, hard, and swrell to 
several tunes the normal size Heie the pain may become as tem - 
ble as can he imagined, suffering as intense as could be told An 
acid condition of the blood and secietions wall aggiavate these 
symptoms very gieatly In these bad developments the whole 
system may become infected

In the piogiess of development, theie will be fevei, headaches, 
nervousness, chill, bad imaginings W oik of any kind will make 
every symptom wrorse, and sexual intercourse is absolutely cumi-
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nal, and will be taken at the risk of eomplicatimg the trouble many 
fold, as well as endangering the health of the opposite party 

In the advancing complications the foreskin may become so 
swollen as to resemble a bladder, and very tender and sore, and 
many sickening accumulations may be found around and under it 
In all treatment these must be carefully washed away, and every
thing here kept clean, as well as everywhere else The patient’s 
hands must be kept clean. Careless lubbing around the eyes 
with infected hands, or hands unwashed after handling the filthy 
parts, may cause the loss of the eye sight Take care of this by 
carefully washing the hands after handling the unclean parts.

TREATMENT FOR GONORRHEA

We will m this chapter outline the best procedure for the 
successful treatment of gonorrhea, and follow in the next with 
with the managenemt of the troubles that come often as a con
sequence of gonorrhea, or rather, I think we should say from the 
mis-management, as these after troubles will never develop if the 
case is treated as we shall here direct by a capable drugless 
physician before some other physician has caused them by improp
er dosage or injections of some improper kind.

First, place the patient under a restricted diet. A complete 
fast for several days, or from one to two weeks, is most desirable, 
but is so hard to persuade patients to this that we usually content 
ourself with restricted diet Let all animal food be discontinued, 
and no potatoes must be used Patient should not touch coffee, 
tea, beer, liquor of any kind, nor wine, spices, nor condiments of 
any kind that stimulate Butter milk or clabber will be one of 
the best foods he can use, and a glass full three times a day will be 
sufficient for the twenty-four hours This kind of food will also 
help to allay the irritation along the urinary passage

Spinal treatment will be useful in most cases Lesions will be 
found and tenderness m the region of the exit of the second, 
third, or fourth lumbar nerves, and adjustments m these regions 
will prove of the greatest service, and will always hasten the cure, 
either m the acute or the chronic stages. W e have seen cases treat-
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without the spinal adjustment, and recovery was always much 
slower ■when the spinal adjustment was omitted Of cases treated 
so near to eaeh other that observations could easily be made, those 
that had the spinal treatment in addition to the other recovered 
m leso than half the time required w’hen the other treatment was 
used alone An afflicted person could use this treatment success
fully on himself if he could not get the spinal treatment, but would 
be longer in making his recovery

Now’ we give another step m this treatment Absolute cleanliness 
is essential to the best results, and as we give it here is a part of 
the treatment The patient should be required to bathe thiee or 
four times a day. The best bath is m warm water with three or 
four pounds of epsom salts dissolved m the water Remain m the 
w ater tw’enty minutes, or longer, each time Clear water is good 
also for this bath Along here consider also the necessity for more 
than ordinary cleanhness of the penis itself. Pull the foreskin well 
back, and wash gently but completely all around the end and fully 
under the foreskin Use stronger epsom solution for this or a good 
antiseptic soap After the washing of the organ use a little vase
line around the end and wuthin the end of the passage ro keep it 
open, so the discharge that is forming within may pass freely out 

Remember the passage must not be allowed to glue itself up at 
all See that the patient drinks abundance of water to insure free 
and frequent urination during the time of treatment What we 
mean here is that the urine may pass every hour or so Drinking 
plenty of water will insure this, and keep the discharge from 
stopping the passage and being absorbed again into the system, 
■where it may poison and infect the entire system

Bathe the penis m watei as hot as can be borne five or ten 
minutes at a time to drive out inflammation and pam Use epsom 
salts m this, or good soap if the salts has a tendency to smart too 
much, and follow’ wuth a little cold water In this wash well under 
the foreskin When this is done, use a little white vaseline 
m and around the end of the pasage This, as already stated, will 
keep the passage open and allow the escape of the discharge until 
it is ready to stop naturally

If the testicles are heavy and swollen, they should be held up by
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a suspensory or some suitable device, and the penis should have a 
towel wrapped loosely ai'ound the head of the penis or the entire 
organ, but should not be allowed to press tightly at all, as that 
would tend to close the passage, and would be the worst thing 
that could be done This towel may be changed as required, 
and certainly two or three times a day when the discharge is bad 
This will protect the other clothing and the bed clothes from the 
stains.

In fixing this towel, do not -wind it it round and round the organ 
Simply place it so one fold is above and one below. Then fasten it 
m several places to a belt arranged loosely around the waist 
The belt may be of cloth, and the towel may be fastened with 
safety pins, or otherwise as nay be found convenient It is very 
important that it is never tight, but it should be worn to keep the 
discharge from reaching the other clothes, and from reaching the 
skin of the body also

As improvement comes, the towel will not need to be changed 
so frequently, and the diet may be increased from time to time, 
but do not make any haste m increasing the diet. Particularly 
be slow about the use of meat, potatoes, and the full animal 
meats of any kind, and positively abstain from all liquor, tea, 
tobacco and coffee until entirely well

Under the treatment here directed, improvement will show 
at once, and m a few days the discharge will show a difference, 
and improvement m general will be manifest, and in the course 
of a few weeks all traces of the disease will be gone, and the system 
will be m a good ,healthful condition m every way, with no bad 
sequellae to show up at any time

The treatment of one or two cases will be sufficient to show the 
practitioner the marvels of the treatment, and to convmce him 
that the simple may confound the mighty, and the simplest things 
may work the greatest results

As to mechanical treatment, the third lumbar segment, or the 
second and fourth, according as the lesion is found, will often 
very quickly give restoration However, it must be remembered 
that the impotency may have been caused by some gonorrheal 
trouble attacking and enlarging the prostate gland, m which case
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we mutt adjust the lower or fifth lumbar region with the upper 
lumbar, and give concussion over the twelfth dorsal vertebrae 
for five six, or seven minutes daily Maj’ also give rectal dilation 
This wall reduce the enlarged prostate gland, and thus restore 
the sexual functions where this is the cause.

AS TO INJECTIONS
You will notice that all we have said about injections has been 

to condemn them It is very seldom that injections can be so 
made as to kill the gonococci completely, as they are deeply 
mbedded m the membrane of the urethra, and the injections are 
lapt to cause stricture Moreover, strong injections, forced far 
back m the passage, may reach the bladder, carrying some of the 
infection back there, causing cystitis, prostitis, etc With the 
rational treatment we here give you, there is no need of injections 
at all

If an injection of warm water could be given several times m 
immediate succession it might wash the passage out, provided the 
the water could be driven only a part of the way back to the blad
der, and let discharge quickly, but all this washing out can be ac
complished naturally by drinking copiously of water, and letting 
the urination do the washing out W e used to inject the fluid ex
tract of hydrastis,one part to six parts of water, as it did not cause 
stricture, but we have found no need of it for a long time, and rather 
a hindrance With it a little pulverized gum arabic may be mixed, 
but why specify at all, as we do better without it

There is nothing more criminal than to attempt injections of 
silver nitrate, acetate of lead, sulphate of zinc, copper sulphate, 
and such like The worst cases of stricture have been caused by 
such injections, and the worst cases of chronic gonorrhea m men 
and women have been caused by bad injections and improper dos- 
age. Nearly all operations wheieby the female organs have been 
removed have been in consequence of mismanaged cases of gonorr- 
and nearly all cases of prostitis, cystitis, and sterility among men 
have been caused m the same way Let all be warned, and flee from 
such dangers. Nearly one-half the men and women are rendered
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sterile and barren who have suffered from mismanaged cases of 
gonorrhea. Nearly all these could have been saved from such 
sterility and barrenness by proper treatment

We knew an old quack fellow once who claimed to have great 
results m gonorrhea from having the patient hold the penis m a 
vessel of coal oil about five minutes at a time three or four times 
a day, and some of his cases showed up prettj- well, but how much 
more decent, sanitary, and effective to soak the organ or wash it m 
good warm water with epsom salts m it, or good antiseptic soap. 
This old quack remedy would be a thousand times as good as any 
medical dosage and injection remedy ever imposed on suffering 
men and women, but we know it is not worth a fractional part of 
the rational method we are giving you here in this treatise, which 
is valuable beyond compare in every case

SOME BAD SEQUALLAE

They would never develop if proper treatment were had in the
beginning.

ORCHITIS

In this condition the testicles are greatly enlarged and very 
painful. If you are called to a patient in this condition, lose no 
time m making ready for a good warm epsom salts bath of the 
parts, and continue until the pam is relieved, and repeat as often 
as required, continuing the regular tieatment along with it. We 
used to sometimes relieve this immediate pam by the use of an 
antiphlogistine plaster, or something of the kind, to cover the parts 
fully, including the penis, but the urinary passage must not be 
be stopped with the plaster. After a bad orchitis, the man will 
nearly always become sterile If there is ever an exception it 
will be where he is saved by natural treatment, such as we prescribe 
herein Make a good supporter for the testicles m this trouble, 
and you will soon conquer it completely by the simple treatment 
as laid down m these pages. The worst forms of rheumatism often 
follow orchitis when improperly managed
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CYSTITIS

This is inflammation of the bladder It is usually caused by the 
use of injections or instruments carelessly used. It is one of the 
worst sequellae complications. Taken before it has stood too 
long, the drugless piaetitioner has a good chance to radically cure 
the trouble

Keep the patient m bed Allow no food for three or four days 
or a week. Give the hot epsom bath about twice a day, each bath 
to be at least thirty minutes, and better a little longer After three 
01 four or five days, the patient may have clabber or buttermilk 
three times a day in moderation, say a glass or tumbler full each 
time

After the painful conditions are under control, may irrigate 
the bladder if there is any indication of the need, which is not 
likely if you have adjusted first and third lumbar verebrae 
This adjusting is very important Patient m resting m bed should 
rest more on the right side than on the back This rule should be 
observed m tieatment of gononhea throughout, as it rests all the 
sexual organs better

Frequently the inflammation stops at the neck of the bladder 
and the prostrate gland, m which case no irrigation of the bladder 
should be made The patient must describe the pam felt If this 
seems fai back from the neck of the bladder, you may reasonably 
conclude that there is inflammation of the bladder itself, and may 
carefully irrigate with warm water, but not with medicated water, 
which might set up inflammation instead of allaying it Distilled 
water is best

EPIDIDYMITIS

This is mflamation of the seminal vesicles M ay and usually 
does exist with Orchitis, and may increase the enlargements 
Pam comes suddenly at times, and at other times gradually 
Treated as Orchitis is treated Let patient fast and drink plenty 
of water, hot water being the best Take hot tub bath two
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or three times a day at the beginning Stay m the bath until 
relief is complete If water cools too much, let hot water run into 
the tub again, and keep it hot all the time If quantities of pus 
have formed, an opening should be made large enough to let the 
pus out. Adjust spine as m case of Orchitis, as lesions will be 
found from the second to the fourth lumbar Sometimes rectal 
dilation is a great help m this and other complications

PROSTATITIS

The Prostrate gland, about the size of the testicle, is situated 
at the neck of the bladder, and under bad management m the male, 
m case of gonorrhea, may become inflamed and enlarged. It may 
become greatly enlarged, and cause constant desire to urinate, 
and may also cause loss of sexual powers

Make patient rest m bed mostly on right side, but vary some 
Bathe m the epsom warm wrater fifteen minutes three or four times 
a day Some of the baths may be in clear warm water if preferred 
Adjust the spine m the lumbar region, paiticularly in the second 
and fourth lumbar, and give concussion over the twelfth dorsal 
vertebra for the quickest results in reduction of the gland. Fast 
the patient or limit to clabber or buttermilk m the diet

Sometimes the gland wTill swell so as to stop the flow of urine, 
but the hot baths will usually start the flow, with other treatment 
you will give If m rare cases this fails, it may be necessary to use 
the catheter to get the urine started. For this irrigation use a 
soft rubber self-retaining catheter three or four times a day at 
first, warm water only, distilled Be careful m introducing and 
using catheter Use only as long as needed.

STRICTURE
This is simply a narrowing of the urethral or urinary passage, 

caused usually by gonorrheal inflammation and mismanagement 
by injections and dosage It may be from growths or scars 
within the passage. Where these exist, if there is anything 
that increases the irritation, or a gleety flow that thickens along
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the passage, theie is a tendency to piohibit the flow of urine en
tirely Stuctuie also caused hy mastui bation, immoderate 
intercourse, gluttonous habits of meat eating and other heavy 
diet, combined with lack of cleanliness

In treating stuctuie, see that the penis is washed well m warm 
water with epsom salts m the water or m clear water either 
Get the inflammation well out if possible Then use a sound small
er than the passage Let sound and hands be perfectly clean 
Olive tipped sound is best Insert gradually, having first lubri
cated wuth white vaseline Use first a week or so after stricture be
gins, and push it only part of ŵ ay up the passage, as the stricture 
is apt to be near the end of the passage After insertion, rub gently 
around place wdiere inflammation is found, moving the sound 
slightly out and m also

If there is great itching at any time along the penis, patient
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may rub well, but always preferably toward the end of the perns, 
and not back toward the bladder This rubbing may help to 
relieve the inflammation if not made too strong If the itching 
continues to be very great, let patient wash penis in warm epsom 
salts solution, and let diy before putting clothes m contact This 
will soon stop it for good The violet lay application from the 
funnel-shaped appaiatus is good, but not necessary wuth the use 
of the salts solution.

BUBOES

These are enlargements of the inguinal glands m the groin, 
always caused by bad treatment, and would never occur if the 
ease were properly managed from the beginning.

Bathe the prepuce or foreskin m warm water with soap or epsom 
salts if much swollen or inflamed If foieskm is of unusual 
swelling, use very small pointed bistouri or blade to open m several 
points, but this wall not be necessary except in very raie cases 
Keep open and clean, if you make the openings, until entirely 
wrell Fast or diet patient until entirely well

In all cases of buboes, there is inflammation and ulceration 
aiound and about the prepuce, showing this to be the seat of the 
trouble, and hence the necessity of treating this region. The bubo 
itself must be treated by washing and keeping absolutely clean 
After washing, use a little vaseline, preferably the w'hite variety. 
If necessary open the bubo It may open itself, but must not be 
neglected after time arrives for it to be opened

CHRONIC GONORRHEA OR GLEET

In many cases of Gonoirhea where improper treatment has 
been given, the chronic form follows, m which there is a slight 
but almost constant discharge from the urethral passage of a 
creamy color, sometimes becoming yellowish or brownish, m 
which case there is liklihood of the acute forms becoming mani
fest again from indulgence or improper food. Improper diet
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may eau-e ■stoppage or paitial stoppage of the passage, and it 
may be nece-.'uiy to use the sound and friction ovei or around 
the tender place.' along the uiethia from the outside Diet and 
batlie the patient piopeily foi a while, and cuie will surely take 
place In chiome gonoirhea is wheie some specialists flouiish 
with the saltpetie as a cuie, taking a little piece thiee or four 
times a day m a few spoonfuls of water If they wou d do this 
and nothing cbe, it \\ ould be far bettei for the patient, as the thera
peutic effect of saltpetre is not bad for the gononheal subject 
unless continued foi a long time, and will assist m stopping the 
discharge However, the drugless physician will not m these cases 
need such tieatment to help him out, as the simple means we give 
him will lead him out every time, and the system will be freed 
from the taint entirely

In all these complications and after effects, all of which occur 
hom mismanagement of some kind, the physician must note what 
we say about adjusting the spine, as well as the geneial treatment 
we pi escribe Remember those tender segments in the lumbar 
region always, and adjust as dnected, as this will always prove to 
be a great factoi in the pei inanent cure

GONORRHEA IN WOMEN

In the geneial study of the subject you should have learned 
how to treat the disease when it occuis m the female The dis
ease is the same, regaidless of sex, but the organs differ some
what as you know, and some details will vary accordingly These 
vou would naturally see if you thought a little on the subject 
Hovevei, as you expect and aie promised that nothing shall be 
omitted that would be of help to you in treating either sex, we 
will be so explicit that you find nothing wanting

Requn e the woman suffeimg from this disease to limit the diet 
exactly as you would limit it m case you were treating a man 
Also take the bath m the same manner She should wash the 
genitals after every urination and change napkins as often as 
needed, winch is usually after each urination She should take
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three or four full douches daily, using about a gallon of warm 
water each time A little hvdrastis (fluid extract) might help 
m cases of great inflammation, but the warm water alone will 
do so well that we hardly reccommend anything m the water at 
all, just use the water alone, nothing m it.

There should be no speculums or probes used, as there is dan
ger of driving the disease further m, and making a bad case out 
of what would otherwise get well easily and as quickly as is 
possible for permanency and not suppression Meddlesome doc
toring is criminal, and has been the cause of more unfortunate 
women having to remove by opeiation the female organs than 
any other cause m the world

The segments of the lumbar region of the spine must be ad
justed from the second to the foruth, and the patient kept quiet 
for a while, and under the fast or diet as piecsnbed elsewhere 
m these pages Under this treatment there will be rapid re
covery, and the recovery will be complete.

SYPHILIS

The second part of this treatise will be dovoted to the subject 
of Syphilis another venereal disease, of such apparent varia
tions as to render it almost impossible of definition It varies 
according to the tempei ament of the person, and has been con
sidered mcuiable by many of the old school medical profession, 
and we believe it is really incurable under those older forms of 
treatment

Syphilis is really a skin disease, and will yield quickly to per
fect cleanliness outside and inside the body, as shown later on 
m this treatise, m which we wall show you how to cleanse the 
body entire, reach the blood stream and the alimentary tract, 
and take the last vestige of syphilis from the system

Dirty, filthy living will cause many troubles resembling syphi
lis (and just as much syphilis as anything m the world, too) and 
will need the same treatment as will give the general care for 
a syphilitic patient
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And the development from vaccination of the worst forms of 
syphilis is not an uncommon thing, and fatal results follow where 
improper medical treatment is given such sufferers Vaccination 
never rendered any one immune from smallpox, and is one of the 
aroate-t cure' of the present age or any other Not the subject of 
discussion m this treatise, however.

Syphilis is a septic poisoning, first of the skin or outer tissues, 
and secondly of the deeper tissues If the blood had been m 
sood condition, and good nerve and auto-protection had existed 
m the infected individual, the infection would never have at
tacked the deeper tissues, and would never have developed into 
u serious condition Venereal and other diseases cannot at
tack sound tissue with impunity Where there is no abrasion or 
sore of any kind, neither gonorrhea nor syphilis can attack the 
deeper tissues If the parts were well cleansed after copula
tion, and so oiled as to keep the passages open, there could be no 
development that would be serious

We can hardly say that syphilis is a disease separate and apart 
fiom the same infection that would produce a bad systemic dis- 
oider It is not caused entnely fiom impure sexual intercourse, 
although this is a fiequent cause. A man with bad blood m an 
acid condition having intercourse with the opposite sex at a time 
when there was some soi e on the genitals and an ulcer on or m the 
woman’s vagina, w’ould surely become infected if he did not use 
the utmost care m washing his genitals and using vaseline af
terwards Promiscuous intercourse of any kind will bring trouble 
that may become syphilitic in time, forming chancres and infect
ing the deeper tissue

The drinking man or woman will always fare worse than the 
sober man 01 woman, but any one so foolish as to continue im
pure inter course must expect sooner or later to reach the limit 
in this and other dangerous infections. Cleanliness and right 
living will avoid and cure all these infections. Truly the Bible 
says the wucked man shall not live out half his days, and truly, 
too, that the vilest sinner may repent. Truly the vilest libertine 
may amend his ways, and cleanse and purify his body and mind
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The filthiest body may become clean and wholesome, but not by 
the use of poisons that are more poisonous than the worst dis
eases, but by means so simple that it is hard to believe them We 
speak from experience, and m the school of experience write for 
the generations that may read and heed the advice we here give.

W e know the disease can be cured, and will convince every one 
of this fact who follows our directions closely W e are just as 
sure of our ground as we are of our own existence, and the very 
first case that any faithful physician tries on will be a convincing 
proof of the claim we make, There is no need of the slightest 
doubt The result will come just as we sajr here, and will be a 
perfect one, leaving the patient, man or woman, m peerfect health 
so far as this disease is concerned, and m perfect health gen
erally, as well

Soft and hard chancres form from promiscous intercourse 
with the opposire sex where chronic gonorrhea exists After the 
formation of the hard chancre, the lymphatic glands m the region 
will become enlarged and haid, although very little, if any, pain 
is felt m these glands, and yet the converse of this is not true 
Many lymphatic glands may enlarge where there is no sign of 
syphilitic infection

In from about four to six weeks after the enlargement of the 
glands takes place, the characteristic eruption appears This var
ies according to the acid condition of the blood and the dosage 
that the older treatment always gives the patient There may 
be pain m many parts of the body, but seldom will there be 
much pain under propei treatment Loss of eye sight, loss of 
hair, may follow the bad treatment usually given m this disease, 
but will not follow the lational treatment we here give you

Many patients are Lightened into worse conditions than would 
ever follow if they would take rational treatment rather than 
seek so-called specifics that never cure, and so-called remedies 
that never help, but invariably cause more trouble than anything 
else ever dreamed of. The older physicians used to consider 
mercury as the specific, but this drug has caused more suffering 
many times over than*syphilis ever did or ever will. Taken with 
the blood right for it, and see the horrors of salivation No need
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•/ argument here See those bad, brittle bones, deformities, and 
toothless mouths, ami ask if you want any argument against the 
me of mercury m this or any other disease

Later Salvarsan 01 606. so called because Dr or Prof Ehrlich 
of Germany claims to have found this specific after the 606th 
experiment, has been used extensively for syphilis and many 
other diseases, such as locomotoi ataxia, anemia, malaria But 
606 experimants will never find a medical specific for syphilis, 
because such delusions lead the wrong way They work on a 
wiong basis, and the specific will always be elusive W e doubt 
not that this 606 has wiought untold injury and made cripples 
for life that would otherwise been efficient men and women

Its puncipie ingredient is arsenic, which will stiffen and anky- 
lose the spine, weaken and sometimes destroy the eye sight, may 
weaken the entue nervous system even to the extent of paralysis 
and is one of the most pernicious and dangerous drugs known 
to matena medica If it could be granted that some dosage or in
jection could kill deadly germs of deadly diseases, it must also 
be granted that such dosage or mj'ection would also injure and 
kill tissues and neives of the body, weaken or destroy the mental 
powers, and work an infinitely greater injury than any that 
could be wniked by germs of any kind If germs are present 
better kill them by some rational means, such as strong health 
germs or impulses that wall strengthen the body and mind while 
the geims are being killed or driven out Get rid of or remove 
the cause, and health will come as surely as the rising of the 
sun

The W asserman test often shows the same reaction after the 
use of Salvaisan as before, but wre do not consider the Wasser- 
man of any particular value at any time, as its uncertainty 
at all times condemns it forever as a diagnostic measure m syphilis 
oi anywhere else, and the medical profession is seeing the truth 
of what we say here of this test, as well as the fact of having been 
deceived in all these so-called specifics for gonorrhea and syphilis 
Salvarsan, Meicury, Potasium Iodid, Arsenic, Stnchmne, and all 
t'uch hke will receive the condemnation that all such illusions 
deserve, but who wall ansiver, who is responsible, for the harm
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and suffering these monstious deceptions have caused to suffering 
humnaity0 Who will give the answer0

We will give those who read these pages a perfect treatment 
for syphilis that will lead to success eveiy time, or m every case 
not gone absolutely over the divide W e write from expei ìence, 
and know the treatise here given will lead to successful treatment 
of syphilis

HOW SYPHILIS SHOULD BE TREATED
One of the first things to be considered is the secui mg of per

fect elimination through the skm, the kidneys, and the bowels 
With good elimination m every way assured or restored, and the 
lational dietmg we here direct you to maintain, the patient will 
be entiicly well m from six weeks to three or four months, m the 
old hopeless cases, and m a much shorter time m the case of 
more recent ongm

One of the first considerations m order to secui e this peifeet 
elimination is to lestore perfect neive life to the eliminative or
gans through spinal adjustment. Adjust as indicated, noticing 
particularly the fifth, seventh, and tenth dorsal or thoracic ver
tebrae, and the second and third lumbar vertebrae This will 
secure good elimination throughout, making the stomach, liver, 
kidneys, bowels, and skm act perfectly All cases will recover 
more rapidly if this adjusting is done daily for a while, and then 
about three times a week The old time medical man or specialist 
always gives himself twTo, three, or four years on a syphilis case, 
and then often leaves it worse than when he began Invariably 
does if he tries some of the so-called specifies If he diets, bathes, 
and uses common sense methods, he helps his patient to a cure

There must be an absolute 1 estnction put on the diet A little 
fasting at first is good Patient must not eat meat at first, tea, 
coffee, beer, wine, intoxicating liquoi of any kind, tobacco, and 
all other stimulants and narcotics must be omitted if a quick re
sult is guaranteed Select a few good vegetables and fruits, use 
whole wheat bread rather than white bread, but never overeat I 
have found the most wonderful improvements to come under the
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two light meaB a flay of living, omitting the breakfast, and eat
ing lightly at the other two Clabber and buttermilk are good, 
particularly for supper Cocoanut well chewed is good The 
all-over epsom salts bath once or twice a day at first and less 
frequently later on, is of great value m an eliminative way, as 
well as a healer to all sores and eruptions.

The sores and eruptions need no special treatment except 
to be kept clean. Wash them with antiseptic soap or epsom 
salts solution May annomt a few times with some good oint
ment containing oxygen, or a good quality of vaseline Make 
patient rest a while even if you have to send him to bed Be 
sure that you do not allow under any on cumstances the use of 
one particle of mercury, arsenic, 10dm, Salvarsan, or any other 
so-called specific Eveiy case of locomotor ataxia, or other dan
gerous complication that ever followed syphilis, followed after 
treatment by some specialist or regular who administered these 
horrible deluMons I doubt if a single case of locomotor ataxia 
can be shown to have followed rational treatment such as we 
give here

To warm the sores right well with the violet ray heat fiom  
the common funnel-shaped machine is very good, but not neces
sary This, also, is good m bad forms of buboes, but here again 
the sores may be cleaned with good soap and warm water, or 
epsom solution, or with a 1-2000 solution of bichloride A  little 
white vaseline will prevent the dressing from adhering to the 
sore

The first, second, and third stages of syphilis are simply deeper 
degrees or advancements, deeper sepses There will never be an 
advancement in the disease under lational therapy treatment, 
but a steady improvement fiom the very beginning of the treat
ment

In some extreme case of constipation, you may give rectal 
dilation, or may give large enemas of warm water m which you 
have placed a little table salt or epsom salts, or may use the 
clear warm water alone The enema is not a neccessity, but works 
well m some cases

Have patient sleep mostly on right side, but vary some m atti-
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tude Have fresh air in room Can soon go to regular work 
Common cases will not be hindered from work at all

LOST MANHOOD RESTORED

Lost Manhood or impotency is a loss of sexual powers It is 
brought about from a number of causes Among these causes may 
be mentioned Gonorrhea, Syphilis, any of the bad complications of 
these diseases, Locomotor Ataxia, serious injuries to the geni
tal organs fiom falls or other hurts, dissipation, riotous living, 
libertinism, masturbation, mumps and all diseases that affect the 
glands of the body when badly treated, sexual abuse, use of to
bacco, nervousness Impotency and sterility may exist together, 
but not necessaruly so Either may exist without the other A  
man, also, may have ever}' desire for intercourse without the 
powei of election at all, or again he may have no desire what- 
evei, and no erectile power, or still again he may have no desire for 
intercourse and still have the erection continually, but this latter 
condition is exceedingly rare Impotency is sometimes traced to 
the use of cigarettes and other forms of tobacco

In most cases, where the man is not too old, the sexual func
tions may be restored to the impotent individual by rational treat
ment W e have seen it done m numerous cases where the age 
was 75 to 80 years, and sometimes where the man was above 
this age

Cold sponge baths ovei the organs are always good, particularly 
so if you use epsom salts in the water. All gluttony must be left 
off, and thepatient must omit the use of tobacco, whiskey, stimu
lants of every kind, and eat moderately of nutritious foods, such 
as oysters, fresh meats, good eggs fruits, etc A little vanilla 
flavoring taken internally in ice cream or otherwise will stimu
late the organs m a natuial way slightly, but will not be neces
sary if the legulai tieatment is taken as outlined herein

There are a few diugs that will temporarily stimulate the sex 
organs, but always at the expense of the nervous system, and 
will then leave the organs weaker than ever Better never take
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any strong chug for loss of power unless you want eventually 
to have* no power at all Adjust lumbar 3 region faithfully

Any good physical exercises that bend the body m the lumbar 
region quite well will be beneficial, as such exercises will give 
a better nerve supply to the sex organs Patient may bend for
ward and backward a number of times, then sideways, breath
ing deeply as he does these exercises Any systematic exercise, 
coupled with deep breathing, will always assist m restoring 
these poveis Stretching the spine is a good exercise, too, but 
the treatment we outline above wall certainly bring restoration 
where it 1̂  at all possible, and it is possible m  all cases wheie 
absolute impotency and senility have not existed for so long a 
time as to bring absolute atiophy and decay to the very stiuctuie 
ture of the organ and gland themselves.

Even m the most extieme cases, where there had been no power 
for years, we have often had such a fine restoration as would be 
the greatest astonishment There is hope for every oue, and if 
there is evei a failuie, it wall be m those exceedingly rare cases 
pointed out above where the very substance of the oigans has 
undergone atrophy or decay The treatment herein given will 
certainly give restoiation m a very large percentage of all cases 
treated Be persistent, and results will come, some quickly, and 
'Oine aftei a long time, vaiymg fiom a few days or weeks to 
two or three months, but you may count on results m nearly all 
the cases you treat

DISEASES OF THE UTERUS
This division of the text might have been included under the 

chapter on diseases of the Genital Organs, but the uterus has 
diseases so peculiar to itself that we thought best to make this 
chapter stand alone rather than with the other.

The uterus may prolapse, or drop downward from the normal 
position within the pelvis, sometimes protruding from or thru 
the mouth of the vulva Again, it may have its position flexed 
forward, called antiflexion, flexed or bent backward, retroflexion, 
or it may be flexed laterally to right or left
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Again ,the uteius may become fibrous forming the fibioid tumor, 
which becomes: hard and fibrous, and growing vanable size, 
sometimes reaching the size of six inches or more m diameter, and 
and very heavy and firm Other kinds of tumors may form, such 
as the colloid, polipi, etc

Agam, ulcers and cancers may form on or in the uterus, and 
become a serious menace to the life of the patient, ending m death 
eventually unless some relief is found

Let us consider for a moment that condition or prolapsus 
mentioned above Many eases of pronounced prolapsus will 
naturally normalize themselves back to position where nature 
under spinal adjustment naturally normalize themselves back to 
position where nature placed them Responses will usually begin 
to develop immediately with the tieatment m many cases, but will 
not progress to a piefect cure m all case«

Organs in noimal condition
Now, to meet all demands and expectations m all cases, we may 

need the additional impulse to the uterus given by the science of 
spinal concussion or sinusoidalization For this purpose, give
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«pinal concussion or smsoxdalization over the first, second, and 
third lumbars five to seven minutes daily The patient will fre
quently feel the uterus drawing to the normal during the first 
sceanse, and a few days will suffice for a permanent and perfect 
cure

Ox gans in prolapsed condition

The most effective position to leceive this concussion is with 
patient lying on operating table or couch, face down, and body m 
the most relaxed position possible Then make the concussion over 
the first, second, and third lumbars, very slowly moving the appli
cator of the concussor or sinusoidal machine over the three verte
brae, up and down, runmng the machine continually. There 
will never be a failure unless some surgeon’s knife has severed 
some of the nerves belonging to the organ. The author cures all 
his cases, no failure ever has been marked against him

Take next a patient suffering with fibroid tumor of the uterus, or 
some other form of tumor The author’s success certainly war
rants his speakmg very positively here. Adjust the lumbar region
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to reach the enlarged organ This will usually be the third lum
bar region Adjust daily, and follow with concussion or smusoi- 
dahzation of the first, second, and third lumbars for six or seven 
minutes, as directed for prolapsed conditions of the uterus. Treat 
daily, and the tumor will gradually decrease until it is all gone

At the present writing, the author is treating several cases of 
fibroid tumor of the uterus, and a number of cases of prolapsus, 
and all are getting well just as fast as they can. Every one is 
improving, and entirely satifised All will soon be well. There 
wall not be a failure among them

Ulcers and cancers of the uterus will usually recover under 
spinal therapy, with dieting. Adjust the lumbar region as m pro
lapsed and fibrous conditions, giving concussion in the same also, 
and most cases will make steady improvement until well M ay  
also warm the body over the region of the cancer with the violet 
machine, but the author seldom does this.

The anteflexion, where it exists, will speedily respond, and the 
retroflexed and lateral positions will be susceptible of cure Spinal 
adjustments, together with spinal concussions, constitute the great
est means ever found for treating the above diseases and others 
of the uterus

These are among the most frightful diseases a woman may bave, 
and it certainly endangers life, but they may all be cured. A 
woman, finding she has only one of these frightful diseases, at 
once despairs of recovery, and under the knife may pass away, or 
be weakened for life W e here offer (as above) what our exper
ience leads to believe is a perfect and unfailing cure for all these 
troubles We are positive it will do the work.

Consider next a condition of continued menstruation, where the 
flow has been steady foi months, or for a whole season The author 
has usually succeded m checking the flow in twenty-four hours, 
and sometimes almost immediately following the first adjustment. 
The adjustment of the second and foruth lumbar, or the third 
lumbar, will usually suffice

Another absolute unfailing treatment to stop the continuous 
flow is concussion over the fiist, second, and third lumbar for a 
period of about seven minutes The flow will nearly always be
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checked with a single treatment given m this way The concussion, 
the phy-ician will observe, is made as m the case of fibioid tumoi, 
piolap-ed uterus, etc . being just as effective foi one as the othei 

Wheie there has been no menstiuation for months or yeais, it 
may be ie.-tored m a short time by adjusting the second and foruth 
lumbai- or the third lumbar Seldom will the physician of these 
method- lequne moie than a few days to reach this desned end 

Bairenness i- also often banished by good adjustment of the 
place 01 thud lumbai legion Many women have borne children 
aftei lecemng tieatment foi a sufficient time to menstruate well 
one time No trouble would anse, and the great desire of life 
was accomplished Among the author’s patients scores could tell 
this ¡doit' of trial and success Sterility m men may be corrected 
in the '-ame way

Tendency to miscany will be corrected by this third lumbar 
adjustment in a very short time W e have known women who 
came to us after many miscanlages, and could then go thru the 
nine months with ease and satisfaction, no semblance of nns- 
eaniago, and after a while a good boy or girl born into the world 

Leucorhea, painful menstruation, scanty menstruation, pro
fuse menstruation, etc , ma\ all be corrected m a very short period 
ot time Nothing we have mentioned in this chapter is difficult 
of accomplishment by the Chiropath who believes m his work, 
and does it conscientiously and caiefully and fully

This legion like the seventh cervical and some segments along 
the spinal coid, seems to be the home of much evil, and every 
physician would do well to study it to the most thoro master}- 
It will pay him a thousand times over

DISEASES OF TH E APPENDIX
The most extraoidmaiv disease of the appendix is appendicitis, 

but theio may be diseases of othei natures as well, such as failure 
t<> secrete its fluids, 01 secietmg them disproportionately, its 
oiifice becoming closed too tightly, 01 opened too widely, etc 

The little oigan called the Veimifoim Appendix secretes a very 
essential diue-tne fluid, wdiich flowTs into the cecum wheie that
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lajge louei poition of the felon thiow- it- own ^enetion- the 
ch\me pa«se-- into it fiom the ileum Thi- fluid help-: to continue 
the digestive process, pi event- c on-tipation, and ip u-eful beyond 
previous conception

Large Colon-

The cecum and appendix contain a greater number of hmphatie 
eminencies than any other part of the intestines, and more of the 
Ciypts of Lieubeikuhn, which axe laiger and more potent m 
secietion Moie of the succus enteneus is secreted m this poition 
of the alunentaiy tiaet than m any other portion of anything like 
the same aiea It will dissolve fibim and the white of an egg m a 
few minutes that the pancieatie juice alone would not dissolve so 
peifectly m several houis

The appendix thiows its secietions into the cecum to assist in 
the digestion of food Foieign bodies and substances do not get 
into it noimallv, and if they clul, the tendency would be to throw 
them back into the cecum The salivary glands aie doing this 
m the mouth all the time, and they nevei become closed fiom
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*ub>tances working into them, and if they did, we would cure 
them, not by removing them with the knife, but by rational 
means of treatment, such as an adjustment of the upper and middle 
cervical

If the appendix becomes clogged or diseased, let us treat it 
rationally by spinal adjustment As it receives its nerve supply 
from the second lumbar nerve on the right side, we will always 
find tenderness over the exit of this nerve on the right side To  
relieve this condition adjust the second lumbar. Relief will follow 
We have treated many cases of acute and chronic appendicitis 
with perfect results

O vex eating may clog the bowels, derange all intestinal function, 
including the appendix, and result m disorders of this organ Let 
the sufferei refrain from eating a while, adjust the second lumbar 
region, and soon be a well man or woman

Constipation alwTays follows the removal of the appendix, and 
we believe there is no exception to this rule Tiue, we have seen 
people who claim not to have been greatly constipated after the 
lemoval of the little member, but upon careful inquiry the evidence 
m these cases pointed to great care m the way of pieventatives m 
the way of foods that would prevent constipation, and to the fur
ther probability that only a portion of the organ was removed

If the inflamation is very great, and pus forms m the appendix, 
it will very likely find its wray into the cecum by following the line 
of least resistance Peritonitis would not generally form if the 
appendix were let alone instead of being gouged or palpated 
deeply.

In operative w'Oik for appendicitis, more than 90 per cent of the 
cases thought to be appendicitis have been found to be something 
else Reports from the ablest physicians show this to be true, and 
yet in most of these operations they have removed the appendix 
an3’how, thinking as they used to, that the appendix is a useless 
organ without any function.

From this terrible ignorance the profession must some time 
awake, and with a consternation akin to the nightmare of a 
conscientious professional man who sees his own eyes have been
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blinded, there will be an indignation that will sweep away the 
error forever

The average life of people who have had the appendix lemoved 
has been found, by actual statistics ext endure over a considerable 
period of time, to be only 7 years

Preserve all organs intact The work of the real sureeon mav 
be needed rn some pressing cai>ê  of some diseases, but not more 
than one ease m 100 where operation hu\e been for anything 
whatsoever were these operations necessary

Let the useful appendix lemam in position It is necessary to 
the best and longest life As the minister would say, there are no 
non-essentials 01 unneeessaiv things m the book of God As true 
scientists, let us admit theie aie no useless organs m the human 
economy
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Another illustration at a p irt at the Sym pathetic System  of nerves N o te  
the position of the Solar Plexus around the Celiac Axis and the parts extending  
dow nw aid along the abdom inal aorta, the anatamosing nerves w ell nigh  
eo\erm g the aorta as a sheath

N ote also the ganglia and small plexuses Y o u  will see some ganglion at 
each and every point w here some smaller artery branches from the abdom inal 
aorta, a m ost significant fact concerning the power of the arteries to circulate  
The blood

All the viscera or internal org m s are kept constantly at work thru the pow ers 
of the sym pathetic The functions of the vixeera m ay be nam ed as follow s — 
Peristalsis, absorption, secretion, ovulation, geststion, and m enstruation

Let it alw ays be remembered that all these functions m ay be m ade stronger  
and their work ncher by stim ulating the sym pathetic nervous system
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WHY
SHOULD IT BE THOUGHT INCREDIBLE THAT

H EART DISEASE IS CURABLE '~T hi« gieat muscular organ 
is certainly essential to human and animal life It has to woik 
constantly, day and night, but this may he said of all the internal 
organs The stomach, the liter, the kidneys, the lungs, and all 
other visceia are constantly at voik

Nerve impulses never stop while life enduies All bodily tissue« 
are constantly wealing out and being replaced Nature is kind 
Noimal nerv e force will msuie nonnal life and activity to all organ« 
and paits of the body If this nerve «apply becomes weakened we 
have trays and means of restoring it in Chnopiactic Why then 
«hould it be thought incredible that heart disease may be cured0 

Has not every drugless theiapist, as veil as other classes of 
physicians, found various oigan« and paits of the body weakened 
and crippled until it was impossible to perform the ordinary woik 
devolving on these organs and paits° And has it not been found 
that the propei physical means have been used successfully m the 
cuie of these paits9 Then why not the heart as well9

But here comes a gieat army of physicians of the old school who 
say heait disease is incurable They should say incurable by any 
method known to then schools And heie comes a lot of drugless 
men and women, too, who agiee with them that heait disease is 
lealy incuiable These should «ay, rathei, incurable by their 
means of treatment

Yet, tho a thousand pioclaim failuie, one man may put them all 
to flight if he cam exhibit living examples of those who have suffered 
with what was thought to be incurable organic heart trouble all 
now sound and v ell

It is no moie unreasonable to make the claim of cuimg all heart 
trouble whatsoever than to make the claim of curing muscular 
trouble, stomach trouble, and such like In the hands of the 
capable Chiropath, who is not afiaid to use all good means avail
able, the weak organically diseased heart may be made good and 
thoioly strong
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And it is not a haid thing to do either This gieat central organ 
of the circulation may be moie leadily and more ladically cured 
than* derangements of some othei oigans of much less import 
apparently We aie well aware here that some of our own schools 
try to make a distinction between oigame and functional diseases 
of the heart, and to make no claim toward curing orgamc disease, 
but m our own school we have always taught that all diseases of 
the heart will yield to the spinal treatment here given m the parts 
of this book coveung the subject
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Some doubters have not thoroly understood the manner of the 
nerve supply to the heart, which is fiom the pneumoga"trics, the 
phremcs, and from the second and fourth dorsals, as aheady shown 
m this tieatise Some authois persist m calling the fourth dorsal 
segment of the spine livei place, whereas this segment is all-im
portant m the treatment of organic heart trouble

Certainly the good Chnopath. who adjusts as we have directed 
in this treatise, adds the mighty addition of spinal concussion or 
smusoidalization, will send his or her patients away so sound of 
heart that no examiner will be able to find any trace of previous 
troubles of this gieat and useful oigan, whethei it was functionally 
or organically diseased

Take the long and frightful list of diseases that may be found 
attacking the heart, and think foi a moment what they mean 
Consider such things as hvpeitrophv, dilatation, valvular weakness 
of all kinds, regurgitation, mitral stenosis, heart block, angina 
pectons, fatty degeneiation, endocarditis, peiicarditis, murmurs, 
whistling sounds, initial meompeteney, palpitation, rapid beat, 
slow beat, high blood piessuie, low blood piessure, and along with 
these disoideis of the oigan itself consider a tew of the no less grave 
maladies of the artenes, such as aueurism, aiterio schlerosis, cal- 
caieous degeneiation, etc , and ask youiself how well grounded 
are the feais of those physicians who hold out no hope to those 
suffering m any extreme measure with these disoiders of the heart 

And well might we despair under older methods of tieatment, 
but not so undei the new Behold the edict has gone foith, and 
can never be recalled, that the old must be taken away that the 
new may be established That which has seived its purpose has 
waxed old as a garment that has worn out, and now leaclv to be 
folded away foievei That which is new and powerful and unfail
ing is leady to come into its own

It has come to its own Will its own receive it0 To its «edit 
are thousands of living examples They aie m the army, once 
refused, now accepted because of the lacheal cuies fiom the rational 
means heiem exemplified. They are conducting business con
cerns again thiu help m this way And m society, school, science, 
and everywhere else, ownng their veiy existence to the wonderful
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in science and sciences that hand m hand have levolutiomzed the 
methods of modem theiapy until human minds aie wondenng what 
the next '-top will be

\ cen teal's IV

If m an n 1 1 mtVtus

Jf beaut ub tint 
A cerui.a!ri; met miens

N um tahb  I III
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\ subdaua
f
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In thib picture study ^ell all those branches of the Brachial Plexus, the 
c îeat arteries and veins of the neck the Pneumogastric or Vagus Nerve, the 
Phrenic Nerve, the position of the first rib or costa 1 Nothing makes better 
study than a picture like the above All these cuts should be well studied 
and mastered, that each part may be so well fixed that future reference m ay 
be made m a moment’s time No student will ever regret such study as we 
here direct, and nothing can surpass such an aid as this picture and the other 
similar cuts m these pages

But again let us ask this question —Why be frightened at what 
has been called incurable m this field'? Just as nerve foices aie at 
woik elsewhere m the body, so they are at work here also Just 
as a restoration to the noim elsewdiere will bring health and stiength 
to the parts involved, so it will do the same work heie 

And just as the heart seems to be and really is an oigan of 
supiemely great importance, so has the most sovereign means been
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hereby piovided to ie«toie it to lt  ̂ own power' when di'Ordered 
Stiong, woikable peipetual in it' motion while life E 't ',  it i-s cer
tainly cuiable m any of the d i'ea-f' that may t '-ail it

It may become weak but the means ot it-1 ««t length aie at hand 
It may become diser'ed, but the mustei of it-; disease« i' at hand 
While it works on continually daj and night, sending nomi'hment 
to all pait« of the body, forces aie at wcik to sustain anil conserve 
the pow'eis of the supeib organ itself that its woik ma\ go on un
hindered and its foiees e\ei leady to waid off the owl that would 
assail eveiy  othei pait of the body

Note what we have said elsewhere about the treatment of the 
heart, and lemember that it was said fioin a vast expei lenee ,and 
without a failure Tiy youi cases a« we have dnected and see 
vourself just as successful as we have been Let nothing detei you 
We know w’hat has been done, and we know what you will do m 
such cases*

The good physician will strike out boldly, yet carefully and con
fidently , not w ith bi aggadocio, but w it h de«n e to reach and eliminate 
the maladies that assail his patients The Chiiopath oi combined 
theiapist, wall so astonish himself with lesults that his faith will 
become unbounded, and diseases will disappear under his hand 
almost as if by magic

DIABETES is cuiable in every form and m every condition 
Undei medical treatment we presume it was never cuied, and the 
old school physicians have long ago despan ed of making any real 
cuie of the disease Volumes of gieat size have been wntten to 
show that it cannot be cuied Books have been written on dieting 
foi the disease, all to but little avail Good sensible dieting will 
hold things m check, but wall not lemove the cause of the trouble 

But why, we ask, cannot rational means be found to leally and 
tiuly conect the conditions found that cause the trouble9 Note 
the organs involved mostly when the disease is running its wTay 
The livei always forms sugai, and the kidneys aie abnormal also 

Cannot the Chiropath at once see that his work must be on the 
liver and kidneys? The older school physicians usually despan 
w hen a well-established case of diabetes confronts them, and they
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try simply to prolong life by care m diet and natural ways of living, 
and may keep a patient alive for years m this way, but death 
eventually comes, whereas the rational means here advocated 
will positively give back sound and perfect health

Naturally, adjustments in the region of the seventh doisal will 
cause normal functioning to the liver, and be a great step toward 
the cure The tenth dorsal, as pointed out m other pages of the 
treatise, will insure proper elimination Concussion of the seventh 
cervical will contract the liver and prevent the formation of sugar 
A little concussion may be added to the fifth lumbar region also 

Unfortunately, some of our schools hold the false theory that 
an adjustment of the fourth dorsal affects the liver more than any 
other, and they wall fail to make the radical cures we teach m these 
pages And they who thus fail wall make the claim of the older 
faiths of healing that diabetes melhtus is incurable, a proof only 
that they are not able to match its strength

Combining treatment as w7e have directed, the all round physi
cian will not meet any more trouble in combatting this disease than 
any other senous malady Expenence is a gieat school, and the 
voice of its practitioners should count for something, ringing dow n 
the ages

TUBERCULOSIS M A Y  BE CURED Naturally enough all 
the old scholars talk about the failures of drug medication to cure 
pulmonary consumption The lungs, like the heart, must work 
constantly, they say, and therefore nothing can be done to save 
them when attacked by the tubercular bacih

But why, we would ask, is this so? The heait and other internal 
organs are constantly at work also The glands are making their 
secretions all the time, every day, hour, and minute In fact, it 
would be most injurious for them to stop for a rest Secretions 
may be fonng moie copiously at some times than other times, but 
the process never entiiely ceases, and the glands are never at rest 
m the strictest sense

Wonderful the work of the pituitary and pineal glands m the 
brain, secietmg the elctnc fluids of the body, so essential to mus
cular activity. Exquisitely beautiful the secretions of the thyroid 
gland, so necessary to the maintenance of human life
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One of the good exercises m treating a consumptive. 
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Vnl the uvei, eon-tuutlv pounnn; its scoi etion in at the same 
place The kidnev-, the »upraienals, and all the small glands m 
the intestines and ehewhoie that aie guai ding the health of the 
individui 1 all the tune tiiele^ sentinels guarding the doorways of 
health.

And the little ajipendix, so insignificant m the estimation of some 
phvsicians, constantly poui ing its lubucatmg fluids into the caecum 
to lubricate the colon and pi event constipation Better let rt 
alone. Appendicitis is most 1 eacldy cuied by the proper means 

All these oigans are constantly at woik Let them work on m 
haimony with all the otheis It would be very unnatural foi them 
to refuse to woik They will not wear out by work, but any 
abnormal condition that may anse to pi event them from doing 
then woik as it should be done will cause disease and disorder m 
some way

It is not unreasonable to suppose the lungs may be successfully 
tieated thiu spinal methods On the conti aiy, it is the most 
reasonable thing m the woild We have given already m this book 
a full outline of treatment foi tuberculosis, and will not go into 
any detail heie, but the school of experience has given us more 
success than might have been thought possible

Spinal adjustment, combined with dieting, exeicise, bathing, 
etc , will suielv cuie tubeiculai trouble Remember the strong
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nerve supply fiom the third dorsal region, the Phrenics and the 
Pneumogastrics, adjust accordingly, and nnpiovement and re
covery will be lapid and suie.

Remember the good mles m regard to diet a- laid down m this 
volume, have patient sleep mostly on light side, and you may safely 
expect a recoveiy m almost all cases you are called on to treat 

These claims are not met edible, because we are making the cures 
all the time Nothing done as frequently as ve have done this is 
incredible, it becomes a certainty, a reality, a mighty victory won 
for the right

With all such false gods as vaccination out of the way that cause 
tuberculosis, we could soon rid the planet of the scourge of the 
white plague, syphilis, cancer and such like Then and not until 
then will the battle cease we are now fighting

No question is finally settled until it is settled right, and no 
disease is finally wiped from the calendar of the mind until its 
causative elements are removed, as our drugless cults are now seek
ing to do

The foundation of enoi is being torn asunder, and a more power
ful citadel is being erected that nothing can destioy, as it contains 
all essential elements of truth

LOCOMOTOR A T A X IA  IS CURABLE — A dreadful disease. 
A mighty assertion on the part of any one that such a disease can 
be cured, and yet we unqualifiedly make the claim, and we make 
it from an experience extending ovei several years of constant 
practice on this and other hitherto mcuiable diseases

Locomotor Ataxia is caused by an affection of the sensory and 
motor centres of the spinal cord, m which the giay matter of the 
cord actually wastes away, making a most serious affair to contend 
with

As the disease progresses lightning like pains aie felt in the legs 
as the nerves undeigo the degeneration charactistics of the disease, 
and the giay matter of the cord continually wastes away

Loss of natural co-ordinating powers is seen in the legs, and in 
the arms also as the disease goes farther, the patella reflex dis
appears from the knees, weakness of the sphincter muscles follows, 
and general loss of sexual powers takes place
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Such is the disease and how I a race the claim that the wasted 
gray mattei may be le-toied, paim cea^e and natural movements 
given back to the legs and arrrn

Yet nothing is incredible to those who have the proper means of
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In the above a most teachable cut is presented of the great muscles of the 
thigh, w ith arteries, veins, and nerves T he longest and largest nerves pass 
dowm the leg The largest muscles and blood vessels are found here Of course 
the blood vessels within the cavities of the bod> are somewhat larger than 
the parts in the thigh, as the great aorta branches downward into the thighs, 
and the veins merge into the larger veins m the cavities of the body
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reaching the difficulty Within i calculable time of the beginning, 
or before the disease has extended its lavages too everlastingly far, 
a leverbal of the symptoms may be bi ought about

We believe that only thiu spinal adjustment and concussion or 
sinusoidal applications this disease is cui able at all The claim by
the oldei schools that it cannot be cured is based on the experience 
of those schools only, and not on the experience of our later and 
more rational or natural methods

In our own experience we have always adjusted the atlas region 
and the brachial plexus region Adjustments are always indicated 
in the lumbai region, and m the central and kidney regions 

A still more poweiful treatment comes from concussion or smu- 
doidahzation of the tenth doisal legion, including usually the 
ninth and tenth, but moie on the tenth This, with the spinal 
adjustment indicated above, will do moie good m ten minutes time 
than can be done in six months by any old attempted method 
known.

Cases that have been crippled up with injections of the so-called 
cures - such as the 606 - will be harder to respond than any others, 
but great good may often be given to these cases.

O for some spmt so puissant that it could dissolve the scales from 
human eyes that all might see the harm of poisonous injections that 
■were never known to do any good to suffering mortals, but have 
sent millions to untimely graves.

We believe that such a spirit is now materializing, and his 
mission will soon be realized Earth will feel the impulse Heaven 
wall lend a listening ear The forces of disease and death and hell 
will be put to rout, and a new order will be issued m that will know 
not the harmful and hurtful things that at present are responsible 
for so many of the worngs and sufferings that afflict mankind

Out of all present entanglements we believe will come the things 
we most need and have most longed for Human needs will be 
satisfied, and the heait that longs foi absolute panaceas will find 
them

Not incredible, indeed, to restore to health those people suffer
ing fiom this disease It has been done m too many instances by 
our class of physicians to leave any doubt whatever.
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One of the bast exercises possible for the student is to locate the position of 
all these arteries, veins, muscles, and nerves m his own arm This v ill not be 
hard to do with proper studx, and will become a pleasant exercise when 
practice is had

The elbow joint is a very peculiar one, being gmgbymus or hinge m shape, 
and the muscles and ligaments make it a very strong joint Sex er d of the nerves, 
passing over it may be palpated Note how easy to palp lie the ulma nerve 
and hence to make’ the little finger side of the hand gro*\ numb
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In the mouth of thousands of witnesses every word has been 
e-tibhi-hed and the people of the next generation shall be made 
free from the unnatural piaetices of the present

The t\av shall be made so clear that the simplest of wayfaring 
men need not en therein, and he who runs may read the message, 
for its language shall be umiveral

Turn on the light, that all may see Let it be the candle on the 
table, the city on the hill, the light house that sends its rays to 
every continent and every sea

BLOOD PRESSURE M A Y  BE M A D E  N O R M AL — If high 
it may be reduced If low it may be increased In either case it 
may very quickly be bi ought to the normal In the mouth of ten 
thousand witnesses eveiy woid of what we here say is established 

Take the patient with a blood pressuie of 250, we will say, and 
gne the spinal adjustments indicated, combining with it concussion 
of the seventh ceivical and the thud dorsal legion, will reduce the 
pxessure to neaily noimal m a sceanse of from five to seven or ten 
minutes The piessure will lemain normal after a few daily 
sceanses.

Nothing else will do this No other class of physicians promises 
much m high blood piessuie or low blood pressure, but the Chiro- 
path takes the most unyielding cases, and quickly lestores them to 
health, permanently bunging the piessure to the normal

So easily is this done that it becomes a pleasure to the physician, 
and so surely may it be done that the physician feels sure always 
of his ground, knowing before he touches the patient just what the 
result will be, nevei making a failui e

Here, as m all hai d eases of all other maladies, the older schools 
have made magnificent failuies If they had not failed, there 
would have been no 100m foi the chugless cults that aie on the 
way to such mpid mciease

Humanity has longed foi something leliable, something to be 
counted on in time of need, and now ,that Chnopractic has been 
brought to the fiont, greater realities are coming veiy rapidly for
ward

High blood pressure becomes dangerous if let alone Sooner or 
later comes the fatal termination m apoplexy or something else
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How easy the good Chiroparh or spondylofheiapi-T may reduce to 
the normal, and hardened arteries will becomes normal also All 
bad symptoms will disappear, and health will be restored perman
ently

Nothing outside the sciences here represented can do this

AORTIC ANEURISM  M A Y  BE REDUCED One of the 
most dangerous conditions known to the blood vessels, where the 
walls of the aorta grow thin as the great vessel enlarges. This may 
take place anywhere, but is usually found m the thoracic aorta

The spinal therapist finds but little trouble in reducing it
Usually found m the male sex, and may have been produced by 

hard labor, syphilis, gout, rheumatism, liquor drinking, heavy 
eating, etc

High blood pressure may accompany the disease, and usually 
does The sternum and ribs may be pushed far from the norm by 
the enlarging condition, until we wonder how it could have been 
done. Steady mild pressure will accomplish more than would ever 
be imagined

Let the spinal therapist adjust the upper doisal region daily, 
and give spinal concussion to the seventh cervical legion, and 
improvement wall at once be seen, and a cure eventually There 
need never be a failuie on any case taken m time

No body else on this earth evei did what the spinal theiapist 
so readily does, and we doubt if any other class of physicians will 
ever be able to meet and successfully* combat such diseases as we 
here enumerate, yet the spinal therapist most readily meets these 
demands

FEM ALE DISORDERS ARE EASILY C U R A B L E — And 
when we think how many women are suffenng thru derangement 
of these organs, we realize m a measure how much a knowledge 
of this manner of tieatment means to them The results are sure 
m every case where treatment is applied skillfully and with know
ledge of the anatomy and nerve supply to paits involved

There is quite a list of diseases that may be classed under this 
heading, including piolap&us oi falling of the womb, letroveision,
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rrsion, flexure, ovaritis, suppressed mens? (nation, continued 
menstruation, painful mend? nation, pahpi, fibroid and colloid 
tumors, tendency to misca?riage, bar renness, unusual desires,ulcers, 
cancer s3 abscesses, cm  hosts of ovary or other part, hemoorages, etc, etc > 

Y ou  will say this is a form idable list, but we assuie y o u  the ra
tional treatm ent o f the spine will lead you  out o f e v e iy  d ifficu lty , 
cure every case v h e ic  there is anything at all le ft to  w ork  on  o r  
any vita lity  left to  sta it from , and will give health, happiness, 
and life to those suffering so g iea tly

Constricted waists are the cause of m any fem ale disorders N o t so m uch  
worn as formerly W om an m ay w^ear a m oderately fitting corset, but should  
avoid tight lacm g as it destroys the shape, and causes disease to the viscera

Take a typical case o f prolapsus or falling of the womb to  begin  
with W e will suppose the organ d iop s  until it protrudes m to  the
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outer w orld  M any have 1 een the attem pt- to ie-toir -iieh ca^e  ̂
under older fo im s o f tie at incut, with nmmeiia , v  a-L^-, and other
wise, and all with but little n any benefit

The condition has leinained \ei~' much the same, and m mam’ 
in s ta n ce s  has gi own giadiudly vwa - i undei the v  eatmeiit thus 
given, causing a m ultitude of othei adinents to the nei\ous 
system and organs o f the body

N ote n ow  the sim plicity  o f  the treatm ent as erven by  the -pm al 
therapist In the first place he has a know ledge o f the nei\e «ap p ly  
to  the uteius from  the th u d  lum bai leaion , and adjusts the spine

A  healthy form Let corset and garm ents be reasonably fitted to  form  
accord in g  to  findings This alone will g ive p e ife ct  restoration  
after norm ality is b i ought to the lum bar region
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However, for quicker results and absolute certainty, the ablest 
physician of the spine, who wishes to do his patient the greatest 
good m the shortest time, will here find scope for enlargement m  
the applications of his work After making his adjustment of 
the lumbar vertebrae, he wall, for greater and quicker certainty, 
make spinal concussion for five to seven minutes over the first, 
second, and third lumbars, moving the applicator very slowly up 
and down over the region, so as to be about half a minute or a 
minute m passing back gradually to the first lumbar

The application of the sinusoidal current to the same region 
will accomplish the same results as the spinal concussion, applied 
for the same period of tune over the same area of the spine The 
large pad, wrell moistened, is placed over the sacrum and held firmly 
m place, while the smaller mtenuptmg applicator is held and slow
ly moved along over the first, second, and third lumbars

Whether the spinal concussion or the sinusoidal application fol
lows the spinal treatment, each being just as effective as the othei, 
it may be wise to concuss or sinusoidahze the eighth dorsal region 
also, as the proceeduie here will have a tendency to draw all the 
abdominal organs to higher position, and sometimes the prolapsed 
condition of the uterus is partly or even wholly caused by other 
organs prolapsing onto it When this is the case, relief is at once 
experienced by concussion of the eighth dorsal region

In treating women with piolapsed uteius, we have sometimes 
heard them remark that they had the sensation of the uterus 
drawing to position while we -were making the concussion or giv
ing the smusoidalization

We believe it to be most effective to give the treatment with pa
tient on adjusting table with open centre, but results are good 
also when treatment is given m the sitting position Convenience 
wall have something to do with the treatment always

There wall never be a failure m this treatment unless some foolish 
operation has caused weakness thru the cutting of nerves or liga
ments that would make the treatment harder to accomplish. 
TV here nerves have been severed that under normal conditions 
gi\ e strength to the organ, there naturally cannot be full strength
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regained, but much help may even then be gi\cn the weakened 
organ

A thousand times better it were that no operation had evei been 
performed Good spinal treatment, propei !v given m time.

One of woman’s greatest enemies It disfigures the foot, causes suhluxations 
in the ankle, knee, hip, and spinal column Wearing such shoes is a most 
foolish habit, and thru subluxations of the joints of the limbs and spinal col
umn causes many diseases Should cultivate better habits than wearing such 
shoes N ot one good thing can be said about them, but many evil

would pi event neaily all the operations of the present day, and 
■would maintain human longevity to the maximum span Opeia- 
tions are useless m nine cases out of ten to a certainty.

Consider next anteversion, retroveision, flexure, or any other 
bending from the norm In all these positions adjust the sex 
place or third dorsal region, and give concussion of the spine at the 
first, second, or third lumbar legions foi five to seven minutes 
as directed m the treatment of piolapsus 01 falling uteius

There will be but little trouble m making a complete restora
tion Continue the daily sceanses foi five to seven minutes each 
day until complete relief and permanent cuie shall have been 
attained, which will vary from a few days to a few’ weeks,

Tenderness on or over the exit of the fourth lumbar neives will 
indicate a disease of the uterus itself
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Tenderness over the aiea of exit of the third lumbai nerves will 
indicate diseases of the ovanes

Tenderness over the exit of the second lumbar nerves on the 
right side will indicate appendicitis or inflammation of the ap- 
dicitis

These diagnostic symptoms will be of use m determining the 
nature of some troubles of the lumbai region

Ovaritis is very easily cured by adjustment of the third lumbar 
vertebra Model ate concussion may also be given ,but is not 
usually necessary The simple spinal adjustment is very powerful 
for this and other diseases of the female oigans

If this simple treatment weie always followed theie would never 
be any need of operations of any kind on the ovanes No opera
tion would ever be needed to remove the ovanes or othei female 
organs Give lestoration to all parts thiu the nerves, and most 
perfect health will iesult

For yeaxs theie has been a tendency on the part of physicams 
and suigeons to lemove the female oigans when they become 
inflamed, thus incapacitating the woman for some of the vital func
tions, and this tendency has giown most alarmingly, reminding 
one very much of the craze to remove the appendix, and the one 
operation being no less foolish and needless than the other

Give pioper spinal adjusting and these oigans may all be pre
served to the health and life of the woman God made no mistake 
m placing them m the human foim divine, and man can make no 
mistake m leaving them wheie God placed them Man may err, 
but the Great Father of all nature, with whom is neither variable
ness noi shadow of turning, never makes mistakes

Another common mistake is made m the removal of the tonsils 
Physicians say they do not know the function of the tonsils, and 
yet they remove them with as much impunity as if they did know 
their functions

The tonsils are stabilizers of the digestive and metabolic princi
ples of the blood and body, and should not be removed Let them  
alone You may live quite a while without them ,but life will be 
shortened some m spite of all future care if they are removed 

Cure your tonsilitis by spinal therapy, but keep the tonsils for 
future use and conservation
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Cure your ovaritis by spinal H crapy but beep your f arie~. 
You will need them.

Cure your appendicitis, but keep your appendix It is a won
derful little organ, secietins wonderful fluid" that prevent con-ti- 
pation, assist the intestinal digestion rao-t materially, and prolong 
life very surely.

The scientist who removed the appendix from twelve chimpan
zees, found them soon, one aftei another, «'lying of constipation, 
while twelve that letained the appendix, tho kept with the otl ers 
and fed the same food, all lived

The same with human beings also They become constipated, 
and the average life after the removal of the useful little organ is 
only about seven years

If there is an exception to the statement that its removal causes 
constipation, we aie persuaded that in such cases that only a part 
of it has been removed If some portion remains, the functioning 
would continue to some extent

Human beings would die like the monkeys on the removal of 
the appendix except for the care they take of themselves, and fur
ther having greater auto-pioteetion

Appendix, ovaries, uterus, spleen, kidneys, etc . should all remain 
as placed m the normal being Spinal therapy will keep them all 
noimally healthy, and old age, if it comes to the noimally healthy 
individual, will find them just as vital and stiong as m the balmy 
days of youth

O for salvation fiom needless suigery' And foi a strong arm to 
ward off the hand that would cut and maim needlessly the beauti
ful forms as they exist' The revolution is coming, and its amnes 
are the invincible hosts fi om the i anks of people who will demand 
human rights and obtain them'

Suppressed menstruation will give the practitioner but little 
trouble to lestoie Only a few adjustments of the thud lumbar or 
the second and fourth, according to findings, will bring the men
struation full and strong

Concussion or smusoidahzation of the region is never indicated 
in these suppressed or scanty menstrual flow's. The adjustment
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Method of Adjusted Fifth Lumbar Nerve 
alone is usually all powerful in from one to six days Seldom if 
ever will it require more tme than this 

We have had cases of young women that had not menstruated 
for years, and been so nervously broken down as to become com
plete wrecks, to lespond in three days or so with copious menstrua
tion, when lapid lecovery of health would always take place almost 
immediately, or as soon as the natural forces could harmoniously 
build up the weakened parts

Older women respond the same way If any case requires a 
specially long period of time, it will be the exception and not the 
rule. If the ease should seem long and hard, persist accordingly, 
and you will be rewarded by the fullest lesults m the end 

Not incredible in the least It is being done all the time by good 
spinal therapists

And continued menstruation yields almost immediately We 
have had cases where the menstruation had continued for months
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without cessation to cease within an hour after the first adjustment. 
This is another marvellous statement of a marvellous power spinal 
adjustment has m such eases

Spinal concussion or sinusoidahzation of the first, second, and 
third lumbars will stop thi= continued menstruation just as surely 
as the spinal adjustment Eithei treatment will aiwier, or it will 
not hurt to apply both, but the concussion should not be continued 
longer than five to seven minutes.

No woman need suffer with these troubles who is willing to have 
spinal treatment. Prejudice is now rapidly disappearing from 
human minds, and the next generation will find humanity ready 
foi its long denied rights that will make men free indeed

If the truth shall make you free, you will be fiee indeed If 
progress shall rend the chains that bind, then shall the fetters be 
off forever, And if the army of men and women seeking freedom 
will stand together, no power can resist them

Fibroid tumors and other tumors of the uterus are the most serious 
troubles that may occur here, and may lequne a long time to com
pletely disappear under the tieatment here dneeted, but results 
will suiely come Small fibroids of lecent origin will soon disap- 
peal, while larger formations of longer standing wall require a 
longer time for complete lemoval

The author has treated some cases so laige as to appear m size 
almost like the last periods of piegnancy, and fiom that size down 
to only a slight enlargement, and has been more than astonished 
at the results obtained

Remember to treat the lumbar region from second to fourth 
vertebrae, and follow this by good sceance of spinal concussion 
of the fiist, second, and thud lumbars of say seven minutes each 
day foi a good long time if the tumor is laige It will gradually 
decrease m size until it is all gone

Sometimes, as the larger tumors decrease in size, there will be 
periods of profuse hemorrhage for a few days, which may be held 
m check if desired by spinal concussion over the three upper 
lumbars, but wall be found to work good thru hemorrhage, as fi-
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One Method of adjusting cervical to relieve headache m female trouble

brous clottings frequently pass out with the discharges, and the 
hard uteius seems softei after this

In the author's practice there has passed under his treatment a 
number of these cases, and each case has been successfully han
dled that lemained thnu the pioper period of time Complete 
results wrere obtained Some cases that could lemain under his 
care for only a shoit period of time improved very materially for 
the time

Some of the cases that remained too short a time for complete 
restoration continued to improve some after they left us, and we 
believe some of these weie completely lestored, the improvement 
continuing even after they had left our community However, this 
must not be promised It may follow, as it did some cases referred 
to above, but we can make no rule regarding it Every patient 
sho aid continue until the cure is complete
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Not incredible to remove the«e t u m o i because no uio '■lows it 
all the time That which we do cannot be mcreciblo Tnn-e w 10 
say it cannot be done should learn the newer and more excel -nt 
way, whose golden promises shine for every one, and v ho~e ac hieve- 
ments are for the betteiment of humanity It- brilliancy mil 
enlighten, its smile will brighten, its sueee-« will link humanity 
to divinity

Barrenness is often curable Many a w onun has desired to bear 
children, but could not, owing to defects of the female organ« that 
might just as well have been coireeted, and could have been made 
productive if the proper spinal treatment had been given

We have known some women who have parsed the menopause 
rather young or prematurely to be restored to the menstrual powers 
and bear children Of course these are exceptional cases, but com
paratively young women, say thirty years of age, more or less, 
who have longed for children, and yet could not have them, have 
been capacitated thru spinal adjustment

W e simply adjust the lumbars concerning sex place, as m the 
third lumbar region, or the second and fourth lumbars, according 
to findings Some of our greatest work here has been by spinal ad
justment alone, but spinal concussion is indicated also where there 
is any prolapsed condition of the uterus or other organs of the re
gion.

The treatment will give the capacity to the woman to bear 
children where the fault is her own m almost every ease. If the 
fault is the husband’s, then the husband must be treated and 
strengthened

Barrenness m women or sterility m men is curable m many in
stances by good spinal treatment.

Cancers, ulcers, etc , yield to spinal adjustment and spinal con
cussion so given as to leach with strong impulses the afflicted 
uterus W e are on ground where the strongest controversy has 
raged even among Chiropaths and drugless theiapists m general, 
while the older schools want to cut the organ out at once

Now, we say that nearly all such disorders may be permanently 
cured by the tieatment here outlined , combined with dieting 
and fasting m some cases of peculiar gravity
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That which has been done can be done again, and that which 
has been done many times can be done many times again W e  
bnow many cases of cancer and ulcer of the uterus may be cured 
and have been cuied by the tieatment here directed

Let the effort be faithfully made, and see the sufferer gradually 
come from daikness and doubt into the light of new found health 
and life, from chead clespan into perfect knowledge of recovery of 
stiength and confidence

Nothing is impossible or incredible to those physicians who de- 
teimme that they cannot and will not fail Let us stand on the rock 
of absolute confidence, and know no such woid as failuie

PRGSTATIC TROUBLES are readily relieved and permanent
ly cured Where the prostrate gland, around the neck of the blad
der, is greatly enlarged, mteifenng with all sexual function of 
man, there may be a giadual or rapid reduction

In piostatic enlargement there is usually a desire to urinate very 
frequently , and only a little at a time This will be coirected m the 
treatment in a shoit time Often men who are up a dozen times 
or more at night will tell the physician the next day that they were 
up only once duung the night, or not up at all

Concussion over the twelfth dorsal vertebra for five to seven 
minutes daily will rapidly reduce and normalize this gland Give 
spinal adjustment with this tieatment as indicated, but the con
cussion of the twelfth dorsal region is simply beyond anything 
that could be imagined for the i eduction of an enlarged prostate 

May concuss some ovei the fifth lumbar legion also to control 
frequent desne to unnate No other treatment can equal the sim
ple tieatment heie offeied In fact, no other treatment will do 
any good at all m the tieatment heie offered of the this disease 
so far as we know Spinal therapy we believe stands alone m this 
field, as m so many others lefeired to m these pages

Othei and oldei methods have been found wanting The mene 
mene tekel upharsm has blazed on the wall If the older schools 
had made good heie and ehewheie, theie would not have been 
loom foi our piesent and more effective methods Being unfit foi 
needs of the human lace, they have been or are being cast aside,
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Adjustment for trouble common to men

that the new m ay have its lights established In a new field m ay 
your character be great, your genius gieater, you i ability to  do 
good work the greatest of all

A L V E O L A  P Y O R R H E A  IS R E A D IL Y  C U R E D  — This dis
ease is the great stumbling block of the dentist. For generations 
he has sought and sought m vam for a cure of A lveola Pyoirhea. 
W ith them it has never been found At times they have thought 
something has been found, but nothing has com e of it Loose 
teeth have become loosei, the gums iecedm g m oie and more, 
until the teeth aie gone beyond repair

But here m the beginning of the twentieth centm y comes the 
science that has conqueied m its thousands of battles where noth
ing else has ever been effective, a means has been found that not 
only routs the disease completely, but does it easily and effectively
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The able CTuiopath will a^k no odds even m the oldest and most 
"oiion*- Main instances have oecuned m oui piactice
wheie preparation^ had been made to have all the teeth taken out, 
end even with the^e cases radical cures have followed the treat
ment of the spine

One method of adjusting middle cervical for Alveola Pyorrhea 

A most powerful stimulation is had from adjustment of the mid
dle ceivical legion, and the nerves from this region give the most 
direct neive supply to the teeth and gums Improvement will 
begin at once, and will continue until the cure is complete Adjust
ments should be given daily at first, and then less frequently 

The fifth and tenth dorsal regions may also be adjusted in order 
to reach the stomach and kidneys for better digestion and elimi- 
nation

If dentists would only learn to treat their alveola pyhorrhea cases 
with the simple means we heie outline they would succed where
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they now fail The good conscientious dentist that wants to know 
the best m his profession should not hesitate to learn the science 
of Chiropractic, as it would make him much more proficient in 
the great work he seeks to do

And all systems of healing would receive the greatest benefit 
from a study of Chiropractic, which contradicts no true system, 
but adds to the cogency and potency of every one the greatest 
element they could hope for.

A N E M IA  M A Y  SURELY BE CU R ED  — In Anemia there is 
lack of blood quantity, and also lack of the red corpuscles It 
may be Simple or Pernicious

It may be caused by over work, lack of nutrition m food, 
hemorrhages, or poison medicines, etc Pernicious Anemia is the 
extended condition that settles to a chiome form and peisists con
tinuously until death comes to the patient, which may be in a 
short time, or may be deferred for months or years after the per
nicious form is established

The symptoms are easily discernible The pupils of the eyes 
are often dilated, the tongue is pale and often furrowed, the heart 
is accelerated, and the valves may murmur or leak, the feet often 
swell considerably, the urine is discharged in large quantities, 
and peculiar feverish conditions accompany the disease. With 
women leucorrea, ammenorhea, etc , may develop.

That the disease may be cured by spinal adjustment is not an 
incredible statement. Bring the nourishing conditions about, and 
recovery will be rapid Adjust the fifth dorsal region for the stom
ach Give adjustment to reach the liver and kidneys and the 
bowels.

Strengthen the heart with concussion of the seventh cervical, 
and may concuss the tenth dorsal region to increase the red blood 
corpuscles, but the blood will become normal anyhow under the 
spinal adjustment.

Give abundance of nourishing foods, and recovery will be sure. 
The food that could not be borne m quantities previously will be 
kept m the digestive tract easily under the spinal treatment here 
given
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Dilation of the .sphincter am will often be found veiy helpful 
m this tiouble, and should be given m some cases as a help to the 
othei parts of the tieatment

It is certainly something worth while to be able to cure perni
cious anemia Yet the Chuopath 01 spinal therapist will succeed 
eveiy,time wheie the patient has not waited too long, and even 
hopeless cases recover under good treatment as outlined above

As we aie eunng these all the time it is not incredible, but 
becomes a certainty As the sun rises and sets, as the pole to the 
north star, as planets shine by night,—  so with almost equal 
certainty the spinal therapist does his work.

There may be hopeless cases, as death must come to all, but 
the woik of the physician who considers all things that may benefit 
his patient surpasses all things else so immeasurably as to make 
it extremely difficult to compare.

APOPLEXY M A Y  BE SUCCESSFULLY TR EATED  B Y  
RATIONAL M ETHODS — The gravity of Apoplexy will be 
recognized when its symptoms are considered, it being one of the 
most dangerous and fatal of diseases.

Cerebral Apoplexy is caused by blood clot forming in the brain 
thru bursting of some blood vessel that permits the blood to be 
thrown from its proper or natural course into the substance of the 
brain itself

It often follows or is caused by such diseases as syphilis, Bright’s 
Disease, gout, rheumatism, heavy and continued drinking of 
intoxicants, improper diet, and sexual derangements

Before and during the progress of the disease degeneration or 
atheromatus conditions of the blood vessels takes place, and the 
weak place or places m the brain permit the oozing of the blood 
thru the blood vessels to form the clot or thrombus

The position of the clot may be m the cortical or outer part of 
the brain, as is usually the case with children and young persons; 
or it may be m the medullary or deeper substances of the brain, as 
is usually the case with older persons, the seat of the lesion being 
usually m the motor region between the optic thalamus and the 
corpus striatum
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If the hemonhaee bo ropion- or fu'I the * n in e  Leiiii-pheie of 
the brain vull be affected, and t:,o -oftena ir o f the bunn will take 
place, the intellect become impaind 01 de-tjovod. ;-nd_the oon- 
dition of the entu e system become veiy i-cnou-s indeed

The hemorrhage may be very .-mail, and nature right lt-elf 
with little difficulty if rational treatment i- given. ' Sometimes, 
where the hemorrhage is slight, nature seems to make restoration 
complete, but with liability to future stroke that may be more 
far reaching and dangerous, and yet there may be seveial recur
rences from which patient apparently recovers, only to lead on 
to one that will prove fatal

Where blood pressure is very great, or other serious aggregations 
of disorders take place, patient may fall unconscious and jemain 
so until some relief is applied, and sometimes consciousness never 
returns In this condition the pulse is slow and full, the breath
ing characteristically full and labored, resembling the snoring of a 
man sleeping on his back or otherwise. The eyes become congest
ed, the temperature falls below the normal, but may subsequently 
become elevated above the normal.

The sphinster muscles at the rectum and the mouth of the blad
der become relaxed, the urine and bowels may move involuntarily. 
As the paralysis develops, the contractile power of the sphinsters 
may return. There may or may not be unconsciousness at the be
ginning of the trouble. This is the case even where two people 
are attacked apparently with equal gravity, one may become un
conscious, and the other remain conscious. This is no doubt 
because hemorrhage and subsequent clot may be lodged at slightly 
variant areas.

The clot on either side of the brain deteriorates the opposite 
side of the cord, at first making the muscles rigid and tense, which 
afterwards relax, but the paralysis continues.

Treatment at first must be carefully given, that no additional 
hemorrhage be produced Spinal adjustment is always indicated, 
and the thought must be to heal the ruptured places m the arteries, 
that the circulation may take up all the clotted matter Give the 
atlas adjustment, and a little later dilate the sphinster am muscles,
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tlie caution at fust to bring the circulation into greater force with
out the risk of making the vessels dilate more 

' Abstain fiom all food foi a while Do this veiy religiously Do 
not try to nourish the body for days, and guaid against anything 
salty as vou would your own eternity Reduce the blood pressure, 
if it exist, by sinusoidal application to the seventh ceivical and 
thud dorsal legion, as concussion would not be agieeable to patient 
in this condition

Use epsom salts solution of moderate strength to bathe or sponge 
the body all ovei, and the salts may be taken internally This is 
no contiachction to the diugless methods you have been taught, 
and will help to equalize all things m the body Be moderate m all 
treatment at fiist, and you will have moie than an ordinary chance 
to restore the patient

If a man or woman feels dizzy, headachy, sleepless at night, 
weakness extending down one side and leg, sick stomach, and ab
normal blood piessuie, such a one had better lose no time m secur
ing good spinal and rational treatment, as such symptoms, if 
continued, are suie forerunners of apoplexy Prevention is better 
than cure, and while still up and going, make sure to prevent the 
possibility of an attack

Under spinal therapy, there is the best chance of recovery, and 
a certainty m most cases

ASTHM A, H A Y  FEVER, SPANISH INFLU ENZA, A LL  
COUGHS, etc , aie cuiable under rational spinal therapy methods

No doubt this will seem like a big claim to those with the best 
intentions, but wre assure friend and foe that all these disorders 
are being cured by our pupils who use the methods laid down m this 
volume

No case of asthma or hay fever can long resist the power of 
spinal treatment Simple adjsutment of the cervicals as indicated 
m connection with adjustment of such dorsal as may involve the 
parts causing or m an3r way helping cause the trouble, combined 
with concussion of the seventh ceivical veitabra, is unfaihng m 
result

How wonderful that asthma of long standing may so readily 
be cured1 And hay fever too with as much certainty And the
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crowning work m  too  rm-Uu v  o f  Spun:-h Influenza. u hich m the 
hand4* of the oldei c!a--c- oi p tj-un jn^  -wept inoie than half 
a million lives into eternity end y< t with our druale— the* 
there wa5* scarcely evei the !o— of a '-merle hm

Spanish Influenza cau-e 1 it i- by injections ot typhoid 
serum, becomes vexy -viiou-, followe 1 hy pneumonia m nrmy 
cases, and leaving; general weakne-*- m the -v-hun, mav be ‘-pr °d ilv  
cured by adjustment of the eeivicaK, thud doim l, and e^ewheie a-* 
indicated for the bowels, kidnev-, etc and giving; spinal concu^ion 
of the seventh eeixical

Atlas adjustments for hay fever, etc Other adjustments elsewhere 

The same treatment mainly applies to asthma, but the adjust
ments for asthma will naturally vaiy according to the variety 
of asthma on hand Aceoidmgly as we have caidiac asthma, bion- 
chial asthma, pulmonaiy asthma, geneial asthma, etc., we must 
adjust the fourth ,second, thud, sixth dorsal etc Usually the
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corvioals may be adjusted m connection Concussion of the sev
enth cervical is always indicated in asthma In pulmonary 
asthma concussion also of the doisals fiom the third or fourth to 
dorsals from the thud or fourth to the eighth or ninth may be 
given to fill the lungs better with blood

All forms of hay fever should be treated very much as asthma, 
varying as individual cases requne Coughs that accompany or 
follow hay fever, or any kinds of coughs whatsoever, may be speed
ily cured by adjusting the spine and cervicals and eonsussmg the 
seventh cervical veitebar

All these tioubles may be surely and speedily cuied The spi
nal therapist need never have a failure Recovery may be expsect- 
ed m a very short time The worst cases of Spanish Influenza will 
be well and out m a few days. Some cases of asthma will be well 
m a week or less time, while other asthmatics will require more 
time

Old chronic coughs that have resisted the ordinary treatment 
for many years, Spanish Influenza of the worst forms; hay fever 
in its most violent and epidemic forms,— are all surely and speedily 
and permanently relieved and cured by the simple means we here 
direct you to consider

Some of the above diseases are treated more exhaustively in 
other sections of this book, but we wanted to bring these salient 
points m here again

IN SA N ITY IS CURABLE IN  M OST INSTAN CES — Surely 
responds to spinal treatment m a majority of cases Will always 
respond where there has been no wasting away of brain substances 
or cells

In nearly all cases insanity is caused by impairment of some 
other parts of the body. Perfect return to health will restore the 
insane person to perfect equilibrium

Insanity, then, is a disturbance of the poise of the mental quali
ties, caused by poisoning, shock, severe strain (mental or physical), 
or anything that throws the mentality from its proper vehicles

Naturally it is seen that a leversal of these conditions will bring 
restoration
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Take cases of insanity caused by deranged function« in the girl 
just comma: to puberty, or m the woman cut m ng the mennpau«e. 
and nearly always spinal treatment to i each the female organ« will 
remove all cause of trouble, and give complete lestoiation.

Oi considei a ea-e wheie a man or woman imagine,« m m * meat 
thing Restoiation is usually biought about bv adjusting of the 
atlas region, and sometime« aided by dilating the ioctal muscles 
In some women the eau-e 1« found in a deeply flooded cl it 01 is, which 
must be loosened A long and uncleanly piepuce or foreskin 
is sometimes the cause of insanity m men, and mu«t be held back, 
and absolute cleanliness adhened to

In all these cases the physician should give pioper spinal ad
justment as indicated to insure the most speedy 1 ecovery

Illusions and hallucinations, diseases within the brain where the 
afflicted person thinks strange and wonderful thing« are true that 
really have no foundation m tiuth whatsoever are ieadilv cured 

They are usually bioken up m only a few days 
Adjust the atlas, middle cervical, and elsewhere if indicated 

Limit the diet, and give the epsom salts bath 
Nothing incredible, because it is so easily treated

PILES OR HEM ORRHOIDS M A Y  BE CURED B Y  RA
TIONAL M ETHODS — Piles may be either internal or external 
to the lectal muscles, and aie foimed when the blood earned to the 
region by the arteries fails to letum thru the veins, which enlarge 
and become varicose

As these parts are supplied by branches of the fourth and fifth 
lumbar nerves and all the sacial nerves, we need to adjust this 
region The lumbars are easily adjusted, but if the lesions that 
cause the weakness are m the sacium rather than the lumbar, then 
rectal dilation must be given, which will so stimulate these veins 
and nerves as to allow the obstructed venous cnculation to pass on, 
thus reducing the tumors until they are all gone

The patient may hasten the cure by applying a smallquantity 
of epsom salts two or three time daily to the tumors, or washing 
them aftei the movements of the bowels with stiong epsom salts 
solution, leaving some of the epsom water on to dry
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A further wonderful tieatment is to apply a small glass ap
plicator from the high fiequency within the rectum five to seven 
minutes at each sceance of treatment

A little sanguinaria or blood root added to the salts to be applied 
to the tumors will make it nore effective Add about one ounce of 
the sanguinana to a pound of epsom salts, mix well, and apply 
after bowel movement and at other times as needed

FEVERS ARE CURABLE B Y RATIONAL M ETH O D S —  
Indeed a strong statement, as most feveis are selflimitmg diseases, 
and under all pievious treatment run their course Tell an old 
school physician you can break up a case of typhoid or scarlet 
fever, and he will laugh you to scorn, knowing that these fevers 
have nevei been broken up, and what is more, to his way of think
ing, they never wall be broken They must run heir course 
So he reasons and so he says, and is usually honest about it, too, 
and frequently so earnest that he vrould persecute and fine or send 
to prison all the modem school physicians who claim a more ex
cellent way

Howevei, as the seasons come and go, blessing the land and add- 
md age to the world, the newei physicians hold on their way 
The sun shines brighter, life becomes more joyous as thousands 
of patients stand and testify to having been cured of typhoid fever 
scarlet fever and other fevers equally dangerous m from one to 
three days

Too marvellous to believe, you say, and too incredible to de
serve consideration We admit the story is marvellous but it is 
not in«edible, as we are witnesses to the work we are doing all 
the time.

The greatest physicians m spinal therapy, including the father 
of the science, D D Palmer, have made the claims we are making 
here, namely, that these fevers are curable under spinal treatment 
They all spoke from experience The author also speaks from ex
perience, and has had, he believes, the most extended experience 
of them all m this line, and has never known a case to resist 
spinal adjustment for more than one to three days

The typhoid bacilli feed in the lower portions particularly of the 
small intestine, and thrive on disease When we so adjust the
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spine as to thiow a condition of health theie in-tea I of d -c w ,  
the germ must die, beina thiown out of its element 

Take typhoid fevei, first, and note the symptoms 
It is an infectious or contagious disease of a febnie nature. 

The Peer’s Patches in the intestine« are imolved and inflamed. 
The spleen is also involved, but not enlarged so much as m mala
rial fever

There is a general lassitude, chilliness, lo«s of appetite, nausea, 
vomiting, looseness of bowels, and tenderness or soreness all over 
the abdomen Theie is confusion of ideas, headache, and patient 
often becomes delmous paiticulaily at night Patient may pick 
the bed clothes when partly or wholly awake at night or m the 
day time

The tongue becomes coated usually to a whitish color, but may 
be yellowish or brownish The teeth may also become coated to 
or with a brownish or yellowish coating The temperature is lower 
m the morning than m the evening, reaching its full sway m from 
one to three weeks, and may continue six weeks or longer

As the disease piogresses weakness ensues, bowels, stomach, and 
other organs become mvloved Fever usually reaches 104 or 
105 degrees, bowels bleed as ulcerations take place

The spine becomes stiff and tender m many places Great ten
derness will be found around the loots of the twelfth dorsal 
nerves The sixth dorsal nerves wall be tender on palpation also. 
These vertebrae must theiefcre be adjusted The twelfth dorsal 
will be tender on the right side, and on the left side at the sixth, 
this being side on which the spleen is located

The atlas should also be adjusted, thus keeping off all tendency 
to delmum Also adjust the fifth 01 sixth ceivical, as the thyroid 
gland is involved m most feveis Adjust the fourth dorsal if 
indicated foi the heait The lumbar region may also be adjusted 
to relieve the tenderness over that region of the bowels, and the 
kidneys and supxaienal capsule legions Not all these adjustments 
m ay be indicated at one time

None of the bad symptoms will develop or continue if proper 
spinal adjustment is given at the beginning or near the beginning 
of the disease
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The disease may be contracted from drinking impure water 
from old wells or elsewhere, or from bad foods, or from milk kept 
m unclean vessels, etc , and even from infected vegetables

Let the patient fast and take the treatment as outlined above, 
and recovery will be speedy Food given a typhoid patient may 
cause the Peyer’s Patches or ulcers to perforate the intestines 
and cause death

Under spinal treatment by adjustment as above directed, there 
is certainty of lecovery, with hardly a chance of any complications 
01 bad after affect

With typhoid fever there is a peculiar odor that is unmistakable 
m well established cases This odor cannot be described so that 
it can be recognized from the description After attending pa
tients several tunes, it may be very readily discernible or distin
guishable

SCARLET FEVER is another self limiting disease that may be 
very easily broken up by Chitopractic adjustments There will 
be found a different odor fi om typhoid fever Fever will not usually 
lv run so high, and will subside about the seventh to the ninth day

There will be headaches pains m the back, sick stomach, vomit
ing at times Convulsions sometimes take place m young people, 
but seldom with oldei ones There will be the characteristic 
speckled tongue resembling a strawberry A scarlet red eruption 
appeals all over the body

There will be tenderness over the fifth and tenth dorsal nerves, 
and m some places along the spine discovei able by palpation 
These places must be adjusted and the cervical region as indicated

It is thought to be a germ disease, but the germ has never been 
isolated It is infectious and contagious May be transmitted 
by contact, by food, and in the clothes

There is often an inflammation m the throat The spleen en
larges as in the case of typhoid fever, and the liver also may be
come enlaiged In advanced stages of the more malignant form, 
the throat becomes very much inflamed, the fever may go very 
high, and all symptoms become exceedingly grave Eyes become 
weak, and the hearing impaired
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Lnclei &pmal adju-tment there will be no bad enirnh* at;-<n- an i 
no bad sequellae We have neT. er know n a ea-e to nave an;»' trouble 
undei spinal adju-tmont

We have never had any trouble whatever in bieakmg thi  ̂ form 
of fever Spinal therapy is all-powerful Here, a? in all the dan
gerous and hitherto incurable di-ea-e-. come- the -imple but sure 
means of cure

If there are other mean^ we woul 1 eludly welcome them Spi
nal adjustment is unfailing. and finding no othei of equal power 
and certainty, we urge all to u-e the mean» here indicate 1 and tried 
to a demonstration

&q , &c ,— Not to protract the list mdefimteh' We have here 
selected a few of the most difficult diseases, as they are usually 
counted The spinal therapist will find but little difficulty in 
treating any of these, and will be successful m nearly everyone

These additions will make the spinal adju-tment-: more effec
tive, but we are convinced that the spinal adjustment and con
cussion are more essential than naything else, and must always be 
given if a perfect cure is to be expected

We have treated many hundred cases that mode perfect recov
eries, and are assured, therefore, that almost every case handled 
will recover m a time varying from a week or two to two or three 
months

It has been done in so many instances that it no longer appears 
to be at all difficult. Operations are useless The treatment here 
given will meet all cases With this knowdedge you can surpass 
all the great specialists m the world that rely exclusively on old 
school methods
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Muscles-. Word vessels nerves etc Most useful in private studv and 
usefuj to practicing ph^ie1 ns
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By thite teim we mean the cuu-e of di-eu^e, or that which pro
duces disease

In misplacements of vertebiae of the spine we have learned that 
disease may he produced Xo one can dmiv this A had fall may 
pioduce such a subluxuation as would cause heait tiouble, stomach 
disoidei3, diabetes paiah>is, pneumonia, etc

We see these things all the tune Men and women who have 
pieviously been full oi hie and eneigv, may after a severe injury 
from a fall nevei be the same again m bodily '-trensrth and activity, 
nor m mental powers eithei, as foi that matter

We have known seveie ca ses  of diabetes to develop from great 
trials and gnef Where families have been perfectly haimomous, 
when the father or mothei is taken away, the surviving paient will 
develop a seveie case of diabetes

In the development of disease theie may be both an exciting 
cause, or that which is diiectly or immediately the cause, and, in 
the second place, theie may and must be a predisposing cause 

TH E E XC ITIN G  OR D IRECT CAUSE OF DISEASE, let us 
enumei ate the follow mg: Traumatism, 01 hint of any kind, Infec
tion, as fiom bactena, Eneivation, oi general weakness. Exposure, 
as to contagious diseases, cold, etc,, Rentation, as wdien the diges
tive oigans aie abnoimal, the skm lefusmg to work, etc . Poisons, 
as seen m foods, medicines, etc

TRAU M ATISM  It is ŵ ell known that many diseases are 
pioduced by tiaumatism Considei the wounds of the soldiers, 
falls, bums, operation The operations for appendicitis, for in
stance, have pioduced thousands of cases of constipation, with the 
attendant evils that follow constipation, greatly shortening the 
lives of those people who suffei that useful little membei to be 
removed If the appendix is fully icmoved, constipation ahvays 
follows, and the average life of those who have it removed is only 
about seven years after its lemoval

Opeiations foi othei Roubles weaken naturally and people who 
aie badly wounded m any way are nevei so stiong again Even 
the lemoval of the tonsils weakens the lesistive poweis, as it is now 
found that tonsils aie stabilizers of the piocesses of metabolism. 
Better let these glands xemain m place, and if they become dis-
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eased in any wav, duve the disease out, but leave the organ to 
perforin its woik m the futuie as it has m the past

Gieat suigeons aie useful, but the gieatest surgeon is he who 
opeiates the fewest number of tunes Preventive surgery is more 
valuable than opeiative suigeiv, and a cuie without surgeiy is 
better than a cuie with suigeij-

The woik of the physician and the surgeon should be one and 
the same Rather, we should say, every surgeon should study to 
show' himself an able physician as well as surgeon, and heal his 
patients without operations wheie such is possible, and it will be 
found to be possible m almost every case

INFECTION Theie can certainly be no doubt m this day 
and time of the existence of baetena or germs The medical 
fraternny fought at the beginning, but acknowledge it at the pres
ent time, except, indeed, in raie cases

How'ever, there aie disease geims and health geims, and germs 
may not always produce disease They do in some instances to 
a certainty, while m other instances they may simply i ecompany 
the drsease, while m some cases they may be produced by the dis
ease

We presume that no one would deny the infective power of the 
gonococci, but theie are some othei diseases where it might be the 
other way

It is hardly necessary to enter into any lengthy discussion here 
on the germ theory Volumes have been written pro and con on 
the subject to but little, if any, avail, as the disputants are too 
anxious to prove exclusive positions, instead of allowing the tiutb 
to stand for the truth’s, sake

The work of the Cnopath is concerned mostly with relieveing 
and cunng disease of whatevei nature He is sure to kill the 
disease and the germ His typhoid fever patients will recover 
His consumpti\es wall get well His locomotor ataxies and par
alytics will giow strong All his patients suffering from the com
mon maladies of the day wall surely have a good state of health 
restored to them m a surpnsmgly shoit time These are con
siderations worth while, and they are worth striving to attain 
Their mastery wall surely bless the physician clientele
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ENER VATION  Thi- i~ a general weakne-- There i." lack 
of resistance and auto-pi otection Muscles become weak, pulse 
beat becomes feeble, and there may be night «weats A good 
example is seen m patients suffering with consumption, who have 
that negative, all-gone feeling that makes them feel like doing 
nothing and not much of that They are weak and tired all over, 
thru and thru, and it is haicl to induce them to try to get well

In all such troubles as manifest themselves m this way, the 
physician will find that Chiropractic adjustments, as taught and 
illustrated m this book, will lead to a full restoration. All con
sumptive tendencies and all other enervating or weakening ten
dencies or symptoms will be found amenable to these methods 
wuth great certainty

Poisonous medicines will weaken the mental qualities also Per
sons may become absolute imbeciles from the use of the bromides 
and such things. Many a person has been cured sound and well 
of mental disturbances simply by discontinuing the use of the 
poisonous drugs, as wrell as of many physical defects

Food, also, of an improper kind will produce the wrorst forms of 
mental and physical disorders Dogs fed on white bread alone 
starved to death, and it would be the same with human beings.

Men study well On the best foods for stock and fowls They 
know the horse and the mule must have good to do the good 
work The hens must have the pi oper food to lay good eggs.
But any old thing wall do for the children.

Physicians have studied wrays and means to protect children, 
and have gone far enough to kill thousands by improper vaccina
tion and serums, all to no avail With parents, who have had the 
interest of their children apparently very little at heart, the best 
part of the wheat has been given to the hogs and cows in the way 
of the bran, and the hog and the cowt have thrived, while the use
less portions have been given to the childi en ,who have become 
imbecile

Watch the man or woman who has become cranky on his food, 
as most food specialists, for instance, and note the weakening 
and deterioration aftei these special food laws have become a 
fixture.
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Good food and plenty of it is the best lule after all All parts 
of the body must be fed, and all parts will woi k if fed well Dis
eases will disappeai undei good food eaten properly without any 
anxiety on the part of the one who does the eating Improper eat
ing will most surely lesult m harm The peison who is always 
anxious and doubtful legal ding his diet will be sure to eat im
properly, while the person who gives no anxious thought to it, 
but who with common sense masticates his food moderately well 
and eats what his own best taste and judgement indicate, is al
most sure to eat right and reap health and strength

On the other hand, many foods have a distinct healing power 
for certain diseases. For instance, the garden beet is wonderfully 
good for people suffering with cystitis, or inflammation of the blad
der. Carrots are good for the complexion Onions and lettuce 
are good foods for sleeplessness.

We by no means want to appear dogmatic, but an experience of 
success m such work speaks with a tongue more eloquent than any 
words we might use, and gives forth argument too profound to be 
denied

EXPOSURE, as when one remains m the cold a long time, 
particularly if one’s vitality is at low ebb It is not the cold alto
gether, but exposure for a long time under conditions that further 
deplete the patient’s resistive powers

Men have, however, been exposed so long at times to extreme 
cold as to freeze their feet, necessitating amputation, and yet never 
contracted cold at all If auto-protection is full, cold may be 
enduied with comparative impunity, while m a state of lack of 
auto-protection, many pathologic conditions may develop so 
readily as to make us wonder where the tiouble came from

Good adjustment of the spine, combined, sometimes, with 
orificial surgery of the rectum, will prevent and cure such troubles 
as arise from exposure of any kind

Of course, we may also speak of exposure to infectious or con
tagious diseases, as where one person, exposed to smallpox, measles, 
and such like, conti acts the same diseases himself

Moreover, exposure may be to intense heat as well as to cold, and 
disease may thus be developed. This is seen without argument of
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any kind Ju-t a- a hunl thiu-t into wt <• >! i j. or held bo- 
tween cakes of ice, will iieeze. and fame manv iIhm m  - to develop, 
and just as a hand thiu-t into the Pie oi m* > bomnir water, nnv  
be burned oft or made u-eie-s * level opmg other m con
sequence, ju-t so fiom an rxtremelv hot chrnutw temperature many 
diseases may develop, which may be c, < n mum ,-cnou- than tho-e 
caused by exposure to cold

R ETENTION This is a state of pathologic development 
wdieiem the eliminative organs, such as the kidney-, skm, lima-, 
alimentary 01 digestive tiact, failing to thiov off that which piop- 
erly belongs to then woik, leaves the-e same waste particles in the 
system to poison it, and this it suiely does.

Men and women and children, too, eat largei quantities of 
food and poison the body, causing fevers and othei disease^ 
Foods and drinks may both be responsible poisons caused by re- 
taimng substances m the body that should be thrown out.

Where the kidneys fail of their duty, wdiere the stomach and 
alimentary tract thruout, where the liver fails, or the lacteals. or 
the pancreas, or the appendix, or any other organ tails,to re
sponds to its accustomed work from any cause whatsoever 
there will some of its unfinished w7ork be left behind to poison the 
system

Let us say, then, that persons with all the vital organs workimg 
well, as a consequence, wrth autoprotection noimal, all infectious 
diseases may be withstood to the utmost, while those who lack 
this autoprotection may more easily fall under an attack from 
infectious or contagious disease

The rational treatment of the spine, lestonng normality so 
quickly to the organs, almost at once gives back this autopro
tection so quickly as to seem at once to make the patient well

Take an example of intense pam, This agony showrs a severe 
lesion or misplacement somew'here, and may cause disease to fol
low7 For instance, we have seen cases of disease thruout the body 
to  develop from a severe subluxation some wheie m the neck, 
which continued until some good spinal adjustment was made 
that corrected the lesion
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PAIN is an interpretation m the brain of some injury to some 
pait of the body It is bi ought to biam by afferent impulses and 
transfered to the point of irritation by efferent impulses 

POISONS — Many diseases are developed from medicines 
There can be nothing more sure than this The continued use of 
such drugs as strychnine and arsenic will stiffen the spinal column, 
causing rheumatism, gout, stomach disorders, and many sequellae, 
ending in death prematurely

Quinine ■will eventually produce deafness. Tobacco will produce 
shortness of breath and shortness of life itself, will produce cancer 
also Digitalis will produce heart disease Laxatives and purga
tives will produce constipation. The bromides will weaken the 
mind, and unfit the individual for mental and physical work. And 
so on for all the long line of drug therapy Drugs injure always 
They never cure.

Take also, the food elements entering into the body all the time 
Improper eating will cause weakness and not strength The glut
tonous man is never a strong man Salty food and condiments of 
the wrong nature will cause arteno sclerosis, or hardening of the 
arteries A little salt is good, but a quantity is dangerous

PREDISPOSING OR IN D IR EC T CAUSE OF DISEASE.

Just as the preceding chaptei was devoted to the Exciting or 
Direct Cause of Disease, so this will be devoted to the Predisposing 
or Indnect Cause of Disease

A predisposing cause of disease is some inherited weakness or 
acquired tendency to disease

Thus families for generations have transmitted to some of the 
offspring certain tendencies to more easily take down with certain 
diseases than would oidmanly be expected to exist, as what we 
sometimes see in the death of several members of a family from 
tubeieulosis or other trouble

Regarding our lemark as to some acquired tendency to disease 
of some kind, will say here that this is seen m the case of men
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~ o t  women” who after -ome mjrny fiom a tall 01  <,tLt*iwi~e became 
veiy susceptible to .-ome ioirn- ot i.i-ea-e We Lair I nown men 
to contract consumption after -ome severe fall which subluxated 
the third dorsal veitebra end nothing short of spinal adjustment 
would m any way rid the paity of the trouble Stomach and liver 
trouble, kidney trouble, ovarian trouble, heart tiouble, and all such 
and similar disorders have been produced from some severe fall 
that affected or subluxated the spine at the reaion w’here the organ 
m question had its nerve supply, and lestoration could be only 
thru piopei spinal adjustment, exemplifying the great rule that the 
removal of the cause of any disease wall very quickly bring the cure 

Acute disease will become chionic and so remain until some 
proper spinal adjustment is given to restore the misplaced vertebra 
or vertebrae to the norm Whatever the means employed, the 
removal of the cause will remove the disease itself

Nerves are responsible for all function, and any food, medicine, 
exercise, 01 injury of any kind that interferes with the nerve supply 
to any pait of the body under consideration will weaken the 
resistive powders, and permit the development of disease in some 
form or other
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SPINAL CENTERS.

We believe that D D Palmer was coirect m his location of the 
Spinal Center.",that it, of those segments of the spine where the 
organ*- and parts i eceive their sti ongest nei ve supply, or foi other 
reasons, as for instance, the first eeivical or atlas region has the 
first cervical nen es v ith exit between the occiput and the atlas 
These ner\ es are called the Sub-occipital Nerves, and this segment 
of the spine is called the Atlas The first cervical vertebrae has 
always been demonmated the atlas

The second cervical vertebra is called the Axis, and this segment 
of the spine is called Axis Place, and may be abbreviated Ax P 
The first cervical segment may be abbreviated A P for Atlas Place.

We will now briefly note the different segments of the spine, 
abbreviating and explaining as we go

C 1-Atlas Place—At P — The first and upper vertebra of the 
spine, located just below the occiput or base of the brain The 
nerves here have a wide distribution and the diseases relieved by  
treatment of the region are fully treated elsewhere m these pages

C 2-Axis Place—Ax P — The second segment of the spine, 
situated just below the atlas

C 3-Upper Middle Cervical Place—U M  C P — The third 
cervical vertebra or segment The third pair of cervical nerves 
have their exit under this vertebra.

C 4-Middle Cervical Place—M  C P — This is the fourth cer
vical segment, a very important segment, as seen from diseases 
treated from this region See other portions of text for full treat
ment of this segment

C 5-Lower Middle Cervical Place-L M  C P — The fifth 
segment of the cervical vertebrae

C 6-Thyroid Gland Place—T G P — The thyroid gland receives 
strong nerve supply fiom these nerves, and from the fifth, and 
either or both could be so named

C 7-Arm Place—A P — All the nerves from the lower cervical 
region down and including the first and second dorsals, forming 
the brachial or arm plexus of nei ves, and fully supplying the arms, 
may be called Arm Place
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D 2-Uppei Heuit PI ice—U H P — It e -wt nd (ioiKtl neive- or 
.-egment may he called upj-cr Heart K . the* heart receives
a strong neive supply tinn ti i>

D 3-Lung Place—L P — W ! eie the Iun2> lecm e their -tionge-t 
nerve supph- from the “spinal neive -

D  4-Heait Place—H P — Where the heait receive- it- mo-t pow- 
eiful neive supply As we treat pulmonary trouble laigely irom 
the third segment of the donal recion, so we tieat all organic and 
dangeious heart troubles from the fourth segment of the spine 
In heart failure adjust this region In lung trouble adjust the pre
ceding

D 5-Stomach Place—S P — The fifth dorsal or thoracic segment 
of the spme The stomach receives a very stiong but not its only 
nerve supply from the region, and we call this segment Stomach 
Place

D 6-Central Place—C P — The center of the spme fi om the atlas 
to the sacrum Here the rami extend upward and downward, 
and the nerves have a very wide distribution, going to many organs 
and parts of the body

D 7-Liver Place—Li P — There the liver receives its fullest 
nerve supply Some authors have called the fourth dorsal the 
liver place, and have erroneous^ taught it this way The liver, 
m its worst disorders, must be treated from the seventh segment of 
the dorsal region, and the heart fiom the fourth dorsal Correct 
and specific location of centres will lead the practitioner into great
er success than can be possible with those who erroneously locate 
these centres

D 8-Panereatic Place—P P — The Pancreas receives a strong 
nerve supply from these nerves, and we may call the Pancreatic 
Place The spleen is supplied from this and the sixth dorsal, and 
the sixth dorsal might be called Spleen Place, as well as Central 
Place

D 9-Adrenal Place—Ad P — The Adrenal Glands receive a strong 
supply from this legion, and we use the name Adrenal Place Some 
times called upper Kidney Place
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D 19-Kidney Place—K. P — The kidneys receive their strongest 
nerve supply from this region, and hence we say Kidney Place 
for the tenth dorsal

The nerves are widely extended from this region, and affect 
many organs and parts of the body The kidneys very quickly 
resume normal work under adjustment of this region, and diseased 
conditions very quickly disappear

The region is called Central Place for Skin Action, as the skin 
is made to eliminate normally thru adjustment of the region

D 11-Upper Bowel Place—U B P — The small intestine re
ceives 1st strongest nerve supply from this region, and hence the 
name here given

The kidneys, adrenals, and portions of the colon, as well as 
other parts, are well supplied also with fibres from this region, 
and often require treatment from the leventh dorsal segment of 
the spine.

D 12-Lower Kidney Place—L K  P — Another strong influence 
upon the kidneys, as well as upon the bladder and intestines, 
prostate gland, etc

L 1-Bladder Place—B P — The bladder receives a most powerful 
impulse from these nerves Adjustment is all-powerful for most 
diseases of the bladder Incontinence of urine, scalding urine, and 
almost the entire list of bladder troubles may be cured by this ad
justment alone

L 2-Upper Sex Place—U S P — M ay also be called Bowel Place, 
Appendix Place, <fce , as these parts are fully supplied with nerve 
life from this region In Appendicitis there will always be found 
a tenderness over the exit of the nerve from this region on the right 
side, and appendicitis may always be cured by adjustment of 
this region One of the marvels of the science of Chiropractic

L 3-Sex Place—S P — All the sex organs are fully supplied from 
these nerves, and hence the name of Sex Place In case of inflam
mation of the ovaries, there will always be a tenderness over the 
exit of these nerves The practitioner will have no trouble what
ever m diffeientiatmg between appendicitis and ovaritis from the 
tender condition found either here or over the second lumbar of 
the right side This will be fully treated later on in these pages
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L 4-Lowtu Sex Plare—L ^ P — The -'»\ oitu jt- and otS m peh ie  
and abdominal organ- all receive neive -uppV fioin tin- i eg ion 
A long list of deiangeinent- may be Heated from adja-tn cnt of 
the second, third, and fourth Iniubai-

L 5-Leg Place—L P — Alay beai otLei name-, Mich a- K m tal 
Place, as rectal trouble,- are Mice e--fu llv tieated fiom  adju-tim nt 
of this region The lower hmh- may be -trenail ened by adjust
ment of this region also

T o  treat any region thru «pmal adjustment it is neee^aiy  to 
knowr what regions of the spine -end neive supply to the affected 
parts, and then to adjust accordingly

This treatise will outline neive supply \erv fully, and the pi a 
titioner will never be at a lo-s on this line

Some variations might have been given to the above, but we think 
this outline is as good as could be given The student wull natuialh 
see the truth of wdiat wx? say here as he advances in his study 

The SA C R A L  PL A C E  or SA C R A L  N E R V E S affect the lec- 
tum, bladder, lowTer bowmls, and all organs of the pelvic region, 
and wall be duly considered m the treatise here presented

t  2  5  Hr 5  €> 7  b

Just a brief study in physiognomy Instmcti\ ely the good physician 
v ill learn to study the ty’pes and characteristics of his patients
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Tw o cuts of the eye ball, muscles, etc One of the peculiar fields of C hiro- 
pr ictic is the treatm ent of eye troubles M ore cases of blindness and deafness 
have been cured by spmal m ethods than b y  all other therapies com bined  
W e  say this without reservation or edfasion N othing has ever equalled the  
work of the Chiropath m  this field H e here stands alone, and yet not m ore  
alone th m  m other fields T he w oild  waited m any years for the great work  
here opened, and human woids can never tell the fullness of the work o the  
Chiropath here and m  every held of his piactice On and o W  and on his pro
gress and his fam e extend u\tend until the whole earth rejoices at his work
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THE ALIMENTARY TRACT AND ITS FUNCTIONS.

THE A L IM E N T A R Y  TR \CT OR CAN AL Aat parage 
for the aliments or food that Lcg”">« v :th the mouth and end> 
with the rectum and anus It i< tortuou- a i l  valuable m shape 
and size, some portions being oivj about an rich m diameter, 
and others being as much as two or three r e  four in c h e s  m 
diameter, and capable of consolerable di~tenMou and contraction 

Digestion and assimilation take place throughout the entire 
length of the tract, from the mouth clear cn through to the other 
extremity of the passage Of course, the different stages of the 
process of digestion take place at different parts of the tract For 
instance, the digestion in the stomach differs from that m the in
testines Yet each is only a part of the entire p-oce-^s of digestion

The length of the alimentary tract is from 2 5 to 3<> feet, and it 
may be longer in one indi\ idual than m another of the same size 
This tract m a small man or woman is often as large and as long 
as m a much larger man or woman So, also, some portions of 
it, like the stomach, may be much larger in some individuals than 
in others who are much larger Some small men and women have 
enormous stomachs, while some very large persons have very 
small stomachs This is just as much to be expected as to see 
men of different or the same size, with variations in size of heart, 
muscles, or liver

TH E DIVISIONS OF TH E TRACT are as follows Mouth, 
Pharvnx, Esophagus, Stomach, small Intestines. Large Intestines, 
Rectum, and Anus.

TH E ACCESSORY GLANDS are Salivarv, Gastric, Glands 
of Brunner Crvpts of Lieberkuehn, Pancreas, to which may be 
added the Solitary and Peyer’s Patches, and the Agminate or col
lections of the Solitarj Some prefer to consider onlv the soli
tary, liver, as accessory glands, as the others are situated within 
the tract itself, but we believe the classification as we make it 
"here should stand

The length of the Tract vanes somewhat as stated above, and 
each part is subject to variation m length and size The stomach 
is much larger in some individuals than m others, and likewise,
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the etc The stomach ma\ enlarge from over eating or
from cL^ease The same ma\ be said of the liver and other 
organs The h\ei may become greatly enlarged m some dis
eases or pathologica1 conditions

At the beginning of the tract is the mouth some three inches m 
each dimens on, containing the tongue and teeth, with the salivary 
glands accessor}” and secreting saliva The three chief sah\ ary 
glands are the Parotid, Submaxillarv, and Sublingual The func
tion of the teeth is to masticate the food The tongue assists 
in rolling or changing the position of the food, and doubtless some 
functions hard to understand m the general beginning process of 
digestion

Good teeth and gums are essential to good digestion, and a 
brief stud\ of nerve supph to the teeth, gums, and salivary glands 
will enable us to treat any disease of these parts, such as Alveola- 
Pyorrhea, spongy gums, and bad breath, etc

The nerve supply is from the Cerebro-spmal and the Sym
pathetic Systems Secretory and Vaso Dilator fibres come from 
the nerves, spinal, as low as the fourth cervical, and Vaso-Con- 
stricter fibres come from the Sympathetic The fourth Cervical 
nerves give a very strong supply to the mouth, teeth, and gums

If, therefore, we have any trouble with the mouth, teeth or 
gums, the fourth cervical adjustment is indicated Alveo|la- 
P\orrhea, so hard for dentists to treat, may be readily cured by 
spinal adjustment of the fourth cervical vertebra Bad breath 
and other troubles of the region may be treated m the same way 
May adjust dorsal 10  m connection to give better skin and kidney 
action A most valuable region to study

TH E P H A R Y N X

Just back of the mouth, and extending dowmvard about four 
or five inches is the Phannx, and communicating with the mouth, 
lar\nx, Eustachian tubes, and Esophagus It is slightly larger 
m diameter than the Esophagus, the latter extending downward 
to the stomach as a contmuation of the tract
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The Xer\e cupp> j - tr< i t  the Cere ^c-^pmel and Sympa
thetic Secretory and Y a *o -lV a : - r V e -  the Cem-
bro-Spmal nerves and \ a>o-Comt"" cto** fv ire- from t%e >\m- 
pathetic It mat become imoKed in diphtheria and utheT" - - ’*1- 
ous ailments, w hen \ cry powerful rad ira\ be had at once !a 
adjusting the fourth cervical and, fifth vertebra We lia\ e
known some of the most mahgnant ca-e- relieve'1 permanently by 
adjusting as stated here Ma\ sometimes use epsom salts baths, 
or packs, and gw e rectal dilation, but \ ery serious case-, are re
lieved by adjustment alone Our experience has been \erv wide, 
and results most gratifying

TH E ESOPH AGUS

Extending downward from the pharynx, as part of the ali
mentary or digestive tract, is the Esophagus, about nine to twelve 
inches m length, a little smaller m diameter than the Pharynx, 
being about three-fourths of an inch in diameter, more or less, 
and capable of considerable contraction and distention The 
function of the Phary-nx and Esophagus is to carry the food from 
the mouth to the stomach

The Esophagus is composed of three coats, namely", the Muscu
lar or Outer, Areolar or Middle, and the Mucous or Inner In 
the Pharynx the middle coat is called the Fibrous Some winters 
of Physiology" classify’ the two outer coats of both the Pharynx 
and Esophagus as one and call it the Muscular Coat

The Esophagus enters the stomach a little to the left of the 
median line at the Cardiac Orifice, \ery- nearly on a le\el with 
the tenth Dorsal vertebra The stomach, howTever, may- some
times drop or prolapse considerably the Esophagus lengthening 
considerably" with it but may" all be drawm back to position by 
spinal adjustment

Afferent and Efferent nerve fibres are received from the fifth, 
seventh, mnth, tenth, and tw"elfth cranial Nei\ es, all the Cervical 
nerves, and the Dorsal as fai down as the fifth

The act of swallowing food or drink is caHed Deglutition, and 
is not wholly- imoluntary as food passes beyond control of the
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mdmdual at the Pharxnx, and cannot be recalled This, how- 
ex er, is subject for Physiologx in extenso, and is only mentioned 
here m passing It is an interesting subject, involving much 
thought and no little speculation, as the act of Deglutition is not 
easy to compiehend m its entirety With it there seems to be 
a principle of life inexplicable with our present state of knowl
edge W e are not able to define life, and many phenomena of 
life arc beyond our understanding at present

If ner\ e life to the organ is greatly interfered with, there will 
be trouble m deglutition In some forms of paralysis and other 
sickness the patient finds trouble to swallow his food and drink 
In some diseases the organ becomes ulcerated Relief and per
manent cure may be had by adjusting the middle and lower 
cervical ceitebra and the fifth dorsal region The stomach is 
fiequently involved with the esophagus No difference what the 
nature of the disease may be, adjustment of the region as stated 
here, if properly given, will lead to permanent relief m a rea
sonable time

TH E  SM ALL IN T E ST IN E S

The small intestine is about twenty feet m length, a little more 
or less, extending from the pylorus of the stomach to the 1I10- 
cecal \ahe, where it joins the large intestine, or colon It is 
di\ ided into three parts

1  The duodenum, about ten inches m length, or the length of 
ten or twehe fingers widths It surrounds the head of the Pan
creas, and descends a little below the liver m its upper portion 
About three inches from the pyloric orifice of the stomach it re- 
ceixes the bile from the bile duct, or the Ductus Communis Chole- 
dochus, the Pancreatic duct joining this duct at the point of en
trance into the duodenum The mixing of the secretions from 
the liver and pancreas at this point doubtless has some high value 
to intestinal digestion not }et fully understood It descends first 
m front of the right kidney, and then crosses the abdominal space 
to the region of the left kidney In this and all paits of the small
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intestine we ha\ e four ncm V-am - > rro :r . Areola,
Mucous

2 The Jejunum, about two-fiiths r~e length of Pm entire small 
intestine, usually approximating e ght feet. Its foh ^  lie m the um
bilical region and its name is derived from  J e j u n i n n  t empty), 
because it was supposed to be empty after death The Jujunum 
is invested with the me?entar\, which is wanting In the Duo
denum, thus held m position

3 The Ileum, about three-fifths the length of the entire small 
intestine, usualK about twelve feet It has the mesentery like 
the Jejunum It is much mom twisted, and toruous than the 
Jejunum, entering or joining the large mtedme or colon at the 
ilio-cecal valve or Raulun Valve Investing the muscular or 
stronger membrane of the intestine is a very fine mesh of nerve 
fibres called the plexus of Auerbach, giving tenacity and strength 
to the w alls of the intestines In the sub-mucous membrane is the 
Plexus of Meissner

Within the mucous membrane are found the Valvulae Conni- 
\ entes, or bands that fold and increase the length of the mucous 
membrane There are about 1,000  of these folds The\ are 
more numerous m the latter part of the jejunum and first part 
of the ileum than elsewhere

Along wutli the mucous membrane we have also the Villi or 
small conical ele\ ations so important in pickwig up or absorbing 
the food pai tides for nourishment

Then w~e also have the Glands of Brunner and the Cr\ pts of 
Lieubeikuhn, which produce the succus entencus The Glands 
of Brunner exist mostly m the upper part of the duodenum, and 
the Cr\pts of Lieuberkuhn throughout the small and large in
testines

Lastly, m the intestines we have the Solitary and Agminate 
glands, the latter being collections of the former. The Solitary 
glands are the Pe}er’s Patches, so observable m typhoid fever 
They are confined mostly to the lower half or two-thirds of the 
ileum About IS or ? j are usually found when great!} inflamed 
m typhoid fe\ er, and the} ma\ puncture the w alls or membranes 
of the intestines, and death ensue, but theie is no danger of this
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Abdominal Organa»— — Anterior Aspect*
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Atlcauna* Crgaaa—------- *C3ter^zr Aspect.

NlW

In this picture v e have a postenor view of the abdominal and pelvic organs 
m situ The form, position, and size are \er\ accurate, and maj be studied 
with great benefit
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if  spinal adjustm ent is properl} given m  time A ll soreness o f  
the bow el may be conquered at once, and the fever usually broken 
in from  one to three da} s This is m arvellous but can alw ays 
be done

The B lood  suppK to the D uodenum  conies from  the branches p f 
the H epatic A r te r }, accom panied b} veins from  the same region  
T h e S u p en or  M esenteric A rte i} sends branches to the Ileum  and 
Jujunum  in the m ost intricate plexuses

A lon g the dorsal region adjustm ent m ay be given  b y  p lacin g  th e ’ hands as 
shown here and thrusting down \ard on the transverse processes, the c o n trct 
being at the pisiform s G reat care m ust be had to  place th e pisiform s on the 
transverse pioces-,es and no' on the n b s O perator m ust also be careful to  
place hands on processes o sxm e vertebra N o t a good m ethod unless great 
care is exercised
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plexus the Plremc arri Pr.eum-ga-tri.: and the spun’ nt_r\es 
from the eighth to the tAelfth do «al The «mail mte-t ¡x  below 
the Duodenum 1« -upplieu to m both the So’ar and Pelvic Plex
uses, and the Phrenic anu I ’neuwogastric Xenc?, and the seventh 
and eighth f!or«al to second lurrbai

An\ maeituitj. or <h«ea-<.« of the«e organ« or part*' ma\ be 
eliminated bj adiu-tmg so a« to ’•each the diseased part« All 
fevers im ohe certam portm i« of th.s tract, as well a« the colon, 
but may all be handled «ucec^sfulh b\ adjusting a« indicated 
See the special outlines for the treatment of t\phoul and «carlet 
fevers.

TH E  LARGE IX T E S T IX E  OR COLON

The large Intestine is about three and a half to four feet long. 
In most books its length is given as fi\ e feet, but it seldom ex
ceeds three and a half It extends from the termination of the 
small intestine, low down on the right side, upward, then trans
versely, and then dow nw ard, being called, in the different posi
tions, Ascending Colon, Transverse Colon, and Descending Colon.

Where it passes from the small intestine, there is a large pouch 
called the Caecum, and from this pouch downward extends the 
Vermiform Appendix, from two to five inches long, and some
times longer, realh an important organ, secreting fluids very es
sential to that part of the digestion that takes place in the large 
intestine When removed completely the individual is usually 
greatly constipated afterward

Our scientist who remo\ed the appendix from twehe Chimpan
zees found that the\ all became greath constipated, and died, 
while twelve others that were kept with them constantly under 
the same food and care, lned on with ease and health The 
Chimpanzees would doubtless ha\e lived longer if they had 
known, like human beings, how to guard against constipation. 
However, the average life after the removal of the appendix m 
human beings is seven \eais, or a little less
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An adjustm ent in the second lum bar region will usually re- 
he\e appendicitis right oft, and w ill soon cure Ma\ ad just 
lumbar fou r also as indicated W e  have successfully handled 
<=o m an} cases o f  the acute and chron ic form s that w e feel like 
assu im g eveiy  patient that help m ay be given, and very  quickly, 
too In hundreds o f cases w e m ade com plete cures, m  som e 
o f  which they were prepaung to operate

The entrance to the colon  from  the ileum is through the ileo- 
caecal \alve or \alve o f  Bauhin, form ed  by foldings o f  the m em 
branes o f  the intestines T h e Caecum  hes m ostly below  this by 
PoupaiFs ligament From  this position  the colon  ascends a long 
the right side o f  the abdom inal cavity to the unclei surface o f  the 
liver H ere it turns to the left, form in g the H epatic-F lexu re and 
from  this point passes transversely to the left to a point under 
the low er end o f  the spleen, here turning dow nw ard and form in g  
the Splenic F lexure From  this point the descending co lon  passes 
downiward bj the le ft kidnev m the abdom en, then m ancl at the 
p^nas m uscle to the crest o f  the ileum, w here it form s the S igm oid  
F lexure, wdiich is consideied  a separate part o f  the co lon  D e 
scending from  this w e com e to the rectum  and anus

T h e transverse colon  and portions o f  the ascending and d e
scending are held m position by the peritoneum  The m ensentery 
binds it to the abdom inal waU behind, while a fo ld  o f  the p eri
toneum, called the P h ren o-C ohc Ligam ent binds it to the dis- 
phragm, connecting wuth the splenic flexure region

T h e large mtestme has the same wTal1s or m em branes as the 
small intestine, its diameter is tw^o or three times as great as 
m case o f  the other, and varies very w idely H eavy eaters have 
a very m uch distended colon , particularly if  som e degree o f  con 
stipation exists

T h e glands are the Solitary and Sim ple Follicles, are fou n d  
throughout the large intestine, and while its digestive w ork  is im 
portant, doubtless, its secretions are less abundant than those 
found m the small intestines It is as great a receptacle at this 
end as the stomach is at the other The stomach receives the 
food  into its large proportions, and does the most im portant w ork  
tbcie , as w e usually sa\, but perhaps should not say, as it is
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with caution that we -a;, mat a '}  \ am - ^ ore  - r a - t r r t  than 
any other The colon, afttm ^o ’*meh ‘’"a- a’ wL f; h e r  ' one, 
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dial rhea, e tc , ma\ be reached without the least difficult}, and 
female ami male weaknesses are treated very successful'} from 
this region
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Glandular Actmty 01 Function

GLANDULAR ACTIVITY OR FUNCTION

We speak of the office work of glands as their activity or func
tion They are at work all the time forming excretions and secre
tions, sometimes one, sometimes the other, and sometimes both, 
as we shall see

Excretion is that function of the glands by virtue of which sub
stances are taken from the blood and otherwise, and which would 
injure the body if permitted long to accumulate, and discharged 
to the outer world

Typical examples of excretions are the urine and the substances 
discharged from the bowels, the sweat glands, etc

Secretion is that function by virtue of which substances are 
taken from the blood furnished m cnculation, and formed into 
other substances peculiar to the activity of the glands and useful 
m the general metabolism of the body

Examples are the succus entencus of the intestines and the secre
tions of the pituitary, pineal, and thyioid glands

As glands perform both function*, it is no easy task to always 
be able to differentiate one process from the other, or to name glands 
that are exclusively one 01 the other, and these finer distinctions 
are to little purpose W e are concerned moie with what the gland 
really does, what we may do to restore its normal function when 
deranged m any way, thus preventing and curing disease

We have no disire here to go deeply into detail on the subject, 
but to furnish an absolutely correct epitome of the work of the 
secretmg organs, with proper distinction legardmg internal and 
•external secretions It is a subject of interset, and will be so per- 
sented that every reader may without difficulty understand all 
we say

Let us first state the difference between external and internal 
secretion Each is secretion or foi motion m its own way, and each 
has office work diffeung from the other, the glands of the one 
differing from the glands of the other

AN E XTER N A L SECRETION 13 one that enters some duct 
that reaches the external world, as seen m the case of the bile, 
pancreatic juice, perspiration, urine, etc
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DUCTLESS G LANDS are thoce that have no duct* connect
ing them with any other organ or pint of the body The Pitui
tary, Pineal, Thyioid, Thymus, Suprarenal Capsules, and Spleen 
are ductless glands

GLANDS H AVIN G  DUCTS throw or excrete their formations 
into other parts of the body, as when the liver discharges its bile 
into the duodenum thru the common bile duct The Liver Pan
creas, Kidneys, Salivary, Mammary, &e , are glands with ducts.

AN  IN TER N AL SECRETION i» one that is taken into the 
system thru absorption This is always the case with the secre
tions from the ductless glands.

TH E FUNCTIONS OF GLANDS, therefore, are Secretion, 
Excretion, or a combination, as is often the dase

Glands may be SIMPLE, as when the mvaginated layers form
ing the structure of the gland are simple and facing each other 
without secondary enfoldments; and COM POUND, as when these 
enfoldments are more complex thru the formation of the involuted 
tube

A further classification of glands may be into TUBULAR, where 
the lumen or layer between the cell enfoldments terminates m 
the form of a tube, RACEM OSE or sae-like formation, or TU BU - 
LO-RACEMOSE, a combination of the other two.

We might further mention another classification into SEROUS, 
as when the secreted fluid is of a thm and watery nature, and 
MUCOUS, where the secretion is somewhat denser and more 
stringy.

For our present purpose we shall consider Glandular Activity 
only so far as is necessary for the treatise we are here presenting 
the practitioner and student, such knowledge as is most essential 
to the rounding out of his knowledge to his greatest use.

TH E PITUITARY BODY.

TH E P ITU ITA R Y B O D Y is one of the smallest glands, only, 
the size of a pea, divided nevertheless into three lobes, namely, 
Anterior, Posterior, and Middle Lobes all parts being very peculiar
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m cell formation and secreting a fluid essential to muscular ac
tivity

It is of a somewhat reddish color mixed with gray spangles, 
varying m weight from four or five grains to ten, and sometimes 
twelve grains It has much to do with muscular strength Men 
of extraordinary strength have the Pituitary m a state of great 
perfection Its removal would cause death

It is situated m front of the medulla oblongata m the pituitary 
fossa of the sphenoidal bone The posterior lobe communicates 
with the third ventricle, being pined here with secretions from the 
middle lobe, while the anterior lobe throws its secretions forward 
apparently directly into the substance of the brain

The removal of the gland m dogs stops development m body 
and otherwise A diseased condition will cause numerous weak
nesses m the human being, such as lack of nervous control, weak
ness m body and mind, and lack of general development A  
fruitful cause of disease of the pituitary gland is from the excessive* 
use of tobacco and intoxicants The use of any narcotic or intoxi
cant will produce disease to this wonderful little ductless gland, 
stunting the size of the individual and dwarfing the intellect 

Diseases of the gland will produce sexual weakness and barren
ness, and no one with proper regai d for himself will follow any habit 
that will injure this small but mighty gland When the muscular 
and mental powers are impaired thru disease of the pituitary, 
atlas and cervical adjustments will frequently give complete re
storation if the bad habits are left oil. In some cases rectal dila
tion comes m with a wonderful force that must not be ignored, 
as will be seen chiectly

From the Pituitary Body and the Pineal Gland come small 
pairs of nerves that enter the coverings of the spinal cord, wheie 
with an intimately fine plexus formation, the fibres descend to 
the lower portions of the spinal cord, where m the coccyxigeal 
region, they again unite into small nerves and pass to the sphmster 
muscles of the rectum and neck of the bladder, to the ganglion 
of impar and other lower ganglia of the Sympathetic

At each segment of the spine some of these small descending 
fibres pass out with the sheath covering the spinal nerves at that
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place, and it is readily teen why the fibres t nd secreting fluids 
from this gland have much to do with muscular strength and ac
tivity

At once it is also seen why m some cases of paralysis nervous
ness, mental disorders, a mod pronounced help is obtained by 
dilating the rectal muscles, as not only is the Sympathetic System 
stimulated most powerfully bv this means, but the stimulation 
backward thru or along the course of the fibres to the brain is 
equally pronounced.

Any means of stimulation to this gland will produce strength 
and health if properly given, and we know’ nothing so powerful 
and transcendently wonderful as the treatment here suggested

One of the diseases produced by the derangement of this gland 
is Acromegalia, or giantism of some parts or the whole of the body, 
with loose joints and weakness rather than strength Good habits 
and good treatment, as here outlined, wall restore such patients 
to health

Its secretions are entirely internal, and are naturally taken into 
the system by absorption They certainly have much to do with 
the muscular strength of men and women

TH E  PINEAL GLAND

Anothei very wonderful little gland, situated just behind the 
medulla Supposed by some scientists to be the remains of a 
third e3re, with which the race could once look backward

Like the pituitary, it sends out small nerves to enter the cover
ings of the spinal cord, where it arborises thru the myeline sheath 
mixing its tbres wuth those of the pituitary, strengthening the 
spinal nerves, and at length coming out into small nerves again 
at the lower regions of the spine, to be distubuted to the rectal 
muscles, the neck of the bladder and the treminal ganglia of the 
Sympathetic

Its proper health assures maintenance of sexual life and activi
ty, museualr strength, mental activity, etc Bad habits, excesses, 
intoxicants, narcotics, strong medicines, etc , will weaken and de
stroy the powers of the Pineal Gland
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Good cervical treatment, with rectal dilation when the latter 
is indicated will bring restoration where restoration is possible 

It is about the size of a common pea or bean, situated just be
hind the medulla, and is formed more in a single mass than the 
pituitary

THE THYROID GLAND.

A most wonderful little ductless gland, secreting most wonderful 
fluids that are necessary to the maintenance of health and life 
It is a reddish vascular body soft m texture formed m two lobes 
which are joined below by an isthmus

It is situated in the region of the cricoid cartilage of the neck 
at the upper extremity of the trachea Its weight varies from one 
to two ounces, being slightly larger m woman than man. In man 
the gland seldom in a normal state exceeds an ounce and a half 
In woman is seldom less than an ounce and a half, ranging up to 
two ounces

It is seldom symmetrical one lobe being larger than the other 
Following hurts to the neck in the fifth and sixth segments, it may 
enlarge and form goitre Goitre may form from certain other dis
eases that affect this region and more frequently m women than 
men

In any kind of goitre, whether of the common or the Exop- 
thalmie variety, relief and permanent cure may always be had 
from adjusting the lower cervical vertebrae and concussing the 
seventh cervical. This is fully explamed in other portions of the 
book, and is mentioned incidentally only here in passing However 
we would place an emphasis here to remind the student and prac
titioner that Exopthalmic Goitre is a dangerous disease, but 
can be cured by spinal adjustment and concussion most certainly, 
and the ability to thus treat and cure such diseases will place the 
spinal therapist in the foremost ranks Let the practitioner try 
faithfully Success will crown his efforts every time

The gland has a peculiarly full circulation and nerve supply It 
is composed of a fibrous stroma, with many tiny vesicles that are 
closed, but filled with an amber colored fluid albuminous m appear-
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ance sin rounded by <*onnec*tive tissue m winch is invested the finest 
plexuses imaginable of blood capillaries and nerve fibres with blood 
and lymph

The thyroideal ai teiie^ are cimipai ativelv large, being matched 
m this by the veins, which form a plexus well to the front and make 
the returning circulation abundant, as the arteries abundantlv 
supply to the gland

Its secietion is of a colloid nature, and injuries to the region cause 
the secretion to become veiv copious, gravitating to the periphery 
of the gland, thus formmg goitre The injection of certain drugs, 
such as pilocarpine, will likewise cause powerful secretions to 
take place in the gland

Nerve supply from the fifth and sixth cervical« has been noted, 
and the Pneumogastucs also send fibies to the glands and thru this 
latter nerve supplv comes the power of spinal concussion to reduce 
the gland m cases of goitrous formations

The secretion from the gland of one person injected into another 
has a very marked effect, producing coma m some instances The 
function of the gland is essential to perfect life and health. It is 
of the very greatest metabohstic importance, and is involved m 
all fevers Should be adjusted when treating any fever

Diseased m childhood it stunts and prevents growth, and m 
adult life is most essential to health As goitres may be removed 
by spinal therapy, there will never be need of any operation to 
remove this disfiguring growth, whether the goitre be common or 
Exopthalmic

Concussion m aj very readily be made w ith a small u ooden hammer tipped 
with rubber as seen here The author has treated some most serious cases 
with above shaped mallet, with great success
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Its secretions contain considerable iodine. The normal gland 
contains from nine to twelve times the amount of iodine found m 
the gland when enlarged m Exopthalmie goitre, m which case 
colloid and fibrous substances form rapidly The normal iodine 
to the region prevents this formation

The name of the principle secretion of the gland is Iodothyrin 
This secretion destroys toxic elements that would otherwise pro
duce fevers and other diseases. The removal of the entire gland 
will cause a lack of muscular coordination to ensue, emaciation, 
convulsions m many cases, and death after a while. It is cer
tainly essential to the maintenance of life.

The removal of goitre by operation, tho entirely successful, 
will often cause thrombuses or thiombic conditions m the blood, 
interference of the metabolic processes, and the shortening of life 

THE PARATH YROIDS --Just a few lines at the conclusion 
of this chapter regarding four small bodies situated on the poste- 
not regions of the thyroid They secrete colloid substances, 
and their removal will cause partial paralysis, tremors, convul
sions, loss of appetite, vomiting, etc Death follows the removal 
in a few days at most, while injuries may produce diseases that 
become chronic, reduce the amount of calcium to the brain and the 
blood generally Calcium is said to have a counteracting influence 
on these troubles, but spinal adjustment is the most powerful 
agent of anything m the world The Parathyroids are extremely 
small, and similar bodies exist on the thymus gland also, and m  
similar othei localities Paralysis agitans may ensue from dis
turbances of the parathyroids, and will always need such treat
ment as will reach the little glands and rectify the troubles

Note the accompanying picture for several glands and other parts 
of the body it would be well to study closely in a cut showmg, as 
this does, the position, comparative size, etc.

Note also the following abbreviation, used thruout this book,— 
G , gland, V , vein, A , artery, N ., nerve, M  , muscle; &c , &c.
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TH E LIVER.

This is the largest gland m the body Its function is to se
crete Bile, Urea, and Glycogen Its weight is from four to five 
pounds m the norm, but may be greatly enlarged in some cases.

It is situated mostly m the right hypochondriac region m the 
upper part of the abdominal cavity It is supported by peritoneum 
running from it to become its supporting ligamnets as presently 
noted

Underneath the peritoneum is the Capsule of Glysson, which 
covers the gland completely, investing also the Transverse Fissure, 
as we will see, and the structures that enter it.

Let us note here that the Liver has
1 Five Lobes, namely, Right, Left, Caudate, Quadrate, and 

Spigelian. The three latter are divisions of the large right lobe, 
which is three or four times tie size of the left lobe

2 Five Ligaments, namely, Right Lateral, Left Lateral, 
Coronary, Round, and Suspensory, binding the organ to the dia
phragm as supporting powers

3 Five Fissures, namely, Transverse, Longitudinal, and the 
three mdentures for the passage of the Ductus Venosus, the Gall 
Bladder, and the Vena Cava

4. Five Sets of Vessels, namely, the Hepatic Artery, the Portal 
Vein, the Hepatic Duct, and the Lymphatics

5 Five Structures passing thru the Transverse Fissure, namely, 
the Portal Vein, the Hepatic Artery, the Hepatic Duct, the Hepat
ic Nerves, and the Lymphatics

Hence the Liver is sometimes called the “ Five Times Five 
Organ,” “ The Chemical Factory of 25 Parts,” “The Many Man
sions of the Good Liver,” &c. &c ,

The Hepatic Artery comes from the Celiac Axis, which itself 
springs from the descending Aorta to send out branches of arteries 
to all the abdominal organs, and enters the Liver at or m the Trans
verse Fissure to nourish the gland, distributed here thru smaller 
arteries

The Portal Vein collects the blood from all the other abdominal
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Position of hands m making any cervical adjustment 
organs and pours it into the liver, where it is acted on chemically 
to form the bile and other secretions as noted

Two pounds and more of bile may be secreted daily, which passes 
into the intestine from the gall bladder where it is first collected, 
thru the Common Bile Duct, which is the size of a quill and about 
three inches m length, entering the duodenum about three inches 
below the pylonc orifice of the stomach

Normally the bile does not enter the stomach, and when found 
there, or vomited outward thru the mouth, it is from abnormal 
conditions

The composition of the bile from the human body shows m 
1000 parts that there are about 982 parts water, bile salts 7 5, 
inorganic salts, 7 5, mucm and pigments 1 5, lecithin 1, choles- 
tenn 5.

The gland is from 9 to 12 inches m its greatest diameter, 6 to 9 
inches m the other diameter, and 3 to 4 inches m its perpenducilar
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diameter It may become greatly enlarged m some diseases, and 
may need special treatment, such as adjusting the seventh dorsal 
and concussing the seventh cervical, which will surely reduce the 
enlarged liver, cure such diseases as diabetes, which nothing else 
will cure that we have any knowledge of.

The liver is surrounded bv the C'apsule of Glisson, and is 
situated m the right Hypochondriac, Epigastnc, and extending 
a little way into the left Hypochondriac region, just under the 
diaphragm and m relation th the six or seventh ribs

The Capsule of Glisson is a fibrous coat, and the gastro-hepatic 
omentum forms another coat, called the Peritoneal Coat, which 
forms the five ligaments of the liver to give it support.

At birth the liver is comparatively large, while the stomach in the 
new born infant is simply a little enlaigement m the intestine 
The liver at once begins its work of secretion, being even with the 
infant a real chemical factory, growing naturally as the infant 
grows The stomach, too, grows slowly as the infant takes its 
nourishment.

The Capsule of Glisson, surrounding the blood vessels of the 
liver, accompanies them into the substance of the liver itself, where 
it becomes active m forming the secretions of the great gland 

The nerve supply comes from the Phienic, the Pneumogastric, 
the Hepatic Plexus, and dorsal nerves of the spine from the fifth 
to the eighth, the seventh dorsal giving the strongest nerve supply 
of any, and gives the physician the strongest spinal area from which 
to treat the organ

This largest of all glands has three functions to perform, namely,
(1) The secietion of the bile, which goes on continually, a 

perfectly working chemical factoiv when the system is in health, 
pouring out its pounds of this peculiar compound that is so es
sential as a lubricant for the bowels The liver cells are continually 
active, but are working with greater activity after meals 
than at periods more remote from the time of eating. Bile is 
partly a secretion and partly an excretion.

The bile, entering the gall bladder as it forms, is injected into 
the duodenum intermittently rathei than eontmously, and when 
clogged or hardened forms gall stones that are hard to pass thru the
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bile duet, and may require good spinal adjustment at the seventh 
dorsal region to pass them on to the intestine

A good picture showing the Sympathetic and lymphatic glands and ducts.
The bile is transmitted to the duodenum thru the Common 

Bile Duct, called also the Ductus Communis Choleduchus, which 
is the size of a common goose quill, or an eighth of an inch in diam
eter, and from 1 1-2 to 2 1-2 inches m length

(2) The liver manufactures the urea of the body also, and 
throws it into the blood, where the kidneys take hold of it and pass 
it out when of no farther use to the body.

Urea is a product of the proteids, and is formed m the liver to a 
large degree, if not exclusively, and is thrown out thru the kidneys, 
not formed by them at all, or at least there is no detremmate proof 
of it
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Blood in the portal vein contains several times (three to five 
times) the quantity of ammonium compounds we find m the blood 
elsewhere m the body, a proof that the manufacture of urea is 
beginning at this part of the working of the chemical processes of 
the gland

(3) In the third place the liver forms Glycogen ,and is a ¡per
manent storehouse for the same. It is formed mostly from the 
carbo-hydrates, and is stored in the h\er, to be given off as required. 
It is small in quantity as compared to the quantity of bile Con
verted to dextrose before leturning to the circulation An enzyme 
of the liver is found of the daistatic kind that readily makes this 
convertion as nature demands The quantity of glycogen 
amounts to three or four or five percent of the weight of the liver 
daily, but varies below and above these figures, according to con
ditions and foods eaten

Spinal adjustment at the seventh dorsal region will take eare 
of most liver troubles. In cases of diabetes great help is also obtain
ed from adjustments given also at the fifth and tenth dorsals 
and concussion at the seventh cervical region daily as the adjust
ments are given The very worst cases of diabetes may be cured 
and all liver troubles.

TH E PANCREAS.

The Pancreas is another large and important gland about six 
inches long, 1 1-2 to 2 inches wide, and about an inch thick, ex
tending posteriorly along or across the abdominal wall from the 
spleen on the left side along near the first lumbar vertebra behind 
the stomach

It is a compound racemose gland resembling the salivary glands 
in structure. It is surrounded by areaola tissue, but no capsule 
like the liver has The surrounding tissue extends into the sub
stance of the organ and connects all its parts.

Its parts are:
(1) Head, shaped like the head of a hammer somewhat, placed 

m the concave curve of the duodenum
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(2) Neck, extending a little backward from the head, about an 
inch m length

(3) Body, extending on around toward the spleen, three inches 
or more m length.

(4) The Tail, two inches or so m length, extending still farther 
around until it touches the spleen

The Pancreatic Duct, called the Duct of Wirsung, extends the 
entire length of the gland, and carries the secretions of the organ 
into the duodenum, uniting with the Common Bile Duct as the 
two enter the duodenum

The nerve supply is from the panel eatic plexus, the Pneumo- 
gastnc and Phrenic Nerves, and the seventh and eighth dorsal re
gion

Its secretions aie both internal and external, and are essential 
to the digestive and metabolic processes of the body.

Death follows the removal of the organ m a few days or weeks 
It removes poisons from the system, and must be treated m cases 
of diabetes, and all similar diseases

In some cases the organ has a small second lobe lying underneath 
the body and head of mam organ

It contains formations distinct from its regulai glandular struct
ure, called the Islands of Langeihans, which remain intact where 
the gland itself wastes away fiom disease They are involved m  
fevers and other diseases.

TH E SPLEEN.

The spleen is a highly vascular organ, puiple m color, weighing 
6 to 8 ounces, its dimensions being about 5 inches m length, 3 
inches wide, and 1 1-2 inches thick Situated m the left hypochon
driac region and near the 9th, 10th, and 11th ribs It is held m  
place by the folds of the Peritoneum That to the stomach is called 
the Gastro-Splemc Omentum, to the diaphragm by the Phreno- 
Splenic Ligament, to the left kidney by the Lmeo-Renal Ligament 
A fibrous elastic capsule forms the frame work of the spleen, ex
tending inward at the hilum to pass thru the organ and sterngthen
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the metabolic processes. It may be removed with less danger than 
accompanies other operations, but should remain where God 
placed it. Its secretions have no way of reaching the alimentary 
tract unless the Pancreas in some way take them into its own ducts 
by absorption, and thence to the duodenum This is only a thought 
from the author without any authority from any one else.

Among the substances found in the secretions of the spleen are 
iron m an unknown combination organically, fat, fatty acids, 
cholestenn, uric acid xanthm, hypoxanthm, guamn, adenm, etc.

TH E KIDNEYS.

The Kidneys are very important secreting and excreting organs 
They are two in number, situated one on either side of the spinal 
column Then position extends from the eleventh dorsal vertebra 
to the third lumbar.

The left kidney is slightly higehr m position than the right. 
The average dimensions of the kidneys in the average sized person 
are about four inches long, two inches wide, and about one inch 
thick, varying slightly m different persons The weight varies 
from four to six ounces

The shape is like that of a bean, with the concave surface toward 
the spinal column Just above the kidneys, and often resting on 
them as capsules or caps, are the suprarenal glands, sometimes called 
suprarenal capsules, which are ductless glands to be described soon.

Each kidneys contains a central cavity or sinus, into which the 
urine is thrown, and thence passed out thru the ureter into the blad
der The substance of the kidney is called the parenchyma. The 
outer portion of the substance of the kidney is called the cortical 
portion, and the inner portion is called the medullary portion

Each kidney is invested with a fibrous capsule, called the tunica 
fibrosa, which is reflected inward at the hilum or opening of the 
sinus, wheie it forms a sheath for the vessels, and sends an inter
stitial stroma of connective tissue into the parenchyma to bind 
the tubes and vessels and all paits together
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The outer or cortical portion consists of many uniferous tubules, 
malpigian bodies or renal corpuscles, nerves, blood vessels, con
nective tissue, lymphatics, and a granular matrix The cortex is 
somewhat reddish m color, and dips everywhere down into the 
medullary substance between the pyramids to the sinus These 
prolongations are called the Columns of Bertm or Columnae 
Renales The protions over the bases of the pyramids are called 
Cortical Arches

The Medullary Substance is made up mostly of the uniferous 
tubules collected into masses shaping pointedly toward the sinus 
like pyramids, and called the Pyramids of Malpighi

The Sinus is divided into three larger compartments called 
Infandibula and these into a dozen more or less smallei divisions 
called Calices, into which the uniferous tubules cast their secretions, 
of which there are several thousand or about one thousand to 
each papilla

Enormous quantities of blood pass to the kidneys, being from 
five to twenty times the quantity sent to other organs Each min
ute about six per cent of the blood from the left side of the heart 
passes thru the kidney, and the organ is kept constantly at work 
secreting the urine and passing out objectionable mettar with it

Abundant nerve supply comes from the tenth dorsal region, 
with fibres also from the ninth, eleventh, and twelfth dorsals 
These are all vasoconstrictor and secretory fibres They pass 
thru the sympathetic system, and are non-medullated when they 
reach the kidneys Vasodilator fibres also come fiom the anterior 
roots of the eleventh and twelfth dorsals and the first lumbars

As the blood passes thru the kidneys a peculiar activity takes 
up all objectionable matter and with the urine casts it out 
The little tubules have the power of taking the urine from the blood 
to cast it out The urine is separated from the blood thru osmosis 
and life principles that are inexplicable The workings of the kid
neys are physiologic activities They are made for their special 
work and perform it with great certainty when not interfered 
with by disease or otherwise

In all diseased conditions adjust the tenth dorsal and other seg-
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ments as indicated Many of the most serious troubles may be 
cured very quickly by spinal adjustment

TH E SALIVARY GLANDS.

The Salivary Glands consist of three comparatively large pairs 
of glands, namely, the Paratids, the Submaxillaries, and the Sub- 
linguals, and a great number of smaller glands that bear no names 
other than Salivary situated in the mucous membrane of the mouth 
and on the tongue

These and all other glands become active when their work is 
called for in the general working of the system, and form sub
stances characteristic of themselves not found in the blood or 
lymph furnished them They liberate energy and carry out their 
specific functions.

These and all other glands may be stimulated by electricity, 
mechanical action, ceitain drugs, and by spinal adjustment so 
given as to reach the glands to be acted on thru the nerve supply 
to them

The activity of glands in secreting and excreting is too well 
established now to admit of any argument whatever, and that each 
gland or pair of glands when they are m pairs, has a very specific 
work different from the work of any and all other glands, is fully 
established, and no argument can be given against it Each secretes 
without interfering with any other

However, many glands may be afflicted at the same time, and 
the body may have many afflictions at the same time Such, 
indeed, is often the case with patients we are called on to treat

The Chiropath learns the nerve supply to any gland, and adjusts 
accordingly when the glandular activity is interfered with, and 
results follow immediately, and the cure becomes a permaanent 
one in a short time

Some drugs and poisons, such as opium, tobacco etc , act as 
poisons to the system, and reflexly affect all parts Some of them 
increase the flow of the saliva while others retard it Such things 
as pilocarpine and nicotine will increase the flow, and will then
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deaden it The user of tobacco can never be fully efficient m any
thing, as the nervous system with the digestive is impaired, the 
heart weakened, the lungs and muscles torn down, and the life 
shortened Let the young or old physician beware of the tobacco 
habit It stands m its evil along with the whiskey and morphine 
habit. Break the bad habit and form a good one

When the salivary glands are injured, sores form m the mouth 
and around the teeth and gums, the teeth decay, the breath be
comes foul, and the general health is greatly impaired, as the di
gestion itself, to be perfect, must have the normal salivary flow 
This is not because the digestion begins in the mouth, but rather 
because the saliva, mixing with the food, goes on to the stomach, 
and has much more to do with digestion after it reaches the stom
ach than before If it is not normal, or is poisoned m any way, 
naturally it will not do its work normally, and the whole system 
must suffer accordingly

The nerve supply comes from the Glosso-Pharangeal the Hypo
glossal, the Pneumogastnc, the Sympathetic, and the cervical 
spinal nerves from the first to the fourth Therefore, it is readily 
seen that adjustment of the cervical region down to and including 
the middle is indicated m all troubles o£ these glands

Spinal adjustment thus given will most surely and readily cure 
all troubles that may assail these glands m any way The best 
methods of making adjustment of this region have been fully il
lustrated m the previous pages of this book, and the practitioner 
may be assured that results will follow his efforts if properly given, 
and all troubles of these glands, and of the mouth, teeth, gums, etc , 
will disappear m a short time

These glands pour their secretions into the mouth thru the ducts 
that communicate with cavity of the mouth The duct from the 
Parotid is called the Stenos, and is the size of a small quill from 
the wing of a chicken, and about two inches m length

The Submaxillary, a little lower than the Parotid, and about 
one third Its size, has a duct called the duct of Wharton, about 
two inches in length, and smaller in diameter than the duct Stenos
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The Sublingual rests under the tongue on the floor of the mouths 
and has six small duct'' called the Rivimun that pas', its secretion 
outward into the mouth, to be used as the other soviet ions of 
the salivary glands

The Sympathetic directing power applies here as m all the inter
nal organs and glands, but not to the exclusion of the nerve supply 
from the cranial and spinal nerves Thev all contribute to the 
proper flow of saliva to mix with the food in the nouth preparatory 
to its transmission to the stomach.

All secretory function is part of the life forces of the body, which 
are not susceptible of explanation Life, with all its mysteries, 
depends upon the secretoiy functions, and on the other hand is 
itself responsible for these functions

TH E GASTRIC GLANDS.

These are in the stomach Border Cells (or Cardiac cells) are 
found thruout the stomach, but thicker near the cardiac orifice, 
while what are called Chief Cells (or Pyloric Cells) are found m 
the pyolrus only, where no acids are formed, and the pylorus, taken 
to itself and tested, is found to be alkali m reaction The Border 
Cells, therefore, form the hydrochloric acid found m the gastric 
juice

The nerve supply comes from the Pneumogastncs, the Phrenics, 
and the spinal nerves in the regions of the fifth dorsal and above 
and below this for two or more segments Any interference with 
these will affect the gastric digestion

Odors of cooking, the sight of food, etc , will always stimulate 
these glands to greater activity They become particularly active 
when food is taken into the stomach

The various stomach troubles are permanently cured m a few 
days by spinal adjustment of the fifth dorsal regon Adjust also 
so as to correct constipation if it exist, and there wTill be no fuither 
trouble with the disorders of the stomach.

An animal may be fed thru the mouth, and the food taken out 
a fistula or opening m the esophagus before it reaches the stomach, 
but this will excite reflexly the glandular activity of the stomach,
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and the gastric juice may be drawn from the stomach by means of 
a stomach jump, and then examined

The juice thus obtained is acid m reaction, peptic in nature, 
almost colorless, clear, and limpid, with an odor characteristic 
of the animal from whose stomach it is drawn

The quantity secreted daily is one-tenth the weight of the body, 
more or less, according to food, drink, and manner of life It is 
abot 19-20 liquid or water, and about 1-20 solid matter If drawn 
direct from the stomach of human being or other animal, it is 
always mixed with food and water.

The juice contains about three percent pepsin, about 1 1-2 
percent chloride of sodium, about 1-2 percent chloride of potash, 
about near 2 percent of free hydrochloric acid, with very small 
percetnages of chloride of calcium, and the phosphates of calciom, 
magnesium, and iron

When these normal proportions are m any way disturbed, 
naturally some disorder or other, or several disorders, will result, 
and all those peculiar trials of medical men will follow, to but 
little if any purpose or good W e have known men and women 
who had taken pepsin and other similar substances for years, 
with no abatement whatever to the troubles, when these same 
patients have made radical recoveries under spinal adjust- 
this, and never requiring more than from a dozen to eighteen 
treatments

The cure of stomach troubles under spinal adjustment is so easy 
as to astonish all who observe it The fifth dorsal adjustment will 
do everything for stomach troubles There is hardly anythmg 
to its limitations In the very rarest cases has the author ever 
done anything else In fact, there has never been but one condi
tion where he has ever found it best to combine any other treat
ment with spinal adjustment of the fifth dorsal

In a very few cases, where there is a decided prolapsus to the 
stomach, such as would let it drop downward, with the pylorus so 
held up as to prevent the contents from passing the pylorus, 
has there been a failure to completely relieve and cure by spinal 
adjustment Usually, even in these extreme cases, has the author 
succeeded completely with spinal adjustment alone
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In just a few ceases has he gi\en spinal concussion of the fifth 
dorsal m connection with spinal adjustment of the same region. 
This maneuvre has caused the stomach to assume a position more 
nearly upright, and to vomit its contents out thru the pylorus, 
thus giving complete relief and cure m a few treatments.

Concussion or smu>oidalization of the fifth dorsal vertebra will 
cause the stomach to assume a position more nearly to the upright, 
will dilate the pylorus, contract the cardiac orifice somewhat, and 
thus cause the contents of the stomach to pass more normally 
thru the pylorus to the duodenum.

All the internal and pelvic organs may be drawn up somewhat 
by concussion of the eighth dorsal veitebra, but the most radical 
erection and diawmg up of the stomach thru concussion is from 
the fifth dorsal region

All food should be taken naturally and with proper mastication 
into the stomach Water may be used at meals when needed or 
when thirst calls for it, but the food should not be washed down 
with water Stop eating long enough to take the drink of water 
if needed Drink before and after meals also if needed Diges
tion may be retarded slightly by the use of water at meal time, 
but will be as good m the end.

Alcohol, drugs, tobacco, and such like, will naturally injure the 
stomach and impair digestion. Coffee and tea likewise, but not 
m so marked a degree Avoid all things that injure the stomach. 
An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure.

The saliva contains an amylolytic ennyme ferment that conerts 
starch into maltose, and saliva should come naturally into the 
the mouth as the food is masticated, and does its work best in an 
alkaline medium The action of the gastric juice is thru an enzyme 
or ferment called pepsin, which acts best in an acid medium. The 
pepsin, with a little hydrochloric acid acts very energetically

There is also a fat splitting enzyme in the gastric juice of the fun
dus or larger part of the stomach Perfect digestion is assured by 
perfect nerve supply to the stomach No science has ever done 
what spinal adjustment has done for the stomach.

The digesting food passes to the duodenum m the form of chyme, 
which is of the consistency of heavy soup or thick cream, and of
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a whitish yellow color. The digestive process is continued m the 
intestines, where other small glands are found Food lemams in 
the stomach, on the average, about three hours Some foods di- 
digest m a much shorter time, while some occupy a period much 
longei

INTESTINAL GLANDS.

It will be remembered that the small intestine measures 18 to 
20 feet m length, moie or less There are secreting glands thruout 
the length, and m the large intestine as well, which is from 3 1-2 
to 4 1-2 feet m its full length m life and somewhat longer when re
moved and stretched out fully

Along the entire length of the small intestine are numerous 
minute piojeetions called Villi, giving a velvety appearance to 
the inner coat of the intestine being more numerous m the duo
denum and jejunum than elsewhere Each villus consists of the 
small lacteal vessel, a tiny plexus of blood vessels, epithelium, 
basement membrane, muscular tissue, strengthened and held 
togethei by retiform lymphoid tissue

The absoption of the food principles takes place in the small 
intestines more than elsewhere, particularly m the upper portions 
where the villi are thickest, these little protuberances being the 
mam elements m the absorbing process Water passes quickly 
thru the stomach when empty or nearly so ,and is at once absorbed 
by the lacteals of the villi while some portions pass on thru without 
absorption The villi are not classed as glands

In the small intestine are four kinds of glands, namely 
1 Brunner’s Glands, found in the duodenum, and sometimes 

called Duodenal Glands, altho a few are found m the upper jejunum 
They are small racemose glands situated in the sub-mucous coat 
or tissue of the duodenum, with a few scattering ones m the upper 
jejunum They are more numerous near the pylorus and very 
similar or identical in structure with the racemose glands of the 
mouth They m part produce the Sueces Entericus or special 
secretion of the intestine
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2 The Glands or C rypts o f Lieberkuhn are very numerous, ex
tending thruout the small intestines and in the large intestine as 
well They aie situated between the villi and produce Suecus 
Entencus In size about 1-1000 inch in length

3 Solitary Glands lym phoid organs found thruout the intes
tinal tract They are m inute oval in shape whitish in color 
scattered single along the mucous or submucous membrane of 
o f the small intestine T h ey are closed h m p h  nodules com posed 
o f  lym phocytes and letiform  tissue

4 Agnimate Glands oi Peyer’s Patches, where numerous 
Glands apparently unite to  form an Agm inate These patches 
are sometimes four inches in length, but usually one to tw o inches, 
and half an inch wide more oi less T h ey  are involved m the path
ology o f typhoid fever, the field where inflammation and ulcera
tion m ay cause death Spinal adjustm ent, as directed for the treat
ment o f typhoid fever, will quickly heal and prevent death

Spinal adjustment will always suffice to  cure diseases o f the intes
tinal tract Adjust as directed in that portion o f the book  called 
N erve Supply to  the Organs and Parts o f  the B ody, and there will 
be a speedy recovery from  all intestinal disorders The soreness 
from  typhoid  fever will disappear at once almost, and all other 
disorders heal very lap id ly  indeed

Every practitioner should provide food adjusting tables with good fur 
nature thruout his office.
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CHRONIC CURES.

The drugless physician is the only one who can handle the old 
chronic wornfout cases that have baffled everything else for so 
many years [They come to him, or he goes to them, after all others 
have failed |ln fact the older schools have never been able to do 
anything for^these cases by their methods
I»* Naturally± when the Chiropath or other drugless man meets 
these old hopeless cases, he wonders what he will do with them, 
His spinal methods are all-powerful where he has unlimited time 
and the patient can stand the adjustments of the spine Often, 
however, tenderness along the spinal column makes it almost 
impossible to handle and adjust properly at first efforts, and patient 
may become discouraged, just as he has done with all other means 
of treatment

Now, to meet all these old hard cases, we may need to have other 
means at hand as accessories, and this division of the book will 
be devoted to such cases as may tax the practitioner to the utmost

We want no failures, and the author has gone out of the way to 
treat the hardest cases that could be found, and m  briefest 
form will place his methods on the pages of this division of the 
book, that all may read, and grow stronger m the work of healing 
the sick,

We could give a much longer list, but the good reader or physi
cian will readily see how to extend the work into other cases not 
mentioned here

CURE OF RHEUMATISM.

This little treatise is short, but it is absolutely infallible W e  
are not satisfied to cure most cases, we want to cure them all, 
and we can cure them all The author has had the worst cases, 
that had baffled every other form of treatment for so many years 
that no one had ever expected to see them up again. In some cases 
the radical cure may be expected under spinal adjustment alone m 
a space of time not exceeding a few weeks, combined with a little 
dieting. Adjust the fifth, seventh, and tenth dorsal vertebrae, let
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the patient live on two meals a day, omitting; preferably the break
fast, and do not drink tea or eoffee, and patient will soon be en
tirely free from rheumatism He may take the epsom salts bath 
once or twice a week, if desired, as it is the best bath that can be 
given for all conditions See Pages at end of chapter as to how to 
give this bath. Still it is not necessary to give this bath in order 
to cure simple cases of rheumatism, but it is the best bath m the 
world

This is sufficient on the simple forms of rheumatism. A volume 
would be no better than the above paragraph. Follow the direc
tions here given, and you will be absolutely successful. As you see, 
by adjusting the fifth, seventh, and tenth dorsal vertebrae, you

In the progress of rheumatism of this form, arthritic deformacus, the changes 
take palce as here indicated Spinal adjusting and eliminative baths will 
bring the only known cure

reach and stimulate the normal action o f the stomach, liver, and 
kidneys, thus insuring good blood, and the diet and bath will do 
all the rest But little dieting is necessary if the breakfast is left 
off, and coffee and tea omitted Yet a fruit and vegetable diet is 
very desirable, and must be adherred to m the old chronic cases
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that we shall presently treat of Also omit tomatoes and onions
Rheumatism is caused by uric acid and crystal urates m the 

blood. These are formed from excess of meat and other diet get
ting into the blood from overeating, as when healthy men and wo
men, living inactive lives, eat much rich food, beyond possibility 
of digestion These undigested particles crystallize m the blood, 

and being too large to pass freely through the capillaries, obstruct 
and lodge in the passages, cutting the tissues and causing great 
pain Atmospheric conditions cause these crystals to form more 
readily, and the pam to become greater Muscles become sen
sitive and sore, joints and bones enlarged, and the man’s life becomes 
practically useless, dragging through years of pam and agony. The 
author has had enough experience with these old helpless chronic 
cases to know they can all be cured m a reasonable time, even 
when they have suffered for years, and when everybody else 
knows they cannot be cured

The treatment is infallible, just as sure as the sun is to rise in 
the morning In no single case have we known a failure Success 
comes every single time so surely that we cannot say it positive 
enough.

In all these old cases remember to adjust the fifth, seventh, and 
tenth dorsal vertebrae, and elsewhere as indicated, but these three 
important segments to a certainty Too much stress cannot be 
laid on this, and if the back is too sore to admit it at the beginning, 
then be sure to massage and manipulate these regions quite well, 
thus giving the proper stimulation, whether the adjustments can 
be readily made or not In a few days you will be able to adjust 
these segments m a way more satisfactory

In the second place, cut the patient down to two meals a day, 
omitting preferably the breakfast Any other meal may be omitted 
and good results follow, but if the breakfast is omitted, the stomach 
is empty a longer time, as we have about eighteen hours from sup
per till noon the next day. If a patient greatly complains, let him 
have his first meal about ten-thirty A M  , and nothing else till 
supper. Then the next day have the first meal at eleven A. M  , 
and soon get the meal put forward till noon
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Observe a few words here on diet in these old eases Eat most
ly of fruits and vegetables, but rather sparingly of onions and to
matoes Cereals and potatoes are allowable Eat little if any meat.

Spmal adjustment, vuth eliminative baths and rectal dilation, will cure the 
worst eases

Omit tea and coffee If the patient has been accustomed to coffee, 
reduce quantity daily until all is omitted or very little indeed is 
used, but^leave off the tea entirely Eat sparingly of bread; 
whole wheat being the best Be sure and note this next, just a
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few articles, and never eat sweet and sour things at the same time. 
Celery is one of the very best vegetables a patient can eat

<U grm tits

1 Af semmembmnosus 

M semitendîtmsus

l pophrea

î poplttm

% *
A genu ¿ttprt ¡or inediahs

r  saphena manna 
A a sa rales

M gubtrocnemwir 
(Caput medtak)

Af burps femur s 
(Caput brevt)

M hue»' femtms 
(Caput iongumf

X  n btaits

N  pet on tiens

A Qrau supt r wr latei ahs

A ^e nu inf et wr lain alts

j\ aitaneus sutae fait rafts
At ga strut pen in s 
(Co. mt tait raie)

M uitaneus suraê mt di tbs

V saphena pa/ut

Diseased muscles, nerves, blood vessels and other structures may all be 
made healthy, as seen above, by the treatment here outlined
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Avoid rich pastries of every kind An apple or a piece of sponge 
cake is the best dessert

In the third place, see that the patient gets frequent warm epsom 
salts baths. We have had old chronic cases to soak in the warm 
epsom salts bath at the first of a course of treatment until m a 
few minutes so much urates and other toxins would come out 
that the odor m the bathroom would become absolutely offensive 
and the water filthy. Pam can lie removed marvelously by the 
baths. Let them use from three to six pounds of the epsom salts 
for the bath Keep the temperature warm, letting m more warm 
water as the water cools. Read carefully the accompanying 
treatise, on how to give the epsom salts bath

In the fourth place, use rectal dilation on these hard eases, 
although they will usually recover without this Rectal dilation 
is a recent development, and m some of these old rheumatic cases, 
as well as in paralysis, locomotor ataxia, epilepsy, etc w orks mar
velously We have a great help m it m some of the obs.tmate 
cases Read the accompanying page on the subject, so that 
you may be able to give it properly when indicated. The rectal 
dilation may be given daily or three times a week Use the instru
ment that may be reduced to minimum size for insertion and then 
gradually expanded to the greater size Let it remain in the rec
tum ten minutes or longer, being guided bv the feelings of the pa
tient

Often a marked difference is seen m a single day with the ad
justing, bathing, and rectal dilation You will be agreeably 
surprised at the rapidity of the recovery. You will actually see 
them grow better day by day until a complete recovery is reached 
We have positively relieved all pam m a single day on some of these 
worst cases by giving the baths several times, moderate treatment 
of the spine, and permanent cure came so quickly that wTe could 
hardly believe it, but the proof was the sight of the helpless ones 
going about with ease.

CURE OF PARALYSIS.

Paralysis may be due to impinged nerves, called Monoplegia;
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or it may be due to lesion on one side of the brain called Haemob- 
plegia. The former may be brought about by anything that pro
duces sufficient impingement on the nerves of any certain region 
to interfere materially with the nerve impulse Sometimes injury 
to the spine is sufficient to cause a clot on the cord itself or pressure 
on the cord, and involve the entire body below that region 
The Haemoplegia, or clot on side of the brain, will involve the op
posite side of the body. Complete paresis may take place all 
over the body at times

Paralysis caused by nerve impingement alone can be relieved by  
spinal adjustment alone, reaching part involved, as, for instance, 
paralysis of an arm from impingement of nerves reaching the arm, 
may be relieved by adjusting the lower cervical and the upper 
dorsal region. This is all that can be done and any practitioner 
may very readily do this However, even when the paialysis 
seems confined to a local area, there may be a lesion at some center 
of the brain, and local adjusting may not be sufficient.

It is therefore these hard cases that we are to deal with par
ticularly We have experienced uniform success with a great 
many of these In all these cases there must be persistence m  
the treatment, for it cannot be accomplished m a day or a week, 
although some make very rapid recovery, so rapid indeed that the 
improvement is observable from day to day

In these hard, obstinate cases begin by having patient leave off 
one meal a day, preferably the breakfast He is naturally very 
inactive and doing nothing, and needs veiy little food The cir
culation becomes better if one meal is omitted, and no poison, 
can very easily accumulate m the body Also have patient omit 
tea and coffee He may use milk and such drinks if he likes them 
Oatmeal, beans, potatoes, lamb, veal, celery, apples, prunes, 
raisins, dates cocoanut butter, are among the good foods he may 
eat However, he must observe the rule to eat only a small num
ber at any time, and should not eat at bed time or between meals

As to adjustment of the spine, this must be general Adjust 
the atlas, middle cervical and fourth dorsal to insure good cir
culation, and sixth and tenth dorsal for central place and kidney 
action The first, second, and fourth lumbar are importanr
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the bowels and bladder Concuss the upper middle and seventh 
cervical regions also

At beginning of treatment give epsom salts bath at least daily, 
and less frequently later on Use abundance of salts, and 
stay m the tub a good long time Either before or following bath 
give rectal dilation. You will not give it too often. Some of the 
very worst cases will get well under the baths and the dilation 
without anything else, but you should do everything possible 
and you will never fail m a single case if you follow what we say 
above, as we have had success that is simply more than marvel
ous

A good exercise is to have patient write, or attempt to write, 
with the left hand, as it m some way helps to establish co-ordina
tion m movement. The patient will recover without this, but we 
really have found it helpful, and give it to you for what it is worth. 
Do all we tell you and failure will simply be impossible

CURE FOR DROPSY OR BRIGHT’S DISEASE.

W e have had cases of dropsy respond to simple spinal adjust 
ment It is almost incredible how the kidneys will work the fluids 
out of the system We have had some cases where the entire body 
was bloated, the lower part much more than the upper, and the 
limbs below the knees had burst m many places and running the 
viscal fluids out m variable quantities, and yet they have respon- 
ed m a remarkably shorts pace of time

Nevertheless, we have met with a few exceptionally hard cases 
that simply would not yield to spinal adjustment alone One case 
we put on an absolute fast for forty days, continuing the adjust
ments of the spine two and usually three times a week with per
manent cuie Other cases we have limited to the milk diet and 
nothing else while we continued the spinal adjustment daily and 
thrice weekly

N owt, however, we are uniform m the treatment of this disease 
where the case is a stubborn one By all means stick to careful 
adjusting of the spine, for nothing will take the place of this. Get
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perfect elimination through the kidneys, bowels, and skm 
Limit the diet, and make the patient live on two meals a day

Spinal concussion of the seventh cervical veitebra greatly 
stimulates the circulation, and is therefore a decided help m this 
disease. It further greatly stimulates the vasoconstrictor centers 
and helps all the blood vessels Concussion from the second to the 
eighth thoracic segment will have a powerful effect on the splanch
nic nerves and all organs in the abdominal cavity, contracting 
and toning them up

Rectal dilation, because of its great stimulating effect on the 
heart and circulation and the sympathetic system throughout, 
is a great aid m the treatment of these old hard cases, and should 
be used several times a week.

With all the above, remember the sponge bath of epsom salts, 
or better still, the full bath, given two or three times a day at 
first, and less frequently as the case proceeds Let patient remain 
m bath a good long time The first few times will be needed to 
get the bath to working well, as it is no easy matter to get the 
elimination started well out through the tightly clogged pores, 
but it will come better and better as you proceed with the baths 
m connection with the spinal treatment and other auxiliaries 
as indicated above

Follow up what we have said and you will pillow your head at 
night without the least doubt as to the welfare of your patient 
From the great school of experience we arg leading you right, 
and you will never fail if you persist as we direct you here Some 
of the very worst cases will soon be up, and every one will come up 
well and strong m a time not unreasonable m duration, varying 
from the nature of the cases

ECZEMA, PSORIASIS, AND SKIN TROUBLES.

This brief treatise will do all that is claimed for it and even more 
W e have had cases under our care that had been treated for almost 
a lifetime with every known skm lotion to no purpose whatever, 
and we have never seen a failure under the treatment we herewith
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offer We know all these hard old cases can l>e made entirely 
well for we have done so with too many to have the least doubt m 
regard to any others They will all yield to the treatment here 
given in what will usually seem an incredibly short time

Of course every Chiropractor or other drugless healer knows 
that all simple cases of eczema will get well under spinal adjustment 
given at the fifth, seventh, and tenth dorsal vertebrae, with the 
full epsom salts bath two or there times a week for a few weeks, 
with a diet mostly of fruits and vegetables, omitting fat and salt 
substances from the diet

But it is the hard old cases that resist everything else that should 
interest him, and to these we devote the time of this paper m 
particular In these cases remember to adjust carefully in the 
fifth, seventh, and tenth dorsal places, and also m the second and 
fourth lumbar region This will give good blood and thorough 
elimination. Adjust daily, and three times a week.

Now comes an important addition to the adjusting, to break 
the desire to scratch or irritate the itching places Fill a bottle 
at least half full of epsom salts, and then fill with clean warm water, 
and shake well until all the salts is dissolved Moisten the itch
ing surface thoroughly, without scratching, with this fluid, and let 
dry before clothes are put on. When dry, or during the drying 
process, hold violet ray bulb and funnel so as to warm the itching 
surface as much as the patient can stand Give this solution to 
the patient, and instruct him to moisten the itching surface as 
often as it itches during the day, and each time to refrain from 
scratching the spot for a minute 01 two, when the itching sensation 
will disappeai.

When he comes to you again give the adjustments, moisten the 
spot, and use the violet rays as before. If he should return to you 
two or three times dunng the week for the violet ray application it 
will greatly hasten the cure, but even the old hard cases will most 
all get well without the use of the violet ray at all, but its use makes 
the cure an absolute certainty W e have had a few cases that did 
not respond until we had used the violet ray, but only a fewr

The plain violet bulb in the common funnel shape is the best to
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use, and is absolutely safe It costs but a few dollars and is very- 
durable

The full salts bath two or three times a week is good, but do not 
use soap. The epsom bath will cleanse perfectly and soap will hin
der a cure

This is a very simple cure, but you will never fail if you try it 
faithfully. W e have tried on the very worst cases, some of them 
of forty years’ standing, with results m only a few weeks that are 
simply astounding You will do equally well In some old cases 
the skin was as thick as leather, and yet they would all get well

THE CURE OF PILES.

The drugless practitioner is usually very successful m the treat
ment of piles, hemorrhoids, and all troubles of the rectum by the 
ordinary mechanical means of adjusting the spine He can always 
do this if the lesion that causes or permits the trouble arises m  
the lumbar region, where it is possible for him to properly adjust 
the patient But it must be remembered that the trouble is often 
caused from weakened nerves m the sacral and coccyxigeal region, 
m which case the practitioner must resort to rectal dilation and 
spinal concussion

The dilation of the rectum should be made daily at first, and then 
three or four times a week Let the dilation continue at least ten 
minutes or longer Can let a small dilator remain m the rectum 
all night if desired, with the very best results Before and after 
dilation an additional help may be had by washing the rectum m 
moderate epsom salts solution If the tumors hurt or become 
painful during the day, let the patient take a little vaseline and 
insert in the rectum. A  better application is the mxture of a table
spoonful of lard whipped to the consistency of cream and a tea
spoonful of calomel Apply three or four times a day The ex
tract of the Canada Pine, Pmus Canadensis, applied with the 
finger or otherwise twice or thrice daily is one of the very best 
applied with the finger or otherwise twice or thrice daily is one of 
the very best applications ever used and will always reduce the
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tumors An ounce of Sangumaria to a pound of pp.-om salts ami 
a little sprinkled on the tumors reudees rapidly The l̂ est thing 
to be eaten while undergoing tieatment is the eonimon cranberry 
cooked as you cook it for table use Use it liberally at meals 
Eat the cranberry two or three times a dav and avoid coffee, tea, 
wine, pepper and rich pastries of any kind Do not use beer or 
spirits of any kind

Be sure to adjust the lumbar region of the spine and give con
cussion over the sacrum and lumbar

Any one of the applications mentioned above is sufficient to use, 
if you use any at all. Either of them is a help, but you can cure 
without any Howevei, be sure you do the very' best for the pa
tient

If you follow carefully what we have said above you will cure 
the very worst cases of piles that mortal man or woman was ever 
afflicted with You will some times do this m a very few days, 
and always within two or three months You need not fail in 
a single case

CURE OF THE M ORPHINE HABIT.

There is nothing more sure than the treatment we herewith give 
for the cuie of this habit, or disease, for it is both a habit and a dis
ease, and it requires bat a few weeks at most to effect a complete 
and lasting cure

In order to get the very best and quickest results, the patient 
must put himself exclusively under your care, and you must 
keep an attendant with him constantly, for leasons that will be 
obvious to you as we proceed to outline the treatment It will 
work most admirably on the worst cases, and there is absolutely 
no danger whatever to follow the treatment The patient will be 
rejuvenated through and through, mentally, physically, and 
morally

In the first place begin the adjustments early m the morning 
preferably, but any other time will also answer Adjust cervical 
one, dorsal five, seven, ten and elsewhere if indicated Following
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this first adjustment, have the attencant give the full epsom salts 
bath, using four or five pounds of the salts, and continuing the 
bath for fifteen or twenty minutes, or thirty minutes This bath 
will take the desire for the morphine completely away from the 
patient for the time being However, m two or three hours the 
craving will all have returned to him again, and the bath must be 
repeated as before, when the desire for the drug will leave him again 
Thus during the day the bath must be repaeted several times, 
and sometimes it is best to adjust again m the evening, and once 
during the day give the rectal dilation

During the night an attendant must constantly watch the 
patient and repeat the bath as often as is needed during the night 
The patient sleeps some and then awakes with the craving for 
the drug, and the bath will be necessary Have known the atten
dant to give a very small dose of the drug during the second mght, 
producing abundant sleep and rest, but we have not usually done 
this

Each morning make the adjustment of the spine, thus daily 
giving the patient a taste for normal foods and drinks The second 
day the bath may be given less frequently, and each one will 
relieve the patient of all pain and desire for the drug. In three 
01 four days you will have conquered m most cases, but will re
quire longer treatment, and indeed, every case you handle should 
be treated foi a while after the disease is conquered You will 
never make a failuie, and the patient will always be a better man, 
or woman after your treatment than ever before, physically 
mentally, and morally, and will bless the day of the treatment 
And the habit will never return to any self-respecting man or 
woman

The above may seem too simple to be true, but a fair trial will 
convince the most sceptical Under adjustment alone, the drug 
may be gradually reduced until it will be no trouble to leave it off 
entirely, but we know the above to be better than any other way, 
and you simply cannot fail if you follow it along properly.
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CURE OF TH E DRINK HABIT.

The drink habit is often radically cured by adjusting the stomach 
and liver and bowel regions, m connection with the tenth dorsal 
and sixth dorsal The stomach becoming normal will create a 
normal taste to proper foods, and there will be no desire for abnor
mal foods and drinks W e have had a number of cases cured by 
spinal adjustment alone, and they are permanently cured.

Howevei there are cases that will not yield to spinal adjusting 
alone, and it is of these that we have to deal particularly in this 
paper These cases must be adjusted regularly all the time the 
treatment is going on, but must have the eliminative epsom sat t 
baths several times the first day of treatment, and less frequently 
each day as the treatment proceeds.

Have an attendant watch the patient carefully all the time to 
see that he gets no whiskey Whenever he wants a drink, give him 
a good tart apple instead of the whiskey Sweet apples are not 
good as the apples that have a little of the tart to them, but they 
need not be specially sour Just the ordinary apple that is not 
pecially sweet

The patient will not care for a great variety of food, as the apples 
will be about as much food as he will require, but let him have 
other necessary foods as he may desire, omitting tea, coffee, pep
per, and all highly flavored dishes, and to eat temperately, leaving 
off one meal a day You will get the results anyhow, but it is 
best to leave ofl one meal for quickest results.

Cases of the old topers will require only a few weeks for a good 
peimanent cure, while the voung men who i eally respect themselves 
enough to i eally desne to be cured will get wrell m an amazingly 
short time It is very hard for a person cuied of the drink habit 
by this method to tram himself back into the habit He loses all 
taste foi the drug, and cannot easily cultivate it again We have 
known a few to lose lespect for themselves so that they wanted to 
drink again, and it took them a long time to be able to drink again, 
and letam it on the stomach Eventually, however, they suc
ceeded

No self-respecting man wall try to do this, of course, and hence
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it is a contingency with which we are not concerned. It is our 
work to cure the patient, and we will do it every time. The young 
and the old, the man and the woman, every drunkard that will 
come under this treatment entirely, will have a radical cure that 
will be as lasting as his own self-respect, and may last even if 
self-respect does not last W e have taught you and lead you 
Follow and fear no danger You will succeed every time

THE CURE OF GOITRE.

Goitre has been one of the hard things to handle under older 
forms of treatment, and has not been easy under any form of 
treatment until very recently Now, however, we seldom, m fact 
never fail m the treatment of this trouble, whether Exopthalmic 
or not Cure follows every time

An essential adjustment for Goitre is tlj.e fifth cervical, and we 
have had many recoveries from this adjustment alone, and we 
believe that all Goitres of recent origin will soon disappear if this 
adjustment is persisted m for a reasonable time

However, experience has taught us the wonderful efficiency of 
spinal concussion as an aid m the treatment of goitres of any kind, 
and we use it always m connection with whatever other treatment 
we may apply to the goitre First step m the treatment to adjust 
cervical five region Then give concussion over seventh cervical 
vertebrae spinous or on the side W e have learned by experience 
also that concussion over the region of the fifth and sixth cervical 
is helpful. Give treatment daily at first, and less frequently later 
on This is all we usually do for goitre, and the past several years 
have made an unprecedented period with us m the treatment of 
this disease

We have had some of many years standing, both of the common 
and the exopthalmic type, that have disappeared under the treat
ment completely m a short space of tune Some small goitres of 
recent origin have disappeared in a half dozen treatments, while 
others of long standing and greater size have vanished in 
a time somewhat longer
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Some have been as large as a goose egg or a good sized orange, 
but have yielded to the tieatment persistently given

Goitxe will also disappear through injections of hot water kept 
up once or twice a week for a few weeks, but we like the above 
treatment better, as it is more m line with our general work

In a few hard cases we have had patient to bathe the goitie 
thoroughly at night with epsom salts to a reasonable solution. 
This will perceptibly ieduce goitie with a single application, 
and if continued foi six weeks will m almost every case reduce it 
entirely

If using the bath, continue each application a good long time, say 
thirty minutes or an hour, washing the neck

Long ago we used to ieduce goitie by binding slices of giapefruit 
ovei the enlargement at night, and the method was very successful, 
too, but we always use the adjustment and concussion as outlined 
above, m these latei times, and find it umfoimly successful 

We would not hesitate to insure a cure m every case wheie a 
patient would be faithful m taking tieatment, as we believe we 
would be safe m making this guarantee

Expei lence leads us to this conclusion, and we believe we are 
perfectly safe m it

RECTAL DILATION.

Just before and just behind the Medulla Oblongata m the biam 
are the Pituitaiy body and the Pineal Gland The Pituitary 
Body is supposed to seciete the magnetic fluids and foices that have 
much to do with muscular action thiough the nerves, while the 
Pineal Gland is charged still moie with electric and magnetic 
eui rents foi the conti ol of both the muscular and the trophic 
elements m the human body

Each of these little glands, not larger than a pea, sends out a 
pair of neives to enter the myelin sheath and the arachnoid cov
erings of the eorcl, and hence may be called Myelin Nerves They 
become a part of the Myelin Sheath, and all the spinal nerves, 
m theii exit from the cord, necessarily take with them some of the
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fibics of those nerves A \ery important consideration, us the 
the Pineal Gland i< supposed to he further the '•eat of •will power as 
well as the generator of the eleetne foiee- Both glands are charg
ed from the Olfactory Bulb, which m turn in charged from the elec
tric eurients of the atmosphere

Fibies of the nerves from these two important little glands 
follow the coverings of the cord clear down to the coccyx, there to 
come together again, and pass out as distinct nerves, and are dis
tributed to the sphmehster muscles at the rectum and the neck 
of the bladder, the svmpathetrc svstem, and the teimmal ganglia 
thioughout

Hence it is leadily seen why an mpingement 01 injury to these 
nerves m anv way wall have a veiy far-reaching effect on the entire 
neivous system An injury to the coccyx fiom a tall or hurt may 
impinge these nerves, causing tioubles, not onlv for the rectum 
and neaiby pints, but to moie distant parts as well, followed by 
paialvsis m some cases, and mental disorders in others We may 
stimulate these neives veiv matenallv by rectal dilation We 
have tieated some eas-es of par ah sis with the ordinary spinal manip 
ulation or adjustment, that are making very slow pi ogress, 
wdio when we began the use of icctal dilation in connection with 
the other tieatment made improvement so lapidlv that we could 
scarcely believe oui own eves Some other tioubles are equally 
amenable to leetal dilation, including piles, appendicitis, bladder 
tioubles, constipation, heait tioubles, dianhea. cold extremities, 
cold back, dizziness, pains m the hack, bowels and knvei parts 
thi oughout
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As to the method of making dilation, let patient lie on back or 
side Use vaseline on the dilator and m the rectum to lubricate 
The best dilator is the one that can be reduced to a minimum 
size for insertion, and gradually expanded Insert carefully, 
and slowly all patient can stand After a few seconds dilate a 
little further, and keep on until a dilation of from one to two inches 
is obtained. The rectum may sometimes be so much contracted 
that you cannot get instrument in at first tual If so, simply insert 
finger, and try again next day If you succeed the first time, as 
you probably will, you may not be able to dilate very fully this 
first day, but you will do better each day until you reach the full 
dilation of from one to two inches besides the size of the instrument. 
Let instrument remain m rectum from five to ten minutes, or long
er If the rectum has been operated upon, be very careful at first, 
as the muscles may have been cut or weakened After use im
mediately clean the instrument with good soap and hot water, 
and dry well. Rectal dilation will just simply work marvels m 
old chronic cases where there has been injury to the coccyxigeal 
region, or where there is an unusual contraction of the sphmehster 
muscles of that region

M AGNESIA SULPHATE OR EPSOM  SALTS BATH.

No element or compound known to science will so quickly, 
surely, and readily dissolve uric acid and neutralize all poisons m 
the blood and tissues of the body as Magnesia Suplhate or Epsom 
Salts. This bath may be given as a sponge bath, or in a tub with 
the usual quantity of water. If patient is not able to get m tub 
properly, the sponge bath may be given him with the usual quan- 
this quantity of water, or about an ounce of salts to each pint of 
water To relieve rheumatic conditions and dissolve poisons in 
the body or in the blood and tissues of the body, spend fifteen to 
thirty minutes several times a day for a day or two, and then about 
two a day, and after a while only one will answer Under this 
recovery from rheumatism will be very rapid
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The full tub bath is the best of all when it can l>e given In this 
use from three to five pounds of the epsom salts, affording to the 
capacity of the tub. Let the patient remain m this from ten to 
twenty minutes, or even thirty minutes sometimes, with the -water 
warm After being m for about five minutes, the skm will become 
somewhat slimy m feeling, as if the poisonous substances had been 
drawn out by the action of the salts, which is indeed the case 
Then rub the body under the water with a coarse sponge After 
five 01 six minutes repeat this rubbing. Take from fifteen to thirty 
minutes m all for the full tub bath.

In giving this bath to chronic rheumatics we have sometimes 
observed the water to become so foul from the soaked out toxins 
that the odor m the room became so offensive that windows m 
the room had to be opened. Sometimes we ha\e let the w’ater run 
out of the tub, and fresh water mn m again, with a new' supply of 
salts, which m turn would also become quite filthy Next day the 
water wrould become less filthy

The full tub bath may be repeated several times during the first 
days and less frequently as the treatment advances Once a day 
will answer m most cases, and when more advanced with the work 
every other day will suffice It is a most powerful aid in all rheu
matic troubles, paralysis locomotor ataxia etc

Never use soap of any kind m giving epsom salts baths as one 
counteracts the other You will find it the very best for yourself 
as a health guard as it is the best bath ever given for anything 
Take it as your regular bath a few times and you will never want 
any other Bed time is always a good period for the bath for 
yourself, but it may be taken at any other hours of the day.

You will find epsom salts very cheap if purchased the quan
tity Before the present war began the price was less than two 
cents per pound but it is somewhat higher now It is the most 
cleansing, purifying, and invigorating bath ever given
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PRACTICAL URINALYSIS.

We believe we should present here in brief the principles of 
urinalysis It will not be an extended course, but will practically 
treat all the most essential things for the busy physician to be 
able quickly to make urinary tests where such may be needed m 
his work

While the presentation is indeed brief, we wish to say that it 
is as full as any one need desire for all practical purposes If 
extreme gravity presents itself, the physician may, at his discre
tion, consult some fully equipped analyst for this extraordinary 
case

However, let us here remark that it will seldom if ever be neces
sary to do this, and no difference what conditions the Chiropath 
may find when the first analysis is made of the urine of some pa
tient, he will find it clearing up m a few days, and the urine will 
will soon be normal under his treatment

Urine is an important secietion and tells many things which may 
be found m othei ways also m some instances, but the knowledge 
of ui malysis will more than repay any study that may be devoted 
to it, and no one will regiet this study

GENERAL AND DESCRIPTIVE PRINCIPLES.

1. The quantity of urine secreted m 24 hours varies from 40 to 
60 ounces under normal conditions This quantity may be greatly 
increased or decreased by drinking larger or smaller quantities 
of water oi other fluids, oi by eating certain kinds of foods Water
melon will gieatly increase the quantity excreted Java tea, 
likewise, and such vegetables as the garden beet The quantity 
is also increased oi diminished by certain diseases It is always 
less m Bright’s Disease and fevers, and more in Diabetes

2 The specific gravity normally is fiom 1015 to 1035 It is 
always reduced by drinking large quantities of water, and made 
greater by dunking less water If very low it would indicate a 
condition of interstitial nephritis or disease within the kidneys, or 
diabetes insipidus A high specific gravity would point to daibetes
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mellitus, or Mich other disease :i> would give* pathologic* conditions 
or matter that must be taken from the kidnevs

3 The* reaction is slightly acid in the norami If the quantity is 
very high it indicates uric acid, rheumatism, poor elimination, 
and imperfect metabolism If the urine is alkaline in reaction 
it indicates diseases of the bladder, the prostate gland, and other 
gemto-ui mai v organs

4 The coloi normally is somewhat like that of comparatively 
fiesh wheat straw. If very red it shows blood or urates m the urine. 
If lightei in color than straw it indicates some form of Bright’s Dis
ease If the color becomes deep brown it indicates fe\er, bilious
ness, etc

5 The odoi normally is ehai act eristic and hard to describe 
being varied bv tempeiament, food, drink, etc , while such drugs 
as methvin blue will make it a daik blue in color Beets, aspara
gus, cabbage, celei v, etc , wall altei the color and odor If the urine 
is of sweetish odor it show’s a diabetic condition oi tendency 
If a putnc odoi exists it shows suppuration or decaving conditions 
After standing a while a brick dust sediment may be observed 
some tunes m the bottom of the vessel, and albuminous substances 
may be obseived in othei cases These will be discussed later on 
ami then full significance treated

6 Sediments of every kind aie significant of many conditions 
that must be met and successfully treated by our methods, which 
are all-poweiful m most eases of kidney afflictions Normal urine 
may have some phosphates, urates, and uiea In pathologic con
ditions wtc  may find blood, mucous, pus, tissue shreds, and various 
casts These will be tleated scientifically and practically as we 
proceed

7 Albumin mav be transient only as seen in the urine after 
eating albuminous foods, or it may be permanent, as seen in many 
foims of Bright’s Disease A good test foi albumin is to take a 
quantity of mine m a test tube, heat it wrell and diop m a kittle 
nitnc acid The cloudiness, if any, that follow’s shows the absence 
of albumin Peifectly healthy people may have a little albumin 
m the urine

8 Sugar m the mine indicates diabetes mellitis A  good test
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is with Whitney’s Reagent, which we will illustrate fully to you 
This is the easiest test for sugar we ever saw, and so simple and 
true that we say but little about any other It can be purchased 
for one dollar with all apparatus and will last a long time

9 Indican shows a condition of putrefaction of the intes
tines, which must be corrected by spinal adjustment Not hard 
for a capable chiropractor to do

10 Bile m the urine indicates liver disease, jaundice 01 other 
obstruction of the flow of the bile from the liver to the duodenum

11 All diseases of the urine or kidneys are so easily handled 
by our class of physicians that results appear to otheis to be almost 
marvellous An examination of the urine at the beginning of a 
course of treatment and another a few days later will show many 
favorable changes

TESTING FOR SUGAR.
We believe the test with Whitney’s Reagent one of the best and 

easiest ever made A bottle of this may be purchased from the 
druggist at only a nominal price It was only a dollar befoie the 
war, but is higher at present It contains a testing tube also 
Contains sufficient of the liquid to test many specimens Only 
one bottle container is used and it is already mixed Nothing has 
to be added to it Directions are very plain Just drop by drop 
added until the color changes Follow directions on bottle and 
you can make the test without hesitancy

TEST W ITH FEHLING’S SOLUTION.
A good test also for sugar Have this made by the druggist 

always to insure accuracy You could make it yourself, but you 
had better have it made by one with proper facilities, such as all 
good druggists possess

It is simply a mixture of copper and Rochelle salts kept for use 
in separate bottles

To use this we will say a few words, as you would not have di
rections as you would m case of the Whitney Reagent

In testing by the Fehling, take one cubic centimeter of the|Ro- 
chelle salt solution m test tube, and add to this an equal quantity 
of the copper sulpahte solution, and eight centimeters of pure
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water, and heat to the boiling point This is to see if the solution 
is made as it should be If it lemauis clear anil pretty you may 
conclude that it is properly prepared If a precipitate is formed, 
the solution is useless, and another will ahve to be made

After ascertaining if the solution is a good one, boil a few sec
onds add a little urine that has been filtered while the mixed 
liquids are still boiling Add the filtered urine, drop by drop, 
until ten cubic centimeters have been added, keeping the solution 
at the boiling point if possible If the solution remains unchanged 
with this treatment, you may safely assume that no sugar is pres
ent If sugar were present it would act as a reducing agent, de
stroying the color of the soluton, and throwing down or precipi
tating red cuprous oxide, Cu20

This is a very fine test if carefully handled All tests should lie 
made very carefully

If sugar and diabetic conditioons are found to be present, th, 
treatment should be by spinal adjustment of the seventh dorsal, 
and elsewhere as indicated, and by concussion or smusoidaliza- 
tion of the seventh cervical The very worst cases of diabetes 
in either and every form will speedily yield to the potency of 
this treatment No ease can resist that is not already at the gates 
of death, and even then it seems they will be restored to life m 
almost every case

This treatment for diabetes is simply miraculous W e can call 
it nothing else Our own experience has been more extended m the 
treatment of this disease, and the success has been so absolutely 
uniform that we believe we should make the unqualified statement 
that all cases of diabetes may be cured by the treatment here out
lined We have spoken more fully of the cure of diabetes m the 
earlier pages of this treatise

A CHECK FOR TH E SUGAR TEST.

This is a second test for sugai This and the proceeding may be 
considered each a check foi the other If a test is made by each 
of the two tests, and the findings both indicate sugai, or something 
for which we aie testing, we feel more sure of our ground than if 
only one test is made
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To prepax e the mixture for this test, we take thirty grains of 
coppei sulphate, and add this to one half ounce of water, and mix 
well, and aftei this thoro mixing, add one half ounce glycerine, 
and five ounces of liquor potassae This is now ready, and while 
not so closely accurate as Fehhng’s, it is nevertheless a good one 

Boil an ounce or about a teaspoonful of this mixture m a test 
tube, and, very slowly, add eight to ten drops of the urine to be 
tested, keeping the mixture as nearly to the boiling point as possi
ble If sugar is present, there will be a reddish brown precipatate 
m the bottom of the tube

This is a very nice test, and quite, accurate, too

TESTING FOR ALBUMIN.
It is claimed by some good analists that small quantities of 

albumin may be found m normal urine, and, while this may be open 
to dispute, it is certain that large quantities m the urme indicate 
Blight’s Disease, and consequent serious conditions It is cer
tain that paities entirely free from Bright’s Disease may eat 
heaitilv of albuminous foods for a while and place albumin m the 
unne, but this amounts to nothing at all, as we know the cause 
or ongin is simply from the food eaten

W^eie the albumin foims continually without the patient hav
ing eaten the albuminous foods, there is reason to suspect the de
velopment of Bright’s Disease or other grave disorder

We will give here two good tests for albumin, namely, the 
Heat Test and the Nitric Acid Test, either of which may be used 
as a check for the other

TH E HEAT TEST FOR ALBUMIN.
For this we will fill test tube half full of filtered urine Heat the 

upper part of the tube until the urine reaches a temperature of 
about 175 degrees Farenheit If albumin be presnet to any con
siderable degree, there will be present m the heated portion of the 
urine an albuminous precipitate, while the lower or cooler por
tion will remain clear as before
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Now, it ib possible that this precipitate is from the phobphates 
of the alkaline earth elements This is seldom the ease, but to 
make sure of the ground, add about half a cubic centimeter of 
nitric acid, drop by drop If any phosphates of the alkaline earth 
e’ement is present, it will dissolve, but albuminous precipitates 
will remain unchanged

NITRIC ACID TEST FOR ALBUMIN.

For this test, place a small quantity of urine in a test tube; we 
will say about fifteen drops Next let about the same quantity 
of nitric acid run down the side of the tube in an inclined position 
Let this be slow. If albumin be present, there will form a whitish 
band between the two liquids This may form immediately, 
but may remain without formation for some time If not formed 
soon, heat m hot water very slowly This will hasten the forma
tion

Some eolonng matter may show in the albumin found to be pres
ent m the albumin test These different colors indicate other 
substances present as follows-—

A white ring which remains after heat or alcoholic additions 
indicates albumin,—A whitish ring which dissolves in acid indi
cates phosphates,—A brown ring indicates a generally normal urine; 
A green rmg indicates bile,—A dark brown ring indicates color
ing or pigmental substances,—A red rmg indicates blood,—A blue 
ring indicates indican

Albumin may be increased by work or exercise after eating, or 
by indigestion of proteid or albuminous substances This is not 
hurtful, as nature will take care of it without trouble m any way, 
It does no harm in any way

Discomfort and danger will follow the increase of albumin 
from disease, and there are many diseased conditions that increase 
or produce albumin It is certainly increased abnormally in the 
following diseases — Nephritis, Syphilis, pyelitis, abscesses, gall 
stones, giavel, feveis, diabetes, and the use of such drugs as tur
pentine eantharades, etc
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We have already outlined, m other portions of the book, treat
ment that will cure any case of kidney trouble whatsoever Tenth 
dorsal adjustment with others, as indicated

Albumin m the urine may be very slight or a mere trace as 
seen m specimens of normal urine or urine from individuals free 
from Bright’s Disease or similar maladies.

Albumin m some cases is so heavy as to appear to be like 
clabber or creamy m constituency upon heating or letting stand 
in the sun a long time

It is always found m heavy quantities m such diseases as epil
epsy mercurial poisoning metalic poisoning apoplexy fatty 
degeneration and such like

T H E  COM M ON U R IN A R Y PEDOSITS, ETC

Deposits in the urine may often be discerned by the naked eye, 
but the microscope is of use also.

Take PUS, as an example, which is often found to be present 
in the urine as a heavy sediment seen at the bottom of the test tube 
or glass container It is usually acid m nature, permanently 
turbid, and is not affected by heat

To test for pus, add to the deposit formed from standing an 
equal volume of liquor Potasse, and mix well. If pus is present, 
a mass will be formed that somewhat resembles jelly, being viscid 
and heavy It will stir like jelly or some thick substance If 
however the urine contains mucous and not pus the addition of 
the Liquor Potasse will cause it to become more fluid m nature 

Pus m the urine signifies conditions wherein decaying processes 
are taking place Good kidneys adjustments will always correct 
the conditions.

If there is an excess of URIC A CID  m the urine or urates 
the urine upon cooling, will precipitate^them m the form of brick 
dust sediment or deposit An ordinary microscope will show the 
parts of this sediment to be lozenge shaped crystals’

To test for uric acid use the Murexid Test For this purpose 
collect the the sediment in some small flat glass vessel and add to 
this sample two drops of Commercial Nitric Acid, evaporating
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this to dryness, then add a drop of Ammonium Dvdroxide 
If the uric* acid is present, a purple color will result

Uric Acid conditions are increased hy heavy meat eating, lack 
of water drinking, and lack of active exercise flood exercise 
or physical labor, vegetable diet, and more copious water drinking, 
and such adjusting of the spine as will secure good elimination 
thru the kidneys and other eliminative organs will decrease aeid 

In all such diseases as gout and rheumatism, extra quantities 
of unc acid are found in the urine.

Any considerable quantity indicates disease, while small quan
tities do not To determine whether the quantity is sufficient 
to be considered grave, make the test as follow's.

Add half a teaspoonful of Hvdroeloric Acid to one ounce of 
filtered urine and let this stand m a cool place, then collect the 
crystals of unc acid carefully into a filter, dry them, and w'eigh 
carefully. It will take a very accurate little machine for this weigh
ing pioeess The normal quantity is about 11 grains and should 
not be more than this If much above this quantity, it shows the 
condition of rheumatism, gout, or similar disease

Small bodies, like tiny earth worms in shape, are sometimes 
passed out thiu the urine These show' that blood has coagu
lated m the urine The condition may become serious, as these 
formations may so clog the passage as to become a serious manece 
to the passage of the urine Spinal adjustment of the 10th dorsal 
and 1st lumbar vertabrae w'lll prove a specific for this trouble 

A yellow, orange, or pinkish deposit, dissolving when heated, 
is an acid condition due to urates Adjustments of the 10th dorsal 
and 1st lumbar vertebrae will insure a rapid recovery

A dense white deposit, dissolving when acetic* acid is added, is 
proof of urine alkaline condition, and consists of phosphates. 
The condition may be speedily corrected by adjustments of the 
10th dorsal region, and elsewhere as may be indicated

A reddish granular or crystalline deposit shows uric acid condi
tions, which must be corrected by giving proper spinal adjustment 
as indicated, always including the 10th dorsal region

A dark or dingy deposit indicates the existence of blood m the 
urine which may readily be corrected by the 10th dorsal adjust
ment Adjust other regions as indicated
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HISTORY OF MEDICINE

King Solomon, the wise man of the Bible, says, “The Lord hath 
created medicines out of the earth, and he that is wise will not abhor 
them Then give place to the physician, for the Lord hath created 
him let him not go from thee, for thou hast need of him There is 
a time when m their hands there is good success ”

Hence, it is not our purpose to become unduly and unjustly crit
ical of any mode of healing The best man m the world is the one 
who can find something good m the life of every other man. The 
best mother makes all other mothers happy The greatest musician 
helps all other musicians to become great by the masterpieces of 
his life The greatest orator leaves his matchless orations for 
others to study and become great The most Christ like or Chris
tian man is the man who sees Christ in the lives of others And 
the best physician is the one who is broad enough to recognize 
the good whereevei he may find it The man who finds all creeds 
false but his own will find his own the most false of any No man 
ever became really gieat by tearing some one else to pieces Any 
destructive criticism should seek to save that which is good

The Almighty cieated medicines from the earth, the great’ 
stoiehouse or depository of all those wonderous and wonderful 
things he has given his children who seek them out The laws of 
health and morals laid down in the Bible are the best the world 
has evei known, 01 perhaps ever will know No difference 
what your religion may be, whether a believer m a supernatural 
power or not, that being no concern of ours at present, it will not 
be amiss to lemmd you thet Moses, whether inspired or not, along 
with the greatest moial code ever penned by mortal hand, gave also 
the most perfect system of hygiene the world has ever known 
In proof of this i ead the Books of the Pentateuch for the marvellous 
knowledge the writer displays m regard to obstetrics, purifying 
and caring for the body, the nourishment to be given, and the food 
to be eaten The world itself, for ought we know, may pass away, 
but until it does, the perfect hygienic system of Moses will com
mand the respect and admiration and even the veneration of all 
thoughtful pratcioners or healers of every system or creed It
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is the oldest record in existence, the ouriou*> but unsustained claims 
of the Chinese to the contrary notwithstanding

But the Loid never created nor hi-> servants e\ olved a svstem of 
poisons to be administered internally nor applied externally for 
the elimination of disease from the human body His remedies 
were mild but effective, his foods simple but wholesome, and his 
physicians, like Luke, were lovely and beloved

And the gieatest physicians of the Bible were drugless healers 
entnely The old prophets healed the* leper and raised the «lead. 
Witness the restoration of the widow’s son, the cleansing of ( leneral 
Naaman, the leper, and other well-known instances of recorded 
cures without medicine m the Old Testament ¡So rank was the 
dreadful contagion that the servant who dishonestly accepted 
money which Naaman had handled or touched took the disease 
himself and died But Elisha healed Naaman so perfectly that 
his skin became like that of an infant

And m the New Testament where Jesus of Nazareth spake dead 
Lazarus back to life, where his word or his touch brought the ruler’s 
onlv daughter back from the dead, smiling again into the faces of 
those she loved best, and the captain’s son whom he raised without 
seeing and brought back into the old familiar paths of life, the 
cleansing of the lepers, ten at one time, and every known disease, 
fever, paralysis, withered limbs, insanity, all yielded to his com
mand or his touch And his disciples were commissioned to do 
what their Lord had done, and even greater things, and they did, 
as seen m the raising of the dead, the healing of the sick, cleansing 
the leper, restoring the cripple, shaking off the viper, and on, and on, 
and on, ad mfimtim, all drugless healers of the highest type. Even 
Luke, the beloved physician, made no further practice of medicine 
Paul, though Luke was present, shook the viper from the hand 
into the fire that burned it to death, and healed the ruler of the 
island without medicine or help from Luke or any other medical 
practitioner So thev continued for that generation, when these 
gieat methods fell into disuse, and there came a lapsing into other 
and less effective methods of healing

Thens is a robe of “fair and holy portnatuie divine,’’ and their, 
faith and then corn age could do all things As long as their methods
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were drugless then results were marvellous and even miraculous,
But it is not our purpose this morning to elucidate the scriptural 

methods of drugless healing, but simply to give copious reference to, 
and cite examples from, the oldest and most reliable records on 
earth of the most complete and most wholesome methods of drug
less healing the world has ever seen or perhaps ever will see again

History records no period m which there were not physicians or 
healers of some sort Simple may have been then methods, mild 
their medicines if they used any at all, but they held high position 
among men Egypt, Greece, Rome, all the countries of Europe, 
had physicians m all times of their histoiy

Among the earlier physicians of whom seculai history gives any 
account are Orus, Hermes, Aesulapius, Pythagoras, Metrodatis, 
and Hippocrates The lattei was most distinguished, and stands out 
clearly on reliable historic records He was bom B C 460, and 
belonged to a family who for ages had followed the pursuit of medi
cines and healing He flourished m the most distinguished period 
of Giecian history, along with Socrates, Plato, Xenophon, Pericles, 
Heroditus, and Sophocles, and became as renowned m his line as 
they were distinguished m theirs As they reflected the political 
sagacity of the statesman, the mighty erudition of the scholar, 
or the intellectual fidelity of the philospher, so he thiough all the 
glory of that brilliant period “ took his flight sublime, and on the 
top of fame's dread mountain sat, not weary and worn, as though 
he from the earth had labored up, but as some bird of heavenly 
plumage fair that down from the upper regions came, and perched 
him there to see what lay below,” an ornament to the age and to all 
the great men living at the time

It was he who first gave recognition to the great healing power 
of nature as all sufficient and all-powerful to all her needs Give 
nature a chance, obey her laws, and you cannot be sick He gave 
faculties to her which regulated the animal frame, causing blood, 
spirit, and heat to circulate, nourishing, preserving, and increasing 
all its parts Nature must heal, according to his teaching The 
physician can only remove the obstruction, life’s current must 
work away the disease, her faculties cast them off Glancing along 
the interminable line of events for twenty-four centuries of the
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world’s history, we find no truer position Eaith'" greatest physi
cians have always held that there was within the bodv that which 
was most needed to heal the body In all we teach you in the 
course outlined before you, the “sumnum bonum” will be, 
REM OTE TH E CAUSE. With the cause remoied, the disease 
itself cannot long exist

And yet how strange, how passing strange, that so many abs* 
struse, pohx, and immense systems of poisonous diug medication 
should have been worked out m more modern times’ Wherein 
substances are placed m the human system that weaken and 
destroy human life Men with surpassing knowledge and unques
tioned scholarship have written volume after volume of almost 
numberless pages m the aggregate in support of systems that pass 
into the shadows of oblivion almost with the generation that first 
received them. Those who evoled them have often clung to them 
with astounding tenacity and the courage of the deepest convic
tions, but time, the arbiter of all things, hath laid them low. To be 
sure they are monuments to the memory of those who produced 
them, but future generations scarcely turn their pages except 
as matters of historic research and in memory of those who wrote 
them Time, which vererates, also destroys, and his gnawing 
teeth bite deep into all things In his empire lie buried all forms of 
error, all dreams of prejudice, all illusions and deceptions But 
the things which cannot be shaken aside in the certitude of eternal 
majesty, grandeur, dignity, personality, immensity, immortality, 
are theirs, to transfuse over the face of the earth, as golden sun
shine over and through creation

But you will pardon this digiession It was only the passing 
enthusiasm of the moment.

Hippocrates knew but little of human anatomy He believed 
and taught that the aitenes were filled with air, and did not know 
that the larger blood vessels were connected with the heart or 
communicated with it m any way To him the pulse had no sig
nificance whatever He did not know it was caused by the beating 
of the heart To him the nerves were no more than other white 
matter, such as tendons and ligaments, and the brain only a glan
dular mass He did not know that the brain was the seat of all
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neivous action, and m fact, did not know what the nerves weie or 
are And yet so close and thorough was his study and masteiy of 
all external conditions, and his research through all available 
theiapeutic resources so exhaustive, that he developed many 
things that have made all ages indebted to him

Among his doctrines may be mentioned
(1) His doctrine of critical days
(2) His doctrine of sedatives, emetics, and purgatives, with
the simples of nature
(3) That there are juices and humours that must be expelled 

from the human body, and others introduced into it
(4) That medicine must supply or supplement that which is 

lacking, and retrench that which is superfluous
(5) That when the physician has done his best, the patient 

does not always receive the expected benefit
(6) Do nothing rashly If you do no good, be sure you do no 

haim Rest and let natuie try without your inter “erence
(7) Extieme maladies may i equire extreme measures Drugs, 

suigery, cautery, - if these do not reach the case, it is truly incur
able

He is rightly called the fathei of medicine, and wrote a number of 
books, giving valuable lessons on this subject to the physicians 
of the present age, for it must be admitted that climate exerts a 
marked effect upon many diseases, such as catarrh, asthma, and 
consumption

He also developed a system of human pathology, placing the 
pnmai y seat of disease m the four fluids or humours of the body,— 
blood, phlegm, yellow bile, and black bile A disarranging oi dis- 
pioportiomng of these caused disease, and a restoration would 
cause a return to health

He here taught much trudi, but unfoitunately his medicines 
would not, as a rule, restoie the proper equilibrium of these fluids, 
and it was 2400 years before the more perfect and more accurate 
methods of treating disease by spinal adjustment had been de
veloped
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But shadows must pass, and clouds must roll away 
Sail on, O Ship of Reason, sail on'
The world's hopes and fears hang on thee 
Thy Captain shall steer on, and thy crew 
Raise the shout that makes nations awake 
From the slumber of darkness and fear 
To the maivellous light of new found civilization 
That covers the earth as the waters cover the sea

Herodicus, whom we next notice, was a contemporary rival of 
Hippociates, and made fun of medicine, being a drugless healer 
who taught and sought to cure disease by gymnastic exercis.es, and 
was often successful If Hippociates was the father of medicine, 
then suiely Herodicus ought to be callel the father of mechano
therapy, for he not only put patients through systems of exercise 
which the patients performed, but where the patients were too 
weak for this he made the manipulations himself, much like the 
modern masseur or mechano-therapist would make them. And 
this he did without any correct knowledge of anotomy and the 
nervous system And yet some of his results were almost mervel- 
lous You ask how this could be? Can a false basis insure a cor
rect result? No, but while Herodicus’ knowledge of human anato
my, like that of Hoppocrates and all other physicians of ancient 
days, was very limited and very imperfect, yet he did that which gave 
nenevertheless lesults m many cases By way of comparison, we 
might remark that Ptolemy, the great Egyptian astronomer, cal
culated eclipses of the sun and other heavenly phenoma as accurate
ly as the best modern astromoners, and yet he considered the earth 
the centie of the solar system, with the planets all revolving 
aiound it, and was just as ridiculous m this way as the old southern 
Georgia or South Carolina cornfield Negro preacher who used to 
preach that famous sermon “ De sun do move ” Or of Eusebius, 
who taught that the earth was a square that slanted upwards 
from south to noith, and therefoie the rivers of Europe had swift 
currents, seeing they ran down hill, but the Nile had a very slow 
and sluggish current, seeing it had to run up hill
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Following next came Serapion, who taught that in the treatment 
of disease we must depend upon experience alone, founding a sort 
of medical analogy, very imperfect, to be sure, and yet he was the 
father of our modern medical analogy, which is still very imperfect 
and very unsatisfactory, as no two human organisms are exactly 
alike, and any reasoning by analogy and comparison concerning 
them must necessarily be very uncertain Some men, for instance, 
can with comparative impunity take into the system enough 
morphine, cocaine, nicotine, or other poisonous substance to kill 
a dozen men under normal conditions And under absolutely nor
mal conditions one man can stand much more than another Even 
in edibles one man’s food is another man’s poison Fruit for one, 
vegetables for another, and meat for still another

So generations pass and ages come and go m the history of medi
cine, always uncertain and changeable, one school often contend
ing with another. What is considered the “sumnum bonum” of 
all treatments at one age is repudiated by the next generation as 
the mistakes of a previous age Hugo, speaking of the wrecks of 
ancient empires, says, “ It is with a sort of amazement that we 
behold far back m that ocean of the past, behind those colossal 
billows the centuries, the foundenngs of those huge ships of state, 
of Rome, Babylon, Tarsus, Thebes, Nineveh, Egypt, under the 
terrible blast that came from all the mouths of darkness ” And it 
is with no less amazement that we behold the sunrise, the zenith, 
and the going down of a thousand systems of medicine now slum
bering amid the solitary rums that mark the onward march of 
events They have passed into history Whatever elements of 
truth they contained have survived, not because they were in 
these systems, but because truth is eternal as the heait of God, 
as indestructible as the soul of divinity Take a true man, and,

“ Crush him to earth, crush him o’er and o’er,
As a man he’ll rise and meet you as before ”

So take a true principle Cover it, cut it to pieces, burn it, 
smother it, bruise it, bury it, still it will arise, not for vengaeance, 
but to bless those who have sought to exterminate it, and to make 
mankind better and stronger Books, systems, by the thousands,
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pass mto dream, and are forgotten like ephemeral blushes on the 
bosom of the sea Time bore them, and time can take them away 
But every atom of truth, like a spark of divinity, gravitates to its 
own, and its own doth know it well, m “ stately superstructure," 
“massy phalanx knit,” standing amid wrecks as infinite as the 
earth

But agm to our subject Among the Latin or Roman physi
cians of the Augustan age and early Christian era is the celebrated 
writer, Aulus Cornelius Celcus, who took to medicine as a pleasu
rable pastime He expounded the doctrine of cause and effect, 
and taught that to cure disease the cause must be sought and re
moved Had he known what nerves really were or are, and that 
nerves are responsible for all bodily action and function, and that 
the cause of disease could be removed by restoring normal nerve 
supply, he might have given the world a system of Chiropractic 
at that early age But unfortunately it never dawned once upon 
his mind that impinged nerves could m any way affect those or
gans or parts of the body He did not know what nerves are, nor 
anything scarcely about the brain or spinal column or cord Nor 
could he look down the future and see a great light shining m the 
morning glory of the twentieth century when men and women with 
a simple thrust of the hand would be able to relieve pain and cure 
the worst of diseases; when a form of beauty should stand before 
the gaze of millions, uncrowned, because she hath no need of coro
net, unvisored and unhelmed, because she is her own immortal 
defense, unplumed and unstarred, because her own intrinsic 
vutue shall enlighten the world, her heart a diamond tested by 
the scrutiny of friend and enemy, and m the fieiy crucible of pub
lic test and trial where all dross and error are consumed

By way of amusement, I want here to tell you of the celebrated 
compound of Nero’s physician Andronacus, called Thenaca, which 
put the antidote of Mtihndates completely out of use

The Thenaca contained sixty odd ingredients, including many 
spices, some commom simples, some gums or msipated juices, of 
which opium was one The meat and oil of vipers were put into it 
also, prepared by cutting head and tail from reptile, removing en
trails, skin, and bones, and stewing the clean meat m aneth and
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salt, and then kneading with the ingredients into dough or paste 
with bread crumbs, and made into tiny cakes It was prescribed m 
all cases of poisoning, stomach troubles, asthma, phthisis, colic, 
jaundice, dropsy and swellings of every kind, blindness, convul
sions or epilepsy, ulcers of any kind and every description, and 
every other known disease that flesh was heir to, with a list of as 
marvellous cures as could possibly be claimed by the manufacturers 
of any modern or proprietary medicines, surpassing the most ardent 
and enthusiastic claims made for Warner’s Safe Cure, Pmkham’s 
Vegetable Compound, Peruna, or Prof Samuel’s Eye Water, etc

I mention this ancient remedy patent medicine to show you the 
vague and superstitious element of reverence held then for some 
men’s concoction that perhaps (or better say certainly) had no 
moie curative effect than a drink of water, but much more poison, 
no less than the superstitition still dwelling in the minds of millions 
of the human race even when living m the full splendor of the 
ascending sun of the twentieth century with new-born civilization 
covering the earth as the waters cover the sea

Another fact is brought to light by the study of the history of 
that age, namely, the persecution of drugless healers The early 
Christians were drugless healers, not using medicine at all, but 
healing by faith. Celcus opposed the Christian religion, and glo
ried m the persecution and death of the early Disciples of Christ. 
And this same spirit has been manifest m almost every age of the 
world Drugless healers have been persecuted and prosecuted. 
But now in Chiropiaetic, the wonder of all the ages, is found the 
drugless science so perfect, so powerful, so reasonable, that by its 
own intrinsic strength it is raising its banner m victory to the sky 
to wave it m triumph ovei the world

Following Celsus is born Galen,*born A D 130, the most distin
guished philosopher and voluminous writer and practitioner of medi
cine the world had known up to his age and time It was he who 
first taught the proper positions and relations of the vertebrae and 
the spinal column, the examination of urine m certain diseases, 
value of foods, cutical days m fevers, significance of the pulse, 
the character of the arteries, parasitic worms, etc And it is said
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of him that in all his long and vaned expenence he never made a 
mistake m diagnosis

Foi the cure of the wife of the celebiated Boethius he received 
a fee of 400 pieces of gold A man of high intellectual attainments, 
a gieat surgeon, as well as medical man, a philosopher, orator, and 
writer, a man of tireless industry, medium size, and temperate m all 
things, he lived to the age of 140 yeais, and was just as young when 
he died as he was when at the age of 28 he was traveling m all 
countries then known, and visiting and communing with all physi
cians he could find During his life he wrote 500 treatises, many of 
them on medicine, but some of them on ethics, grammar, logic,and 
philosophy, and even on theology He never grew old. His ner
vous system seemed to maintain its equilibrium perfectly. A  
great mind like Julius Caesar’s, who seemed to know everything

Should not all men, with the spine kept normal, and through it 
the nervous system, like Galen hve to the age of 140 years? The 
man who respects his own body and organs as he should, who knows 
how to eat, sleep, and drink, and who knows how to NOT smoke, 
oi use stimulants or narcotics, will surely be young at 80, 90, or 
even 100 years When the members of this class have learned to 
adjust themselves or one another, they will be living pictures of 
health Those who are oldest will be no oldei than the youngest 
Remember I have told you so, and I mean evrey woid of it. I am 
just as ladical and dogmatic here as the old minister who turned 
the pages of his Bible when leading his lesson before preaching 
where the mischevious boy had glued two leaves togethei, making 
it read, “ And Noah took unto himself a wife 300 cubits in length 
50 cubits wide and 30 cubits deep, made of gopher wood, and pitch
ed inside and out ” After hesitating a moment, the old minister 
said, “Well, my brethren, I never saw this before, but I want you 
to undeistand that I believe every woid of it ”
. So I want you to understand that there is no age limit m Chi- 
lopractic With it we may hve m perpetual youth Like Moses 
and Galen, we may live away beyond the century maik with our 
iacuities all unimpaned, never childish oi grouchy, always young, 
bouyant, and strong
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W e had a student last year who was 74 years of age, not 74 years 
old, but 74 years young, as age is a condition and not the numbers 
of years lived And there is no age limit to the one who wishes 
to rise high in the world. Great was the mistake of Dr Osier, who 
said a man must have realized his ambitions before reaching the 
age of forty, or he would never realize anything or amount to any
thing But facts show that most of the great things accompli'hed 
have been accomplished by men above that age. No dispar
agement of youth, however, far from that Some poets and orators 
have given the world great masterpieces while yet scarcely above 
twenty And yet, as the ocean exceeds the streams that flow into 
it, as the mountain range exceeds its highest and greatest peaks, 
so the mighty grasp of minds that sweep the earth m study for a 
long generation or age is too wonderful for description

And it was Osier who made another statement or confession, 
which was repeated a year later by our leading medical man or 
president, that it might not be amiss to quote m this address, 
namely, “That it must be admitted with humiliation after all the 
centuries of study and development medicine had taken more lives 
than it had saved ” If this be positively true, it would make the 
science of medicine a matter of ridicule and scorn if it, were not so 
serious a matter. And certainly if medicine could be reduced to a 
science, it ought, with so many centureis of work, to be approaching 
an exactitude now And yet m its practice and application it is 
vastly different to what it was ten years ago, and ten years 
hence it will doubtless be vastly different to what it is now Only 
a few specifics have been found Quinine for malaria, sulphur for 
the itch, just a few specifics, and still the rule remains that “what 
is one man’s food is another man’s poison ”

Still from it all will come some great truth With throbbing 
brain and honest hand and heart, great efforts can never be lost 
Sail on, O Ship of Truth, sail onJ

“ Shine on, bright star, the day draws ne 
When none shall shine more fair than thcu, 

Thou bom and nursed m doubt and fear 
Shall glittei on the fairest brow ”
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Less medicine has been the cry for years The less the medicine, 
the smaller the dose, the more powerful the effect. Carry the rule 
of the Homeopath a httle farther, and give none at all, and accord
ing to that rule the effect would be still more powerful. And then 
just a httle farther, make the back normal by spinal adjust
ment, and hence the nervous system normal, and you have perfect 
health without any medicine whatever, as has been shown m 
thousands and thousands of cases And I want here to challenge 
the medical world (modestly and honestly, of course, not boast- 
mgly) to show wheie medicine alone has ever corrected a single 
abnormality of the back or body Mechanical treatment alone 
can do this And Chiropractic being the highest development of 
mechanical treatment, opeiatmg on the spine, where the great 
trunk nerves have their origin, and recognizing the well-known 
physiological fact that nerves are responsible far all bodily action 
and function, becomes the most reasonable of all methods of me
chanical treatment, and the most potent of all means for the relief 
and cure of all bodily ailments, making the spme normal and keep
ing the man young

Joseph Cook says
“ M an’s life means 
Tender teens,
Teachable twenties,
Tireless thirties,
Forcible forties,
Fiery fifties,
Senous sixties,
Sacied seventies,
Aching eighties,
Failing breath,
Then death,
Beneath the sod,
Flight to God ”

A beautiful gradation of human existence, but man should not 
ache at eighty, nor even at ninety, and should not have his wmgs
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tiamecl for his flight to heaven eailiei than his 120th yeai, and then, 
like Galen 01 Moses, go with his faculties all ummpaiied Should 
the Master call today, I would rathei say, “Lord, let me stay on 
eaith yet a while longer ” Not that I would be lncveient m the 
least I want to be piepaied when the summons really comes to go, 
but the earth is beautiful, and theie are many things I want to do 
ere I leave its wTondrous scenes

But to oui subject more closely again And we must not piove 
wearisome to you, being admonished to bo temperate m all things

The Gieeks, Romans, Egyptians, Arabians, and all other ancient 
nations had their physicians, who weie always accoided a place of 
honoi, and allowed to collect then fees, which were sometimes enor
mous, but usually held within propel limits, and still physicians 
often became veiy wealthy fiom no other souice of income than 
practice of their piofession They have usually been a class of peo
ple who weie trustworthy, and any physician who would betray the 
confidences of his patient is unworthy the name he bears And the 
physician who does not consider his office as sacied a place as his 
home 01 his chuich should be debaired the practice Let it not be 
said that any trust is ever betiayed by any physician And let it 
not be said that any patient ever had cause to mistrust his phy
sician

A beautiful stoiy is told of Alexander the Gieat The king, be
ing gi icvously ill, was attended by the loyal physician One day he 
leceived a note warning him that the physician would that day 
poison him with the potion he would give him as medicine The 
king folded the written message and placed it under his pillow to 
await the arnval of the phvsician, who came m due time to the bed
side of the afflicted monarch As the physician handed the gieat 
king the medicine to drink, Alexander placed into his hands the 
note of warning, saying simply, “Filend, I tiust thee,” and diank 
the potion without hesitating a moment or doubting his physician 
m the least.

Eveiy physician should so conduct himself professionally that his 
patient would have just as implicit confidence m him as the stoiy 
repi esents on the part of Alexander the Great
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The value of the true physician to society and to the state can 
no more be estimated or measuied than finite vision can look 
‘ 'through illimitable space and find the end of the infinite ” Tall, 
Godlike, uncrowned, he stands an object of adoration, excelling 
m honor bright the men of all othei piofessions, but the physician 
untrue to the confidence imposed m him deseives the scoffs and 
contempt of society and punishment by the state

A  woid m passing as to the Aiabian physicians, who during the 
middle ages became the most distinguished m the world They 
founded gieat umveisities, and endowed them well But every
where was a lack of real knowledge of anatomy, here, as well as 
elsewhere, the great science of anatomy was m a veiy crude state of 
development The Aiabian physicians were forbidden by the pro
phet Mohammed to dissect the human body, and were accordingly 
forced to the dissection of apes and quadrupeds However, the 
Aiabian physicians studied phaimaey more that any others had 
pieviouslv done, as well as Botany and Chemistiy, and added 
consideiably to materia medica

An account of these puysicians and then contemporaries m 
othei countries 01 nations would burden our addiess beyond your 
enduiance for a morning talk Superstitition came m for a pait at 
times, and it is said that devils and hobgoblins sometimes played 
their part, and played it well, as m the case of Paiacelcus, who 
prayed for God to reveal to him the elixir of life, but being refused, 
said he would go m partneiship with the devil, and learn the great 
secret of making people live forever Then came his manufacture 
and use of alcohol, Paiacelcus teaching that a dram (teaspoonful) 
three times a day would make men live forevei But Paracelcus 
himself was soon di inking it by the ounce instead of by the dram, and 
instead of thei e times a day foity times a day He would make him
self diunk befoie lectunng to his classes, claiming it made him 
moi e bi llliant He used magnetic stones also, and placed great faith 
m them But he died young His elixn of life, which the devil re
vealed unto him, took away the life he sought to perseive So all 
foods and drinks that cieate abnoimal conditions m the system will 
bring on disease and shorten life No life was ever prolonged, nor 
mind was ever made better 01 blighter, no muscle evei made stiong-
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er, and no character ever made better by the use of stimulants, 
narcotics, or poisons of any kind

And the case of Agnppa the Alchemist is m point also, showing 
how largely the element of superstitition entered into the lives of 
people Agrippa, on leaving home for a journey, forbade his wife 
to enter his study m his absence or let any one else have the key 
However, she let a young student, whom she liked well, and who 
advanced the strongest of reasons for going m, have the key and he 
entered the mysterious chamber, when a huge devil sprang on him 
and choked him to death, and when Agrippa returned a few days 
later he found a legion of devils playing leapfrog in his study, and 
tossing his books m every direction Agnppa succeeded m dis- 

. persing the smaller demons, forced the large demon to resuscitate 
the unfortunate youth whom he had choked to death, and walk 
with him all afternoon through the market place At sunset the 
body fell to the ground dead again, and the demon disappeared m 
a cloud

Agnppa was forced to Louvain on the charge of being too inti
mate or m too close partnership with demons, where he continued 
to invoke their aid to the end of his life He would sometimes meet 
them high up in dark and sooty chimneys whence emerging cover
ed with soot he was more than once mistaken foi the demons he 
was supposed to have talked to or communed with.

Just passing notices, you understand, of the superstitions of the 
times

And you will really find some degree of superstitition among the 
people of the present enlightened generation. Dark, inhospitable, 
blighting, yet most living men and women still have some degree 
of superstition It may be of a harmless nature, like Napoleon 
Bonaparte putting the right shoo cn first for good luck, but for
getting it on the morning of the fatal battle of Waterloo Or plac
ing your shoes under the bed at night with the toes pointing back
ward from the foot of the bed to give pleasant dreams instead of 
nightmares and scary visions Or some other well known element 
of the old time folklore that just stays with humanity because we 
hate to give those old things up Or it may be some favored anti
dote for the nerves, stomach, or liver, not so good, of course, as a
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good drink of water, but you have become used to it, and really 
think it does you good Just a little superstition; that’s all Of 
course you don’t ride the broomstick at night with the black man, 
or hunt witches m your sleep, but a few little fellows stand round 
about you, and you hold them dear for old acquantanee’ sake

But how excellent is truth which makes men free Puie as the 
“fount of life that spirits drink,” she measures “ the soul’s advance 
m virtue,” and m her ponderous book writes sermons for eternity. 
No plume she waves, no coronet she needs, no banner she flourishes, 
rich m her own immortality, “the etienal years of God are hers,” 
and she shall prevail Perfect, symmatncal, glorified, deified, she 
satisfies the greatest minds and gives strength to the mightiest souls, 
She speaks to the shining stars, the golden sun, to God himself She 
shakes off every dream of prejudice, because she needs only the 
impartial light of reality to segregate her immoitality m the eternal 
calm of things that cannot be moved Ever restless, ever abound
ing, ever achieving, ever prevailing, she gives heavenly visions to all 
who seek her aright, and m endless procession leads mankind to 
conquest and attainment

A great minister (Philip Brooks) used to say that with men 
greatly advanced in spiritual life the soul could look out into the 
mysterious and unrevealed experiences of the evei lasting world and 
behold the unspeakable things the inspired Paul spoke of when soul 
and body were for a time separated when the mob stoned him and 
left him for dead If that be true, no wonder the soul tembles 
before realities so vast that finite mind cannot behold them, or 
beholding, cannot lawfully utter them to the children of men 
Earth life hebind, the vast, dim, pathless, unknown woild of immor
tality before Thoughts too vast for contemplation So eveiy 
truth is vast, and needs no partnership with error, and the man 
who learns the truths of any great work or profession is too great 
for time, and will help to fill eternity The ship they are building 
yonder m the harbor knows nothing of the storms she will encoun
ter when she makes her ocean voyages, but when finished she will 
go forth to meet the storm and land her freight and passengei s on 
the other shore And the man who builds by truth and law will be 
equipped for all things he may encounter m the voyage of life
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“ O may we join the choir invisible
Of those immoital dead who live again 

In minds made better by their presence,
In deeds of daung rectitude, m scorn 
Of miserable aims that end with self,
In thoughts sublime that pierce the night like stars,
And by their mild persistence urge men’s minds 
To vaster issues ”

We have another example, very i emarkable m its nature, m the 
life of the Prince of Orange, whose soldiers were dying by the thou
sand of scurvy The Prince sent his aimv physicians two or 
three small phials filled with a decoction of mamomhe, woimwood, 
and camphoi He had his physicians tell the soldiers that these 
had been obtained from the far east with great difficulty, danger, 
and expense, and that they possessed such virtue that two or t*hree 
diops would imptegnate a whole gallon of water, and would cure 
any disease So solemnly was this statement made that m taking a 
few di ops daily the soldiers gievv rapidly better and all were soon 
well Puic suggestion you see and nothing else, a poweiful mstiu- 
ment m the hands of any physician it properly used

Peisonal magnetism and ceitam mstiuments aie othei examples 
Some instruments may possess a slight degiee of yntue m some 
case« but the good lecciyed is mostly through suggestion and faith 
and the giving up of the use ot medicine wheie the body has been 
poisoned foi a long time through its use

In the 17th century Hai vev made his celebrated discoveiy of the 
circulation of the blood Foi this he was derided as crack-brained 
and anogant But most gieat discoveries and real advances have 
been opposed Haivev’s contributions to medicine and suigeiy 
were veiv material and valuable to the advancement of the study 
of medicine and anatomy Stiange indeed that no one had pre
viously known ot the enculation of the blood when men weie 
often seen to bleed to death The life was m the blood as the 
Bible had said,but no one had known of the enculation of the 
blood
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In 1635 K ing Charles I o f  England oidered him to discest the 
bodjr o f Thom as P a n  who died at the extreme age o f 153 years 
W hile yet a young man at the age of 81 3reais Parr married for the 
first time m life, and m a m ed  again at the age of 120 yeais, and 
was still a 3roung man This m an ’s diet had been coarse biow n 
biead m ade o f bian , lancid  cheese, and som whey But when the 
Eail o f A iundel earned him  to  L on don  and feasted him on w ine and 
high living he died H a rvey ’s post m oitem  examination showed 
the geneial soundness o f his entire body, and that his death was 
caused b y  his change o f diet at his extrene age A  continuation of 
his simple diet and simple w ay of living m ight have prolonged his 
life indefinitely beyond the great age of 153 years, at which penod  
he was killed by  the great duke b y  high living

And what shall we say o f the gieat host of physicians of all 
countries o f m ediaeval and m od em  tim es? Only a little foi the 
present W e have already exceeded a piudent length for this 
bu ef h isto iy  W e m ay have occasion  to  speak of many of them 
m the course ot the fu tu ie lectures, but not today

The eighteenth century m aiked  the developm ent of the theory 
of inoculation or vaccination  fo i small pox I t  had been observed 
that people w ho had once suffered w ith small pox were ever after- 
waids im m une to the disease, which led to  the theory that those 
who had nevei thus suffered m ight be m ade immune by the injec
tion into the b lood  stream the virus from  a cow  thus suffering 

The word com es from  “ v a cca ,”  m eaning “ row  ”  The disease 
was com m unicated to  milk cows b y  men who, w ithout cleansing 
then hands aftei handling horses suffei mg from  the disease known 
as grease”  or fa rcy ,”  handled the udders of cows m milking 
Bulls, n ot being handled m  this w ay, never have the disease 

Cows suffering fio m  this disease often com m unicated it to milk
maids from  handling the udder m milking, and thus having had 
an attack of sm allpox did n ot suffer when an epidemic arrived 
Those m ilkmaids w ith soies on then hands becam e affected more 
readily than others

In 1768 Dr E d w aid  Jenner m  England began the first agitation 
o f this theory, and about 1786 m ade a vaccination  of a young man 
named James Phipps w ho afterw ards died of tuberculosis of the
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lungs or pulmonary consumption A little latei than this Dr. 
Jenner vaccinated his own son, who likewise died of pulmonary 
consumption

Glanders, Farcy, and Grease are three manifestations of the same 
scrofulous and tuberculous disease in horses that are the equiva
lent of the tubercular troubles m human beings

Just as m the time of Jenner, pulmonary consumption or tuber
culosis follows in the track of vaccination, and has been on a 
steady increase from day henceforward to the present time, and 
will so continue until an indignant public awakes to see the awful 
crime of the centuries that has taken millions of lives that had just 
as well been spared

In England and other countries that adopted vaccination m its 
early history, there was an alarming increase m deaths from tubei - 
culosis traceable to no other possible cause. Even if vaccination 
had prevented the spread of smallpox, these other disoiders weie 
infinitely worse

But m Japan, England, and elsewhere where the vaccination 
has been most common, there have been the greatest epidemics of 
smallpox in its history, while tuberculosis, syphilis, cancel, etc , 
have increased at a rate that has been absolutely alarming Sta
tistics are full m proof of all we here say

Vaccination we believe never prevented a single person from 
having smallpox, never prevented an epidemic of the filthy disease, 
but has continually aggravated it, caused innumerable other or 
more dangerous and fatal malidies, and has been one of the worst 
curses of this or any other age m the history of medicine

It has diseased and dwarfed the lives of innocent children, men
tally, morally, and physically It has crippled, stunted, weakened, 
and otherwise made useless the lives of millions of adults who 
might otherwise have served the world m useful capacities It has 
brought the worst forms of disease civilization has ever known, 
such as consumption, cancer, syohihs, scrofula, locomotor ataxia, 
paralysis agitans and other forms of paralysis, and today holds 
the medical profession m a grip that it were apparently worse 
than useless to undertake to break, and absolutely suicidal on the 
part of any bold advocate of freedom from their own lanks with
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mighty hand and bleeding heart to even undertake to lift the veil 
or sever the chain

In the British army the standard of size and height has been 
lowered three times since the introduction of vaccination, and 
other civilized countries the same, and yet people will not see the 
truth A  few of their greatest medical men have seen the truth, 
and pointed it out, but it has as yet apparently done no good 
The evil prevails more terribly than ever before.

W e could say much more, but we reserve it for a special treatise 
on the subject, wherein we will show all men that the curse of 
vaccination is beyond anything yet dreamed of, and can only be 
swept away by an indignant public aroused and active m its own 
interests

An English poet beautifully said,—
“ Princes and kings may flourish and may fade,

A  breath can make them, as a breath hath made,
But a bold peasantry, their country’s pride,

When once destroyed can never be supplied ”

And may we not say today,—
Error and crime may flourish and may fade,

A  Breath can make them, as a breath hath made ,
But a freeborn people, their country’s pride,

When once aroused can never be defied

Along with the awful crime of vaccination have been others 
that have spread less fully, but frought with more or less evil 
Men have sought cures for consumption from extracts from earth 
worms, and have made fortunes before the errors have been 
exposed.

Others have found the world’s greatest panaceas in the serums 
from the backs of turtles, as m the case of the historic visitation of 
Dr Friedman to this country, who was shrewd enough to secure 
millions of dollars for his rights m America, but, fortunately, 
nobody cares for the affair any more
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D O C T O R  O L I V E R  W E N D E L L  H O L M E S

T h is m ost distinguished, physician and litera ry  m an w as horn at 
Cam bridge, M assachusetts, A u g u st 29, 1809, the yea r m a rk in g  th e b irth  
o f Abraham  Lincoln, Queen V icto ria , W illia m  E  G ladston e, and  ju s t  
three years earlier than the birth of the a u th o r ’s fa th er

D octor H olm es distinguished h im self as a physician  and w r ite r  fo r  
man> >ears H e w as one o f the first great m en to a ttack  m ed ical tra d itio n  
and practice

It was he who made the celebrated rem ark that the hum an race  w o u ld  
be b en efited  if  all m edicines w ere cast into the sea, but ex p ressed  h is 
great pity fo r  the fishes

T h ere ever have and ever w ill be liberal m inds m  m edicine, su rg e ry , 
and m all other therapies G reat minds m ust be lib eral and p ro g re ss iv e  
T h is  is true m drugless therapy also In our ow n g re a t scien ce an d  
sciences w e have m inds com prehensive and m inds n a rro w  O n ly  the 
com prehensive w ill achieve success

It is to be regretted  that greatness cannot a lw ays prevail, and  it is to  be 
hoped that this spirit w ill grow  into all developm ents un til its co m p re
hensiveness w ill invest all things
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But with the army work m the great world war just brought to a 
close, there has been the exemplification of the serum moie serious 
and terrible than the dark delusion of small pox vaccination, if 
allowed full swing m the future

In this we allude just briefly to the typhoid serum injected into 
the blood of the best soldiers the world has ever known, resulting 
m more deaths than enemy bullets and weapons were responsible 
for

At one time more than three thousand soldiers were brought to 
the hospitals in Washington, D C , from near by camps suffering 
from pneumonia caused by this typhoid serum injection.

From this horrid injection develops Spanish Influenza, followed 
by pneumonia and death m a terrible percentage of cases The 
country lost more than half a million lives that might just as well 
have lived to enrich the country and defend it if another terrible 
war should occur

And a most startling comment on it all is that statistics show 
that it never m the least degree prevented typhoid fever, their 
being of this fever more m those camps that were the most par
ticular to inject every soldier

Another fact will stand out very clearly here, namely, that cases 
of Spanish Influenza treated by drugless physicians all ovei the 
country recovered with comparative ceitainty, it being the rarest 
thing for one to die under drugless treatment The author had 
many score of exceedingly grave cases, and never lost one. He 
wanted to publish his manner of treating to the world, showing 
how treatment could be given m the home by parents to their 
children, but the papers, fearing, we presume, that some form of 
free advertising was hidden in what we were doing, refused the 
publication

As to a deadly propaganda of the enimies of humanity m this 
country before we entered the war, with a view of weakening and 
destroying as many of our soldiers before they could reach the 
battle fields, we reserve this proof for a future book Meanwhile 
others agitate the public mind along this line, and have it ready 
for a greater battle than one ever fought with gun or bayonet.
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But there have been gams m operative surgery that have 
astounded the world No thinking mind can deny these, and no 
sane man would want to deny them Their number is legion, and 
great surgeons have come into public notice thru army work and 
in sanitariums, and the world owes them a debt of gratitude it 
will take a long time to pay

Let honor be given to honor is due, and let every profession 
stand or fall by the record it makes The physician who saves life 
deserves the lasting gratitude of the community where he minis
ters to human needs, and an appreciative community will show 
this debt paid to the last farthing

In the army service, too, our drugless physicians were able to 
serve humanity most nobly In the terrible conditions following 
hardest fought battles, when soldiers were chilled nearly to death, 
unable to speak, shocked by shell and shot, the drugless physicians 
more quickly restored to safety than any other kind

Among these noblest defenders of human rights, the author had 
several graduates who made records any one might be proud of, 
and Great Brrtian said at one time she wished she had ten thou- 
and Chiropaths for her army

These words speak volumes, and the growth of the work will 
continue. The good from every source will be recognized Let 
no great truths be obscured by harsh criticism

“ Neither death nor life, nor principalities, nor powers, nor things 
present, nor things to come, nor any other creature/’ can ever 
be able to separate the work of the really good physician from the 
heart of humanity “ In it it lives and moves and and has its being ” 

The unfortunate struggle between the different branches of the 
healing art, let is pray, will disappear, and m fullest glory of day all 
good things be realized

Now this history, if we may call it such, of the growth of the 
science of medicare, has not been intended as a disparagement of 
either medicine or surgery, but to show you the uncertainty, varia
bleness, and frequent harmfulness growing out of this uncertainty 
and changeableness of one of the oldest professions known to man
kind, and also to show you some of the struggles that have always 
existed between the medicine and the non-medicine physicians.
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There have always been men and multitudes of men who opposed 
the use of poisonous drugs for the cure of disease, the drug men 
contending that one poison would counteract the effect of another, 
and the non-medicine men insisting that while such might be the 
case m rare instances, nevertheless such could not be regarded as 
forming a curative system, and no one would exclude antidotes 
for poisons, antiseptics m surgery, etc , but for the multitude of 
ailments that assail mankind there must be some means of remov
ing the cause m order to have some system reducable to a science 

And today we are to begin to instruct you m the science that 
does this more than any science or system the world has ever known 
Osteopathy, Magnetic Healing, Christian Science, etc , have all 
played some part in taking the mind away from drugless medica
tion, but Chiropractic, so definite and comprehensive, has m a few 
years brought the world to recognize the fact that nerves are respon
sible for all bodily action and function, and that to remove the cause 
of disease it is necessary to restore normal nerve supply to the parts 
effected, and this may be done by a simple thrust of the hand at the 
point of impingement at the spinal choi d or column

Revolutionary m its nature, resourceful m its results, astound
ing m the certainty to relieve and cure diseases, Chiropractice is 
rapidly extending her tenets all over the world Already a mighty 
factor, the people of the next generation will see her work the wide 
world over, and witness the monuments of her excellence m all 
countries of the world She challenges the older modes and systems 
to show that dunng the past thousand years they produced one- 
half the real cures m the so-called incurable diseases that Chiro
practic has produced m the few short yeais of her professional 
career As Sampson rent the lion, and had nothing in his hands, so 
Chiropractic has taken the very diseases that other means have 
been absolutely impotent to relieve or handle, such as consumption, 
locomotor ataxia, typhoid and scarlet fevers, paralysis, sciatica 
ulcers, etc , and with nothing m her hands has demonstrated the 
rapid, sure, and permanent cure of all these fatal and dangerous ills.

And it will not not, I trust, be thought an idea or position too 
imaginary to be advanced that all the theories and systems of the 
past have been a great mass accumulating through all the centu-
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ries, out of which should come the mighty potency, the giant athlete 
of modern therapeutics that should m a few years attain its full 
stature, and give the world what it has waited for many centuries 
and sought for so continuously, which like the answer to prayer 
has come, not in the expected way, but m the way that best should 
serve humanity. As a boy approaching manhood realizes «the strug
gles that have made him a man and fitted hiim for manhood, and 
with confidence challenges the untried years before him, so the heal
ing art has come through many centuries of toil and struggle, and 
is now ready to battle for her existence and the continuance of her 
progress. The old shell is left behind. The soul of all that is great 
and good struggles to be free and to make greater conquests

The issue is a certainty, and must be fought to a finish, and the 
conquest will be the enrichment of the world The man has out
grown the clothes he wore while a boy, but the health and manhood 
he obtained while wearing them should be his eternal legacy The 
world has outgrown its old clothes, but the jewels gathered in the 
old pocket - will endure forever, and will ornament the newer 
clothes that must henceforth be worn And the gem of great price, 
worth all the others, is the system of Chiropractic so lately found 
and polished into a lustre that is shining everywhere - shining m 
the well understood mystery of the gieat light, like the blazing sun 
in his golden chariot, or the truth shining m the face of God
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A  cut omitted from earlier pages, presented here as a study of the nerves, 
muscles, and other structures of the pelvic region. A  cut of this kind, fully 
lettered as this is, gives its own best explanation Study it well You will 
be repaid



Spinal Concussion 

SP IN A L CON CU SSION

In this brief presentation we do not go deeply into any system 
of theoretical reasoning. In our own study and development, we 
have worked out all things fully, or as fully as the present state 
of the science will admit Spinal Concussion is not yet completely 
developed, but man}’ of its principles are as definitely determined 
as those of any other science, and m the pages we here present, 
u e are sure of our ground at every step The large works of 
Dr Abrams, and the few other published works as yet published 
on the subject, have all been carefully read and freely consulted 
before writing these pages Everything we here state has been 
tr ed until we can vouch for its absolute truth Nothing shall or 
will go forth from our hand that has not been tried to a demon- 
stiation. The reader need not have the least doubt m the applica
tion of the principles we here state W e are sure that no mis
leading statement is made herein, and that spinal concussion 
applied as herein directed will prove one of the most powerful 
adjuncts to drugless therapy available at the present time, and 
cnce tried its efficacy will never again be doubted

So condensed have we placed this treatise that it will be pos
sible for the practitioner to learn practically by heart, or to> so 
quickly refer to it that a relief will be felt from the arduous task 
of reading through the larger works referred to above Yet we 
recommend the works of Dr Abrams to all who wish to read 
the history of the science completely, as well as for the application 
made by that developer The writer refers also to his own work 
c i the Science and Application of Chiropractic, m which a num
ber of pages will be given to the science of Spinal Concussion, 
ro 1 applications given throughout the work

APPARATUS N E C E SSA R Y FOR SP IN A L  CO N CU SSIO N

Concussion may be made with the hand For this place one 
hand, spread out flat and palm down, over the region to be con
cussed Then make the concussion blows with the other hand, 
uith the striking hand shut up m fist form, striking down with
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the soft or little finger side of the hand In this way make the 
concussion at the different points needed according to instruction 
given m the following pages

Concussion may also be made with the pleximeter apparatus. 
This consists of a small wooden mallet and heavy piece of rubber 
or a piece of heavy felt or flannel cloth folded several times This 
method, as well as the preceding, is effective, and good results will 
follow, but may seem crude and awkward W e have had good re
sults with these methods, but of course prefer to use more scien
tific apparatus.

Dr Abrams has manufactured a large concussor run by the 
electric current, and can be regulated for either a slow or a rapid 
movement Dr Gregory also manufactures a large office con
cussor to be run on the electric current This we have used m  
our own office with the greatest satisfaction. The cost is seventy- 
five dollars Also a portable size for fifty dollars These are all 
good machines for the current

R A TE S O F A P P L IC A T IO N

A  general rule is that slow strokes are soothing m nature, 
while the rapid are exciting and more stimulating If, therefore, 
some center is to be concussed for sedative effects, make the 
strokes slow and m an interrupted manner If some center is to 
be concussed to stimulate, let the strokes be rapid and interrupted 
at the proper periods Nerve pressure, also, will stimulate for 
about thirty seconds, and will then begin to act the other way

If we wish to stimulate some center by concussion, we should 
make the strokes rapidly, say ten to twenty per second, continuing 
for thirty to forty seconds at that center Then either cease for 
a like period or pass for concussion to some center needing the 
concussion If several centers all need the concussion, pass alter
nately from one to the other For instance, if we want to 
strengthen and regulate a weak but rapidly beating heart, we 
should make rapid concussion over the seventh cervical segment 
or vertebra for thirty to fortv seconds, after which pass, say, to 
the twelfth dorsal to concuss for some trouble of the prostate
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gland Then return to the seventh cervical for the rapid concus
sion to that region for another period of thirty or forty seconds 
Several centers may come m for concussion before returning to 
the seventh cervical However, remember that if we are con
cussing for a bad heart, we should return to the seventh cervical 
more often than to the other segments

Concussion is always better if applied after the spine has re
ceived proper adjustments Much good may be accomplished by 
spinal concussion alone, but a much greater good may be accom
plished by first adjusting the spine, and m a shorter period of 
time.

ORIGIN A N D  E X IT  OF SPIN AL NERVES

The spinal nerves all have their origin somewhat above the 
point of exit from the spinal cord. The following rules will lead 
you out for this origin very accurately-

For the upper four cervical nerves, subtract 1 from the num
ber of the nerve Thus the root origin of the third cervical nerve 
is at the second cervical segment

For the nerves from the fourth cervical down to the sixth 
dorsal nerves subtract 2 from the number of the nerve Any
where in this region the root origin will be found to be two 
segments above the point of exit

For the lower six dorsal nerves subtract 3 from the number 
of the nerve, making the root origin three points above the exit 
of the nerve

The Lumbar Nerves have their root origin at the region o± 
the tenth and eleventh segments of the dorsal region of the spine 

The Sacred Nerves originate at the segments of the eleventh 
dorsal to the first lumbar segments

CONCUSSION OF T H E  FIRST A N D  SECOND C ER V IC A L
SEGM ENTS

This stimulates the centers of origin of the upper four cervical 
nerves, and has a very powerful effect on the Pneumogastric
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Nerves and the Phrenic Nerves, as well as upon all the Cranial 
Nerves As the Viscera of the body are reached by the Pneumo- 
gastrics and the Phrenics, these viscera are all affected m some 
measure by concussion of the first and second cervical vertebrae

Concussion of this region will have a powerful effect upon the 
eyes and the ears, will affect the action of the heart, making it 
regular and rapid. W ill brighten the memory, nourish the brain, 
cure vertigo, tone up most of the internal organs of the body, and 
cure pain m the viscera as well. A very important point for con
cussion

Concussion of this region will also control fever to some ex
tent, and may be used in every form of fever, but the general 
adjustment for typhoid is ah-powerful, and concussion is not 
generally needed

C O N CU SSIO N  OF TH IR D  CER VICAL

Concussion of this segment gives strength to teeth and gums, 
and will assist m the cure of any disease of those organs Will 
stimulate and quicken the action of the heart Will also strength
en the action of the lungs

Concussion of this region, as well as the first and second cervi- 
cals. must be undertaken carefully, as it may overstimulate the 
brain This, however, is not alarming, as any famty feeling will 
very soon pass away, and renewed strength ensue

CON CU SSION  OF T H E  FO U R TH  A N D  F IF T H
C ER VICAL

Concussion of this region will prevent and check hemoirhage 
of the lungs m consumption and other troubles, and tone the lungs 
and speaking apparatus, helping some forms of asthma Is an aid 
in the treatment of exophthalmic goitre W ill also stimulate the 
adrenal glands through the Phrenic Nerves Nose bleeding of 
any origin whatever may be stopped either by adjustment or con
cussion of this region
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S p i n a l  C o n c u s s i o n

W e have known cases of hemorrhage from the lungs to be 
stopped m a few minutes where hope had been despaired of under 
older forms of treatment The action is nothing less than marvel“ 
lous, and should be made full use of m these extreme cases, as 
well as m cases not so serious

T H E  S IX T H  CER VICAL VE R TE BR A

A  great aid to the voice and speaking apparatus, and goitre 
or any kind Stimulates the heart also, as well as the stomach 
and the lungs, gives steadiness to the head, and strength to the 
arms Increases the general temperature of the body

SE V E N T H  CERVICAL V E R TE B R A

Concussion of the seventh cervical vertebra is very important 
for all heart weakness Overcomes dilation and leaky valves of 
the heart very quickly, making the organ steady and strong The 
most important heart strengthening center ot the entire organism 
Greatly constricts the blood vessels throughout the organism 
Will abort many bad colds, stop sneeze, cure la grippe and kin
dred troubles A  great aid m most forms of asthma, in connec
tion with cervical region up to middle Has a very marked effect 
m the reduction and cure of exopthamic goitre Will resuscitate 
drowning or fainting person very quickly Will relive angina 
pectoris Will give warmth to cold extremities Prevents and 
cures aneurism, hardened arteries, and tones up the entire circu
latory system For any heart trouble whatever this center must 
not be neglected

When we consider the great variety of diseases that may be 
successfully treated from this region, we but see the possibilities 
of the developments yet to come

Among the hitherto incurable diseases so easily handled from 
spinal concussion of this region are Diabetes Insipidus, Diabetes 
Melhtus, all heart weakness, Whooping Cough, Asthma, La 
Grippe of every kind, Spanish Influenza, Aortic Aneurism, etc
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Truly a great center for spinal concussion See fuller treatise 
on this subject as laid down m the chapter in this book on Nerve 
Distribution, under sub-headmg of Seventh Cervical

FIRST A N D  SECOND D O R SA L V E R TE B R A E

Spinal Concussion or Pressure m this region will inhibit and 
strengthen the action of the heart, stimulate the action and sub
stance of the lungs, contract the muscles of the eye, and seems to 
give tone to the sigmoid flexure of the colon Will strengthen 
the action of the heart, as m case of seventh cervical, but not in 
so marked a degree

TH IR D  D O R SA L V E R TE B R A

Concussion or pressure of this region, as in the preceding, will 
inhibit the action of the heart Will stimulate the solar plexus 
and the stomach and the throat W ill dilate the cardiac orifice 
of the stomach and contract the pyloric orifice, relieving any 
choking sensation in the throat O f considerable importance to 
all the organs mentioned above Not advisable in consumption

FO U R TH  D O R SAL V E R TE B R A

Concussion or pressure properly applied to this region will 
stimulate the entire central nervous system, strengthen the heart 
muscles, making that organ beat more steadily and more slowly 
Stimulates the spleen and enriches the blood May be safely 
given for the heart, though not so strengthening as concussion of 
the seventh cervical for that organ

FIF TH  D O R SAL V E R TE B R A

Concussion of this region will very greatly affect the solar 
plexus and all organs receiving smaller plexus branches from this
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great plexus Will stimulate the liver and the pancreas m par
ticular W ill greatly dilate the p>loric orifice of the stomach, 
enabling that organ to more readily dram the digesting substances 
into the duodenum Under this action the stomach will assume 
a position more nearly vertical, and its walls contract more 
than otherwise in its peristaltic action.

SIX T H , SE V E N T H , A N D  E IG H T H  D O R SAL V E R T E 
BRAE

Concussion of this region will stimulate the Lesser and the 
Least Splanchnic Nerves, and will therefore increase the vital 
forces of all the organs supplied by these nerves, and will con
strict them Will dilate the lungs, and will be useful m some 
forms of lung troubles, where dilation of those organs is desired 
Will increase the action of the kidneys, particularly if tenth and 
eleventh segments are alternately concussed

N IN T H  D O R SAL VER TEBR A

Concussion of this region will dilate the gall bladder and the 
gall duct, and becomes a very important treatment for gall stones 
and troubles of either the gall bladder or duct Will tone and 
constrict the bladder Concussion and adjustment of this region 
is a powerful treatment for some stubborn cases of asthma, as 
well as lung and bronchial troubles

T E N T H  A N D  E L E V E N T H  D O R SA L V E R TE B R A E

Concussion of these vertebrae will dilate the blood vessels 
throughout the body, and all the viscera, making intestinal di
gestion more active, will make the blood richer m red corpuscles, 
and will overcome constipation. A  very powerful treatment for 
the viscera of the body, but fraught with danger m cases where 
aneurism exists or where heart is weak and dilated In such
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cases, the seventh cervical should be alternately concussed with 
this if it be desired to concuss this region

T W E L F T H  D O R SAL V E R TE B R A E

A  most important segment for concussion, as enlarged pros
tate will reduce very rapidly from it Old cases of en’arged and 
painful prostate gland will become normal m size and function 
m so short a time as to amaze you. Concussion of this region 
will also stimulate all the viscera of the pelvic cavity, and by con
stricting the sphincter muscle at the neck of the bladder will go 
far toward curing incontinence of urine

TH IR D  TO  FIF TH  D O R SA L V E R T E B R A E

Concussion of this region as a whole will contract and stimu
late the abdominal viscera, including the stomach, liver, spleen, 
pancreas, intestines, and will increase the amount of blood.to the 
lungs, and make the circulation more perfect.

F IF T H  TO  E IG H T H  D O R SA L V E R TE B R A E

Concussion of this region will stimulate and contract the 
kidneys, mesentery, omenta, increase the circulation to and 
through the lungs, will dilate the pyloric orifice of the stomach 
and contract the cardiac orifice, and becomes important for some 
kinds of stomach trouble

TH IR D  TO  E IG H T H  D O R SAL V E R TE B R A E

Concussion of this region will ddate the lungs, contract the 
viscera of the middle and lower abdominal cavity, give more blood 
to the lungs, wdl pi event and overcome hernia in the inguinal 
region A  peculiar effect of concussion of this region is the re
duction of fat or adipose to the organs of the adommal region
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It becomes important m the reduction of fat Concussion here, 
with proper adjusting, will rapidly reduce flesh where there is too 
much adipose.

N IN T H  TO T W E L F T H  D O R SA L V E R TE B R A E

Concussion of this region will dilate the heart and the aorta, 
and should not be made where aneurism exists, or where there is 
weakness of the heart m any way W ill dilate the stdmach, spleen 
intestines, kidneys. Always concuss cervical seven before and 
after concussing this region where any heart Weakness exists 
Take no risk, and no harm can follow

FIRST, SECOND, A N D  TH IR D  L U M B A R  V E R T E B R A E

Concussion of this region will constrict all the abdominal 
viscera Will correct or allay hemorrhage of the uterus, will con
tract and strengthen the sphincter muscle at the neck of the blad
der, and cure incontinence of urine and other disorders of the 
bladder, and will contract the stomach, liver, spleen, and the in
testines, and tone and strengthen the walls of the colon Con
cussion of the second lumbar vertebra will elicit all these phe
nomena more decidedly than the other segments here named 
Marvellous results sometimes fo'low concussion of this region

FO U R TH  A N D  FIF TH  LU M B AR  V E R TE B R A E

Concussion of this region will give tone to the bladder, will 
give strength to the legs, and will greatly aid all rectal troubles 
where there is too much weakness of sphincter muscles, pile 
tumors, and similar troubles or disorders

TH E  SACRUM

W e know from experience that concussion over the sacrum 
has a most decided effect on the rectum, bladder -It should not
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be overlooked in the treatment of rectal disorders of all kinds. 
Very excellent results are often obtained through concussion of 
this region

CENTERS FO R C O N STR IC TIO N  A N D  D IL A T IO N  OF  
T H E  V ISC E R A  OF T H E  B O D Y

A D R E N A L S or SU P R A R E N A L  C APSU LES These glands 
may be constricted by concussion over C 7, D 5, 6, L 1, 2, 3. May 
be dilated by concussion over D 10, 11

A O R T A . Concussion over C 7 for restriction m the thoracic 
and abdominal regions, D 2 to 8 for the abdominal portion, and 
L  1, 2, 3 will restrict the walls of the abdominal aorta. The aorta 
may be dilated by concussion over D 9, 10, 11, 12, and will also 
dilate the heart Should be given with car'1' unless we wish to 
dilate the heart, which is sometimes desirable

A N E U R ISM  Concussion over C 7 will cause the most de
cided restriction or constriction of the heart and the aorta of any 
center m the entire organism. May also concuss D 2 to 8 in 
connection with C 7 for best results Concussion of L  1, 2, 3 will 
also help through vaso-motor system of organs of abdomen Con
cussion of D 9, 10, 11, 12 will cause dilation of the aorta

A P P E N D IX  For constriction concuss C 7, L  1, 2, 3 For 
dilation and relief of appendicitis concuss D 12

BLADDER Concussion over L 1 or 5 will contract the walls 
of bladder Concussion over L 1, 2, 3 will constrict and stimulate 
the walls and blood vessels of the bladder, which may be done 
also by concussion over D 9. May be dilated by concussion over 
D 10, 11 region

BLOOD PRESSU RE High blood pressure may always be 
relieved by concussion of C 7 May also be relieved by concus
sion, of D 2 to 4 If heart is weak, concussion of C 7 is specially 
indicated Blood pressure may be increased by concussion of 
C 3, 4

B R AIN  To contract blood vessels of brain, concuss C 7 or 
C 2
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B R EASTS To stimulate the secretion concuss D 3, 4 To  
dimmish same concuss C 7

CAR D IAC ORIFICE O F STO M ACH . To contract, use 
spinal concussion over C 7, D 1, or D 5, or pressure on D 5 
These latter two will dilate the pyloric orifice To dilate the 
cardiac orifice, concuss D 3

COLON. To stimulate, concuss D 2 to 8 To constrict, con
cuss L 1, 2, 3 To dilate, concuss D 11

EARS To stimulate, concuss C 2, or all upper cervical verte
brae To diminish, give pressure qver third thoracic or dorsal 
nerves

E YE S To stimulate, concuss C 1, 2, C 7, D 2, 3, 4 The latter 
dilates the pupil

H EART. To restore beating of heart, concuss C 7, or C 1 
or 4, or D 2 or 4 To contract, concuss C 7, the most powerful 
of all centers for this purpose. To dilate, concuss D 9 to 12 To  
accelerate, concuss C 3, 4. To inhibit, concuss D 2

K ID N E Y S To contract, concuss C 7. D 6, 7, 8, L 1, 2, 3 
To dilate, concuss D 10, 11 This latter will cause albumen to 
form m the urine.

LIV E R  To contract, concuss C 7, D 4, L 1, 2, 3 Pressure 
at the same regions will produce the same effect To dilate, con
cuss D 11.

LU N G S To contract, concuss C 3, 4, 5, C 7 Latter should 
not be persisted m if patient is suffering with tubercular troubles. 
To dilate, concuss D 5, 6, 7, 8

P R O ST A T E  G LAND. To contract or reduce, concuss D 12.
STO M A C H  To contract, concuss D 2, or L  1, 2, 3 To  

dilate, concuss D 11 To cause to assume a more vertical posi
tion, concuss D 5. This will contract the cardiac orifice and dilate 
the p}loris Raising the hyoid bone will cause the same phe
nomena

T H Y R O ID  G LAN D  To constrict, concuss C 7, or C 3, 4, 5
U TE R U S. To constrict, concuss L  4 region.

CENTERS O F R E FL E X A C T IO N

A D D U C T O R  R E F L E X  May be elicited by the sinusoidal
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A C H ILLE S R E F L E X  The reflex of foot may be elicited by 
sinusoidal stimulation at sacrococcyxigeal and lumbar region. 
Concussion of L  region partially does the same

BICEPS, TRICEPS, and Wrist Jerk may be elicited by con
cussion or current applied at C 5, 6

EPIG ASTRIC R E F L E X  Elicited by concussion or smusoi- 
dalization of D 7, 8, 9.

CR EM ASTER IC R E F L E X  Elicited by concussion or sin- 
usoidahzation of L 1, 2, 3

G L U TE A L R E FL E X . Patient on side Concuss any of the 
lumbar vertebrae, but more strongly by the fifth L  vertebrae

B A B IN SK I R E FL E X . Elicited by sinusoidalization of L 3, 4. 
The toes flex dorsally m this reflex.

PECTO R AL R E F L E X . Patient on side Arms slightly ele
vated Concuss or smusoidalize D 3 to 6

P L A N T A R  R E F L E X  Evoked by stimulation of first and 
second sacral segments

Q U AD RICEPS R E FL E X . Elicited by concussion or sinu- 
soidalization of L  2

SC A PU LAR  R E F L E X  To elicit, concuss or smusoidalize 
C 5

P A LM A R  R E F L E X  Best elicited by applying interrupting 
electrode over C 6

STO M A C H  R E F L E X  Elicited by concussion or smusoidal- 
lzation of C 7

LU N G  R E FL E X . Elicited from C 4, 5 Infallible for bron
chial asthma

H E A R T  R E F L E X  Concuss C 7.
One reflex must be considered when making another. For 

instance, immoderate concussion of C 7 for weakness of the heart 
has been known to cause tubercular troubles of the lungs This 
could be prevented by concussing D 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 properly while 
giving the treatment by concussion.

Consider well all parts affected by the concussion you give, 
and never give concussion of any region that would injure any 
other region or organ without giving the necessary treatment to 
strengthen the other part so as to counteract these weakening 
influences
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RETPOVEPS/ON PROLAPSUS

ANTEVEPSiON NORMAL UTERUS
Rpmal concussion is all powerful to restoie all abnormal conditions of 

the uteius to the normal Concuss lumbars 1, 2, and 3 for five to seven 
minutes daily M ay adjust lumbar 3 region One of the marvels of spinal 
treatment
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Where to Adjust, Concuss, &c

The Chiropractor should make a careful examination m each 
case, and adjust wherever abnormal conditions may occur. In the 
treatment of all disorders it must be understood that m addition 
to the specific treatment indicated below, the case may require 
whatever other treatment may be indicated It must also be re
membered that subluxation affecting some organ does not always 
come from exactly the same place, as, for instance, the liver may 
become diseased from a subluxation at either the 6th, 7th, or 8th 
dorsal vertebra, as there is a strong nerve supply from each of 
these regions to the liver, and a lighter supply from the regions 
above or below this Hence, for instance, m treating diseases of 
the liver, if the operator should find the lesion at the 6th or 8th 
dorsal instead of the 7th, as pointed out in the following pages, let 
him be sure to adjust where the lesion does occur, and let him 
bear the same principle m mind m treating other disorders 

Abscess
Of appendix— L 2, 4 '
Bram— C 1, 4 
Breast— Local zone 
Gums— C 4
Larynx— D 5, 10, C as indicated 
Liver— D 7 
Lungs— D 3 to 5

In the treatment of any abscess, adjust D 10 in connection with 
the region indicated above.

If abscess occurs on any organ or part not enumerated above, 
adjust so as to give best nerve supply to the part involved

Aching, Pams— D 4, 6, local zone Pressure along all the 
transverse processes of the dorsal and lumbar region, Press and 
massage the sacrum, May use the warm magnesia bath 20 min
utes or longer; If pain is about the vagina or the other viscera 
or the bowels, rectal dilation will be a marvellous help m giving 
relief

Acne— D 6, 10, local zone, magnesia bath or sponge 
Acromegalia— C 1 to 4 
Adrenal Glands— D 9, 10 
Actinomycosis— D 10 to 12
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After Pams— L 2, 4 , Concuss L 1, 2
Ague— C 5 or 6 , D 6, 8, 10 ; Concuss L  1, 2, 3 , magnesia bath. 
Alopecia— C 1 to 4 ;  D 5, 10; proper local applications 
Alveolar Pyorrhea— C 4 , D 5, 10 
Amblyopia— C 4.
Amenorrhea— L 2 to 4.
Anemia— D 5. 7, 10 Concuss C 7, D 10 
Anteflexion— L 2 to 4 , Concuss L, 1, 2 
Aneurism— D 2, 4 ;  Concuss C 7
Angina Pectoris— D 2, 4 , Cautiously concuss D 9, 10, 11, 12 
Animal Parasites— D 5, 7, 10 , Elsewhere as indicated 
Ankle Clonus— L  4, 5.
Anorexia— D 5 
Anosmia— C 3
Anteversion— D 6 , L  2, 4 ,  Concuss L 1, 2, 3 
Aortic Aneurism— D 2 , Concuss C 7
Aphasia— C 1, 4 , D 1 to 6 region, Concuss C 1 to 3 , Dilation 
Apoplexy— C 1 , Elsewhere as indicated, Bath , Dilation 
Appendicitis— B 2 , Concuss D 11 ; Dflation 
Arm— Lower Cervical, or D 1 or 2 
Asthma—

Bronchial— D 2 , Concuss C 4, 5.
Pulmonary— D 3 , Concuss D 3 to 8 
Cardiac— D 4 , Concuss C 7 
General— D 6 , Concuss C 7 ; D 3 to 8 
In all cases use Dilation if rectal muscles seem involved 

Addison’s Disease— D 5, 7, 10 , D iet, Baths , Dilation 
Ataxia, Locomotor— C 1, 7, D 1, 2, 10, L  region, Dilation, 

Concuss D 10, Stretch spine; Magnesia bath 
Ascites— D 10; L  1 , Elsewhere as indicated, Concuss C 7, D  

2 to 8 , Dilation , Baths 
Atrophy— D o, 7, 10, and local zone 
Baldness— C 1 to 4 ; D 5, 10, Proper local applications 
Barber’s Itch— C 4 , D 10 , Baths 
Barrenness— L  2, 4
Bearing Down Pams and Sensations— D 6, 10 , L region 
Bell’s Palsy— C 1, 4 ; D 6 , Baths, Dilation
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Bile Duct— D 5 to 7 ;  To constrict duct, concuss D  9 , To dilate, 
concuss D  1

Blackheads— D 10 and local zone, Baths , Diet.
Bladder— D 10 , L  1 region, Concuss L  4, 5 ; Concuss Sacrum ; 

Dilate
Blindness— C 1, 4 ,  D  5, 10 ; Concuss C 1, 4, 7.
Boils— Local zone, Magnesia application
Brain— C 1 to 4 ,  Elsewhere as indicated; Baths
Breathing— C 4 , D 2 to 6 as needed; C 5 to 7 may be involved.
Breath, Bad-Smelling— C 4 , D 5, 10 , Keep teeth clean.
Brick-Dust Sediment— D 5, 10, 12 ; L  as indicated; Baths.
Bright’s Disease— D 4, 6, 10, 12, Diet or live on m ilk, Baths;

May fast absolutely in this trouble 
Bronchitis— Lower C and upper D regions, Baths 
Bubo— L  2 , Baths 
Buzzing m Ears— C 1 
Calculi—

Biliary— D 6 to 8 
Renal— D 10.

Calf of Lower Leg— L 4, 5 
Cancer of Skin— Local zone 
Cancer of Stomach— D 5, 10 
Cancer of the Liver— D 6 to 8, 10 
Cancer of the Pancreas— D 7, 8, 10.
Cancer of Intestines— L  region.
Cancer of other organ or part— Local zone and D 10

Cancer may sometimes require the cancer paste to kill it 
Cancrum Oris— C 4 , D 6, 10
Cataract— C 1, 4 , D 10 , Magnesia wash . Saline solution, Con

cuss C 1 to 3 
Catarrh—

O f Head— C 1, 4 
Larynx— C 4 ,  D 5 
Bronchial— D 1, 2 
Lungs— D 3 
Stomach— D 5 
Intestines— D 8 to 12 , L  2
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Colon— L  2, 4 
Bladder— L  1.
Other Organ or Part— Local zone
May use the magnesia sulphate baths m any case of catarrh. 

Carbuncle— Local zone, Baths and local applications 
Cerebritis— C 1 , 2 , D S
Cerebro-Spmal Meningitis— C 1 ; D 6, 10, Elsewhere as indi

cated ; Dilation, Hot applications 
Chicken Pox— C 5 , D 5, 10.
Child-Bed Fever— L  region.
Chill— C 1 ; D 6 , Dilation
Chlorosis— C 1 , D 7 , L  region ; Baths, Dilation ; Concuss D 10. 
Choking— C 5 to 7 ; D 1 to 5 ; Baths.
Cholera, Asiatic— D 6, 12; L  2 , Baths; Dilation
Cholera Infantum— D 10; L  2 ; Baths; Dilation
Cholera Morbus— L 2 to 4 ;  Dilation; Baths
Chorea— C 1 , D 6 ; L  region ; Dilation, Baths, Concuss D 10.
Chordee— D 10, L  region, Baths
Cirrhosis of the Liver— D 6, 7, 8 , Concuss D 4 to 7 , L  1 to 3.
Clap— L  2, 4 ;  Injection m acute cases
Clergyman’s Sore Throat— C 4 to 7 , D 5 , Compresses
Club Feet— L  region; Massage and adjust ankle
Cold Feet— D 6, 10; L  region , Dilation if indicated.
Cold Hands— Lower C or upper D , Concuss C 4 to 6 oi 7 
Colic—

Gastric— D 5
Hepatic or Biliaiy— D 7.
Intestinal— D 8 to 12; L  2 to 4 
Renal— D 10 
Uterine— L  2 to 4

All forms of colic are often helped by rectal dilation 
Colitis— D 12; L  2 to 4 ; Dilation 
Color-Blindness— C 4 
Coma— C 1 , 4 , D 4 ,  6 ; Baths 
Congestion—

Cerebral— C 1, 4
Spinal— D 6 , Elsewhere as indicated
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Pulmonary— D  3.
Biliary— D 7.
Renal— D 10.
Elsewhere— Bocal zone.
Concussion of C 7 is usually helpful 
Rectal Dilation is usually good

Consumption— D 3, 5 , Elsewhere as indicated; Baths, Dila
tion ; D iet, Exercise

Constipation— D 7, 10 ; L  2, 4 , D iet; Exercise, Dilation, Con
cuss D 11, L  1 to 5.

Convulsions— C 1 , D 6, 10 , Elsewhere as indicated; D iet; 
Baths, Dilate

Coryza— C 1, 4 , D 5 or 6, 10 ; Bath, Sugar Cure, Concuss C 7 
Costiveness— D 10 , Dilation; Diet.
Cough—

Throat— Lower C , D 5.
Bronchial— D 1 or 2 
Dung— D 3.
Diaphragm— C 4 ; D 5 
Bath; Dilation , D iet, Concuss C 7 

Cramps—
Arms— D 1 , C 5 to 7 
Stomach— D 5 ; Concuss D 5, 11 
Diaphragm— D 5 ; Concuss D 11.
Bowels— D 12 region; D 2 to 4 ,  Concuss D  11
Legs— Lower L  region
Heart— D 2 to 4 ; Concuss D 8 to 12
In most cramps of internal organs, Dilation gives sure relief. 

Cretinism— C 1, 4 ;  D  5, 10, Elsewhere as indicated, Baths; 
Dilation

Croup— D 5 , C region, Baths , Compresses.
Cross-Eyes— C 4 , D  5, 10.
Cvstitis— L  1 , D 10 if indicated; Dilation

Dandruff— C 1 , D *5, 10, Local application
Deafness— C 1 to 4 , D 5 , Candy cure, Dilation m rare cases 
Dengue— C 1 , D 4 to 10 as indicated, Baths
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Diabetes Insipidus— C 1 , D 6, 8, 10 , Baths, D iet, Concuss C 7 
Diabetes Mellitus— C 1 , D 6, 8, 10 , Baths'; D iet, Concuss C 7. 
Diarrhoea— D 5, 10, L  2, 4 , D iet, Dilation
Digestive System— D 5 , Elsewhere as indicated, Diet or fast: 

Dilation 
Diphtheria—

Catarrhal— C 4 , D 5 , Baths or packs; Dilation 
Croupous— C 4 ; D 5 , Baths or packs— Dilation 
Malignant— C 4 ; D 5 , Baths or packs, Dilation 

Dipsomania— C 1, D 5;  Baths
Disease, Addison’s— D 5, 7, 10 , D ietB ath s , Dilation.
Diseases of the Ankle— E 4, 5 , Adjust the ankle, and massage 
Diseases of the Arm— C 4 to D 4, as indicated.
Diseases of the Bladder— D 10 , L  1 , Concuss D  9 , L  4, 5 
Diseases of Children— Adjust, Bath; Dilation, as indicated. 

Stomach— D 5.
Liver— D 7.
Kidneys— D 10.
Bed-Wetting— L  1
Infantile Paralysis— C 1 , D  4, 6. 10 L  region - Ddatirvn 
Other troubles— As indicated 

Diseases of the Ear—
Aching— C 1 , 4 ,  Compress and warm applications
Ear-W ax, Hard— C 1 region, W ork muscles
Ringing in the Ear— C 1 or 2 ; Concuss C 1 to 4 , Dilate
Auditory Canal— C 3, 4
Middle Ear— C 1 to 4
Roaring Sounds— C 1 ; Dilate
Catarrh of Ear— C 1 to 4 ; D 10
Deafness— C 3, 4 , D 5 , Concuss C 1 to 3 . Dilation
Puncture of Drum— C 1, 4
Deaf Mutes— Sometimes helped by adjusting upper C 

region; D 5
Many diseases of the ear are helped by warm applications 

and exercise to the ear 
Diseases of the Esophagus— C 4 , D 5 
Diseases of the Eye-Ball— C 4 , D 5
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Diseases of the Eyelids— D 30 
Diseases of the Eyesight— C 1 
Diseases of the Gums— C 4 , D 10.
Diseases of the Heart— C 1, 4, 6 , D 2, 4 , Dilation; Baths 
Concussion m Heart Diseases—

For vaso-constriclion, myomotor action, Acceleration—  
C 3, 4

To strengthen heart action— Concuss C 7
(This also excites myomotor action, and causes vaso-con- 

striction )
To inhibit the heart action— Concuss D 2 
To constrict the Aorta— Concuss D 2 
(This will cause myomotor action also )
For reflex of dilation of heart and aorta— Concuss D 8 to 12. 

Diseases of the Hip— E 2 to 5 , Bath.
Diseases ©f the Kidneys— D 3 0 to 12.
Diseases of the Ankle— L 4, 5 , Bath, Massage 
Diseases of the Knee— E 4, o 
Diseases of the Large Intestine— E 2, 4 
Diseases of the Larynx— C 4 , D 5
Diseases of the Liver— D 7 region; Concuss D 3, 4 ,  Dilation 
Diseases of the Lungs— D 2 to 6 ; Attitudes, Exercise, Bath, 

Dilation.
Diseases of the Ovaries— L  3 region 
Diseases of the Pancreas— D 8 region 
Diseases of the Peritoneum— D 10 to 12, L  2 
Diseases of the Pharynx— C 4 ; D 5 
Diseases of the Pleura— D 3 region as indicated 
Diseases of the Prostate Gland— L  4, 5 ; Concuss D 12 ; Bath , 

Dilate
Diseases of Rectum— L 4, 5 , Concussion, Dilation 
Diseases of the Scalp— C 1, 2 , D 5, 10; Baths; Vibration 
Diseases of the Sexual Organs— L  2 to 4 region 
Diseases of the Shoulder— Lower C or Upper D  
Diseases of the Small Intestine— D 7 to L  2 as indicated 
Diseases of the Spleen— D 6, 7, or 8, as indicated.
D ’seases of the Stomach— D 5
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Diseases of the Suprarenal Capsules— D 9, or 10
Diseases of the Teeth— C 4 , D 10
Diseases of the Throat— C 4 , D 5
Diseases of the Thymus Gland— D 5
Diseases of the Thyroid Gland— C 5 ; D 5
Diseases of the Ureters— D 10 to 12
Diseases of the Urethra— U 2 region
Dizziness— C 1, 4 ; D 5
Dreams— C 1, 4 , D  5 , Attitudes
Dropsy— D 6, 10; Elsewhere as indicated , Bath; Dilation; Diet.
Dropsy of the Brain— C 1 , D  10
Duodenal Ulcer— D 8 to 12
Dysmenorrhea— L 2 to 4
Dysentery— D 10 , D 2, 4
Dyspepsia— D 5, 7 , Diet
Ear troubles— C 1 to 4 , D 5 region , Concuss upper C.
Eczema— D 5, 7, 10, Local zone, Baths; Dilation, Violet Ray.
Emesis— D 5 , Elsewhere as indicated
Emissions— L 3 region
Enteralgia— L  2 , Elsewhere as indicated
Enteritis— D 10 ; L  2 , Rectal Dilation.
Entero-Colitis— D 10 ; L  2 , Dilation 
Epilepsy— C 1 , L  region ; As indicated, Dilation 
Epistaxis or Nosebleed— C 4 on side opposite the hemorrhage 
Epithelioma or Skin Cancer— Local zone, D iet; Baths or 

Paste.
Eruptions of Skin— D 10 , Local Zone, Baths.
Erysipelas— Local Zone, Baths, Compresses
Eustachian Tube— C 1 to 4 , D 5 region, Upper D region
Eyeball— C 1, 4 ; D 5 , Concuss Upper C
Eyeball, Tremor of— C 4 ; D 10
Eyes, Crossed— C 1, D 5, 10
E>es, Diseases of— C 1, 4 , D 5, 10
Eyesight, Failing— C 4 , D 5
Facial Paralysis— C 1, 4 , D 5 or 6 , Dilation
Facial Spasm— C 1 to 4 ; D 6
Fallopian Tubes— L 3 region
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Farsightedness— C -1 region
Female Troubles— F  3 region, as indicated, Dilation 
Fever— Spinal H ot B ox, D 10.

Breakbone or Dengue— D 4 to 10 and elsewhere as indi
cated

Catarrhal— C 1, 4 ;  D 5 or 6, 10
Cerebro-Spmal— C 1 , D 6, 10 , Dilation , Compresses 
Ilay— C 1, 4 , D 1 or 2 , Dilation, Concuss upper C and C 7. 
Lung— D 3, 10 ; Jacket or Plaster on Chest, Baths 
Malarial— C 5 region, D  6, 8, 10 ; Concuss L  1 to 3 
Relapsing— D 6, 8, 10 
Remittent— C 1, 5 ; D  G, 8, 10 
Rheumatic— D 5, 7, 10, Local Zone ; Baths 
Scarlet— C 4 ; D 5, 7, 10, L  region as indicated, Sponge 

Baths.
Spotted— C 1 , D 6, 10, Elsewhere as indicated, Dilation ; 

Hot application
Thermic— C 1 , D 4, 6, 10 ; L region as indicated 
Typhoid— C 1, 5 , D 4, 6, 8, 10, 12 ; L  2, 4 ,  Dilation, Baths 
Typhus— C 1, 5 region, D 5, 7, 10, 12 ; L  2, 4 ;  Dilation; 

Baths
Yellow— D 5, 7, 10, L  2 region, Dilation.

Fibroid Tumor— L  region or Local Zone, Diet; Dilation, Com
presses or Packs , Concuss L  1 to 3 

Fissure of Anus— L  4, 5 , Dilation, Magnesia Applications 
Floating Kidney— D 6, 10 , D iet, Baths 
Frequent Urination— L  1 region, Concuss L  5 region 
Frequent and too full Urination— D 10, L  1 region, Concuss 

L  5
Gall Bladder— D 6 to 8 region, Baths 
Gall Duct— D 6 to 8 region, Baths 
Gastric Ulcers— D 5 region
Gas m Stomach— D 5 region, Dilation ; Baths 
Gastric Juice— D 5 region 
Gastritis— D 5 region , Dilation ; Baths 
Genital Organs— L 2, 4 , Dilation 
Glossy Skm— C 4 , D G, 10 , Dilation
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Goitre— C 5 or G region, D 4 ; Concuss C 7 
Gonorrhea— L, 2, 4 , Dilation, Baths; Diet 
Gravel— D 10 , L  1 , Diet.
Gums— C 4 , D 10
Hallucination— C 1, 4 , Baths, Diet
Hands— D 1 region, 10
Hay Fever— C 4 , D 1, 2 , Dilation.
Headache—

Bilious— D 7 
Neuralgia— C 1 
Congestive— C 1 or 4.
Sick— D 5 
Renal— D 10 
Periodic— L 3 region 
Nervous— D  6.
In nearly all cases adjust C 1 or 4 m connection with other 

movements
Rectal Dilation is often a very powerful adjunct m stubborn 

headaches 
Heartburn— D 5
Heart Disease— C 1, 4, 6 , D 2, 4 , Dilation; Baths, Concuss- 

C 7
Dilation— C 1, 4, 6 ; Concuss C 7, D  4 
Aneurism— D 2 , Concuss C 7
Fatty Degeneration— D 2, 4 ; Concuss C 7 ; Diet, Baths. 
Hypertrophy— D 2, 4 ;  Concuss C 7.
Palpitation— C 1, 4 ;  D  2, 4 ;  Concuss C 1, 2, 7 , D 1, 2 ;  

Dilation
Dropsy— D 4, 10; Concuss C 7.

Heat Rash— D 6, 10, Baths
Hematurea— D 10 or L, 1, as indicated.

Hemo r rhage—
Cerebral— C 1 
Nasal— C 4 
Bronchial— D 2.
Stomach— D 5
Intestinal— D 8, 10, D 2 , Concuss L  1 to 3
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Kidney— D 10; Concuss C  7, D 12 
Bladder— L 1
Uterine— L  4,  Concuss L  1 to 3 
Rectal— L 5 ; Concuss L 4 ,  5 
Lungs— D 3 ; Concuss C 4 ,  5, 7

Haemoptysis (or Bleeding of the Lungs)— D 3 ; Concuss 
C 4, 5, 7.

Hepatitis— D 6 to 8 as indicated.
Hernia—

Inguinal— D 10, 12 , L  3, 4 
Umbilical— D 6, 8.
Diaphragm— D 6, 8

Hiccough— D 5 or 8, and sometimes C 4 
Hip Joint— L 2 to 5 ; Baths 
Hives— D 5, 10, Baths 
Hoarseness— C 4, 7, D  5, Concuss C 7 
Hydrocephalus— C 1, 4 ; D 5, 10 
Hyperesthesia— D 6 , Klsewhere as indicated 
Hyperpyrexia— D 6, 10, Spinal Hotbox; Elsewhere as indi

cated.
Hypersecretion—

General— D 6, 10 
Pharvnx— C 4 , D 5 
Nasal— C 4 
Stomach— D 5 
Kidneys— D 10 
Other Organs— As indicated 

H } pei trophy— Local Zone and D IO  
Heart— D 4, 10 
Arm— D 1 region.
Leg— L 5 region
Abdomen— D 5, 7, 10, Concuss D 3 to 8 
Face— C 1 to 4 

Hysteria— C 1 ; D 6 , Dilation.
Icterus or Yellow Jaundice— D 7 region , Elsewhere as indi

cated
Inflammation of the Brain— C 3 and C region, Dilation; Batlis
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Influenza— C 1, 4 , D 5 or 6, 10 , Concuss C 7 
Insanity— C 1, 4 ; D 2 to G, Elsewhere as indicated, Dilation; 

Baths
Insomnia— C 1 ,D  6; Baths
Iirtestmal Obstruction— L 2, 4 , Elsewhere as indicated; Dila

tion , Concuss D 1
Intestinal Hemorrhage— L 2 region, Concuss L 1, 2, 3 ; 

Dilation
Involution of Womb, Failure of— E 2 to 4 , Concuss L  1 to 3 ; 

Dilation
Impotency— E 2, 4 ; Dilation, Baths
Itch— D 5, 7, 10; Local Zone, Solution, Baths, Violet Ray 
Itching Genitals— L 3 region, Baths, Violet Ray 
Intis— C 4 ; D 5 to right, Compress 
Jaundice— D 6, 7, 8, 10
Keloids— Local Zone; Solution; Salves, Vibration 
Kidney Diseases— D 10 region 
Kidney, Floating— D 10 region 
Knee, Housemaid’s— E 4, 5 , Compresses 
Kneejoint Diseases— L 2 to 5 as indicated; Baths 
Lachry mation— C 1 to 4
La Grippe— C 1, 4 , D 5 or 6, 10; Concuss C 7, Baths 
Laryngitis— C 4 , D 5 , Compress 
Larynx Diseases— C 4 , D 2, 5 ; Compress
Lead Poison— D 5, 7, 10, L 3 region, Elsewhere as indicated, 

Dilation
Leanness— D 5, 7, 10, Elsewhere as indicated, Diet, Concuss 

D 10.
Leucorrhea— L 2, 4 , Diet, Dilation , Baths, Concuss C 7 
Lids of Eyes, Granulated— C 4 , D 5, 10 
Liver Diseases— D 7 region 
Lockjaw— C 1 to 4 , Adjust the jaw
Locomotor Ataxia— C 1, 7 , D 1, 2, 6, 10, L region; Dilation;

Concuss C 7, D 9, 10, Stretch Spine, Baths 
Loss of Memory—C 1, Baths 
Lumbago— L i egion , Compresses.
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Lung Diseases— D 3, o , Elsewhere as indicated ; Diet ; Exer
cise, etc

Lung Fever— D 3, 10 ; Jacket on Chest; Baths 
Malaria— C 5 , D  5, 7, 10 ; Baths 
Mammary Glands— D 3 to 5.
Measles— C 4 , D 3, 6, 10; Elsewhere as indicated.
Meningitis— C 1 ; D 6, 10 ; Elsewhere as indicated ; Dilation ; 

Hot application.
Menopause— C 1 , D 6 ; E  3 region ; Elsewhere as indicated, 

Dilation, Baths
Menstruation— E  2 to 4 , Dilation ; Baths.
Mental Depression— C 1 , Elsewhere as indicated 
Milk, Abnormal Flow— D 3 to 5 
Morphine Habit— C 1 , D 5 , Baths , Fast 
Mouth Diseases— C 4 , D 5 , D 10 
Mumps— C 4, 6 ; D 5
Nasal Catarrh— C 4 ; D 5 to le ft, Sugar cure 
Nasal Polypi— C 4 ; D 5 to left 
Nephritis— D 10 region, Baths 
Nerve Collapse— C 1, 4 , D 5 , Baths , Dilation.
Nervousness— C 1, 4 , D 6 ; Baths, Dilation 
Nipples— D 3 to 5 ; Baths 
Neuralgia— Local Zone 
Neuritis— Local Zone
Neurasthenia— C 1, 4 , D 6 , Baths; Dilation 
Non-Union of Bone— Local Zone, Baths 
Nosebleed— C 4
Obesity— D 5, 7, 10 , Baths, Diet, Concuss D 8 
Obscession— C 1 ; D 6 , Dilate
Obstruction of Intestines— L 2 region , Dilation, Baths 
Ocular Vertigo— C 1 , D 5 
Oedema— Local Zone , Baths 
Opium Habit— C 1 , D 5 , Baths , Fast
Ovarian Diseases— L  3 region, Concuss L  1 to 3 , Compresses 
Oxaluna— D 5, 8, 10 ; Baths.
Pam— Local Zone , Baths ; Dilation
Painful Menstruation— L  2 to 4 ; Baths , Dilation.
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Pallor of Skin— D o, 7, 10; Elsewhere as indicated; Baths, 
Dilation, Concuss D 10.

Palpitation of Heart— D -1, Concuss C 7, D 1, 2 , Dilation 
Palsy— Bocal Zone; Concuss D l l ,  Stretcher , Dilation 
Pancreas— D 7, 8
Pancreatic Cancer— D 7 to 8 region 
Pancreas, Cyst— D 7, 8 ; Fast or Diet 
Pancreatic Calculi— D 7, 8 , Baths, Diet or Fast 
Paralysis: Agrtans— D 6, 1 0 ; Elsewhere as indicated, Dilation, 

Baths, Stretch
Paralysis, Facial— C 2, 4 ; E lation , Stretch neck 
Paralysis, Monoplegia— C 1 ; D (5; Local Zone, Elsewhere as 

indicated, Dilation.
Paralysis, Haemoplegia— C 1 ; General, Baths , Dilation 
Parotid Glands— C region, D 5
Pellagra— D 6, 30, Spinal “ Hot Box” , Elsewhere as indicated, 

Baths, Diet
Pericard'tis— D 2, 4, 0 , Baths , Diet 
Peritonitis— D 8, 10, 12 , L  2 region, Baths, Dilation 
Pertussis or Whooping Cough— C 4 or 5 ; D 5 to right, Con

cuss C 7
Phthisis— D 3, 5 , As indicated, Baths, Dilation, D iet,

Exercise
Piles— L 4, 5 region, Dilation, Concuss L  region and Sacrum
Pleura— D 3 region, Baths
Pleurisy— D 3 region ; Baths
Pneumonia— D 3, 10, Baths, Plaster or Jacket
Poison— D 5, 7, 10 , Local Zone, Baths; Fast
Polypi of Ear— C 1, 2
Pregnancy Disorders— D 5, 7, 10, L  2 to 4 , Baths 
Pirolapsus of Womb— D 2, 4 , Concuss D 8 to 12 and L  1 to 3 
Prostate Gland— L 3, 5 region , Concuss D 12 ; Dilation 
Psoriasis— D 5, 7, 10, Local Zone; Solution, Baths, Violet 

Ray
Puberty— D 5, 8, 10, L  2, 4 , Dilation 
Pupil of Eye— C 4 region
Quinsy— C 4. 7 ; D 5 to right, Baths or Compresses
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Rachitis— D 5, 8, 10 , Elsewhere as indicated; Dilation.
Rash— D 6, 10, Local Zone
Rectal Fistula— L 2, 4 ; Dilation, Diet; Concuss L region and 

Sacrum
Rectal Prolapsus— Lower L  region , Dilation 
Rectal Ulcers— Lower L  region; Dilation 
Relapsing Fever— D 6, 8, 10.
Renal Calculus— D 10 
Renal Colic— D 10
Renal— Congestion— D 10; Concuss D 6, 7, and L  1 to 3 ;  

Baths
Renal Tuberculosis— D 10 region; Baths; Compresses.
Retinitis— C 4 ; D  5.
Retroflexion of W omb— L  2, 4 ;  Concuss L  1 to 3.
Rheumatism— D 5, 7, 10 , Local Zone, Dilation, Baths, Diet 
Rheumatism, Chronic— D 5 or 6, 7 10 ; Dilation, Baths; Diet 

or Fast
Rheumatism of Muscles— D 6, 10; Elsewhere as indicated; 

Dilation, Fast
Rheumatism, Inflammatory— As  indicated, Baths; Dilation; 

Diet
Rotheln or German Measles— C 4 , D  5, 10 ; Baths , Concuss C 7. 
Salivation— C 4 , D 5 
Scalp Tenderness— C 1 to 3
Scarlatina— C 4 , D 5, 10 , L  region as indicated, Baths 
Sciatica— D 10 , L  2 to 5 ; Baths; Dilation 
Scurvy— C 4 ; D 5 , Diet
Seborrhea— D 6, 10 , Local Zone; D iet, Baths 
Seminal Emissions— D 6, 10 , L  4 ,  Dilation, Baths 
Sexeol Weakness— L  2 to 4 , Dilation, Baths 
Sexual Imperfection— L 2 , 4 ;  Dilation, Concuss D 12 
Sexual Desire, Loss of—  L 2, 3, 4 ;  Baths; Dilation; Concuss 

D 12
Skin Diseases— D 5, 7, 10 ; Baths, Dilation
Sleeplessness— C 1 ; D 6 , Baths
Small-pox— C 5 , D 6, 10 , Magnesia applications

(Easily handled m the discreet form, dangerous m confluent
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and malignant forms.)
Smell, Lack of— C 3 or 4.
Sneezing— C 4 ; Concuss C 7.
Softening of the Brain— C 1, 4 , D 6, 10, Baths, Dilation. 
Somnambulism— C 1 ; D 6 , Diet 
Sordes—

O f Teeth— C 4 ; Diet; Wash 
O f Ears— C 1.
O f Scalp— C 1 to 3 
Other Parts— As indicated

Sore Throat, Clergyman’s— C 4, 5, or 6 ; D 5 , Concuss C 4, 7 
C 4, 7.

Special Senses—
Taste— C 1 to 3 ; D 5.
Hearing— C 1, 2;  D 5 ; Concuss C 1, 3 
Eyes— C 4 ; D 5,  Concuss C 1, 3.
Feeling— Local Zone.

Speech— C 5 or 6;  Dilation.
Spasm— D 6 ; Local Zone 

O f Larynx— D 5.
Esophagus— C 5 ; D  5 

Stomach— D 5.
Colon— L 2 to 4.
In most cramps or spasms, Dilation is a powerful adjunct. 

Spleen—  D 6 to 8 ; Concuss C 7, D 3, and L  1, 2, 3 
Spotted Fever— C 1 ; D 6, 10 ; Elsewhere as indicated, Dila

tion , Hot application.
Sputum— C 4 ;  D 5.
Squinting— C 2 to 4 ;  D 10; Dilation.
Stomach Diseases— D 5 region 
Stomatitis, or Inflammation of the Mouth 

Apthous Type— D  5 ; Wash Mouth 
Parasitic Type— D 5 ; Diet 
Catarrhal Type— D 5 , D iet, W ash.
Mercurial Type— C 4 , D 5 ; Diet, Wash  
Ulcerative Type— C 4 , D 5 ; W ash ; Diet 
Gangrenous Type— C 4 , D 5 ; W a sh ; Diet
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Concussion of D 5 always good 
Stone m Bladder— D 10 ; L  1 , D iet; Dilation 
Stoppage of Menstruation— D 6 ; E 2, 4 
Strabismus— C 4 ;  D  5, 10 , Elsewhere as indicated 
St Vitus’ Dance— D 6, 10 ; Concuss D 10, Baths, Diet, Di’ a- 

tion.
Summer Complaint— D 10 , L  2 region, Concuss E l  to 3 ; 

Dilation; Diet.
Sweating— D 10 region, Baths.
Syphilis— D 5, 7, 10 , E 2, 1 , Diet, Baths , Dilation 
Tapeworm, or Toema—

Toenia Mediocancellata, from Beef.
Toenia Solium, from Pork 
Toenia Bothnocephalus, from Fish
Toenia Echinococcus, minute, in Dogs, and also m Man 
In all cases adjust D 5, 8, 10, 12 ; E 2, 4 , Fast.
Drink tea made of pumpkin seed.

Taste, Loss o f— C 1 to 4 ;  D 5 to -right 
Tears— C 1 to 4.
Teeth— C 4.
Teething— C 4 ;  Diet
Temperature, Sub-Normal— C 1 ; D 4  to 10 ; Concuss C 7 ,  

Dilation.
Temperature, Abnormal— See Fevers 
Throat Diseases— C 4 ; D 5 , Hot applications.
Thyroid Gland— C 5 or 6 , D 5 ; Concuss C 7, D 2 ; Applications 

plications
Tic Doloreux— C 4 , Elsewhere as indicated; Applications, 

Dilation.
Tmitus Aurium— C 1 to 3.
Tonsilitis— Lower C region, D 5 
Trichina— D 5, 7, 10 ; E  2, 4 ; Fast
Tuberculosis— D 3, 5 , Elsewhere as indicated, Baths, Dilation , 

Diet; Exercise
Tumors— Local Zone ; Baths , Applications
Typhoid Fever— C 1, 5 ; D  4, 6, 8. 10, 12 , L  2, 4 ;  Dilation*. 

Baths, Fast.
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Tlijmus Gland— D 1, 2, 5 
Ulcei— Local Zone 

Duodenal— D b, 8, 10 
Gastric— D 5, 10.
On Head or Face— C 1 region, D 10 
On Leg— L 5 region; D 10.
In all cases external use proper dressing, and Baths 

Uremic Convulsions— C 1, 2 , D 6, 10; L  2 region, Baths; 
Dilation

Urine, Frequent or Abundant— D 10, L 1; Concuss L  2, 4,  5 
Urine, Suppression— D 10 , L  1 , Magnesia Applications 
Urination, Frequent— D 10, L  1 ; Concuss L  2, 4, 5 
Urine Cloudy— L 1 region 
Uterus Disease— L 3 region 
Uterine Hemorrhage— L  3 , Concuss L  1, 2 
Uterine Tumors— L 4 , Concuss L  1, 2, 3 , Baths and Appli

cations
Uvula— C region 1 to 3 ; D 5 ; Concuss C 7 
Vaccination— C 5 ; D 5, 7, 10, Baths; Diet 
Vaginal Hemorrhage— L  3 , Concuss L  1, 2, 3 
Vaginal Catarrh— L 3 ; Concuss L  U 2, 3
Valvular Diseases of the Heart— D 2, 4 , Concuss C 7 , Dila

tion , Fast, Baths
Varicella, or Chicken-Pox— C 5 , D 5, 10
A anola, or Small-Pox— C 5 , D 6, 10, Magnesia Applications 

Kasily handled in discreet form, but dangerous m confluent 
and mahgnant forms

Varicose Veins— L  region, Concuss C 7 and L 1, 2 , Baths 
Varicose Ulcers— L  region. Concuss C 7 and L 1, 2 , Baths, 

Applications
A arioloid— C 5, D 6, 10, Magnesia Applications
A'ersion of the AÂ omb— L 2, 4 ; Concuss L 1, 2, 3
A'ertigo— C 1 ; D 5
ATocal Chords— C 4 to 6 ; D 2, 5
A'oice, Loss of— C 1, 5 or 6, D 2, 5, to right
Vomiting m Pregnancy— D 5 , L  2, 4
AATute Spots m Throat— C 4, 6 , D 5 , Applications
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Womb Diseases— L 3 region, Douches; Concuss L 1, 2 ,K3,
Whoopmg Cough— C 4, 5 } D 5 to right; Baths, Concuss C 7
Worms— D 5, 8, 10; Elsewhere as indicated
Writer’s Cramp— Lower C, L'pper D , Concuss C 7 ; Dil-atum
Wounds— Local Zone, Magnesia Dressings
Wrinkles— General Treatment, Magnesia Solution
Wryneck— C region as indicated, Applications
Yellow Atroph}- of Liver— D 6 to 8
Yellow Fever— D 5, 7, 10 , L 2 region, Dilation

This little m allet is of a good shape for use m  spinal concussion it  i* 
m ade of solid w ood, tipped with rubber, and m ay be used to consucseithei 
the spinous of the transverse processes O f use where the large office con- 
cus«ors cannot bbe carried E very physician should be provided with all 
such instruments
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Thib cut represents a little apparatus that may be used very successfyully 
in adjusting vertebrae that are so far misplaced m an anterior position as to 
render it impossible to amke the correction by the ordinary methods of adjust
ing

We will sav, for instance, that the fifth dorsal is very much anterior, 
so that we are unable to correct it by adjusting ihe regions above and below 
Now, place this piece of prae board on the spme so that the excavated portion 
v ill receive the spinous processes of the fifth dorsal and the spinous processes 
just above and below

With patient preferably in the upright position, place one knee on this 
e\c ivated board Then place a towel or strap around to the front must below 
the sternum where the fifth ribs join the strenum, and with knee held firmly 
ag-mst board give a quick backward pulling thrust with the towel or strap

It vi ill seldom be necessary to use this method, but will be found to be very 
very effective m extreme cases

Any one can make or shape the little board, which sholud be about six 
mches long, about tvo inches wide, and bout one inch thick, with the exca
vated portion about three quarters of an inch in depth May pad with rubber 
or felt to make it softer





A  m ost extraordinary m ethod to stop hiccough, no diffeience how  long  
it  has continued, nor how serious it has becom e Press the forefinger of each  
hand firmly against the m iddle of the neck M ake a similar firm pressure w ith  
the ring finger of each hand just tv here the trapezius or large m uscle of the  
shoulder enlarges outward from  the loTver portion of the neck Press firm ly  
in here to inhibit the action of the Pneum ogastnc and Phrenic nerves for only  
a few  minutes, when hiccoughing will all be gone

W e  have know n cases to be stopped where the spasm odic jerks had been  
going on for nk>re than three days under the regular treatm ent m edical, and  
death was thought to be at hand A  short period of five to seven m inutes has 
saved the life H ave sent students to hospitals where the third and last day  
had been reached, andv life has been saved and health restored H ave  phoned  
th e message to cases where it was impossible to  attend, and some good nurse  
or attendant has saved fh e  life

Y o u  cannot value this little affair too highly M on ey  can not nam e its  
value Use it where ever it m ay b e  indicated, and you  will say its value is 
beyond any nameable price A ns so sim ply anybody can operate w ith certainty  

There will never be a failure The author’ s experience has extended too  
far to leave any doubt w hatever There has never been a failure to his know 
ledge, and he is sure there never will be a failure where the application is m ade  
as directed here

R ead  the above carefullly, and see the cut here presented



This picture shows another w ay to relieve hiccough, and a m ost thoro 
w ay also I t  is indeed very simple m  its application Just press with one 
nnger m  each ear, forcing the little front protuberance or tragus into the audi
tory canal or tube leading inward This procedure will very quickly stcS the 
niceough even where it is of long standing and has becom e very serious

W e would hesitate to say this is as effective as the pressure on side of the 
necK and trapezius muscle, but it has worked wherever we have tried it out, 
i t  is so easy of application that any one can use it w ithout calling t ie  assistance 
oi another, and it will work every tim e
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' - I I R O P R A C T I C
s^iie sick, efficiates the well, intensifies the nervous system, 
strengthens the body, prolongs the ife and makes it worth 
living
eases circulation, deepens breathing, stabilizes meatbolism, 
prevents age by continuous life growth, gives strength to 
all parts.

uces blood pressure, equalizes temperature, drives out doubts 
and fears, brings m the greatest mental impulses and accom
plishments.

irs perfect health, best ways of living, happiest times, greatest 
freedom from poisons, principles that are eternal as truth 
itself
notes mental activity, happiness m home ancljpffice, sacred- 

"s m dealings with others, honesty m all purposes, unsel- 
f/ mess always
,ores prolapsed conditions to normal, crooked formations to 
the beauty of perfect alignment, aching and swollen joints 
to ease and comfort.
y s  inflammation, muscular contraction, cramps m limbs and 
organs, unnatural desires, vicious thoughts, deeds, words 
and actions
is typhoid scarlet, and other fevers* locomotor ataxia, diabetes, 
heart disease, paralysis, rheumatism, asthma, Spanish flu etc 
ŝ away nervous tension, brain fag, pains m head, nausea from 
stomach, fading appearance from face, doubtful expression 
from eyes.
>ted m all acute and chronic diseases, atrophy, hypertro- 

x v, hay fever, tuberculosis, epilepsy/ insanity, dropsy, 
ĉ  titis, appendicitis
tf vigor, ability, sturdy forces, courage to do, making failure 
ir oossible, lové of humanity, with invincible desires to heal

- I I R O P R A C T I C
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